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Describing the processes leading to deforestation is essential for the development and implementation of the forest policies. In this
work, two diferent learning models were developed in order to identify the best possible model for the assessment of the
deforestation causes and trends. We developed autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model and long short-term
memory (LSTM) independently in order to see the trend between tree cover loss and carbon dioxide emission.Tis study includes
the twenty-year data of Pakistan on tree cover loss and carbon emission from the Global Forest Watch (GFW) platform, a known
platform to get numerical data. Minimum mean absolute error (MAE) for the prediction of tree cover loss and carbon emission
obtained through ARIMA model is 0.89 and 0.95, respectively. Te minimum MAE given by LSTM model is 0.33 and 0.43,
respectively. Tere is no such kind of study conducted in order to identify the increase in carbon emission due to tree cover loss
most specifcally in Pakistan. Te results endorsed that one of the main causes of increase in the pollution in the environment in
terms of carbon emission is due to tree cover loss.

1. Introduction

Global warming is a burning issue causing catastrophic
changes and calamities around the world. Te increasing
occurrence of climate dissipation has been noticed with
current global warming that had several biophysical impacts
worldwide [1]. One of the main causes of global warming is
carbon emission. Sources of carbon emission are both natural
and human. Human sources include a variety of man-made
actions such as tree logging, forest fres, burning of fossil fuels,
cement production, natural gas production, and so on [2, 3].

Hence, the degradation of forests that play an essential
role in maintaining a balance in the ecosystem directly adds to
global warming. It results in rapid environmental degrada-
tion, not only leading to a scarcity of natural resources, decline

in quality of life, and long-term public health issues but also
inficting economic losses [4]. Terefore, controlling defor-
estation can signifcantly minimize carbon emissions and help
improve the environment. Recent studies revealed that the
deforestation rate increases with extreme drought and wet
years. In another study [5], the authors examined the carbon
dioxide emission and climatic efects on major agricultural
crop production in Pakistan. Te results revealed that the
crops such as wheat, maize, sugarcane, cotton, and so on have
a constructive association with carbon dioxide emissions.
Combating deforestation is being evaluated by cost-efective
means of reducing greenhouse gas emissions [6].

Due to the negative impact of carbon emissions on the
environment, there is a lot of ongoing research work to
fnd out the efcient methods that have the ability to
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predict carbon emissions and determine their causes
[7–10]. Learning-based techniques have provided new
approaches to prediction problems that represent in-
teractions between variables in a deep and layered hi-
erarchy. ML-based techniques like support vector
machines (SVMs) and random forest (RF), as well as DL-
based algorithms like recurrent neural network (RNN)
and LSTM, have attracted lots of attention in recent years
because of their applications in a variety of felds [11–14].
In time series forecasting, DL approaches are capable of
identifying data structure and pattern, such as non-lin-
earity and complexity [15, 16]. LSTM has been extensively
utilized in time series prediction in [17–21]. Autore-
gressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) is also
another forecasting model [22] that predicts the future
values based on the past values. ARIMA is the best model
for one-step out-of-sample forecasting and is good for the
data which consist of linear and short-term dependency
(weekly or hourly) [23].

Te rapid advancement in the Internet of Tings (IoT)
would be a future enhancement of this system. Tere are
multiple privacy-related challenges in IoT architecture
during communication that can be addressed using block-
chain-enabled IoT architecture [24]. Moreover, there is a
need for a decentralized auction-based resource allocation
mechanism in edge computing-enabled IoT, which would be
helpful to make computer resources closer to the devices
[25]. To imporved the data quality during the data com-
munication, few studies foucsed on the age of information
(AOI) from the prespective of game theory [26]. Game
theory is a useful tool to optimize wireless networks by
assisting scarce wireless resource allocation, e.g., bandwidth
and channels.

Objective of this study is to develop an accessible
methodological approach that allows for rapid evaluation of
statistical relationships and trends in forest monitoring data
using both ML and DL. In this study, two independent
learning models were developed using the autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) model and long short-
term memory (LSTM). Moreover, this study also focused on
understanding the correlation between tree cover loss and
carbon emission by taking Pakistan as a case study. Since,
there is no such comprehensive efort found in open liter-
ature by the authors, it is a novel attempt in this direction.
Te remaining part of the paper is arranged as follows. Te
methodology is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, results
are discussed. Section 4 describes the conclusion and future
work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data Collection. Two time series datasets, i.e., tree cover
loss and carbon emission in Pakistan, were taken from the
GFW platform [27]. Each dataset consists of past 20 years’
information on carbon values added to the environment and
the tree cover loss from year 2001 to 2020. It should be noted
that a more organized dataset comprising other variables of
consideration for this study is not available in the open
literature.

Figure 1 shows the proposed methodology of the
framework. Following the collection of the dataset, the
preprocessing stage is carried out to make the data sta-
tionary, as shown in Figure 2.Te dataset is then divided into
training and testing portions in order to train and evaluate
the models. Te training component of the dataset is used to
train the models, and the testing portion is used for eval-
uation. Te MAP and MAPE error evaluation metrics are
evaluated for fnal analysis of the result.

2.2. Data Preprocessing. Figure 2 shows the preprocessing
framework. Firstly, we deal with all missing values of the
dataset. For any time series forecasting, being stationary is a
mandatory property for a statistical model. A series is called
stationary if its statistical property does not change with
time. To verify this feature in our dataset, we have used the
augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test. After applying ADF, it
was found that our dataset taken from GFW platform [27]
does not fulfll this condition.

In order to make our dataset stationary, we performed a
series of transformations such as power log transformation
and diferencing before applying (ADF) again for the ver-
ifcation. Figure 1 illustrates our adopted methodology in the
form of a fowchart. After preprocessing, the dataset is di-
vided into test and training subsets. Te training set is used
to train the prediction model and the test set is used to
evaluate it. Te split between the training and test data is
kept at 70% and 30%, respectively.

For forecasting, the ARIMA and LSTM models are used
to make predictions and are applied on both datasets.

2.3. ARIMA and LSTM Models. Te ARIMA model is a
generalization of the simpler autoregressive moving average
that incorporates the concept of integration. Te ARIMA
model parameters are as follows:

(i) p: lag order (previously predicted values).
(ii) d: degree of diference.
(iii) q: order of moving average.

An ARIMA model is a time series forecasting model. It
incorporates the properties of two autoregression and
moving average models, where in autoregression, lags or
previously predicted values are known as “autoregression”
while lag or previously predicted error is known as “moving
average.” “Diference” is to make time series stationary (also
known as integrated stationary time series version).

First step is to determine appropriate hyperparameters
of ARIMA, p, h, and q, accurately to predict the behavior of
the time series. Ten, these hyperparameters are ftted into
the training data. Finally, the model ftting residuals are
analyzed to check whether the model assumptions are
satisfed [6].

Tis study also utilizes LSTM model, which is a special
type of RNN and is able to deal with long-term time de-
pendencies [28]. Tere are many types of LSTMmodels that
can be used for specifc type of time series forecasting
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problem. In univariate LSTM, single series of observation is
required to learn from the past values.

On the contrary, multivariate LSTMmakes use of two or
more kinds of parallel time series information to learn from
the past observations. Te basic architecture of univariate
LSTM is shown in Figure 3. Basic LSTM network consists of
cells that store the data. Tese cells resemble a transport line
that connects one module to another conveying data from
the past and gathering the present values [29]. For LSTM,
three-layer-based architectures is proposed in this study
with a dropout probability of 0.3 and zero non-trainable
parameter. Te lagged value of time series is used to predict
future value with 40,901 learnable parameters.

Te LSTM is applied on both of the parameters of carbon
emission and tree cover loss with same layers and param-
eters, and the model for each dataset is trained with 50
epochs. Two separate univariate LSTMmodels are applied to
two diferent time series variables, i.e., tree cover loss and

carbon emission.Temodels are not only validated based on
the diference between observed and predicted values also
known as residuals but also exploited for future prediction of
tree cover loss association with carbon emission for next
three years with upper confdence level of 80% and lower
confdence level of 90%.

3. Results

3.1. Stationary Time Series. Being stationary is an essential
condition in time series analysis. Most of the time series
models assumed that each point is independent of one an-
other. To check this feature in our time series, ADF is applied.
Moreover, to make the time series information stationary,
diferencing and log transformation are performed.Te result
of ADF test is shown in Table 1. It can be noted that the value
of P is less than 0.05. Tis clearly indicates that after applying
log transformation and diferencing, we have obtained a
stationary time series suitable for further prediction analysis.

3.2. Tree Cover Loss with ARIMA. ARIMA results for tree
cover loss are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Te model is trained
with multiple order of ARIMA. Te minimum MAE for tree
cover loss is 0.95 with ARIMA (1, 1, 1). Similarly, the min-
imum MAE for tree cover loss is 1.4 and 1.2 with ARIMA (1,
2, 1). Values of p, d, and q are cross-checked using auto
ARIMA function in Python. Figure 4 depicts the train (actual)
and test (predicted) data showing that the data predict some
trends and are at a right scale. In Figure 5, data for past twenty
years (2001–2020) are utilized to train the model for pre-
diction of tree cover loss for next fve years. Te results in-
dicate an increase in tree cover loss in the coming years.

3.3. CarbonEmissionwithARIMA. Figures 6 and 7 show the
carbon emission results using ARIMA. Te model is trained
with multiple order of ARIMA. Te minimum MAE of 1.20
and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 1.24 are
obtained for carbon emission forecasting with ARIMA order
of (1, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 1), respectively. Te twenty-year data,
from 2001 to 2020, are used for the model training.Te same
model is further exploited to carry out forecasting carbon
emission over next fve years.Te results indicate an increase
in the carbon emission for this coming period.

Te two results also exhibit that increase in the carbon
emission has signifcant and similarly directed impact on the
tree cover loss.

3.4. Tree Cover Loss with LSTM. LSTM has also been applied
on the same dataset to compare the results with ARIMA
model for tree cover loss. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate the
results for this study. Training and testing loss decay per
epoch is shown in Figure 8 while Figure 9 illustrates the tree
cover loss prediction for next three years, i.e., 2023–2025.

3.5.CarbonEmissionwithLSTM. Figures 10 and 11 show the
results of LSTM-based carbon emission. Te LSTMmodel is
trained up to 50 epochs for both tree cover loss and carbon

Dataset

Training dataset

Pre-ProcessingTest dataset

Deep Learning
model LSTM

Statistical model
ARIMA

Evaluation MAP, MAPE

Figure 1: Hierarchical representation of the proposed method-
ology used to carry out forecasting.

Dataset

StationaryTransformation Further Analysis
YesNO

Remove missing
Values

ADF Test

Figure 2: Hierarchical illustration of data preprocessing
framework.
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Figure 3: Architecture of basic LSTM network for univariate prediction.

Table 1: ADF test results.

Tree cover loss Carbon emission
Test statistic −4.1812 Test statistic −3.7851
P value 0.00078 P value 0.00532
Lag used 0.00000 Lag used 0.00000
No. of abbreviations used 18.0000 No. of abbreviations used 15.0000
Critical value (1%) −3.8590 Critical value (1%) −2.0521
Critical value (5%) −3.0420 Critical value (5%) −2.6710
Critical value (10%) −2.6609 Critical value (10%) −1.7219
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Figure 4: Actual versus predicted tree cover loss using ARIMA model.
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emission. It is observed from Figure 10 that the train and
testing loss is decreasing over time after each epoch while
using LSTM. Te results indicate that a linear correlation
exists between the carbon emission and tree cover loss.
Future predictions of the LSTM model also refect an in-
creasing pattern of the carbon emission.

3.6. Comparison of ARIMA and LSTM. Te ARIMA model
works by fltering high-frequency noise from data, detecting
local patterns based on linear dependencies, and predicting
future trends [30]. In addition, the ARIMA model converts
tree cover losses and carbon emission features into special
temporary variables before matching them and only
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considers the linear portion of the series [31]. Te ARIMA
model is simple and forthright and only requires to adjust
the values of p, d, and q. Te ARIMA model, however, is
unable to deal with the non-linear relationship between the
tree cover loss and carbon emissions.

On the contrary, the neural network such as LSTM can
deal with both linear and non-linear patterns [32]. LSTM is a
type of RNN that is meant to learn temporal patterns,
capture non-linear dependencies, and preserve relevant

memory for a longer period of time, resulting in achieving
more accurate predictions [33].

Working of the two approaches, ARIMA and LSTM, for
tree cover loss and carbon emission prediction is investi-
gated using mean average precision (MAP) and MAPE
evaluation matrices. Results are summarized in Table 2. It is
observed that MAP obtained through LSTM is 0.33 while
MAPE is 0.25. For carbon emission, LSTM gives MAP of
0.43 and MAPE of 0.40.
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Te results clearly show that LSTM has performed better
than the ARIMA model in estimating and predicting tree
cover loss and carbon emission for the analyzed data, hence
ratifying that LSTM architecture is more suitable for time
series prediction than ARIMA. Te results also refect the
strong reliance and linear relationship between the tree
cover loss and carbon emission.

4. Conclusion

In this work, a detailed analysis of tree cover loss and carbon
emission data is carried out using ARIMA and LSTM
techniques. 20-year data, from 2001 to 2020, are utilized to
train and test the models and get predictions for next 5 years.
Te relationship between the two environmental factors is
also established. Te results have shown that temporal
variations in the trend component of both carbon emission
and tree loss cover are remarkably associated with each
other. It has established that increase in the tree cover loss
directly afects carbon emission in the atmosphere. Carbon
emission could be one of the signifcant causes of the tree
cover loss and deforestation.

Working of LSTM is found to be more vigorous in these
prediction studies. Tough very signifcant, this study is

limited by the limited data availability. Both ARIMA and
LSTM models showed the same trends. However, LSTM is a
model that can learn the long-term dependencies, and it can
remember the information that is processed in the model for
a very long time [22]. In terms of computational time, the
ARIMA models consume more time when using the rolling
forecast method, and it is unfeasible to train new models
when the orders of p, d, and q increase [34]. LTSM models
take signifcantly less time to train, and once trained,
constant predictions can be obtained, while ARIMA models
need to be retrained.

Future aspects of this study include better understanding
of carbon emission impact and control by considering more
factors such as wood fuel, fre, and timber harvest. Inclusion
of more factors and parameters can improve the overall
prediction accuracy of the models while providing a broader
understanding of causes of carbon emission. If more vari-
ables that contribute to carbon emissions and deforestation
are taken into account, the work described in this paper will
be more sophisticated.

Data Availability

Te data used to support the fndings of this study are
available publicly on Global Forest Watch.
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Table 2: Comparison of ARIMA and LSTM for tree cover loss and
carbon emission prediction.

Tree cover loss Carbon emission
Models MAP MAPE MAP MAPE
ARIMA (1, 2, 1) 1.34 4.45 1.24 1.20
ARIMA (1, 1, 1) 0.95 4.35 0.89 5.65
ARIMA (1, 2, 2) 3.81 9.10 3.58 8.21
LSTM 0.33 0.25 0.43 0.40
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(ICRG-2020) (project no. 310366) (Deforestation in Paki-
stan: Combating through Wireless Sensor Networks
(DePWiSeN)).
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Background. Application of machine learning (ML) for identifcation of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has been recently
drawing increasing attention, while there is still lack of evidence-based support.Methods. Systematic review and meta-analysis are
conducted to evaluate its diagnostic accuracy and application prospect. PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Library, and Web of Science
libraries are searched, in combination with manual searching and literature retrospection, for studies regarding machine learning
for identifying SLE and neuropsychiatric systemic lupus erythematosus (NPSLE). Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies (QUADA-2) is applied to assess the quality of included studies. Diagnostic accuracy of the SLEmodel and NPSLEmodel is
assessed using the bivariate fxed-efect model, and the data are pooled. Summary receiver operator characteristic curve (SROC) is
plotted, and area under the curve (AUC) is calculated. Results. Eighteen (18) studies are included, in which ten (10) focused on SLE
and eight (8) on NPSLE.Te AUC of SLE identifcation is 0.95, the sensitivity is 0.90, the specifcity is 0.89, the PLR is 8.4, the NLR
is 0.12, and the DOR is 73. AUC of NPSLE identifcation is 0.89, the sensitivity is 0.83, the specifcity is 0.83, the PLR is 5.0, the NLR
is 0.20, and the DOR is 25. Conclusion. Machine learning presented remarkable performance in identifcation of SLE and NPSLE.
Based on the convenience for inclusion factor collection and non-invasiveness of detection, machine learning is expected to be
widely applied in clinical practice to assist medical decision making.

1. Introduction

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmunity-
mediated, chronic, and refractory connective tissue disease
(CTD) with multiple systems involved. It usually occurs in
women aged 20 to 40 years old, and the ratio of incidence
between male and female is 1 : 9. Te prevalence of PLE
varies from 1 to 10 per 100000 people in diferent countries
and regions, and the incidence in coloured people is higher
than that in white people [1–3].

Commonly used clinical diagnostic criteria included
American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria [4],
Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics
(SLICC) criteria [5], and European League Against
Rheumatism/American College of Rheumatology Clas-
sifcation (EULAR/ACR) Criteria [6] for Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus. Sensitivity and specifcity reported in

diferent cohorts range from 0.84 to 0.95 [7]. However,
early identifcation and diagnosis for SLE are still difcult
due to the heterogeneity of its clinical and laboratorial
indicators. Te multiple organ damage would aggravate
over time, making early recognition and diagnosis of SLE
important [8]. Diagnosis of neuropsychiatric systemic lupus
erythematosus (NPSLE) currently follows the ACR criteria [9],
which is mainly based on clinical symptoms that have already
occurred, and occurrence of those symptoms typically indicates
highly active NPSLE with highmortality, presenting a challenge
to the early identifcation for NPSLE. Machine learning (ML)
refers to a technology tomake computer simulate or implement
human learning activities, which can make full use of infor-
mation via algorithms to obtain hidden, efective, and under-
standable knowledge from massive data, so as to build
predictive models [10]. Recently, ML has shown excellent
pattern-recognizing capability and has gradually afected clinical
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decision making in multiple felds, including rheumatic im-
munology [11, 12].

Its value for SLE and NPSLE identifcation and diagnosis
is particularly brought into focus. However, the diagnostic
accuracy varies in diferent models, and there is also lack of
evidence-based support. We conducted this meta-analysis to
identify the value of machine learning in the recognition of
SLE and NPSLE and to explore which predictors are more
clinically signifcant, so as to provide reference for future
development of diagnostic systems and models.

2. Methods

Te systematic review and meta-analysis were conducted in
strict accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [13]
statement and had been registered on PROSPERO (regis-
tration no. CRD42022329180).

2.1. Defnition. In this study, SLE is defned as patients
meeting the ACR [4] or SLICC [5] criteria, and NPSLE is
defned as patients meeting the NPSLE ACR [9] criteria.

2.2. Hypothesis. Can machine learning applications play a
signifcant role in the identifcation of systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) and neuropsychiatric systemic lupus
erythematosus (NPSLE)?

2.3. Literature Search and Study Selection. PubMed, Embase,
Cochrane Library, and Web of Science were searched from
inception toMarch 2022, via combination of medical subject
headings and free words, for studies that applied ML for
identifcation of SLE and NPSLE. Manual searching and
literature retrospection were also conducted. Search items in
PubMed included “Lupus Erythematosus, Systemic,” “Sys-
temic Lupus Erythematosus,” “Lupus Erythematosus Dis-
seminatus,” “Libman-Sacks Disease,” “machine learning,”
“Deep learning,” “Transfer Learning,” “Ensemble Learning,”
“artifcial intelligence,” and “Prediction model,” with the
language restricted to English.

Patients who have symptoms of SLE or NPSLE were
included. Exclusion criteria were as follows:

(1) Patients who had history of other cerebral diseases.
(2) Unable to participate in relevant clinical and labo-

ratory tests.
(3) Concomitant with other CTDs. Eligible randomized

controlled trails (RCTs), case-control studies, cross-
sectional studies, nested case-control studies, and
cohort studies were all included.

(4) Studies with the participants less than 30 in training
set of the model or without modeling were excluded.

2.4. Literature Screening and Data Extraction. All identifed
articles were imported to Endnote. Te titles and abstracts
were browsed following duplicate removal to exclude ir-
relevant studies. Full texts of the remaining articles were

read, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, to
screen out eligible studies. Extracted data included name of
frst author, publication date, sample size, types of models,
indices of modeling, and outcome measures. Outcome
measures included sensitivity (SEN), specifcity (SPE),
positive likelihood ratio (PLR), negative likelihood ratio
(NLR), diagnostic odds ratio (DOR), summary receiver
operator characteristic curve (SROC), area under the curve
(AUC), and clinical application value. Literature screening
and data extraction were conducted by two reviewers (Yuan
Zhou and Meng Wang) independently, and any disagree-
ments were settled via discussion with a third reviewer
(Shasha Zhao).

2.5. Quality Assessment. Quality assessment of included
studies was performed by two reviewers using Quality As-
sessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2)
criteria [14], which contain four (4) domains in terms of risk
of bias: patient selection, index test, reference standard, and
fow and timing. Each domain was assessed, and the results
were pooled to grade an included study as “low risk,” “high
risk,” or “unclear risk.” Disagreements were resolved by a
third reviewer to reach a consensus.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using STATA 15.0. A grouping analysis was processed based
on diferent types of machine learning algorithms. C-indices
with 95% confdence intervals (95% Cis) of the prediction
models were pooled.Ten, the diagnostic accuracy of ML for
SLE and NPSLE was evaluated using the bivariate fxed-
efect model. Outcomes that were included in the model
contained point-estimated values of SEN, SPE, PLR, NLR,
and DOR, with their 95% CIs provided. Te SROC was
plotted, and AUC with its 95% CI was calculated. Deek’s
funnel plot was applied to assess the publication bias, and Q
and I2 statistics were used for heterogeneity test. I2 greater
than 50% indicated signifcant heterogeneity. p value less
than 0.05 indicated statistical signifcance.

3. Results

3.1. Study Selection and Risk of Bias Assessment. Sixteen
hundred and eighty-one (1681) articles were identifed
through initial search, and 1226 remained after removing
duplicates. Eleven hundred and sixty-six (1166) ineligible
articles were excluded after browsing the abstracts and titles,
and full texts of the remaining sixty (60) articles were read.
Finally, a total of eighteen (18) studies were included, in
which ten (10) [15–24] focused on SLE and the remaining
eight (8) [25–32] on NPSLE. Te study selection process is
shown in Figure 1, and the characteristics of included studies
are shown in Tables 1 (for SLE) and 2 (for NPSLE). Among
the eighteen (18) studies, ffteen (15) were published in
recent fve (5) years, and thirteen (13) were published in
recent three (3) years, which revealed that this feld might be
an emerging hotspot and innovative.
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Risk of bias assessment for included studies was con-
ducted according to QUADAS-2 criteria, via RevMan 5.3
software. Te results are shown in Figure 2.

High risk of bias might be inevitable because most of the
included studies (n� 13) were retrospective case-control
design studies, and studies on NPSLE had limited sample
size. Clinical practicability of included studies was graded as
low risk, suggesting considerable clinical value of our study.
We divided the included studies into a SLE subgroup and
NPSLE subgroup for heterogeneity test and publication bias
assessment, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

3.2. Diagnostic Performance of ML for SLE. Tere are 10
studies included in meta-analysis for ML in SLE identif-
cation, with 15 diferent models and 19631 participants.
Among the studies, 5 are from registration databases and 5
from retrospective case-control studies, with sufcient
sample size. Te results of analysis are presented in
Figures 5(a), 6(a), 7(a), and 8(a). Te AUC is 0.95 [95% CI

(0.93, 0.93)], the sensitivity is 0.90 [95% CI (0.85, 0.93)], the
specifcity is 0.89 [95% CI (0.86, 0.92)], the PLR is 8.4 [95%
CI (6.2, 11.4)], the NLR is 0.12 [95% CI (0.08, 0.17)], and the
DOR is 73 [95% CI (40–134)]. According to Figure 7(a),
based on a hypothesis of PLR� 10 and NLR� 0.1, there are
still 8 algorithms that could competently distinguish SLE
patients and non-SLE patients, in which 3 algorithms are in
critical state. Figure 8 reveals the post-test probability of ML
for SLE diagnosis, which indicated that assuming that the
pre-test probability is 50%, the post-test probability of ML
for SLE diagnosis is 0.89, and the probability of being di-
agnosed as non-SLE is 0.1.

3.3. Diagnostic Performance of ML for NPSLE. Tere are 8
studies included in meta-analysis for ML in NPSLE iden-
tifcation, with 18 diferent models and 569 participants. All
the studies are from retrospective case-control studies, with
limited sample size. Te results of analysis are presented in
Figures 5(b), 6(b), 7(b), and 8(b). Te AUC of NPSLE

Identifcation of studies via databases and registers

Records identifed from:
Pubmed (n = 327)
Embase (n = 838)
Cochrane (n = 22)
Web of science (n = 494)

Records removed before
screening:
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Records marked as
ineligible by automation
tools (n = 0)
Records removed for other
reasons (n = 0)

Afer title and abstract
screening (n = 60)

Records excluded
(n = 1166)

Reports sought for retrieval
(n = 60)

Reports not retrieved
(n = 0)

Reports assessed for
eligibility (n = 18) Reports excluded:

Not diagnosis (n = 14)
Not SLE or NPSLE (n = 22)
No model (n = 6)

Studies included in review
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the identifcation, inclusion, and exclusion of studies.
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identifcation is 0.89 [95% CI (0.86, 0.92)], the sensitivity is
0.83 [95% CI (0.79, 0.87)], the specifcity is 0.83 [95% CI
(0.76, 0.88)], the PLR is 5.0 [95% CI (3.4, 7.3)], the NLR is
0.20 [95% CI (0.15, 0.27)], and the DOR is 25 [95% CI
(13–47)]. Based on a hypothesis that PLR� 10 and
NLR� 0.1, there are 3 ML models that could competently
distinguish NPSLE patients and non-NPSLE patients. ML
also presented excellent diagnostic performance for NPSLE.

4. Discussion

In this study, we reviewed studies that applied ML to di-
agnose SLE and NPSLE and conducted a meta-analysis. Tis
is the frst meta-analysis performed to evaluate the per-
formance of ML for SLE identifcation, with high clinical
signifcance. ML is the combination of statistics and com-
puter science, which can make full use of information and
obtain veiled, efective, and understandable knowledge from
massive data to reveal connections between the data so as to
build prediction models. ML typically falls into two cate-
gories: supervised learning and unsupervised learning
[33–35]. It can assist clinicians in decision making via its
remarkable pattern-recognizing capability and has shown
excellent performance in identifcation for infammatory
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and brain diseases [36, 37].

Tere are various ML models designed for SLE, with
sufcient participants. Types of the models did not afect the
diagnostic accuracy. Commonly applied methods such as
random forest (RF) and logistic regression (LR) are used
because most of the models included more than 10 variables.
RF could produce highly accurate classifers for various types
of data and could evaluate the importance of variables when
determining categories, so that it could produce unbiased
estimates for generalized errors [38, 39].Tis could relatively
ensure the accuracy of multivariate modeling. LR is a ma-
chine learning method designed to solve classifcation

problems. It is a predictive analysis based on probability
distribution [40]. LR is less likely to overft, although that
might occur in high-dimensional datasets. Te training time
of LR is shorter than that of most complex algorithms (such
as artifcial neural network) due to the simplicity of prob-
ability interpretation; therefore, it has relatively practical
diagnostic performance [41, 42].Te rest of the models, such
as SVM, DT, and ANN, are also applied, with comparatively
remarkable diagnostic performance. Among the 10 studies, 8
used K-fold cross validation and 8 used external validation.
Accuracy of the models is reliable. Most of the models in-
cluded clinical and laboratorial data as variables and added
extra variables on the basis of ACR, EULAR, and SLICC
criteria. Te risk factors are ordered based on the model
itself, which provided more directions and basis for us to
improve the SLE classifcation criteria. On the other hand,
there are 3 studies [20, 22, 23] that performed analyses for
blood polypeptides and lipids, and 1 study [21] distinguished
SLE patients from normal people through skin imaging
examination. All of these studies yielded decent results and
provided more directions for early identifcation of SLE in
clinical practice.

Tere are limited number of studies that focused on ML
for NPSLE, and MRI results are applied in these studies for
learning and modeling so that most of the studies applied
support vector machine (SVM) [43, 44]. ML has been widely
applied in imaging diagnosis for many diseases such as brain
metastases, retinopathy, and so on and has been statistically
validated by meta-analysis [45, 46]. Te optimization of
SVM takes into account the minimization of empirical risk
and structural risk so that it is stable. From a geometric point
of view, the stability of SVM is refected in that it requires the
largest margin when constructing a hyperplane decision
boundary; therefore, there is plenty of space between the
boundaries to contain test samples, which is more suitable
for solving image problems [47]. Tere are 5 studies that

Table 1: Characteristics of the included studies for SLE.

Author Year Country Sample Prediction Defnition
Sample number
of training set
(event/all)

K-fold cross
validation

External
validation Model

Murray et al. 2019 USA Registration
data Diagnosis ACR 583/16767 10 Yes LR

Ceccarelli et al. 2021 Italy Case-control Diagnosis EULAR/
ACR 173/306 No NA LR, SVM, DT

Barnado et al. 2022 USA Registration
data Diagnosis NA 121/249 5 Yes RF, XGB

Jorge et al. 2019 USA Registration
data Diagnosis ACR/

SLICC 66/200 No Yes LR

Adamichou
et al. 2020 Greece Registration

data Diagnosis NA 401/802 10 Yes LR

Huang et al. 2009 China Case-control Diagnosis ACR 32/118 No Yes DT
Samundeswari
et al. 2018 India Case-control Diagnosis ACR 200/400 10 NA ANN, SVM

Dai et al. 2010 China Case-control Diagnosis ACR 50/99 10 Yes KNN
Matthiesen et al. 2021 Portugal Case-control Diagnosis NA 64/128 10 Yes PLS

Turner et al. 2017 USA Registration
data Diagnosis ACR 272/562 5 Yes

ANN, RF, NB,
SVM,

Word2Vec
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Quality evaluation of the included literature.
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Figure 3: Heterogeneity analysis: (a) for SLE; (b) for NPSLE.
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Figure 4: Publication bias: (a) for SLE; (b) for NPSLE.
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applied K-fold cross validation and 4 studies that applied
external validation to improve accuracy of the models, and
SVM tended to overft when the sample size was too small.
Xiao et al. compared the results of ML with those of two
senior radiologists and found the former to be more

competent, which further improved the efcacy of ML.
However, in the model training process, hundreds of dif-
ferent brain functional areas need to be identifed and an-
alyzed one by one, and then are sorted by the degree of
infuence, and the parts with greater infuence are selected
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Figure 5: Diagnostic performance of machine learning: (a) for SLE; (b) for NPSLE.
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Figure 6: Te summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curve for the diagnostic performance of machine learning: (a) for SLE;
(b) for NPSLE.
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Figure 7: Likelihood matrix diagram of clinical application of machine learning: (a) for SLE; (b) for NPSLE.
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for modeling, which often requires long time of training.
With the wide and deep application of ML in imaging, it is
necessary to improve the algorithm, increase the training
efciency, and reduce the time of training.

It is worth mentioning that in the process of searching
the literature, we found that there are a large number of
studies based onmolecular and genetic levels, using machine
learning methods to identify SLE risk genes or SLE-related
antibodies. [48–55]. Several studies applied ML to evaluate
the activity and prognosis of SLE [56–61] and to assist in
classifcation of lupus nephritis [62, 63]. All these studies
yielded satisfying results. Apart from all these, systematic
literature reviews have been applied in diferent felds, such
as rough set exploration system [64], machine learning
methods for cyber security [65], and meta-learning for al-
gorithm selection [66]. To sum up, ML is expected to play a
variety of roles in clinical practice, and more relevant studies
are needed.

4.1. Limitations. Tough a comprehensive search was
conducted in PubMed, Embase, Cochrane, and Web of
Science, the number of included studies is small. Secondly,
there is signifcant heterogeneity among the studies in terms
of variable selection. We look forward to including more

clinically signifcant, noninvasive, and easily collectible
variables to further refne the model. At the same time,
studies that focused on ML for NPSLE had limited sample
size. It is difcult to recruit patients in countries with small
populations so that most of the studies are from China,
leading to lack of multiracial comparison. However, as
NPSLE clinically represents the high activity and lethality of
SLE, it is useful and necessary to conduct relevant meta-
analysis. More ML models are needed to identify NPSLE in
diferent races. Lastly, due to the clinical practice and the
nature of the diagnostic experiment itself, the literatures
included in this study inevitably lack prospective studies.

5. Conclusion

Machine learning (ML) is expected to be widely applied in
clinical practice to assist in medical decision making. ML
techniques can be used for the identifcation of systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE) and neuropsychiatric systemic
lupus erythematosus (NPSLE). Tese techniques are con-
sidered an efective auxiliary method for the diagnosis of
these diseases.Tese techniques gained great attention of the
researchers, but there is still lack of evidence-based support.
Systematic review and meta-analysis were conducted to
evaluate the diagnostic accuracy and application prospect of
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Figure 8: Fagan’s diagram of the clinical application of machine learning: (a) for SLE; (b) for NPSLE.
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ML techniques. Four libraries (PubMed, Embase, Cochrane
Library, and Web of Science) were searched for the col-
lection of relevant articles regarding machine learning for
identifcation or diagnosis of SLE and NPSLE. Diagnostic
accuracy of the SLE and NPSLE models was assessed using
the bivariate fxed-efect model. Out of eighteen (18) studies,
ten (10) were related to SLE and eight (8) to NPSLE. Te
AUC of SLE identifcation is 0.95, the sensitivity is 0.90, and
the specifcity is 0.89. AUC of NPSLE identifcation is 0.89,
the sensitivity is 0.83, and the specifcity is 0.83. It is con-
cluded that ML played a signifcant role in identifcation of
SLE and NPSLE.
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As the core component of permanent magnet motor, themagnetic tile defects seriously affect the quality of industrial motor. Automatic
recognition of the surface defects of the magnetic tile is a difficult job since the patterns of the defects are complex and diverse. *e
existing defect recognition methods result in difficulty in practical application due to the complicated system structure and the low
accuracy of the image segmentation and the target detection for the diversity of the defect patterns. A self-supervised learning (SSL)
method, which benefits from its nonlinear feature extraction performance, is proposed in this study to improve the existing approaches.
We proposed an efficientmultihead self-attentionmethod, which can automatically locate single ormultiple defect areas ofmagnetic tile
and extract features of the magnetic tile defects. We also designed an accurate full-connection classifier, which can accurately classify
different defects of magnetic tile defects. A knowledge distillation process without labeling is proposed, which simplifies the self-
supervised training process.*e process of our method is as follows. A feature extraction model consists of standard vision transformer
(ViT) backbone, which is trained by contrast learning without labeled dataset that is used to extract global and local features from the
inputmagnetic tile images.*en, we use a full-connection neural network, which is trained by using labeled dataset to classify the known
defect types. Finally, we combined the feature extraction model and defect classification model together to form a relatively simple
integrated system.*e publicmagnetic tile surface defect dataset, which holds 5 defect categories and 1 nondefect category, is used in the
process of training, validating, and testing. We also use online data augmentation techs to increase training samples to make the model
converge and achieve high classification accuracy. *e experimental results show that the features extracted by the SSL method can get
richer and more detailed features than the supervised learning model gets. *e composite model reaches to a high testing accuracy of
98.3%, and gains relatively strong robustness and good generalization ability.

1. Introduction

*e magnetic tile is an important component of the motor.
Its quality will affect the performance of the motor, and the
defects of the magnetic tile will lead to the decline of the
performance of the motor, thus affecting the service life of
the motor. If the defective magnetic tile is used in industrial
robots or other industrial products, it will cause huge losses.
We aim to develop a method to automatically detect the
defects of the magnetic tiles in this study. *e effect of
traditional manual defect testing methods is easily influ-
enced by individual experience and other subjective factors,

which bring low consistency and efficiency. On the other
hand, machine visual detection methods have the advan-
tages of higher automation, good consistency, and non-
contact measurement; therefore, they gradually become the
mainstream methods of surface defect detection. Magnetic
surface defect detection methods can be categorized into
traditional image processing methods and deep learning
methods [1, 2]. Zhu et al. [3] proposed amagnetic tile surface
defect detection algorithm based on improved homomor-
phic filtering and the Canny algorithm to solve the problems
of uneven illumination, low contrast, and grinding texture of
magnetic tile images.*e experimental results show that this
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method has a good effect on the surface defect detection of
magnetic tile and high detection accuracy, and is suitable for
many types of surface defects of magnetic tile. Zhang et al.
[4] proposed amethod to perform the visual detection of line
defects on the surface of micromagnetic tile by using the
adaptive static mask, masking the contour of micromagnetic
tile, nonlinear anisotropic diffusion equation, and sup-
pressing the surface texture of micromagnetic tile. *e ex-
perimental results show that the algorithm can accurately
extract the line defects in the surface image of magnetic tile,
and the detection accuracy reaches to 94.6%. Ma et al. [5]
proposed a method based on K-means clustering to segment
the break defects of magnetic tile surface, conducted in-
depth research on the selection of light source and K-means
clustering algorithm, and used two algorithms to segment
the image of magnetic tile surface. *e experimental results
show that the K-means clustering algorithm can correctly
segment the break defects of the magnetic tile surface. *e
traditional image processing methods have the good sys-
tematic and strong logical characteristics, and achieve a good
effect onmany specific targets, but they are highly dependent
on illumination, and show less robust and less ideal effects in
practical applications.

Since 2012, the deep learning method has achieved
continuous breakthroughs, VGG, GoogleNet, ResNet, and
other networks that have been proposed by researchers, and
the classification accuracy has been improved, especially the
image visualization and semantic analysis algorithms [6, 7]
continuously improves the deep learning technologies.
Many defect detection frameworks using machine vision
were applied in practice [8]. Convolutional neural network
(CNN) has gradually become the leading method for rec-
ognition and detection tasks, and the deep learning method
has also been deeply applied in magnetic tile detection. Xie
et al. [9] proposed a defect segmentation and classification
method based on U-Net, and they extracted the defect
feature through the U-Net coding part, classified the defect
using the feature, and then, output the segmented defect
region through the decoding part. *e experimental results
show that the classification accuracy of this method is 98.9%,
which meets the high-precision requirements of industrial
production, and provides a new idea for the automation of
magnetic tile surface quality detection. Guo et al. [10]
proposed a defect detection algorithm based on the masked
region with convolution network (Mask R-CNN), which
mainly solved the problem that the traditional defect de-
tection algorithm failed to accurately segment defects.
*rough the steps of image preprocessing, residual network
ResNet-50, constructing feature pyramid network, regional
proposal network (RPN), fully convolutional network for
semantic segmentation (FCN), and fully connected layer for
prediction, the algorithm realizes strong generalization
ability and accurately segments the defects on tile images
with complex surface texture, uneven illumination, and low
contrast. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a deep convolutional
generative adversarial network (GAN) using the Gaussian
mixture model to generate magnetic tile images with defects,
which solves the problems of difficult collection of magnetic
tile defect samples, uneven number of different defect

samples, single defect type, and so on. Based on GAN, the
algorithm regards the input noise potential space of the
generated image as the Gaussian mixture model, and can
generate magnetic tile defect images with good quality and
rich defect types. Zhang andWang [12] proposed a magnetic
tile surface quality recognition system based on the con-
volutional neural network. *e magnetic tile target is seg-
mented from the collected image and normalized to obtain
the standard image. *e multiscale ResNet-18 is used as the
backbone network to design the recognition system; a novel
in-class mix-up operation is designed to improve the gen-
eralization ability of the system to samples; and the rec-
ognition accuracy of the system can reach 97.9%. Aiming at
the problems of unclear magnetic tile imaging, low contrast,
complex texture background, and many types of defects, Hu
et al. [13] divided the types of magnetic tile surface defects
into three categories and designed defect extraction
methods, respectively, according to the different charac-
teristics of the three types of surface defects. *e experi-
mental results show that this method can accurately and
quickly extract the defect region on the surface of magnetic
tile, and the detection accuracy is 93.5%. Li et al. [14]
proposed a magnetic ring surface defect detection method
based on the masked image. *e magnetic ring surface
defects are divided into two categories. According to the
imaging characteristics of the two types of surface defects
and their relationship with the background, the corre-
sponding defect extraction methods are designed to use
mask technology. Finally, many online experiments are
carried out on samples with different illumination, speci-
fications, defect types, and sizes. *e experimental results
show that this method has strong robustness, which can
accurately and quickly extract the defects in each region of
the magnetic ring surface image, and the detection accuracy
reaches 95.3%.

Compared with traditional machine vision methods, the
main advantage of deep learning methods is that they can
automatically extract latent features without doing any
manual feature engineering jobs like traditional methods,
and have better robustness and adaptability in practical
applications [15–17]. At present, the deep learning methods
of magnetic tile image defect detection are all supervised
learning methods. Nowadays, the supervised learning is the
most common machine learning method. Given the dataset
labeled manually in advance, the machine can learn to map
the input data to the labeled target. Supervised learning has
two disadvantages: first, it needs enough labeled training
datasets including images, text, and voice, which mostly
needs to be built manually. *e data annotation process is a
time-consuming and expensive process. In some areas, such
as the medical field, obtaining a big labeled dataset is a
challenging job. Second, data annotation will lead to in-
formation loss. For example, an image contains very rich
information, including background information and sec-
ondary target information in addition to labeling objects. A
single training task only extracts the information related to
the training target in the image and ignores other valuable
information. To solve the shortcomings of the supervised
learning method, a single-stage defect recognition method,
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which integrates defect detection and defect classification
together of magnetic tile, is proposed in this study, a similar
job what our team did in another research [18]. *is method
uses a deep neural network model based on the self-su-
pervised learning methodology.

*e key contributions of the proposed method include
the following:

(i) An efficient multihead self-attention mechanism is
proposed, which automatically locates single or
multiple defect areas of magnetic tile and extracts
features of the magnetic tile defects

(ii) *e design of an accurate full-connection classifier
can accurately classify different defects of magnetic
tile defects.

(iii) A knowledge distillation process without labeling is
proposed, which simplifies the self-supervised
training process.

(iv) A flexible backbone network selection methodology
is proposed, which can select suitable networks such
as ViT and ResNet without changing the whole
network structure.

In this study, the self-supervised learning network is
used to train the encoder to do the feature extraction job.*e
backbone network is ViT. We make full use of the existing
pretrained models to evaluate the classification effects of the
target task. If there exists any pretrained model, which meets
the requirements, then it can be directly used; otherwise, we
use the self-supervised learning method to fine-tune the
pretrained model. We also train a fully connected linear
classifier MLP to do the classification task.

*e rest of the study is structured as follows. Section 2
describes in the proposed research methodology. Section 3
realizes the proposed methodology by performing experi-
ments and analyzing the results, and Section 4 concludes the
research work did in this study.

2. Proposed Research Methodology

Since 2020, the self-supervised learning has increasingly
attracted people’s attention and become the most promising
development direction at present [19]. Self-supervised
learning is a supervised learning without human partici-
pation. It is not unsupervised learning [20–22]. With the
exquisite design, it realizes self-supervised learning from the
relationship of training data. Labels are generated from
input data and are usually generated by the heuristic
algorithm.

At present, the self-supervised learning of machine vi-
sion can be divided into two types: generative self-supervised
learning and discriminant self-supervised learning [20, 23].
*e main methods of generative self-supervised learning are
VAE and GAN. *e main idea is to train a model with the
goal of learning the internal relationship of image pixels and
then mask a part of the image, requiring the model to re-
construct or restore the obscured part of the image.*is type
of task is relatively difficult, because the model can recon-
struct the image at the pixel level only when it has rich

detailed information. *e typical method of discriminant
self-supervised learning is contrastive learning. Contrastive
learning is to train a feature extraction model by auto-
matically constructing similar and dissimilar instances.
*rough this model, similar instances are close in the
projection of feature space, while dissimilar instances are far
away in the projection space. *e key points are how to
construct similar and dissimilar instances, how to construct
a model structure, and how to prevent model collapse. In
general, compared with generative self-supervised learning,
contrastive learning is less difficult.

At present, there are many kinds of self-supervised
learning methods [24, 25] that can be roughly divided into
two categories. *e first one is generic self-supervised
learning, such as scene occlusion removal, depth estimation,
optical flow estimation, and image correlation point
matching. *e second one is discriminant self-supervised
learning with the typical methods, such as solving jigsaw
puzzles, motion propagation, rotation prediction, MoCo,
and SimSam. *e method in this study mainly refers to the
method of Caron et al. [24] and belongs to the second
category.

2.1. Workflow of the Proposed Methodology. To solve a
coming downstream task such as an image classification
task, the first step is data preparation, and an appropriate
dataset for the task is to be carefully chosen. *e second step
is the model collection, and each modal M1, M2, . . ., Mn in
the model zoo is taken out. *e third step is KNN evaluation
[26], and each existing pretrained model is evaluated by the
KNN method to find whether there exists a model whose
KNN classification accuracy exceeds 80%. If there is no
pretrained model that meets the requirement, then we must
do the step 4, using the self-supervised learning method to
retrain a new model to improve its feature extraction per-
formance, and go to the fifth step; on the contrary, if there
exists modelMK that meets the requirement, then we do not
need to retrain a new model; we can then do the fifth step;
and the pretrained model MK, which has relatively good
feature extraction performance, will be fine-tuned to im-
prove its classification ability. *e fine-tuning job is to train
an MLP (a fully connected linear classifier) attached to the
feature extraction model, to complete the downstream
classification. *e process of the method is shown in
Figure 1. *e sixth step is result analysis to do research on
the method.

2.2.,e Backbone Network (ViT). *e backbone network of
contrastive learning in this study is the ViT [27]. Compared
with the convolutional neural network CNN, the attention-
based ViT method can achieve better results in image rec-
ognition, mainly because ViT can realize self-supervised
learning. *e model design of ViT in this study is basically
consistent with the transformer architecture in the initial
natural language processing [28]. *is has three very sig-
nificant advantages: first, the model setting is simple. Sec-
ond, it is similar to transformer and has good scalability.
*ird, it is out of the box with efficient implementation. *e
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image patch segmentation, image patch embedding, position
embedding, sequence of self-attention modules, and a fully
connected layer MLP that acts as a classification header.
First, the input image is divided into N×N image patches,
and each image patch is embedded into a vector (called
image block embedding) through a fully connected network.
Each image patch can be represented as a word, and the
input image can be represented as a N×N word sequence.
*en, we add an additional learnable token (called CLS),
whichmay synthesize the information of the whole sequence
at the head of the sequence.*e task of image classification is
transformed into the semantic recognition task. Next, we
design the ViT network with sequence length L, dimension
D, and K attention modules cascaded. Finally, there is a full-
connection layer MLP, which realizes the classification
function as a downstream task. *e network structure is
shown in Figure 2.

In this study, the input image size is 224× 224 pixels; the
patch is 16×16 pixels; and the image is split into 14×14
patches. *ere are 12 multi-self-attention head blocks cas-
caded to form the backbone network, and themain job of the
backbone network is feature extraction. Each block holds 12
heads; the embedding dimension is 768; and the sequence
length is 197. *e MLP is for the downstream classification
task.

2.3. Contrast Learning. *e contrastive learning network
consists of the student network and the teacher network.*e
student network and the teacher network are two ViT
networks with the same structure but different parameters.
For the input image x, the random image change transforms
the image x into X1 and X2, respectively. X1 is input to the
student network, and X2 is input to the teacher network.*e
k-dimensional feature outputs from the student network are
normalized by softmax (taking the temperature parameter t
as the denominator in the feature dimension) to obtain the
probability distribution P1. *e probability of the output of
the teacher network is P2. To avoid the network collapse in
the process, two skills, namely, averaging and sharpening,
are adopted. Cross entropy is used to calculate the similarity
between the student network output and the teacher net-
work output. Because it is the input of different transfor-
mations of the same image, the error of the two network
output distributions P1 and P2 is required to be small
enough. *e error loss is gradient backpropagated to the
student network, while the teacher network does not. *e

update of the teacher network parameters is completed by an
exponential moving average of the student network pa-
rameters. *e model structure is shown in Figure 3.

2.4. Implementation Process. *e student network gθs
(the

parameter is θs) needs to be trained to get the same results as
the output of the given teacher network gθt

(the parameter
θt). *us, for an input image X, the K-dimensional output
probability distribution of the two networks is denoted as Ps

and Pt. *e probability distribution P can be obtained by
softmax normalization of the network G output, that is,
formula (1)as follows:

Ps(x)
i

�
exp gθs

(x)
i/τs 


K
k�1 exp gθs

(x)
k/τs 

. (1)

Here, τs is a temperature parameter that controls the
steepness of the output distribution. *e smaller the value of
τs, the steeper it is; and the larger its value, the smoother it is.
Given teacher network on the premise of gθt

, we match the
output distribution of the two networks by minimizing the
cross entropy.

minH Pt(x), Ps(x)( . (2)

Here, H(a, b) � −alogb. Next, we describe formula (2) in
detail. First, we intercept and deform the input image,
construct different views, and form the view set v. *is
collection includes 2 global views (xg1, xg2) and 8 local views
(xl1, xl2, . . . , xl8). *e global view is only available to the
teacher network; all views are available to the student net-
work. *e local-global similarity is formed in this way, and
the training process is to minimize the loss as described in
formula (3)as follows:

loss � min 

x∈xg

1 ,x
g

2



x′∈Vx′≠x

H Pt(x)( , Ps x′( .
(3)

*e image resolution is set to 224 × 224, and the size of
the global view is set to (0.4–1) to cover a large area of the
input image, while the size of the local view is set to
(0.15–0.4) to cover only a small area of the input image. *e
parameters of the network can be trained out by minimizing
the formula (3) of random gradient descent θs.

2.5. Candidate Pretrained Model Selection. *e pretrained
model has two very valuable characteristics: first, the features
extracted by the self-supervised ViTmethod can have image

Result
Analysis

No

Dataset
Preparation

Pretrained
Models Collection

KNN Evaluation on
Pretrained models

Finetuning
Model

Train New Model By
Self-supervised Learning

Classification
Acurracy > 80%

Yes

Figure 1: Workflow of the proposed method.
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segmentation ability, including scene layout and object
boundary. *is information can be obtained by extracting
the self-attention features of the last layer. Second, the
features extracted by self-supervised DINO-ViTdo not need
any fine-tuning, linear classifier, or data enhancement. Only
the most basic KNN method can achieve a good classifi-
cation effect, and the top-1 accuracy on ImageNet [29] can
reach 78.3%. *is study proposes a self-supervised learning
model based on the combination of contrastive learning and
self-attention mechanism for magnetic tile recognition.

*ere are a series of open-source pretrained models
based on ImageNet on GitHub. Some models are listed in
Table 1 [29]. *ese models have good performance in
ImageNet and can be directly used or after training and
tuning. Table 1 contains self-supervised feature extraction
models with different parameters, in which “Layers” refers to
the layers of transformer; “Dimension” refers to the working
dimension of transformer; “Number of heads” refers to the
number of heads with attention, similar to the number of
convolution kernels in CNN; “Token number” refers to the
length of embedded code; and “Parameter quantity” refers to

the total parameters of the model, excluding the parameters
of the MLP full-connection layer.

Each existing pretrained model is validated to find out
whether it can meet the requirement. For ViT-S/8 & ViT-6/
8, 8 stands for small image patch with 8∗8 pixels, with the
input image 224∗244; it has longer patch sequence of 785
and has 4 times heavier computation than ViT-S/16 and
ViT-B/16, respectively; and meanwhile, the classification
accuracy is improved only by 1–2%. Finally, we choose ViT-
B/16 to do extensive experiments, so it has the balance
between performance and computation.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

*e SSL-ViT model proposed in this study is trained, ver-
ified, and tested on the open data of magnetic tile. *e
experiment is completed on a server configured with four
RTX 2080Ti GPUs. *e server operating system is CentOS
7.6 and memory is 128G. *e program is implemented in
Python language and is completed on the Python 1.60 deep
learning platform. *e specific experimental work includes
selection of magnetic tile image dataset, image data pre-
processing, model training, model optimization, model test,
comparative experiment, and so on.

3.1.DataPreparation. *e experimental dataset in this study
is the magnetic tile surface defect dataset. *e dataset was
collected by Huang from the Institute of Automation,

N-MSA Cascaded
The Backbone Network

MSA

1

MSA

2

MSA

N

Input Image Image Splits Patches
& Patch Embedding

MLP

Full-connected Layer
For Downstream Task

Figure 2: Network structure of ViT, and MSA denotes multi-self-attention head block.
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x
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–p2 log p1

centering

p1 p2

Figure 3: Architectural design of self-supervised DINO model; SG
indicates no reverse gradient propagation; and EMA indicates
exponential moving mean update.

Table 1: List of parameters of pretrained model.

Model Layers Dimension Heads Tokens Parameters (M)
ResNet-
50 — 2048 — — 23

ViT-S/16 12 384 6 197 21
ViT-S/8 12 384 6 785 21
ViT-B/16 12 768 12 197 85
ViT-B/8 12 768 12 785 85

Table 2: Magnetic tile defect dataset details.

Category Blowhole Crack Break Fray Uneven Free
Number 115 114 85 32 103 952
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Chinese Academy of Sciences, in order to detect and identify
five defects in industrial magnetic tile. *e defects in the
dataset are blowhole, crack, break, fray, and unevenness.
Each defect has dozens to hundreds of gray images, and the
size of each gray image is also inconsistent. We randomly
divided the dataset into training set, verification set, and test
set, with a ratio of 8 :1 :1.

*e dataset is shown in Table 2. It can be seen from the
table that a large number of pieces, i.e., 952, are without
defects. *e fray category of defect data is less, and other
categories are relatively balanced.*e number of data samples
is small; the large dataset needs to be enhanced through data
enhancement; and then, we can reduce the dependence of the
model on irrelevant attributes, and improve the robustness
and generalization ability of the model. An online data
augment method is used to increase the samples; each
sample of the dataset is translated, resized, flopped, and
stretched to produce more samples. Since the experimental
platform is PyTorch, many methods in torchvision package
such as RandomResizedCrop, RandomHorizontalFlip,
RandomRotation, and RandomAffine are used to achieve
online data augmentation operation.

3.2. Retraining of Pertained Model. *e existing pretrained
model is trained on ImageNet and has good image feature
extraction functions. Because ImageNet images are mainly
images in nature, the pretrained model has a strong ability to
extract the characteristics of natural images. As an industrial
product, the visual characteristics of magnetic tile are sig-
nificantly different from natural objects, and the direct use of
the pretrained model may result in poor effects. However,
this does not mean that the pretrained model is worthless,

and the basic visual feature extraction function is very
valuable. We import the pretrained model and then train it
with the magnetic tile dataset, so that the model can extract
the magnetic tile features well.

We can judge a pretrained model as whether it can do a
good feature extraction job for a certain dataset such as the
magnetic tile dataset by simply using KNN (K-nearest
neighbor, an automatic classification method) validation
[11]. Experiments show that if the classification accuracy of
KNN validation of a pretrained model on a certain dataset is
above 80%, the feature extraction effect of the pretrained
model is good, and the next job is to fine-tune the model to
achieve better downstream classification task. If the KNN
validation gets a low classification accuracy score, the pre-
trained model cannot extract features well from the task of
the certain dataset, and the next job is to choose another
pretrained model or retrain a new model to improve its
feature extraction ability. In this study, the KNN classifi-
cation accuracy of the pretrained model is 67.35%, which
cannot meet the requirements; therefore, the pretrained
model cannot be used and need to be retrained. *e pre-
trained model is retrained over the magnetic tile dataset to
optimize its feature extraction ability. *e training epoch is
set to 200. *e optimizer is set as ADM, and the learn rate is
set as the cosine optimization scheme. *e training loss and
learn rate are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of training loss and learning rate, and the pretrained model is ViT-B/16.

Table 3: Estimation of KNN classification accuracy, N means, and
N neighbors.

N 5 (%) 10 (%) 20 (%) 30 (%)
Classification accuracy 96.9 94.7 86.5 81.2
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During the retraining of the pretrained model with the
magnetic tile data, the training error change curve is shown
in Figure 4(a). With the increase in epoch times, the
training error decreases. When the epoch reached 100, the
training error would basically converge. When the epoch
reached 200, the training error would converge to about
3.9. Figure 4(b) shows the change curve of learning rate.
*e warm-up linearly increases in the first 30 cycles (this is
a skill to improve training efficiency) and then gradually
decreases.

3.3. KNN Estimation and MLP. When the training period
exceeds 100, the decline speed of training error will slow
down; when the training period exceeds 150, the training
error will tend to converge; then, the retraining of the
pretrained model is basically completed; and the feature
extraction network is optimized. Next, we use KNN to
evaluate the feature extraction ability of the model. *e
results are shown in Table 3.

Because the number of samples in the dataset is relatively
small, when the N increases, the classification accuracy of
KNN decreases. Generally, we take N� 10 as the reference
basis, and the classification accuracy reaches 94.7%.
*erefore, we have reasons to believe that the trained model
has a good ability of magnetic tile feature extraction.

Next, we train a fully connected network MLP to classify
features, that is, applying the linear classifier training to
realize the classification function. *is is a downstream task
and a training process of supervised learning. *e ratio of
training set, verification set, and test set is 8 :1 :1; epoch is set
to 100; and the training process is shown in Figure 5. We can

see that the change curve of training error and verification
error is shown in Figure 5(a). *e loss value of training set
and test set gradually decreases with the increase in epoch.
When the epoch value is greater than 40, the training error
hardly decreases; the verification error also changes very
little; and the change curves of classification accuracy of
training set and the verification set are shown in Figure 5(b).
With the increase in epoch times, the accuracy of training set
and verification set increases. Finally, the accuracy of ver-
ification set is 98.25%.

We train a feature extraction network to realize image
feature extraction through self-supervised learning and then
learn a linear classifier through a supervised learningmethod
to complete the downstream classification task. *is hybrid
model of self-supervised learning combined with supervised
learning not only achieves a good classification effect, but
also improves the universality of the model, reducing the
threshold of practical application, and has a broad appli-
cation prospect.

3.4. Comparative Test and Analysis. We conducted a com-
parative experiment and compared it with the Swin-ViT,
ViT, and ResNet-50 using supervised learning. We found
that if we do not do region extraction and other work, and
directly use the supervised learning Swin-ViT, T2T-ViT, and
ResNet50 networks to classify magnetic tiles, the classifi-
cation accuracy of all the supervised methods does not
exceed 80.0%, as shown in Table 4. Because the defects of the
magnetic tile are open and have no fixedmode. In this case, if
the defect region is not extracted in advance, the traditional
supervised learning method is difficult to accurately extract
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Figure 5: Linear classification training, testing loss, testing accuracy, and the pretrained model are ViT-B/16.
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features of the magnetic tile, and it is difficult to achieve high
classification accuracy.

3.5. Attention Map Analysis. *e model has multiple at-
tention heads. *e experimental model in this study has six
attention heads, and each attention head focuses on different
attention regions. We note that the attention area of each
attention head is very similar to human visual character-
istics. *e areas that the attention heads pay attention to are
those with very rich information. Further observation and
research show that the defect areas will be noticed by one or
more attention heads. *is is the advantage of self-super-
vised learning. It is not affected by label data, and the learned
features are very comprehensive. Self-supervised learning

has a better effect on open tasks than on closed tasks. We
carefully analyzed themodel feature extraction and attention
map, which is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the left side is the attentionmap and the right
side is the original image. Figure 6(a) is a blowhole defect;
Figure 6(b) is a crack defect; Figure 6(c) is a break defect;
Figure 6(d) is a fray defect; and Figure 6(e) is an unevenness
defect. *e feature extraction method of the self-supervised
model is richer and more detailed, which can automatically
pay attention to the location of defect attention, and find the
abnormal region location. For complex industrial vision,
using a self-supervised method can have a good effect.

*e self-attention maps contain information about
image segmentation. Different attention heads can process

Table 4: Comparison of SLL method with other supervised methods.

N Nearest-neighbor method RestNet-50 ViT-base Swin-ViT-base SSL method
Top-1 accuracy 63.0% 67.7% 78.5% 98.3%
Epoch 200 200 200 200

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6: Original images of various defects and self-attention images. Different colors denote different attention scale; yellow denotes high
attention; bright green denotes common attention; and dark green denotes low attention. (a) Blow hole. (b) Break. (c) Crack. (d) Fray.
(e) Uneven.
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different semantic regions of an image, even if they are
occluded. ViTof supervised learning cannot deal with messy
objects well, both qualitatively and quantitatively. On the
contrary, self-supervised ViT can deal with these objects.
Even if the scene is very complex, the defect area of the image
can be segmented from the complex nondefect background
by multiple attention heads. We believe that the SLL method
pays attention to the abnormal areas of the image and
separates the abnormal region from the normal region. But
sometimes, abnormal areas are nondefect area, and in this
case, we need a downstream MLP to do further nonlinear
classification to solve this problem.

4. Conclusions

To solve the difficult task of magnetic tile defect detection of
industrial product quality control job, we use self-supervised
learning method for feature extraction and combined su-
pervised learning method for the downstream classification
task, to detect the defects of the magnetic tile. *is method
will be able to undertake a single-stage magnetic tile defect
detection. *e open-source magnetic tile surface defect
dataset, which contains five defect categories, is used in this
research. *e experimental results show that the self-su-
pervised learning method has unique advantages in feature
extraction. First, multiple self-attention heads can auto-
matically locate different defect locations. Second, the model
holds image segmentation information of complex scenes.
*ird, the model has strong feature extraction and gener-
alization ability. *e above characteristics show that the self-
supervised method can extract global semantic features and
local detail features. *e model uses the fully connected
network to complete various downstream classification
tasks. Since the above method is flexible and convenient, it
holds practical application value for many industrial product
quality inspections. In addition, the self-supervised learning
model has a good application prospect in the field of in-
dustrial images. *e dataset we use to train and test our
method in this study is relatively not big enough, and we
need to collect more samples of magnetic tile defects to
develop a larger dataset to train and test our method in the
next study. *e future work is to test the self-supervised
learning model in multiple industrial scenes, develop a self-
supervised learning feature extraction model with excellent
generalization, develop a lightweight model that can be
applied in smart manufacturing, and also find out whether
the industrial conditions like temperature and humidity
affect the results of this study. A practical magnetic tile defect
detection system will be widely used in smart manufacturing
and bring huge economic benefits.
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Liver fibrosis is a common liver disease that seriously endangers human health. Liver biopsy is the gold standard for diagnosing
liver fibrosis, but its clinical use is limited due to its invasive nature. Ultrasound image examination is a widely used liver fibrosis
examination method. Clinicians can diagnose the severity of liver fibrosis according to their own experience by observing the
roughness of the texture of the ultrasound image, and this method is highly subjective. Under the premise that artificial in-
telligence technology is widely used in medical image analysis, this paper uses convolutional neural network analysis to extract the
characteristics of ultrasound images of liver fibrosis and then classify the degree of liver fibrosis. Using neural network for image
classification can avoid the subjectivity of manual classification and improve the accuracy of judging the degree of liver fibrosis, so
as to complete the prevention and treatment of liver fibrosis. )erefore, the following work is done in this paper: (1) the research
background, research significance, research status at home and abroad, and the impact of the development of medical imaging on
the diagnosis of liver fibrosis are introduced; (2) the related technologies of deep learning and deep convolutional network are
introduced, and the indicators of liver fibrosis degree assessment are constructed by using ultrasonic image extraction features; (3)
using the collected liver fibrosis dataset to conduct model evaluation experiments, four classic CNN models are selected to
compare and analyze the recognition rate. )e experiments show that the GoogLeNet model has the best classification and
recognition effect.

1. Introduction

Liver disease is a major clinical problem, and the ability to
accurately diagnose it is critical in the treatment of patients.
For example, there are two types of liver diseases: localized
lesions and diffuse lesions. In focal liver disease, the lesions
are concentrated in a small area of liver tissue, while in
diffuse lesions, the lesions are located throughout the liver.
)e most common kind of liver disease, with major con-
sequences for public health, is called diffuse liver disease [1].
Liver fibrosis is the most common type of diffuse liver
disease, which refers to the pathological process of liver
connective tissue hyperplasia caused by chronic diseases or
other reasons and eventually liver cirrhosis [2]. Liver fibrosis
is reversible. If liver fibrosis is detected and treated in time, it

can still return to normal. Otherwise, it will be difficult to
cure once it develops into liver cirrhosis [3].)e quantitative
staging system for liver fibrosis can not only diagnose
whether there is liver fibrosis in time and reduce the risk of
liver fibrosis patients transforming into cirrhosis but also
provide a certain reference for doctors to observe the effect
of drug treatment and facilitate doctors to adjust the dose of
drugs; it has important clinical significance. According to the
Chinese Medical Association’s guidelines for the prevention
and treatment of viral hepatitis, fibrosis can be divided into
five stages: S0, S1, S2, S3, and S4. Among them, S0 represents
no liver fibrosis, S4 represents liver cirrhosis, and S1–S3 in
the middle represent different degrees of liver tissue lesions
[4]. Liver biopsy is the gold standard for clinical diagnosis of
the severity of liver fibrosis, but biopsy is a traumatic
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examination that causes not only pain but also bleeding, and
many patients are reluctant to undergo biopsy. Moreover, it
may cause misdiagnosis due to sampling error and these
shortcomings limit its application in the diagnosis of liver
fibrosis [5]. Ultrasound image examination has the char-
acteristics of noninvasiveness, convenience, high repeat-
ability, no radiation, and low price and is one of the widely
used liver examination methods [6]. After fibrosis occurs in
some tissue parts of the liver, the absorption and reflection
properties of ultrasound in these tissue parts will also
change. )e ultrasound signal reflected by the liver tissue is
converted by the ultrasound diagnostic apparatus, and the
resulting ultrasound image of the liver will also change.
)ese changes mainly include roughening of the liver pa-
renchyma, thickening of the hepatic vein wall, and sharp-
ening of the liver capsule margin [7]. In the ultrasound
images of normal rat livers and liver ultrasound images of
cirrhotic rats, it can be seen that the liver parenchyma be-
comes rough. However, other changes, such as thickening of
the hepatic vein wall and sharpening of the capsular margin,
are not evident in the picture. )is is because in the actual
ultrasound examination process, due to the limitations of
equipment and the proficiency of the operating doctor, the
characteristics of some fibrotic lesions, such as the hepatic
vein wall and the edge of the capsule, are difficult to reflect in
the ultrasound image. )erefore, clinicians mainly make the
diagnosis of fibrosis based on the roughness of liver ultra-
sound images. Doctors can diagnose the severity of liver
fibrosis based on their own experience by observing the
thickness of the echoes in the ultrasound images, combined
with the shear wave velocity value [8]. )is method is highly
subjective and can only diagnose hepatic fibrosis qualita-
tively. Not only can it not subdivide the 5 stages of fibrosis, it
is also insensitive to the effect of drug treatment, and it may
cause misdiagnosis and delay the treatment of patients.
)ere is a clinical need for an automatic diagnosis system
that can extract the characteristics of the echo thickness of
the liver from ultrasound images and perform quantitative
staging of fibrosis. Moreover, it is required that the quan-
titative staging of fibrosis is as fine as possible, and it is better
to divide 5 stages more accurately, which can not only
improve the diagnostic accuracy of fibrosis but also has great
significance for the observation of drug treatment effects.
Under the premise that artificial intelligence technology is
widely used in medical image analysis, this paper uses the
convolutional neural network analysis to extract the char-
acteristics of ultrasound images of liver fibrosis and then
classify the degree of liver fibrosis. Using neural network for
image classification can avoid the subjectivity of manual
classification and improve the accuracy of judging the degree
of liver fibrosis, so as to complete the prevention and
treatment of liver fibrosis. )erefore, the work done in this
paper has great practical significance.

2. Related Work

Clinically, the main role of various auxiliary examinations is
to perform fibrosis staging for chronic liver disease to de-
termine whether there is liver fibrosis and its severity. After

the diagnosis of liver fibrosis or even liver cirrhosis, clini-
cians will initiate screening and monitoring procedures and
formulate a comprehensive treatment plan [9]. )ese
methods can also follow up patients who have been diag-
nosed with fibrosis, predict whether patients with liver
cirrhosis will develop significant portal hypertension, and
can also be used to evaluate the efficacy of patients after
antiviral and liver fibrosis treatment, providing evidence for
the formulation of clinical treatment plans [10]. Ultrasound
is currently one of the most commonly used examination
techniques for evaluating chronic liver disease [11]. )e
advantages are that it is noninvasive, objective, reproducible,
real-time, simple, and inexpensive and is not affected by the
metal machinery placed in the patient, which has been
widely accepted. Ultrasound can now provide information
on liver morphology and hemodynamics as well as tissue
physical properties such as liver stiffness or elastic modulus,
making it one of the most important noninvasive methods
for evaluating liver fibrosis in recent years with the extensive
development of new technologies such as ultrasound elas-
tography and contrast-enhanced ultrasound [12]. )ere are
three main methods for noninvasive assessment of liver
fibrosis by ultrasound elasticity: transient elastography (TE),
real-time tissue elastography imaging (RTE), and point
quantification and two-dimensional shear wave elastog-
raphy (pSWE and 2DSWE). Acoustic radiation force im-
pulse (ARFI) is applied in both pSWE and 2DSWE [13]. All
technicians performing elastic ultrasound operations need
to go through a relevant learning curve, master the corre-
sponding basic knowledge, have experience in conventional
ultrasound operations, and undergo specialized elastic ul-
trasound training. During the examination, the patient
needs to hold his breath. Holding his breath in a resting state
is the guarantee for obtaining the best measurement value.
Deep inhalation, Valsalva breathing, and deep exhalation
will all change the hepatic venous pressure and affect the
elasticity value of liver stiffness [14]. TE is a technology that
indirectly measures the liver stiffness value by measuring the
propagation velocity of the shear wave excited by the vi-
bration of the patient’s skin by a low-frequency mechanical
source, thereby reflecting the degree of liver fibrosis. Vi-
bration-controlled transient elastography (VCTE) produced
by FibroScan company in the United States is currently the
most commonly used assessment method for liver fibrosis
[15]. In addition, VCTE has been validated in large-scale
clinical trials of various liver diseases, and it is recommended
to use VCTE in hepatitis B patients rather than serological
indicators for liver fibrosis assessment [16]. RTE is to apply
an internal or external dynamic or static pressure to the
tissue. Under the action of elasticity, biomechanics, and
other factors, the displacement of the tissue before and after
the compression will change. By calculating the change of
this displacement and using ultrasonic imagingmethods and
digital image processing techniques, tissue stiffness can be
estimated using strain elastography [17]. HITACHI has
developed a piece of software for quantitative analysis of
tissue diffusion, selects ROI in the elastic image, and divides
the color in the region into 256 levels. )e horizontal and
vertical coordinates represent the number of color levels and
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frequency distribution of strain values, respectively. Strain
histograms were used to evaluate 11 parameters of the liver
based on the amount of fibrotic features extracted from
image texture features, and then the liver fibrosis index (LFI)
was analysed according to these 11 parameters, which is used
to reflect the degree of liver fibrosis. RTE can avoid the
intrahepatic large vascular structure, and it is its advantage
to select the liver parenchyma for imaging and quantitative
detection. Moreover, obese patients and patients with ascites
can be imaged, which has certain clinical application
prospects [18]. SWE includes point quantification pSWE
and 2DSWE. Using acoustic radiation pulses to generate
transverse shear waves at different depths in the body, the
propagation speed of shear waves in different soft tissues is
different, so by measuring the propagation speed, the elastic
value of tissue hardness can be directly calculated, and the
color carrying the information can also be the codes which
are superimposed on 2D anatomical images, allowing
qualitative and quantitative detection of regions of interest
[19]. In addition to the above ultrasound methods for
evaluating liver fibrosis, CT perfusion imaging is also a new
method to indirectly estimate the degree of liver fibrosis
through noninvasive evaluation of liver perfusion imaging
[20]. A number of studies have shown that liver CTperfusion
imaging can reflect changes in blood perfusion in liver fi-
brosis and early cirrhosis, and the changed perfusion pa-
rameters are related to the stage of liver fibrosis, which is of
great value for the early diagnosis and treatment of liver
fibrosis [21]. Compared with methods using manual feature
extraction, deep learning technology can automatically ex-
tract regions of interest and features of target images without
manual specification and can significantly improve model
performance with the help of massive data [22]. )e past 2-3
years have seen a dramatic increase in the number of papers
applying deep learning techniques to ultrasound disease
classification. At the same time, fusing hand-designed fea-
tures with features computed by deep learning can further
improve the performance of the model [23, 24].

3. Methods

3.1. Deep Learning. Deep learning is a kind of machine
learning, which is an advanced technical means. It completes
practical tasks by simulating the connection mode of human
nerves. It generally includes several connection layers, and
each connection layer is mathematically related to each
other. )is method is usually based on a large amount of
data. By continuously nonlinearizing the data, it establishes
abstract high-level features to fit a more accurate model,
which is also called hierarchical learning and deep network
learning. )e perceptron is also the neuron of the model.
One neuron corresponds to one output, but the real scene is
more complicated. People combine multiple perceptrons to
have a perceptron model with multiple outputs. However,
the single-layer perceptron model can only be applied to the
case where the data are linearly separable, and the data
processing in the actual task is linearly inseparable, so the
single-layer perceptron model greatly limits its application.
From this, researchers began to build a multilayer

perceptron model. With each additional model layer, it gets
increasingly harder to fit the model. )e multilayer per-
ceptron model may now be trained more quickly, thanks to
the invention of the backpropagation technique. )e ANN
was born at this time, which consists of an input layer, an
output layer, and several hidden layers.)e basic structure of
the ANN is shown in Figure 1. )e input layer receives
incoming data and is made up of neurons that pass the
received data to other layers. )e number of elements in the
input layer should be equal to the number of variables in the
dataset, that is, the number of attributes in the dataset. )e
hidden layer is between the input layer and the output layer,
which contains a large number of neurons. As the network
continues to train, the weights are updated and the pre-
diction ability is stronger. )e output layer integrates the
predicted features, which is mainly different from the model
type. If the model is a classification network, the output will
have multiple values according to the task. If the model is a
regression network, the output will have one value according
to the task. )e weight of a neuron refers to the strength of
the connection between two neurons, and the weight is
usually initialized to a small value, such as a normally
distributed value between −1 and 1.

Deep learning is a learning method that uses deep ANN
to solve practical tasks. Compared with shallow network
models, it has a layered structure and can use multiple layers
of nonlinear changes to abstract features. However, at the
same time, its training difficulty is also greatly improved. In
the process of deep learning network model training, there
are often situations such as overfitting or underfitting. )e
liver fibrosis degree assessment task in this paper adopts a
modeling method based on DNN. )rough a large number
of nonlinear transformations in the modeling process, an
abstract feature map can finally be obtained, that is, the
features learned by the network; in the training process,
various methods are used to avoid overfitting and
underfitting.

3.2. Basic Structure of the Convolutional Neural Network.
CNN is a common structure in deep learning framework,
and its model is themost widely used in deep learning. At the
same time, it has a very prominent performance in classi-
fication and recognition tasks, so this paper also uses the
CNNmodel combined with the theory of transfer learning to
complete the classification and recognition of liver fibrosis.
It gives an effect of learning, or the influence of the expe-
rience of learning on the completion of other activities. For
liver fibrosis images, the input layer of the CNN is passed
into the network, the surface damage data features are
extracted through one or more layers of convolution pooling
and other operations, and the extracted features are then
entered into one or more full connection layers. Finally, the
damage category label is output through the output layer.

3.2.1. Convolutional Layer. In a CNN structure, there are
usually multiple convolutional layers. )e low-level con-
volutional layer usually obtains the overall information of
the image, such as edges and lines, but as the number of
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convolutional layers increases, more complex and more
advanced features can be extracted through continuous it-
eration. )e operation of extracting features from the input
image in the convolution layer is called the convolution
operation. )e relationship between the input and output of
the convolution operation is expressed as

Y �
1 − B + 2P

S
. (1)

It can be seen from the formula that the output feature
map size Y is related to the convolution kernel size B, the
convolution kernel single moving step S, the input image
size, and whether it is filled.

)e above formula is used for a 5∗ 5 image. When using
a 3∗ 3 convolution kernel for convolution operation, as-
suming that the step size of a single movement of the
convolution kernel is set to 1, the calculation formula of the
feature map size after output convolution is

P � valid⟶ Y �
5 − 3
1

+ 1 � 3,

P � same⟶ Y �
5 − 3 + 2

1
+ 1 � 5.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

)rough the analysis, it can be seen that different choices
of filling methods can keep the input image size unchanged
or reduce the input image size. For CNNs, the convolutional
layer usually adopts P � same filling method to maintain the
image size. )e change of image size is achieved through the
pooling layer. It can be seen from the analysis that the stride
and the size of the convolution kernel together determine the
size of the feature map.)e computing speed of the network
is determined by the sparse connection and weight sharing
between the convolution kernels. Sparse connections are
relative to ANNs. In the ANN, each neuron in the current
layer is connected to all the neurons in the front and back
layers. )e drawback is that each link has a weight that must
be memorized and stored. Increasing the depth of the
network model increases the difficulty of training and
converging the network, as well as the amount of memory
required to execute the task. In CNN, each neuron simply

saves weights in its own structure to address the ANN
problem. For example, a convolution kernel of size 3∗ 3 only
has to store its own 9 weights; hence, the number of con-
nections between each neuron and the preceding layer is
solely linked to its own size. )e term “sparse connection”
refers to the fact that the convolution kernel has less con-
nections than a fully linked system. For the same convo-
lution kernel, the weights utilized in the convolution
operation will be the same in each round of training and the
internal weights will only be modified after one iteration has
been finished. For a convolution kernel, the weights of each
convolution remain the same over each iteration. )is is
known as weight sharing.

3.2.2. Pooling Operation. In theory, all feature maps
extracted by convolution can be used as the input of the
network model, but the result of this is that the increase in
the amount of parameters leads to an increase in the amount
of calculation, so in the convolution operation when done, a
pooling operation is required. By setting the step size and
window size, the network further reduces the size of the
network and the amount of parameters without changing
the number of channels and network weights, so as to divide
the entire data through pooling and solve several convo-
lutions. When the layer performs feature extraction, a large
amount of computation and parameters are generated,
thereby reducing the dimension of the image. )e addition
of pooling reduces the overfitting of the network to a certain
extent and increases the image processing speed, thereby
improving the performance of the network model. Com-
monly used pooling methods are max pooling and average
pooling. Among the two pooling methods, max pooling is
the most commonly used pooling method. In practical
applications, in order to further alleviate overfitting, some
pooling layers also use overlapping pooling, which means
that the pooling windows are allowed to overlap to form
overlapping average pooling and overlapping maximum
pooling, which effectively reduces the error rate.

3.2.3. Fully Connected Layer. To put it simply, the full-
connected layer uses the fundamental matrix operation to
get its result: a one-dimensional vector. It is used to cate-
gorize and identify characteristics of a subject. Because of its
completely linked function, it frequently has to keep a large
number of parameters and uses a large amount of storage
space. )e convolutional layer can be used instead of the
fully connected layer to retain the image’s spatial structure
while reducing memory usage due to the benefits of the
convolutional layer.

3.2.4. Activation Function. For complex data such as images
and audio, the neural network must have the ability to solve
nonlinear tasks in order to extract and learn complex fea-
tures from these data and introduce activation functions to
add nonlinear characteristics to the network. Let the model
have the effect of fitting the data well. Commonly used

input layer hidden layer output layer

Figure 1: Topological structure of artificial neural network.
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activation functions are sigmoid, Tanh, and ReLU. )e
sigmoid function expression is

f(x) �
1

1 + e
− x. (3)

)e sigmoid function nonlinearly maps the input con-
tinuous real numbers between 0 and 1. When the sigmoid
function is infinitely close to 0 or 1, the function will be
saturated, that is, the gradient will disappear, resulting in the
inability to calculate the weight, the parameters cannot be
updated, and the querying new data cause neural network
training to fail.)erefore, the sigmoid function is not used in
the probability output of the final CNN.

Tanh function is also called hyperbolic tangent function,
and its function expression is

f(x) �
e

x
− e

− x

e
x

+ e
−x . (4)

)e emergence of the hyperbolic tangent function, cen-
tered at 0, solves the problem that the output value of the
sigmoid function is always greater than 0, but the gradient
function still has a saturation phenomenon, that is, the
problem of gradient disappearance still exists, when the input
value of the function is greater than the fixed value or when it
is less than the fixed value, the output value of the function
will be fixed at about 1 and −1, which will lead to a small
derivative value of the function. At the same time, when the
network parameters are updated, according to the chain
derivation rule of the derivative, with the network layer in-
creases, the gradient vanishing phenomenon still exists.

)e functional expression of the ReLU function is

f(x) �
x, x≥ 0,

0, x< 0.
 (5)

When the input of the ReLU function is negative, the
corresponding function value of the function is 0. When the
input value is not negative, the function is a zero-crossing
point and a positive proportional function with a slope of 1.
Because the ReLU function has a faster convergence speed
and with the input when the value increases, the gradient
value remains unchanged and the problem of gradient
saturation will not occur. )erefore, in most neural net-
works, ReLU is usually selected as the activation function.
However, the problem with the ReLU function is that when
the input value is negative, the corresponding function value
is always 0. At this time, the gradient saturation will occur
and the neurons in the network cannot be activated.
However, this problem can be circumvented by setting the
learning rate parameter.

3.3. Training of the Network Model

3.3.1. Dropout Strategy. In the classification and recognition
network model of liver fibrosis degree, the phenomenon of
overfitting is manifested in that the deviation of accuracy
between the training set and the test set of liver fibrosis
images is too large, so that the network model can hardly be
used. )e proposal of network sparsification effectively

prevents the overfitting phenomenon in the training process.
During training, some input nodes or output nodes are
randomly disabled. Dropout can be regarded as adding an
auxiliary layer with uncertainty to the network, which can
reduce the training parameters of the network and improve
the generalization ability of the model.

3.3.2. Cross-Entropy Damage Function. )e output layer is
used for image classification and recognition, and the input
images can be classified into corresponding categories in the
form of probability.)e loss function, also known as the cost
function, is used to evaluate the error between the true value
of the model and the output value. As the loss value de-
creases, the stability of the model gradually increases. In this
experiment of classifying and identifying the degree of liver
fibrosis, the softmax cross-entropy loss function was used to
calculate the error. )e loss for each batch is

J(x, y) � −
1
m



m

j�1


n

i�1
yjilogyji + 1 − yji log 1 − yji  , (6)

where m is the total number of samples and n is the number
of label categories. If only one iteration of the network model
is performed, the loss values obtained by all batches are
connected to obtain the loss curve in the training process.

3.3.3. Parameter Optimization Method. )e process of
network training is the process of updating the weights of the
network iteratively, which is also the process of parameter
optimization. From the previous section, we know that the
network performance is evaluated by the loss function. )e
better the network performance, the lower the loss value, and
the reduction of the loss value is the result of the continuous
optimization of the network. Commonly used network op-
timization methods include mini-batch gradient descent
method, momentum technology, and adaptive time estima-
tion method. )e mini-batch gradient method solves the
frequent update and fluctuation of traditional gradient de-
scent algorithm, resulting in large fluctuations in loss function
and network instability and convergence. However, the
learning rate of mini-batch gradient descent is fixed, and the
same learning rate makes it difficult to converge when the
training sample data are sparse. )e same momentum
technique also faces the problem of nonconvergence of the
model caused by the fixed learning rate. )e adaptive time
estimation method can adjust the learning rate without hu-
man participation in the network training process. )is
method of automatic learning rate adjustment can not only
shorten the iteration time required for network training but
also improve the learning effect. It can prevent the learning
rate from disappearing and reduce the fluctuation range of the
loss function. Obviously, compared with other algorithms,
Adam is more suitable as a parameter optimization method
for liver fibrosis classification and identification experiments.

3.3.4. Batch Normalization Algorithm. As the depth of the
network model built by deep learning increases, the training

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 5
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process of the model becomes more and more complicated
and the convergence rate of the network model decreases.
)erefore, the batch normalization (BN) algorithm is in-
troduced. For a complex network model, some of the
neurons in the hidden layer can also be regarded as input, so
the activation value of each hidden layer neuron in the deep
neural network can be preprocessed by whitening.

In order to select the optimal network model for ex-
periments, this paper selects four classic models for ex-
perimental comparison, including the AlexNet model, the
VGGNet-16 model, the VGGNet-19 model, and the Goo-
gleNet model.

3.4. Feature Extraction Based on RTE Images. We extracted
11 image features to quantify RTE images, directly obtaining
each elastography parameter. )e ranges of 11 parameters
reflecting liver fibrosis in real-time elastography are shown
in Table 1. In addition, we also considered the patient’s age
and gender as characteristics. )erefore, for each sample, we
collected a total of 13 features.

As can be seen from Table 1, the value range of each
parameter is different and cannot be directly used to train
the neural networkmodel.)erefore, we first normalized the
data. For continuous-valued scalars, we normalize them so
that each parameter value is in the range [0, 1]. For example,
the age of the patient is usually between 0 and 100 years. If
the patient is 55 years old, the standard value should be 0.55;
the standardization formula is

xi �
xi − xmin

xmax − xmin
, (7)

where xi refers to the value of the input variable, xmin is the
minimum value within the data range, and xmax is the
maximum value within the data range. In addition, for
binary variables, 0 and 1 are used to represent features, for
example, gender is 1 for female and 0 for male.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Data Sources and Evaluation Indicators. )e research
subjects were from a multicenter real-time elastography
project of hepatitis B fibrosis. A total of 780 patients with
chronic hepatitis B and cirrhosis participated in this study.
)e study protocol was approved by the relevant institu-
tional independent ethics committee, the purpose of the
study was explained to the patients, and written informed
consent was obtained. )e inclusion criteria of patients were
as follows: (1) they had received histopathological exami-
nation of the liver; (2) they had a history of hepatitis B or
HBsAg positive for more than 6 months and were still
HBsAg positive; (3) they had undergone an ultrasound
examination. )e exclusion criteria were as follows: other
types of hepatitis other than viral hepatitis B, metabolic
diseases, fatty liver, and drug-induced and alcoholic liver
injury. Ultimately, a total of 640 samples were selected for
analysis. )e study subjects included 480 male and 260
female patients, ranging in age from 22 to 70 years.

According to the classification and identification of the
degree of liver fibrosis in this subject, the accuracy of the
evaluation index is selected for evaluation, and the formula is

Acc �
number of correctly predicted samples

total number of samples
. (8)

4.2. Best Fit Model Selection Experiment. In order to obtain
the most suitable network model, four network model
structure schemes were selected in this experiment, namely,
AlexNet, VGG-16, VGG-19, and GoogLeNet. By comparing
and analyzing the recognition accuracy values of different
network models on the test set, the optimal network model
structure is selected. Table 2 shows the recognition results of
different network models. From the table, we can see that the
recognition accuracy of the GoogLeNet model is better than
other models, so the optimal network model selected in this
paper is GoogLeNet.

4.3. Optimal Model Optimization Experiment. )rough the
experimental analysis of the optimal model selection, it can
be seen that GoogLeNet is the optimal model, but different
iterations, batches, and learning rates can lead to changes in
the output of the model. In order to verify how many
training batches, how many learning rates, and how many
network iterations, the GoogLeNet recognition effect is the
best and the performance of the network model is verified by
controlling variables, so as to select the optimal liver fibrosis
degree recognition model.

4.3.1. Batch Size. In order to verify the influence of different
parameters on the classification and identification of wind
turbine blade surface damage and then select the optimal
GoogLeNet network model parameters, we first conduct
batch size experiments. Ideally, the batch size of the network
model should be the iterative experiment using the entire
training set. However, if the batch size is too large, it will not
only affect the network performance, but also increase the
computer burden. In this experiment, 16, 32, and 64 were
selected as the batch size of the experiment, and the test
results were analyzed. Figure 2 shows the model test results
for different batch sizes.

Table 1: Liver fibrosis ultrasound real-time tissue elastography
parameter index.

Attributes Attribute value range Label
Strain mean 53.28–140.35 X1
Standard deviation 28.45–74.75 X2
Blue field percentage 0.72–61.87 X3
Complexity 9.16–58.89 X4
Consistency 0–0.05 X5
Contrast 64.20–348.95 X6
Correlation 0.95–0.99 X7
Equality 3.18–4.05 X8
Clutter 0.06–0.25 X9
Skewness 0.15–1.22 X10
Kurtosis 1.96–4.13 X11

6 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience
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)rough the analysis of Figure 2, it can be seen that the
introduction of large batches will reduce the performance of
the network and the accuracy of 32 batches is higher than
that of other batches. )erefore, batch size 32 is selected as
the parameter in this experiment.

4.3.2. Learning Rate Setting. In order to explore the influence
of different learning rates on the model recognition results,
three different learning rates were set, respectively, and the
accuracy of the test set under different learning rates was
compared, as shown in Figure 3.

Similarly, through the analysis of Figure 3, it is found
that the recognition result of 0.001 learning rate is the lowest,
which cannot meet the experimental requirements. )e
accuracy rate of 0.0005 is the highest, so the learning rate of
0.0005 is finally selected as the parameter of the model.

4.3.3. �e Number of Iterations Experiment. In order to
further optimize the model, we collected the accuracy and
loss during the running of the model, that is, the accuracy
and loss of the training set and validation set, as shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that, with the increase of
the number of iterations, the accuracy of the network is
constantly improving and the loss is also decreasing, but the
curve does not change significantly after 8 iterations. 8, 9,
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Figure 2: Comparison of model accuracy under different batch
sizes.
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Figure 3: Comparison of model accuracy under different learning
rates.
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Table 2: Damage identification results of different network models.

Network structure Acc
AlexNet 0.3895
VGG-16 0.6728
VGG-19 0.8676
GoogLeNet 0.9529
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and 10 were selected as the number of iterations, and the
most suitable parameters for the model were selected by
analyzing the accuracy of the test set under different iter-
ations. Figure 6 shows the model test results for three it-
erations. It can be clearly seen that when the iteration is 10,
the recognition effect of the network model is the best.

5. Conclusion

Liver fibrosis is a pathological process of abnormal con-
nective tissue proliferation in the liver, usually caused by
various pathogenic factors. Liver fibrosis will occur in the
process of liver repair and healing of any liver injury, but if
the injury cannot be removed in time, the development of
liver fibrosis to a later severe stage will lead to liver cirrhosis,
which in turn leads to serious complications such as liver
cancer. At present, the diagnosis of liver diseases mainly
includes liver biopsy, serum examination, and imaging
examination. MRI has advantages in observing and evalu-
ating superficial organs, cartilage, and other tissues and has
multiplanar imaging capabilities, but it is expensive and
cannot be dynamically checked in real time; compared with
CT, it has insufficient spatial resolution and radiation
damage, and MRI cannot perform real-time dynamic ex-
amination. Ultrasound imaging technology has the advan-
tages of nondestructive, real-time, convenient, and no
ionizing radiation and is suitable for clinical screening and
follow-up, especially for the diagnosis of liver fibrosis and
early cirrhosis, and its advantages are obvious. For the
analysis of medical images, the main method is manual
interpretation, which depends on the subjective experience
and knowledge level of doctors, which is prone to subjective
misjudgment and low efficiency. In this context, this paper
extracts the characteristic parameters of liver fibrosis ul-
trasound images and then uses neural network to evaluate
the degree of liver fibrosis and completes the following work:
(1) it introduces the research background, research signif-
icance, research status at home and abroad, and the influ-
ence of the development of medical imaging on the diagnosis

of liver fibrosis; (2) the related technologies of deep learning
and deep convolutional network are introduced, and the
indicators of liver fibrosis degree assessment are constructed
by using ultrasonic image extraction features; (3) using the
collected liver fibrosis dataset to conduct model evaluation
experiments, four classic CNN models are selected to
compare and analyze the recognition rate. )e experiments
show that the GoogLeNet model has the best classification
and recognition effect.
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Dance is a unique art with the human body movement as the main means, but dance is not limited to the human body movement
itself. Like any art, dance is the product of human social behavior and a romantic behavior of human thoughts and emotions in the
virtual world. Dances with different characteristics will also reflect different aesthetics, different cultural psychology, different
living styles, and emotional trajectories of different times and different nationalities. People rely on the image of dance artists to
develop and inherit the profound ideological connotation and philosophy of life. Viewers may form their own diversified and
unique aesthetic characteristics. In the new era, in order to better promote the development, communication, and dissemination
of dance art, it is very necessary to analyze and explore the connotation and aesthetic characteristics of dance art. Only through
specific movements can the value and ideological connotation of works be expressed.&erefore, this paper comparatively analyzes
dance movement aesthetic emotion based on deep learning. Experimentations are performed to systematically analyze the models
from various perspectives. Findings of the evaluation show that CAP and CNN are effective models that can successfully extract
high-level emotional features. &e method proposes and effectively selects the best models among the five standard models based
on key features and is, therefore, suitable in predicting the dancer’s emotion and for the analysis of the dance movement in
the future.

1. Introduction

Among all the art categories, dance is the oldest art [1].
Beauty is the first element of dance art, whereas dance art is
mainly expressed through human body movements [2]. In
primitive society, the ancient ancestors learned to dance
before they had no words and perfect language. &ey
expressed their feelings through actions, gestures, and facial
expressions. It is evident that dance was the main way of life
and entertainment for our ancestors [1]. &erefore, art
historians call dance the “mother of art.” Dance is an art
form having strong comprehensiveness. &e elements of
dance need to be integrated to convey the artistic beauty and
information contained in it to the audience. &ere are
thousands of varieties of dances in the world, which are hard
to count [3]. However, in terms of its social function, it can
be divided into two categories: life dance and art dance. Life
dance refers to the dance that has been popular among

people for a long time and is closely related to people’s daily
life. Artistic dance refers to the artistic practice completed by
professional or amateur dancers through artistic creation
and stage performance. According to different themes,
genres, and capacities, artistic dance can be roughly divided
into two categories: dance drama and dance [4]. Each cat-
egory is different according to the style, content, and style, as
well as some specific varieties. Although there are various
kinds of dance art; all contain temporal, dynamic, and static
combinations of the rhythmic human movement. Dance
covers direct, strong, and generalized lyricism to synthesize
music, art, and other artistic factors [5]. Dance action is not
only the basic material of the dance language but also the
material premise for the visibility of the dance language. A
dance work, in terms of the form, is the repetition, devel-
opment, change, connection, and cooperation of various
movements. Among the elements of dance, action is the
most important. Without human body action, there is no
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dance art. Because the expression of the dancer’s emotion,
the display of the artistic conception of the work, and the
shaping of the dance image always run through the dance
movement [6]. &e artistic language of all kinds of dance is
composed of some relatively stable factors. &e main lin-
guistic elements covered by the art of dance are shown in
Figure 1.

Dance action comes from life and nature, but it is very
different from live-action and natural movement. Dance is
an artistic human action as the movement of dance and the
creative thinking of the artists esthetically represent a certain
purpose of the performance [7]. Dance is a programmed and
visualized language formed through artistic processing,
refinement, transformation, and evolution. A key element of
dance art is the infectious expression to convey emotion and
meaning. Hence, not all human body movements can be
called dance movements. Dancing also needs music and
clothing to achieve better results [8]. &e meaning of dance
action can be divided into narrow sense and broad sense. In a
narrow sense, dance action refers to the dynamic action in
the process of movement, including single action and
process action. According to the function and role, dance
movements can be divided into expressive movements and
illustrative movements. Life is full of rhythm, rather, rhythm
comes from life [9]. &e rhythm of life varies with different
regions and other conditions like manifestations as fast,
slow, and comfortable. &is difference in the rhythm of life
can be expressed through the rhythm of dance. Dance is a
kind of expressive art, which is long in lyricism and clumsy
in the narrative [10]. Dance in the expression of the char-
acter’s thoughts and feelings. With dance, the coordinated,
and rhythmic movements of body parts, feelings, and sce-
narios are expressed in a seemingly way. Dance can more
directly reveal a variety of emotions and a complex psy-
chological state.

In social life, people’s various expressions and move-
ments have become dynamic dance expressions with dif-
ferent styles after artistic processing, refining, and
beautification [11]. It is from observation and experience
that dance creators master the characteristics of natural
expressions of various characters in life, and form dance
expressions with strong appeal through artistic imagination
and artistic creation [12]. &is paper proposes a dance
movement aesthetic emotion analysis method based on deep
learning and verifies the method through a number of ex-
periments.&e experimental results show that the model can
well predict the emotion of the dance movement, which lays

a foundation for the emotion analysis of the dance move-
ment in the future.

2. Related Work

Dance is the evocative art carrying sensual and artistic ex-
pression [13]. As dance is a diversified subject, it exists in
every culture and covering key aspects of culture, it is
pertinent to discuss elements, forms, and aesthetics of dance,
hence the following subsections. Machine learning [14] is the
emerging technology used in various domains like health
[15, 16], social work [17], and decision making [18]. Details
about dance contents, structure, and forms are elaborated in
the following subsections.

2.1. !e Matching Way of Dance Content and Form.
Dance work is achieved if the formal elements such as dance
movements and skills exist in isolation. Only through the
ingenious conception and a reasonable structure of dance,
artists convey feelings and ideas. A successful dance creation
process necessitates that dancers ought to have rich life
accumulation and subjective perception. Dancers should
summarize, refine, process, and transform the social life
materials they have mastered to form a theme that is suitable
for the dance performance [19]. On this basis, we should also
endow the theme with corresponding dance forms. &is
requires the work to be structured according to the per-
formance characteristics of dance art, so as to turn it into a
dance form that can be easily perceived by the audience [20].
&e structural process of dance works is the process of
finding the appropriate dance form from content according
to the theme to be expressed in works, so as to make content
and the form of dance reach a perfect fit [21].&erefore, once
the theme of the dance is determined, the structure is an
important step in creation. Different dance works with
different themes have different ways of structures. Dance
structures are based on the experience of creating some
excellent dance and dance theater works. On the basis of
composition, dance has the following main types, as shown
in Figure 2.

&e chronological structure of the dance is based on the
natural sequence of events and the emotional development
of the characters to arrange actions and dance scenes [22]. Its
main artistic feature is to organize the activities of the
characters in space in the order of the trend of the time,
emphasizing the continuous development of the characters’

�e core elements of dance artAction

Structural
language

Dance art

Composition

�e matching way of dance content and form

Moving picture modeling

Figure 1: &e main linguistic elements are covered by the art of dance.
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thoughts and feelings, or plot events. Dance works are in the
order of “beginning, development, climax, and ending,” with
clear levels and clear division of scenes [23]. Because the
structure of this kind of dance is clear and in line with the
logic of the development of real life, the content of the dance
is easy to be understood and accepted by the audience. &e
structure has always been adopted by most dance chore-
ographers and directors. It is why some people call it a
traditional structure [24]. &e interlaced structure of dance
is a way to break the natural sequence of real-time and space
and use the change of the characters’ psychological activities
as the thread of arranging the characters’ actions and
unfolding the plot events. &is kind of structure combines
the scenes of different times and spaces according to certain
artistic ideas, so as to show a broader and rich life content in
the limited stage, time, and space. &is will also help to
describe and show the complex and profound inner spiritual
world of the characters. &is kind of structure has strong
artistic expression and can mobilize the audience’s artistic
imagination and aesthetic creativity in dance appreciation
[25]. Besides, such structure aids in expanding the scope of
the dance theme performance, and in-depth depiction of the
character’s inner world.

Generally speaking, the structure of dance should be
restricted by the theme and content. Works with different
themes and contents have different structural ways. Lyrical
dance often expresses and describes different emotions of
dancers by comparing and changing the rhythm of dance
movements [26]. Narrative dance or dramatic dance drama
needs to arrange the action of the characters and the formal
structure of the dance scene according to the development
process of the plot and events of dance works. Its structure is
generally composed of beginning, development, climax, and
end [27]. &e ingenious and clumsy structure has a great
relationship with whether dance works can perfectly display
content and have artistic charm. &erefore, in order to
pursue the overall beauty of dance works, excellent dance
choreographers and directors have always attached great
importance to the structure of the dance.

2.2.Moving PictureModeling. Dance is a moving plastic art,
and the dance form is a visual and an intuitive image in a
flowing state. In a dance performance, various formations

and pictures formed by the dancers’ dance posture and
moving lines are the dynamic structure of dance in time and
space. &e composition of dance is a major part of dance
modeling and an important factor in the composition of
dance works [28]. Whether it is a solo dance, group dance, or
dance drama, actors should move in a certain direction and
route in the stage space. Dance composition refers to the
movement line (constantly changing the dance route) and
pictures modeling the dancer in the stage space in dance
works, that is, dance composition is composed of the
movement line and the picture of the dancer [29]. Com-
position is both an expression of meaning and a process of
form creation. Dance composition not only makes the stage
picture varied, but also can express different thematic ideas
and shape different dance images. Moreover, proper dance
composition is required to create different momentum,
atmosphere, and formal beauty of dance. Stage space motion
line, also known as “stage scheduling”, refers to the tra-
jectory of dancers moving in stage space. Different types of
stage space movement lines can give the audience different
feelings [30]. Choreographers usually use different lines to
express different contents based on this. &e folk dances of
all ethnic groups are based on the dance venue and the ideas
contained in dance composition, which is mainly reflected in
dance formation. Like the composition of other arts, the
composition of dance art has laws to follow and needs to
follow specific ideas and principles [31]. &e structure be-
longs to the formal category of art and is generally restricted
by the content of art. Due to the different contents of dance
works, the stage scheduling is also different. In the treasure
house of the traditional dance art, there are many examples
of exquisite dance compositions, but they cannot be used at
the same time. &e creation of dance works must be crea-
tively applied according to the content of specific works. &e
dance movement and the feeling structure is shown in
Figure 3.

Only through emotional investment can dance have life
and soul and better move the audience. Dance can show the
most realistic feelings in people’s hearts. Dance is the purest
art. A good dancer can move the audience with the most
delicate emotion, thus reflecting the deep connotation of the
whole dance. Dance is an art form that expresses emotion
through the continuous movement of movements [32]. &e
emotion of dance has the functions of promotion,

Types of Dance Works

Temporal and spatial sequential structure of dance

Time space staggered structure of dance

Break the natural order of real time and space, and take the change of characters’
psychological activities as the structural way of arranging charaters’s actions

According to the natural sequence of events and the development context of characters’
emotions, the structure of charaters’ actions and dance scenes are arranged

Figure 2: Types of dance works.
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continuity, and training at the same time. It can stimulate the
potential energy of actors. In addition to acting training,
emotion can best improve an actor’s artistic cultivation and
personal quality. &rough the movement training, the
emotion is injected into it, making the dance movement full
of life. &e feeling cannot be embodied and expressed
without action, and action loses the ability of expression and
the value of art without emotion [33]. Movement is the main
external factor of dance, which can be seen directly by the
naked eye, while emotion is hidden in the process of the
dance movement that is slowly expressed through a delicate
performance. Emotion in dance penetrates into the hearts of
dancers and audiences. Emotion in dance is the amplifi-
cation of emotion in real life, and action is also the artistic
processing of action in real life [34]. &rough this emotional
amplification and action processing, the art of dance is rich
and colorful, and full of life.

2.3. Aesthetics of DanceArt. In a sense, it can be said that the
main way to evaluate whether a dance work can achieve
success is to see whether the action displayed is artistically
appealing or not. &erefore, dance movement is in the most
important position of the constituent elements of dance art
[35]. &e expression of dance emotion, the shaping of
characters, and the display of dance artistic conception in
dance art should be realized through action. &e movements
are selected and refined by the choreographer in daily life
and/or through learning. &e movements are endowed with
distinctive image characteristics and emotional factors. &e
dance movements have a certain sense of beauty. Dance art
should pay attention to dynamic beauty, which is deter-
mined by the movement requirements of dance art [36].
Although this will limit the dancer’s rhythm to some extent,

only in this way we can fully express the theme content and
internal emotion of dance. Rich aesthetic dance movements
can enrich the aesthetic characteristics of dance. With the
traction of movements, it can more naturally open the dance
plot and then make it more attractive to people’s attention.

Lyricism is one of the main aesthetic and artistic features
of dance art. Emotional expression is the basis of art. Any
work separated from emotional expression cannot form art.
Dance is an art form that expresses people’s thoughts and
feelings and reflects the form of production and life by
human body movements that have been organized, refined,
and artistically processed. Dance art contains people’s strong
emotional factors [37]. From a certain point of view, among
the major art forms, such as music, poetry, and dance, the
effect of expressing emotion through dance is the most ideal.
Because the emotions that cannot be expressed by language
or words can be expressed by dance, which can not only
express people’s deep feelings but also give people enough
imagination space. Feelings are rich, intuitive, and uncer-
tain.&ey can be intuitive and perceived because dance is the
perceptual form and externalization of people’s mental
activities, which is closely connected with people’s expres-
sions and movements. In addition, feelings have mutual
integration and interoperability, which is also the psycho-
logical basis for art appreciation and art creation. It can build
a bridge of aesthetic feelings between dance creator, per-
former, and audience, between movement and feelings [38].
Expression and action are inseparable from people’s emo-
tional expression. &erefore, human action has unique
advantages in expressing thoughts and emotions and can
express people’s emotional experiences and mental states
incisively and vividly. &e beauty of rhythm refers to the
beauty presented by the strength and speed of dance action.
With the beauty of rhythm, the aesthetic characteristics of

Study the movement and inner activities
of the works

Constantly learn all kinds of knowledge

Continue to practice repeatedly

�e accumulation of dancers’
movements and emotions

Training

Continuity

Promotion

Dialectical relationship
between dance movement and
emotion

Love is the soul of dance beauty

Dance movements and feelings

Figure 3: &e dance movement and the feeling structure.
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dance art are exhibited. In short, the beauty of dance is the
premise of the beauty of rhythm. Only by perfectly inte-
grating and coordinating the leaping, relaxing, and rotating
rhythms of dance movements can dance art render the
atmosphere and express and vent emotions [39]. Dance art
can form its rhythmic beauty only through the changes of
expression and movement and the rhythm with ups and
downs.

&e appreciation and transmission of beauty is the
greatest success of the artwork of dance, which sprouts
naturally through the living image and the exquisite
movement of nature. At the same time, dance can also drive
the plot forward, gradually expressing the rich emotional
factors and natural characteristics contained therein in a
comprehensive and full manner. It can convey the experi-
ence and feeling of beauty to the audience and give them a
wide space to imagine the beauty, prompting the viewer to
produce an emotional resonance and deep and unique
physical and mental feelings from deep inside.

3. Methodology

Like musing, dance has the appealing structure formed from
tempo, meter, and rhythm. Aesthetic emotion of the dance
movement is an important aspect of dance which needs to be
properly analyzed. &is research work proposes an effective
method for analyzing the models used for the analysis of
emotion in the dance movement.

3.1. Relevant Technical and !eoretical Basis. &e language
model is a statistical model to calculate the probability of any
word order in the text. It is a basic subject of NLP.&e neural
network language model has only one hidden layer. &e
maximum penalty likelihood estimation of the random
gradient rise method is used to train the network parameters,
and softmax is used to calculate the probability of word
order. Traditional encoding usually refers to distributed
feature representations obtained by learning through neural
network language models that can represent complex
contextual information in a large-scale corpus in a non-
sparse manner. In order to effectively focus on specific local
information and tap deeper into feature information, an
attention mechanism is proposed. &e attention mechanism
models the global dependence of input and output so that
the model can learn feature information in different rep-
resentation subspaces, so as to generate more semanticist
representations. &e calculation formula of the attention
mechanism is as follows:

Ateention(Q, K, V) � softmax
QK

T

��
dk

 V. (1)

In terms of parallelism, the multi-head attention model,
like CNN, does not rely on the previous calculation and can be
well parallelized, which is better than RNN.&e sequence-to-
sequence model is a supervised learning algorithm in which
the input is a sequence of tokens, and the generated output is
another sequence of tokens. However, when encoding, all
semantic information is encoded into a fixed and an unified

semantic feature vector and then decoded, which will cause a
great loss of semantic information, especially word order
information, which greatly reduces the decoding performance
of the model. &erefore, researchers use the attention
mechanism to break the limitation of the traditional encoder-
decoder structure that encoding and decoding only depend
on the vector of a fixed length and size. &e sequence-to-
sequence structure with the attention mechanism is shown in
Figure 4. &e codec network with the attention mechanism
weights and sums these inputs by saving the intermediate
process output of the encoder and training the attention
model, and associates the output sequence with the attention
model when decoding the output. &e introduction of the
attention mechanism enables the model to be associated with
the required context information during encoding and
decoding, and it strengthens this association in the process of
iterative learning.

Parsimonious Bayes is widely used in sentiment classi-
fication for assigning the category with maximum proba-
bility to a given review for classifying documents. According
to the Bayes’ rule, it is expressed by the following formula:

P cj | d  �
P cj P d | cj 

P(d)
, (2)

where cj represents class and d data.&e probability equation
is smoothed so that it ends up with the following calculation:

P f | icj  �
1 + nij

m + 
m
k�1 nkj

. (3)

Maximum entropy classification follows the principle of
maximum entropy, which means that the probability dis-
tribution that best represents the current state of knowledge
is the most entropic, given precisely stated a priori data.

P cj | d  �
1

π(d)
exp 

m

i�1
λi,cj

Fi,cj
d, cj ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

Fi,cj
(d, x) �

1, if ni > 0 and x � cj,

0, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(4)

After several iterations, the parameters are adjusted to
maximize the entropy of the training data distribution.
Model fusion can be realized on the basis that different
models usually do not produce the same test error on a test
set. &e mathematical expression for the expectation of the
squared error after the model fusion is as follows:

E
1
k


i

εi
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

1
k
2 E 

i

ε21 + 
j≠i

εiεj
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦. (5)

When the error is completely correlated, that is, C�V, the
mean square error is reduced to V, so the model average is not
helpful. When the error is completely uncorrelated, that is,
C� 0, the expectation of the square error of the fusion model is
only W. &is means that the expectation of integration square
error decreases linearly with the increase of the integration
scale. In other words, on average, the fusion performs at least,
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as well as any of its members, and if the error of members is
independent, the fusion model will perform better than its
constituent members.

3.2. Improving the Sentiment Analysis of Attentional
Mechanisms. In this paper, we propose to integrate the
attention mechanism with the capsule network to solve the
dance emotion classification problem by proposing a net-
work model based on an improved attention mechanism for
a target-oriented emotion analysis task. &e various com-
ponents of the model include a text encoding layer, an at-
tention interaction layer, and a capsule classification layer.
&e role of the encoding layer is to convert content and
targets into model inputs. Using the bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers (BERT) as an example,
the input is first tagged as a fragment. &e target is modeled
to obtain vector representation and finally fed into a two-
way long short term memory (LSTM) network. &e network
structure of the coding layer of the TOAC model is shown
schematically in Figure 5.&e coding layer does not consider
target information and content information together, so the
design pays attention to the interaction layer to realize the
correlation and interaction between the two.

Specifically, the three matrices of inputs Q, K, and V are
copies of the encoding matrix corresponding to content or
target, corresponding to the three important components of

attention, i.e., query, key, and real value, having the fol-
lowing computational procedure.

attention (Q, K, V) � softmax fatt(Q, K)( V, (6)

where fatt is the probability alignment function. In this
article, the scaled dot product is used:

fatt(Q, K) �
QK

T
��
dk

 . (7)

Target coding and content coding achieve interactive
correlation by exchanging V values. &e attenuating at-
tention calculation proposed in this paper is introduced
below. First, we find the target center position in the content
text by string matching. We set the hyperparameter n as the
window size parameter, which indicates half of the window
size. After that, the text constructs the local information

Encoded source

Projected source

Projected source
Projected source

Projected source

Attention
queries

yi

yi—1

ci
Attention

henc

X

Encoder

Decoder

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the attention-based sequence-to-sequence model.

BiLSTMBiLSTM

tm
hnh2h1

v1 v2 v3 vn w1 w2 wm

t2t1

Figure 5: &e network structure of the coding layer of the TOAC model.

Table 1: &e experimental parameters.

Parameter name Value
Number of iterations 3
K-max pooling 7
Capsule amount 8
Network dimension 12
Batch size 32
Hidden layer dimension 48
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follows:

Mi �

E, |i − P|≤ n,

n

|i − P|
∗E, |i − P|> n.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(8)

&e primary capsule layer after several layers of repetition is
the network layer for the initial extraction of multihead at-
tention output. Since the dimensionality of each capsule is large
at this time, the k-max-pooling operation is used to obtain the
largest k-dimensional feature in each capsule, and the final
capsule representation is obtained by linear variation and vector
compression, at which time the number of words in the vector
of the output capsule network is summed with the number of
words in the target. In this paper, we finally obtain the output
capsules by classifying the capsule layer. According to the
definition of the capsule network, the model length of its vector
is expressed as the probability of that classification, and the final
category is selected for the category represented by the capsule
with the longest mode. In this paper, the loss of each capsule j is
evaluated and calculated as follows:

Lj � Yjmax 0, m
+

− vi

����
���� 

2
+ λ 1 − Yj max 0, −m

−
+ vi

����
���� 

2
. (9)

Using SEP lexical chunks as splicing separators, the
model can recognize that facts and conjectures belong to
two paragraphs of the text. &e generation module uses
the native until as the basic framework. &e probability
calculation based on spark softmax is shown in the fol-
lowing formula:

pi �

e
si

j∈Ωk
e

sj
, i ∈ Ωk,

0, i ∉ Ωk.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

At this time, the inequality for the existence of cross-
entropy is as follows:

log 
n

i�1
e

si⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − smax � log 1 + 
i≠ t

e
si−smax⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

≥ log 1 +(n − 1)e
smin−smax( .

(11)

4. Experiments and Results

&is paper was designed to compare multiple classification
models. Among them, the plain Bayesian use and the
maximum entropy model use 10543 action emotions as
features. In order to compare the performance difference
between conventional and pretraining-based models, the
model fusion is not taken into account in this paper. Al-
though all of these models are valid, a combination of
different machine learning methods will yield better scores.
Details about the experimental setup are presented in the
following lines. &e verification set and the test set are
separated from the training set, with a proportion of 20%. If
the training index is not significantly improved after the
batch verification set is 100. &is paper tested the following
five models on MioChnCorp-2. &e benchmark model is a
fine-tuning BERT model with all trainable parameters. A
direct output vector using a pretrainedmodel is then fed into
a feedforward neural network classifier with all parameters
trainable. Each vector obtained from the pretrained model is
clustered using a capsule network, which is then fed into a
feedforward neural network classifier with untrained pre-
trained model parameters. &e experimental parameters
were set as shown in Table 1.

&e dynamic representation, pooling, and splicing of
local features are further extracted using CNN and then fed
into a feedforward neural network classifier. &e splicing
clustering features and local features are then fed into a
feedforward neural network classifier with untrained pre-
trained model parameters. &e results of the measurement
are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6.

Comparing model 2 and model 3 in Table 2, it can be
found that CAP and CNN can successfully extract high-level
features, but CAP is more effective as it has 0.7% higher
accuracy than CNN. &is means that the fine-tuning model
may not be necessary. It can be found that fine-tuning the
language model will even reduce the optimal result by 0.5%,
which may be harmful to the extraction of high-level se-
mantic features. &e pretraining language model repre-
sented by BERT has a significant impact on the text
classification task and significantly improves the perfor-
mance. However, there are some obvious shortcomings,
especially in terms of more training time than traditional
fine-tuning models. &e classification accuracy of each
model on the dataset is shown in Table 3 and Figure 7.

Table 2: Findings of the comparative analysis.

Model ID
Positive Negative

P R F1 P R F1
1 0.938 0.911 0.924 0.914 0.941 0.927
2 0.936 0.924 0.930 0.925 0.937 0.931
3 0.922 0.924 0.923 0.924 0.923 0.923
4 0.953 0.936 0.931 0.936 0.926 0.931
5 0.927 0.894 0.923 0.901 0.957 0.928
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Among all the attention mechanism models, ATAE-
LSTM has the worst classification performance, even in-
ferior to the traditional SVM method. &e performance
advantage of the remaining models with more network
depth is obvious, which shows that increasing the network
depth has a positive effect on the multi-input classification
model ability.

5. Conclusion

Emotion is the soul of dance. It is precise because of the soul
that dancers can create dance movements that are more
appropriate to the soul. &rough the movement training, the
emotion is injected into it, making the dance movement full
of life. A dancer through performance shows the joys and

F1

R

P

F1

R

P

0.86 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98

5
4
3

2
1

Figure 6: Results of the comparative measurements.

Table 3: &e classification accuracy of each model on the dataset.

Model Accuracy Macro-F1

Baseline

TransCap 0.739 0.701
MemNet 0.703 0.641
CNN-ASP 0.725 0.653

TOCA-W2V 0.765 0.719

BERT

BERT-PT 0.781 0.751
BAT 0.794 0.765

AEN-BERT 0.800 0.763
TOCA-BERT 0.814 0.783

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

TransCap MemNet CNN-ASP TOCA-W2V BERT-PT BAT AEN-
BERT

TOCA-BERT

Accuracy

Macro-F1

Figure 7: &e classification accuracy of each model on the dataset.
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sorrows of life to the audience. When emotion in the dance
performance reaches the extreme, some actions like the
technical skills are burst out. Movement is the main external
factor of dance, which can be seen directly by the naked eye,
while emotion is hidden in the process of dance movements
which are slowly expressed through a delicate performance.
&e fundamental tasks in the field of dance emotion have
received a lot of attention from researchers and scholars in
China and abroad. Based on these, this paper proposes a
dance movement aesthetic emotion analysis method based
on deep learning and verifies the method through a number
of experiments. &is paper takes the dance movement
emotion analysis task as the entry point, explores the
modeling approach from three perspectives: model fusion,
pretraining model tuning, and multi-input modeling. &e
model is adjusted by the counter samples, and the reasons
for the misclassification are analyzed by observing the de-
cision interpretation of the misclassification samples. Fi-
nally, counter samples are used to improve the performance
of the model and enhance the interpretability of the model.
&e research constructs a self-explanatory generation
module to explain the decision behavior of the model. &e
results show that this method not only improves the ro-
bustness of the model but also improves the interpretability
of the model.

&e effectiveness of the modeling method can be proved
by experiments, but the black box of deep neural networks
cannot be avoided. In future, the research work will be
extended to cover the compressed language model based on
knowledge distillation by enhancing the training dataset,
and to explore new attention mechanisms to accelerate
convergence of the model. In addition, the follow-up re-
search will focus on exploring interpretable methods based
on confrontation samples and combined attention
mechanisms.
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In this paper, a new type of single-faced superposed shear wall system is proposed based on the single-faced superposed shear wall
structure.+e nonlinear finite element analysis of a new splicing form of single-faced superposed shear wall components is carried
out by using the method of combining experimental research and ABAQUS finite element software analysis. +e impact of
noncolumn on the connection performance of vertical seam is studied.+e analysis shows no significant difference in the effect of
eliminating concealed column on the hysteretic performance and bearing capacity of the single-faced superposed shear wall with
the joint. +e single-faced composite shear wall with two different splicing forms presents bending-shear failure. +e single-faced
composite shear wall model without concealed column design can also maintain good overall performance and seismic behavior.

1. Introduction

+e composite plate shear wall structure is an integral shear
wall structure formed by taking the prefabricated wall as the
template and pouring concrete in the inner cavity. Com-
pared with the ordinary reinforced concrete wall, the
composite shear wall has the advantages of light weight,
short construction period, and good benefits. Because of its
good overall performance and shear capacity, it has become
the focus of attention of Chinese and foreign scholars [1–4].

Considering the structural difference between domestic
and foreign superposed shear walls, many researchers did
many tests to survey their axial and eccentric compression
performances, out-of-plane flexural performances, and
shear connector performances [5–8], whereas rare studies
involved their seismic behaviors.

Most parts of China have seismic fortification require-
ments, so it is very important to consider the seismic per-
formance of composite shear walls. Zhang et al. [9]
conducted low-frequency cyclic horizontal loading tests at 6
horizontal connection nodes of double-faced superposed
shear walls and 2 cast-in-situ nodes. +eir test results in-
dicate that the vertical joint of double-faced superposed
shear walls had seismic behavior similar to the cast-in-situ

nodes. However, the seismic behavior of the horizontal joint
was not mentioned. Zhao et al. [10] carried out the same tests
on 3 pieces of double-faced superposed shear walls, with
results as shown below. When the depth-width ratio was 2.0
and the axial compression ratios were 0.2 and 0.1, increasing
the area of the longitudinal joint bar effectively controlled
the deformation in the bottom joint area and the damage
concentration on the wall, resulting in a full and strong
energy dissipation loop. Based on this result, they pointed
out that joint bars can be added to improve the joint per-
formance of superposed shear walls. H. Li and B. Li [11]
surveyed the forces on 9 pieces of reinforced concrete shear
walls under cyclic loading, proposed a multispring macro
finite element model of the reinforced concrete shear wall,
obtained a more suitable constitutive model reflecting the
relationship between load and displacement, and provided
the applicable calculation formula.

Because of the structural stability, industrial production,
and many other advantages, the single-sided laminated plate
shear wall with an insulation layer has attracted the attention
of many scholars. Einea et al. [12] found that the overall
performance is equivalent to that of the integrally cast
concrete wall by studying the solid concrete or metal truss
reinforcement as the shear transfer mode. Benayoune et al.
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[13] found that when the specimen is damaged, only the top
or bottom concrete is damaged, and the integrity is good. Ma
et al. [14] tested the seismic behavior of such shear wall,
obtaining the following results: the failures of single-faced
superposed slab shear wall and holistically cast-in-situ shear
wall were both bending-shear failures; in the failure stage,
the former structure had a little poor ductility but performed
well in energy dissipation. +eir research did not investigate
the performance of single-faced superposed slab shear walls
that were horizontally joined. However, the horizontal joint
of superposed walls is inevitable in practical engineering
since the dimensions of the prefabricated walls are restricted
by the modes of transportation and hoisting. Ma et al. [15]
got two wall slabs jointed horizontally by using embedded
columns and tested the structure’s seismic behavior. +e
results reveal that the failure form of single-faced superposed
slab shear walls jointed by embedded columns and that of a
holistic single-faced superposed slab shear wall were both
bending-shear failures. +e two structures had similar
seismic characteristics properties such as hysteretic per-
formance, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity. How-
ever, the embedded columns reduce the assembly efficiency,
so there is still room for optimization of the connection form
of vertical connection joints of composite plate shear walls.

+is paper proposes a new type of single-faced super-
posed slab shear walls with joints but without embedded
columns, and based on applicable tests, a finite element
model is established and analyzed numerically [16–19].
Furthermore, the seismic behavior of the joint is analyzed
based on a comparison of the joints’ bearing capacity and
failure form under low-frequency cyclic loading.

2. Test Overview

2.1. TestDesign. In this test, the authors designed a test piece
PJ-1 and a test piece ZT-1, with design details as presented in
Figure 1. +e former was two pieces of single-faced su-
perposed slab shear walls jointed horizontally, with columns
embedded at the joints, while the latter was a holistic piece of
single-faced superposed slab shear wall without joint. +e
two test pieces had the same physical dimensions and were
both composed of three parts: the base, single-faced su-
perposed slabs, and the top beam.+emechanical properties
of the main materials of the reinforcement and concrete are
listed in Tables 1 and 2.

2.2. Loading Scheme. +is test was carried out in the Anhui
Provincial Key Laboratory of Building Structure and Un-
derground Engineering. +e designed axial compression
ratio was 0.1. An oil Jack was applied to the top parts of the
test pieces with a constant vertical load of 600 kN. +e top
beams were under low-frequency horizontal cyclic loading
from a 100 T electro-hydraulic servo actuator to do pseudo-
static tests. +e loading device is illustrated in Figure 2.

+e loading protocols in Figure 3 were formulated as per
the Standard for Test Method of Concrete Structures, and the
loading was under mixed control of load and displacement.
In the first stage, the load is loaded through load control.+e

horizontal force is loaded from 50 kN and added to the
specimen yield with 25 kN as the level difference. +e load
cycle of each level is once. After the specimen yield, the load
is controlled by displacement. +e multiple of the horizontal
displacement value measured by the external displacement
meter on the top of the shear wall and the built-in dis-
placement meter in the system is selected for loading step by
step, and each level of displacement is cycled three times.
When the test piece is loaded to its own destruction or the
load value of the test piece drops to 85% of the maximum
load value, the test is completed.

2.3. Test Results. +e failures on the test pieces are depicted
in Figure 4. +e wall edge showed horizontal cracks, as seen
on test pieces PJ-1 and ZT-1. As the load increased, some
horizontal cracks gradually extended and formed inclined
bending-shear cracks. +e inclined cracks ran at 45° roughly
and finally formed X-shaped cracks. As observed from the
development process and distribution of the cracks, the test
pieces bent first and then sheared, forming bending-shear
failures. +e upper parts of the walls were almost intact, and
the concrete at two ends of the base became weak and peeled
off. During the entire loading on test piece PJ-1, there is no
slip in the joint of the concealed column all the time, and the
crack development is relatively sufficient, indicating that the
joint structure of concealed column is reasonable, which can
effectively splice two single-sided superimposed shear walls
to form an overall common stress.

As for the hysteretic curves of the test pieces in Figure 5,
their envelope areas were both in a straight line in the initial
stage of loading and nearly coincided before cracking,
complying with the force characteristics in the elastic stage.
After yielding, the envelope areas enlarged gradually, and the
test pieces’ energy dissipation capacity increased somewhat.
Over a comparison, it can be seen that the hysteretic curves
of test pieces PJ-1 and ZT-1 almost coincided. +is result
implies that a vertical joint had a small impact on the
hysteretic performance of a single-faced superposed slab
shear wall. At the same time, the embedded columns enabled
the jointed single-faced superposed slab shear walls to form a
whole part subjecting to a holistic force.

3. Calculation for the Finite Element
Analytical Model

3.1. About the Model. According to the test results, the
authors raised a test piece PJ-2 with the same design as PJ-1
but without embedded columns. Based on this new design,
two shear-wall finite element models were established by
using the Abaqus FEA.

3.2. Parameters of the Model. Given the loading protocols
and the cyclic loading on concrete, the constitutive model of
the concrete material adopted the concrete damaged plas-
ticity model contained in the Abaqus FEA. Tensile and
compression damage factors were used to depict the deg-
radation in the initial elasticity of concrete and the damage
accumulation [20]. +e material properties of the model
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Figure 1: Physical dimensions and reinforcements of the test pieces. (a) PJ-1. (b) ZT-1.

Table 1: Mechanical properties of reinforcement materials.

Pieces number Reinforcement type Diameter (mm) Yield strength fy (MPa) Tensile strength fu (MPa) Elongation A (%)

PJ-1 HRB400 10 492.2 525.1 11.9
HRB400 12 544.2 668.2 12.5

ZT-1 HRB400 10 535.6 668.5 20.01
HRB400 12 487.3 641.2 19.03
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were input as per the Code for Design of Concrete Structures
(GB50010–2010). In the finite element model, the concrete
adopted the C3D8R solid element, the dilation angle was 30°,
the flow eccentricity was 0.1, (fb0

/fc0
) � 1.16 (fb0

is the
biaxial compressive strength of concrete, and fc0

is the
uniaxial compressive strength), the Poisson’s ratio was 0.2,
the elastic modulus was 3 × 104 MPa, the ratio of second
stress invariants on the tensile and compression meridians
was 0.667, and the viscosity coefficient was 0.005. +e re-
inforcement adopted the T3D2 truss element. +e

experimental values of materials expressed the constitutive
relation of concrete in the test, where the yield strength fy of
steel was 530MPa, the Poisson’s ratio was 0.3, and the elastic
modulus was 2 × 105 MPa. As the forces on the top beam and
the base were not considered in the test, the two parts were
designed with infinite rigid beams under ideal conditions.

+e coupling points were arranged in the center of the
bottom beam and fixed on the “load” module. +e rein-
forcement got in contact with and constrained by the
concrete by an embedding range constraint order. +e

Table 2: Mechanical properties of concrete materials.

Pieces number Part Cubic strength fcu (MPa)

PJ-1 Prefabricated part 33.5
Cast-in-place part 33.3

ZT-1 Prefabricated part 33.5
Cast-in-place part 31.8

Figure 2: Loading device for the test pieces.
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Figure 3: +e loading protocols. (a) PJ-1. (b) ZT-1.
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superposed interface between the prefabricated member and
cast-in-situ concrete was in binding contact. As this model
was mainly used to investigate the seismic behavior of the
shear wall, the interfaces between the shear wall and the
loading beam and between that and the base were also
arranged in binding contact. An FRP connection was set
between the outer leaf board and the load-carrying wall of
the test piece and bore no force all the way. For this reason,
frictional contacts (friction coefficient: 0.6 [9]) were
designed between the thermal insulation board and the outer
leaf board concrete and between that and the post-cast
intracavity concrete.+e normal force transmission between
the new and old superposed concrete faces was by hard
contact so that the applied force vertical to the interface was
fully transmitted in the cross section.

+e model was designed with three analytical steps:
initial step, step 1, and step 2. In the initial step, relevant
boundary conditions were set. In step 1, 600 kN axial

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Failures on the test pieces. (a) PJ-1. (b) ZT-1.
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Figure 5: Hysteretic curves of the test pieces. (a) PJ-1. (b) ZJ-1.
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pressure was loaded at the coupling point in the center of the
top beam. In step 2, the loading time was set as per the
loading protocols for the test, and the load-displacement
mixed control loading was simulated and converted into
displacement loading based on the model’s amplitude
function. After conversion, the loading protocols are illus-
trated in Figure 6.

4. The Simulated Results and Analysis

4.1. Damage. Figures 7 and 8 display the concrete analysis
results of the finite element model. As can be observed from the
concrete damage cloud chart, the concrete damage at the joint
of the shear wall model without embedded columns was greater
than that with embedded columns. However, the two designs
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Figure 7: +e cloud chart of concrete damage. (a) +e design with embedded columns (PJ-1). (b) +e design without embedded columns
(PJ-2).
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Figure 8:+e cloud chart of reinforcement stress. (a)+e design with embedded columns (PJ-1). (b)+e design without embedded columns
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show almost identical holistic failure forms. According to the
cloud chart of reinforcement stress, in both of the two models,
the reinforcement stress on the two sides was the highest,
gradually decreased toward the joint, and had no interruption
and sudden change at the joint. +is result demonstrates that
the reinforcement meshes of both two models (with and
without embedded columns) can form holistic force-bearing
bodies. +e reinforcement stress at the joint of test piece PJ-1
was 440.531MPa, while that at the joint of test piece PJ-2 was
463.285MPa, with a difference of 5.2% from the former. +is
result reveals that the design with or without embedded col-
umns had no great impact on themodel, and themodel without
embedded columns still had a good holistic performance.

4.2. Hysteretic Performance. As presented in the hysteretic
curves and skeleton curves (Figures 9 and 10) of the two test
pieces obtained by simulated calculation, the area enveloped

by the hysteretic loop of PJ-2 was slightly larger than that of
PJ-1. +e reason was that, without embedded columns, the
concrete at the vertical joint showed failures under the action
of the horizontal load, so the test piece was divided into two
small shear walls bearing forces continuously. At this point,
the test piece has lost overall rigidity, gained ductility, and
gained energy dissipation capacity. Moreover, the PJ-2’s
ultimate bearing capacity became a little higher than the PJ-
1’s. +ese results verify that the design without embedded
columns is feasible.

As also presented in the following figures, the skeleton
curves of PJ-1 and PJ-2 had similar trends. +e simulated
curves of the two in the elastic stage almost coincided be-
cause no significant changes occurred in the mechanical
properties of the two shear walls in this stage. After entering
the elastic-plastic stage with continuous loading, the rein-
forcement inside the test piece yielded gradually, and both
the two models experienced obvious rigidity degradation.
However, PJ-2’s rigidity degraded more significantly than
PJ-1’s due to the concrete failures at the joint of PJ-2. +e
skeleton curves tended to be gentle in the plastic stage, which
suggests that both structures had good ductility (without a
large difference) after subjecting to the ultimate load.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the test and ABAQUS FEA were used to make
finite element analysis on new single-faced superposed slab
shear walls, obtaining the following conclusions:

First, the design with or without embedded columns has
no significant impact on the bearing capacity and hysteretic
performance of single-faced superposed slab shear walls
horizontally jointed. Using the two designs, the single-faced
superposed slab shear walls showed bending-shear failures.
+is result indicates that the horizontally jointed single-
faced superposed slab shear walls with loading beam can still
have good holistic performance and seismic behavior in
practical engineering, even without embedded columns.

Second, the design without embedded columns helps
simplify the construction process and improve assembly
efficiency while ensuring the structure’s bearing capacity.

+ird, the optimized design was just simulated in this
study and still requires further experiments in the future to
verify its rationality and consistency.
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Due to the low detection precision and poor robustness, the traditional pig-posture and behavior detection method is di�cult to
apply in the complex pig captivity environment. In this regard, we designed the HE-Yolo (High-e�ect Yolo) model, which
improves the Darknet-53 feature extraction network and integrates DAM (Dual attention mechanism) of channel attention
mechanism and space attention mechanism, to recognize the posture behaviors of the enclosure pigs in real-time. First, the pig
data set is clustered and optimized by the K-means algorithm to obtain a new anchor frame size. Second, the DSC (Depthwise
separable convolution) and h-switch activation function are innovatively introduced into the Darknet-53 feature extraction
network, and the C-Res (Contrary residual structure) unit is designed to build Darknet-A feature extraction network, so as to
avoid network gradient explosion and ensure the integrity of feature information. Subsequently, DAM integrating the spatial
attention mechanism and the channel attentionmechanism is established, and it is further combined with the Incep-abate module
to form DAB (Dual attention block), and HE-Yolo is �nally built by Darknet-A and DAB. A total of 2912 images of 46 enclosure
pigs are divided into the training set, the veri�cation set, and the test set according to the ratio of 14 : 3:3, and the recognition
performance of HE-Yolo is veri�ed according to the parameters of the precision P, the recall R, the AP (i.e., the area of P-R curve)
and the MAP (i.e., the average value of AP). �e experiment results show that the AP values of HE-Yolo reach 99.25%, 98.41%,
94.43%, and 97.63%, respectively, in the recognition of four pig-posture behaviors of standing, sitting, prone and sidling of the test
set. Compared with other models such as Yolo v3, SSD, and faster R–CNN, the mAP value of HE-Yolo is increased by 5.61%,
4.65%, and 0.57%, respectively, and the single-frame recognition time of HE-Yolo is only 0.045 s. In the recognition of images with
foreign body occlusion and pig adhesion, the mAP values of HE-Yolo are increased by 4.04%, 4.94%, and 1.76%, respectively,
while compared with other models. Under di�erent lighting conditions, the mAP value of HE-Yolo is also higher than that of
other models. �e experimental results show that HE-Yolo can recognize the pig-posture behaviors with high precision, and it
shows good generalization ability and luminance robustness, which provides technical support for the recognition of pig-posture
behaviors and real-time monitoring of physiological health of the enclosure pigs.

1. Introduction

China is the world’s largest producer of pigs and a major
consumer of pork. According to statistics, 337.42 million
pigs were sold in the �rst half of 2021, a year-on-year in-
crease of 34.2% compared with 2020. �e 2019 China sta-
tistical yearbook shows that China’s per capita meat
consumption is 26.9 kg/person, and the consumption pro-
portion of pork in meat products is as high as 60%. �is
shows that pig breeding is the most important industry in
China’s animal husbandry, which is of great signi�cance to

national life, stabilizing prices, ensuring the smooth oper-
ation of the economy, and stabilizing the overall social
situation. Most of China’s pig breeding industry is still
dominated by periodic manual supervision, with high labor
intensity, low work e�ciency, poor timeliness, and easy to
make mistakes. It is imperative to use the information and
intelligent technical means to detect the behavior and
posture of pigs in real time.

At present, many scholars applied CNN (convolutional
neural networks) to recognize multi-category targets [1–5]
in di�erent �elds. In pig-posture behavior recognition, Gao
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et al. [6] used a 3D convolutional network to recognize the
aggressive pig behaviors, but some interference factors such
as pig adhesion, different lightings, and complex behaviors
resulted in a weak generalization ability of CNN. Zhou et al.
[7] designed a pig face detection method with an attention
mechanism [8–10] combined with a feature pyramid
structure, which made the network more focused on the
effective information area of the images, but the gradient
dispersion appeared with the deepening of the number of
the network layers. Yang et al. [11] used CNN to recognize
the individual pig-drinking behaviors, but the method
showed the complex calculation of feature selection and
relied on high hardware. Zheng et al. [12] used the faster
R–CNN to recognize the standing, lying, and the other
behaviors of sows, but the recognition results of different
scales of targets were quite different. *e R–CNN series
networks designed in the literature [13–15] generated
sample feature maps through convolution processing of
input images, and then classify them. *e experimental
results showed that these networks were not very effective
to recognize the multi-scale small targets. *e Yolo series
networks designed in the literature [16–18] converted the
positioning of the target frames into a regression problem,
which showed high recognition accuracy and short rec-
ognition time. Among them, the Darknet-53 feature ex-
traction network of Yolo v3 was characterized by a large
calculation, unstable gradient, and incomplete feature in-
formation extraction, and the feature information of each
region of the feature map was given the same weight. In
fact, the contribution degrees of feature information of
some areas such as pig-limbs, pig-abdomen, and pig-trunk
were far greater than that of pig-head, pig-feces and pig-
pigsty. *erefore, it is considered to introduce DAM (i.e.,
dual attention mechanism) to focus more on the target
areas.

To realize the real-time recognition of the pig-posture
behaviors in the enclosure environment, a DSC (i.e.,
depthwise separable convolution) structure and h-switch
activation function are introduced into the Darknet-53,
and C-Res (i.e., contrary residual structure) unit is
designed. Further, DAM is combined with Incep-abate to
form the DAB (i.e., dual attention block), so as to reduce
the computational complexity and the hardware cost of
the network, and further reduce its false recognition rate.
*e rest remainder of this study is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the pig mages are acquired and pre-
processed, and the building process of HE-Yolo model is
described. In Section 3, Experiments are conducted using
the pig mages with four pig-posture behaviors in an
enclosure environment, and the results are analyzed and
discussed. Finally, the conclusions of this study are
drawn in Section 4.

*e detectionmethod proposed in this paper can be used
to infer the movement state of captive pigs. Based on this
technology, the active state of pigs in a fixed time can be
judged, and the judgment index of pig activity degree can be
generated, which provides effective help for the follow-up
behavior research and physiological condition analysis of
pigs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Image Preparation

2.1.1. Subsection. *e pig images are acquired from a pig
farm in Guang’an city of Sichuan province (10 : 00–14 : 00 on
August 14th, 2021, with cloudy weather) and another pig
farm in Leshan city of Sichuan Province (10 : 00–14 : 00 on
August 14th, 2021, with sunny weather). Canon EOS580D
anti-shake camera is 0.5∼2.0m away from the pig-body to
take photos of pig-trunk of different scales. *e sizes of the
two pig farms are 10m× 5m× 0.7m and 8m× 6m× 0.8m,
with 2∼10 pigs in each column. A total of 46 pigs in three
columns in a nursery period of 24∼54 days and a fattening
period of more than 70 days are selected as the study objects.

*e postural behaviors of pigs vary greatly, which are
usually divided into four categories: standing, sitting, prone,
and sidling. A total of 30 segments of video data of pigs are
manually screened, with each segment of 10∼100 s, and 728
images with a resolution of 1920×1080 are obtained by
frame-by-frame processing. To expand the number of im-
ages and improve the universality of the network, we per-
form −10° flip, +10° flip, mirror flip, and random luminance
adjustment on the images to expand the data set (shown in
Figure 1). After expansion, a data set of 2912 images is
obtained.

2.1.2. Devising the Image Data. Take the pig-limb, the pig-
abdomen, and the pig-trunk as the dividing points and do
not mark the pig images in which any two of three parts do
not appear within the marking range. *e open-source tool
labeling [19] is used to label the images with four pig-posture
behaviors, namely “standing”, “sitting”, “prone” and “si-
dling”. According to the general division strategy [20], the
labeled extended dataset is divided into the training set of
2040, the validation set of 436, and the test set of 436
according to the ratio of 14 : 3:3, and with the resolution of
1920×1080× 3. *e images are further scaled and converted
into the network with a resolution of 416× 416. After la-
beling all images, the coordinates of the marked parts are
transformed to obtain the coordinates of the scaled corre-
sponding parts, as shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Building HE-Yolo. *e Yolo series network is mainly
composed of a pooling layer and convolution layer, and the
resolution of the input image is 416× 416.*e input image is
processed by a series of 3× 3 depthwise convolution and
1× 1 pointwise convolution, pooling, and up-sampling
operations to output the feature map. Darknet-53 consists of
1× 1 pointwise convolution and 3× 3 depthwise convolution
layers, and the batch normalization layer and Leaky ReLU
concatenated after each convolutional layer are to prevent
overfitting. *e convolutional layer, batch normalization
layer, and Leaky ReLU activation function together form the
basic convolution unit DBL of Darknet-53, with a total of 53
DBL units. To predict the multi-scale small targets, Yolo v3
uses anchor boxes of 9 sizes. According to the idea of a
feature pyramid network, Yolo v3 designs 3 sizes of network
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outputs to predict the targets of different scales, and its
multi-scale feature extraction module shows strong recog-
nition ability. *e multi-scale feature map has multiple
recognition results for the same target, so Yolo v3 introduces
nonmaximum suppression [21] to eliminate the redundant
detection frames, thus each target has a unique detection
frame, and each area in the input feature map is assigned to
an equal weight. *e pig-trunk, the pig-abdomen, the pig-
limb, the pig-feces, and the pig-pen in the images have
different contributions to recognize the pig-posture be-
haviors. *e weights of the feature information of the pig-
feces, the pig-pen, and the other interfering feature infor-
mation should be reduced, and the weights of feature in-
formation of the g-trunk, the pig-abdomen, and the pig-limb
should be strengthened to improve the recognition accuracy
of the pig-posture behaviors.

2.2.1. Darknet-A Network. *e DSC [22] and the h-switch
activation function are introduced into the Darknet-53, and
the C-Res unit is designed to build the Darknet-A feature
extraction network.

(1) DBH Unit. *e four pig-posture behaviors of standing,
sitting, prone and sidling are closely related. Considering
that the large sizes of pigs make it difficult to classify the
behaviors, DSC and h-switch activation functions are in-
troduced into Yolo v3 to reconstruct the structure of DBL of
Darknet-53, that is, to form the DPH unit, so as to improve
the recognition ability of network and reduce the amount of
calculation. *e structure of the DPH unit is shown in
Figure 3.

*e DSC decomposes the ordinary convolution in DBL
into 3× 3 depthwise convolution and 1× 1 pointwise con-
volution, as shown in Figure 3. Of which, 3× 3 depthwise
convolution used different filters to convolve different

channels of the input feature map, and then the feature maps
outputted by 3× 3 depthwise convolution are further
weighted and combined by 1× 1 pointwise convolution.
Assume that the input feature map has M channels, the
output feature map has N channels, and the size of con-
volution kernel is Dk × Dk then the amount of calculation of
the depthwise convolution and the standard convolution is
compared as follows:
H × W × M × Dk × Dk + H × W × M × N

H × W × M × N × Dk × Dk

�
1
N

+
1

Dk

, (1)

where N≫Dk. When Dk � 3 , the parameter quantity of
DSC is about 1/9 of the standard convolution, which means
that the DSC can greatly reduce the amount of calculation of
Darknet-53.

*e Leakly Relu activation function is used in DPH, and
its gradient value is zero when the input is negative. As a
result, the corresponding parameters of the input feature

Original image -10° flip +10° flip Mirror flip Brightness adjustment

Figure 1: *e image data after expansion.

standing sitting prone sidling

Figure 2: *e process of labeled images.

3×3 Depthwise Convolution

BN

h-switch

1×1 pointwise Convolution

BN

h-switch

Figure 3: *e structure of DPH unit.
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mapwill not be updated, and the data expansion will become
more significant with the deepening number of network
layers, thus it affects the recognition result of Yolo v3. *e
above problem can be solved by replacing the Leakly Relu
activation function with the h-switch activation function
[23]. *e h-switch activation function is as follows:

f(x) � x
Relu6(x + 3)

6
, (2)

where Relu6 () is the Relu activation function, but its
maximum output is limited to 6.

*e curve of the h-switch activation function is shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen from Figure 4 that when x⟶ −∞,
f(x)⟶ 0.*at is, the change trend of the h-switch acti-
vation function is similar to that of the Leakly Relu function,
but when x is near 0, the gradient of the h-switch function
will not completely disappear, which ensures the integrity of
the feature information of the pig behaviors, and the h-
switch activation function also reduces the computation
complexity of the network.

(2) C-Res Unit. In the training process of a network based on
the stochastic gradient descent algorithm, with the deep-
ening of the network layers, the error is easy to cause
gradient dispersion and gradient explosion through multi-
layer back propagation.*erefore, the C-Res unit is designed
based on the residual structure of Resnet.

Assuming there is a convolutional neural network, the
input feature map needs to undergo N times of feature
extraction, and each feature extraction corresponds to a
nonlinear transformation Zi. Zi is a set of multiple func-
tions, such as the depthwise separable convolution, the
activation function, the down sampling or pooling, etc. So
there is as follows:

yi � Zi yi−1( , (3)

where yi and yi−1 represent the feature maps outputted by
the ith layer and the (i-1) th layer, respectively.

*e C-Res unit is expressed as follows:

yi � Zi yi−1(  + yi−1. (4)

*e structure of the C-Res unit is shown in Figure 5.
Compared with the ordinary residual structure, the

C-Res unit first raises the input feature map to a higher
dimension and extracts its features by 3× 3 depth convo-
lution, and further reduces the dimension of the features, so
as to reduce the computational load of Darknet-A and avoid
gradient explosion.

2.2.2. DAB

(1) 2e Spatial Attention Block. Spatial attention mechanism
(SAM) [24] can enhance the target features in the input
feature map. SAM assigns different weights to the pixels in
the input feature map, and simultaneously performs global
max pooling and global average pooling on all features of
different channels in the same position, and then obtains two

feature maps, which are further concatenated in the channel
dimension to gain the initial spatial attention feature map of
H×W× 2. Subsequently, 7× 7×1 convolutional layer is
used to reduce the initial spatial attention feature map to one
channel, and generate the spatial weight coefficients through
the sigmoid activation function. *en the spatial weight
coefficients are multiplied with the input feature map
through the residual structure to obtain the output feature
map of SAM. *e structure of the SAM module is shown in
Figure 6.

(2) 2e Channel Attention Block. Channel attention mech-
anism (CAM) [25] weights the features of all channels of the
input feature map to strengthen the effective features and
weaken the irrelevant information. Among them, the global
average pooling is used to aggregate the feature information
contained in each spatial channel [26, 27], and the input
featuremap ofH×W×C is pooled by global average pooling
to obtain two-dimensional compressed feature of 1× 1×C.
Global average pooling extracts the features of all areas of the
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Figure 4: *e h-switch activation function.

Input,channel=z

DPH

Conv 1×1xnz,BN,h-switch

Dwise 3×3xnz,BN,h-switch

Conv 1×1xnz,BN,h-switch

Output

C-Res unite

Figure 5: *e structure of C-Res unit.
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feature map with equal weight, while global max pooling
only calculates the area with the largest feature response, so it
can make up for the deficiency of global average pooling in
extracting channel attention information in the effective
feature region. *e structure of CAM module is shown in
Figure 7.

(3) 2e Channel Attention Block. SAM and CAM are
connected in series to build a dual attention mechanism
(DAM). First, SAM is used to model the feature elements of
the input feature map, so as to obtain the positional re-
lationship between the feature elements and filter the
spatial information, and then connect them through the
residual structure and multiply by space to obtain the
spatial attention feature map. *en, CAM is introduced to
model the correlation between the channels of the spatial
attention feature map, so that the feature elements in each
position of the spatial attention feature map can obtain the
corresponding spatial information, and they are also
connected by the residual structure and multiplied by
space, that is, the output feature map of DAM can be
obtained. *e structure of DAM module is shown in
Figure 8.

M and M0 represent the input and the output feature
maps of the DAM module, respectively, and their dimen-
sions ∈RH×W×C. FS represents the spatial weight coefficients
generated by SAM, and FC represents the channel weight
coefficients generated by CAM, FS, FC ∈ (0, 1). M0 is cal-
culated as follows:

M0 � 1 + FC 1 + FS(M)(  × M( (  × 1 + FS(M)(  × M.

(5)

Based on the principle of thermodynamics, the output
feature map M0 obtained by DAM is converted into a heat
map, and the visualization results of the feature information
of key areas such as the pig-trunk, the pig-abdomen, and the
pig-limb are shown in Figure 9.

DAM increases the computational complexity of the
network. Since the Inception-v4 [28] module builds deeper
and wider residual connections, the Incep-abate module is
combined with DAM to formDAB.*e average pooling, the
max pooling, the asymmetric convolution, and 1× 1 and
3× 3 convolution layers are stacked together by using a
parallel structure, and then the feature maps of each branch
are fused by concat to ensure the integrity of the output
feature map. Among them, 1× 1 convolution changes the
number of the channel layers of the input feature map, and
the pooling layer changes the dimension of the input feature
map. *e Incep-abate module is an asymmetric convolution
structure, and N×N×C convolution is replaced with
1×N×C convolution and N× 1×C convolution to reduce
the hardware cost and improve the computing efficiency.
*e structure of the Incep-abate module is shown in
Figure 10.

2.2.3. HE-Yolo. HE-Yolo (high effection-Yolo) is built by
Darknet-A and DAB, as shown in Figure 11. Darknet-A (i.e.,
the dotted box 1 in Figure 11) is used to compress the
calculation of the feature map to reduce the occupation of
hardware resources and ensure that feature information is
not distorted. DAB (i.e., the dotted box 2 in Figure 11)
obtains the coefficient matrix of the effective features
through the operations such as the global max pooling, the
global average pooling, and the sigmoid activation function
to filter the features of the input feature map. HE-Yolo
constructs a feature pyramid to achieve multi-scale feature
fusion and improves the context semantics of the feature
map through the intersection of multi-layer feature infor-
mation. At the same time, nonmaximum suppression is
applied to remove the detection frames with large deviations,
so that each target corresponds to a unique detection frame.

*e anchor box size of Yolo v3 is obtained by clustering
on the coco data set, which is different from the posture
behavior size of pigs. *erefore, a new anchor box size is set

Input feature map M1

Conv 7*7

Spatital attention Fs Output feature map M2
Max(M1)

Avg(M1)

Global Average Pooling

Global Max Pooling

Figure 6: *e structure of SAM module.
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to improve the training effect of HE-Yolo. *e K-means
algorithm is used to cluster and optimize the labeled images
to obtain the anchor box sets of three sizes of the pig image
data set, as listed in Table 1.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Experimental Environment. Intel (R) core (TM) i7-
6700 server with 32 GB memory and equipped with
windows 10 operating system. Pychram integrated de-
velopment environment and TensorFlow open-source
library for parallel computing on GPU. GPU is configured
as Nvidia GeForce RTX 5000 and GPU memory is 16 GB.
*e parallel computing environment is CUDA 9.0,
cuDNN v7.4.2 and the programming language is Python
3.6.0. *ere are 2040 images in the training set. *e small

batch gradient descent training method is adopted and the
number of iterations is set to 100. *e initial learning rate
is set to 0.001 and the learning rate is adjusted by the
epoch-decay strategy. When the Intersection over Union
(IoU) of the detection frame is greater than the threshold
of 0.6, the recognition result is considered correct. Fig-
ure 12 is the change curve of Loss with the number of
iteration epochs during the training process of HE-Yolo.
It can be seen that the Loss decreases rapidly at the be-
ginning of the iteration, and it is stable between 3 and 4
after 65 iteration epochs.

3.2. 2e Evaluation Parameters. *e precision rate P, the
recall rate R, the average precision AP and the mean average
precision mAP are selected as the parameters to evaluate the

DAM

Figure 9: Visualization of DAM feature extraction of pigs.

Channel attention Fc

Input feature map M

Spatital attention Fs

Output feature map Mo

Figure 8: *e structure of DAM module.

Input feature map M′1
Channel attention Fc

Output feature map M′2Max1(M′1) W1 W2

Avg1(M′1)

Max2(M′1)

Avg2(M′1)

Global Average Pooling

Global Max Pooling

Figure 7: *e structure of CAM module.
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Figure 11: *e structure of HE-Yolo.

Table 1: *e anchor box size and the corresponding output feature map after K-means clustering.

Size 13×13 26× 26 52× 52
Anchor box (171× 142), (168×114), (257× 283) (86×145), (105× 70), (122×106) (46× 50), (72× 93), (80× 49)
Receptive field Big Middle Small

Input feature map

Avg pooling Max poolingConv 1*1 Conv 1*1 Conv 1*1

Conv 1*1

Conv 1*3

Conv 3*1

Conv 3*3

Conv 1*3

Conv 3*1

Conv 3*1

Conv 1*3

Concat

BN

h-switch

Output feature map

Conv 1*1

Figure 10: *e structure of the Incep-abate module.
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recognition performance of HE-Yolo. *ey are calculated as
follows:

R �
TP

TP + FN
× 100%,

P �
TP

TP + FP
× 100%,

AP � 
1

0
PRdr,

mAP �
1
N


Ni∈N

APNi
,

(6)

where TP is the number of samples correctly recognized by
the model, FP is the number of samples that the model
misjudges as positive but negative, FN is the number of
samples that the model misjudges as negative but positive, N
is the category number of the pig-posture behaviors, Ni is
the i th category and i ∈ [1, 4], AP is the area of the P-R
curve.

3.3. Selecting the Optimal Model. A total of 436 verification
set images were used in 100 test stages, and the optimal
model for all stages was selected. First of all, it is necessary to
determine the priority of all evaluation parameters. *e
priority of evaluation parameters from small to large is R, P,
and mAP. During the training process, the change curves of
evaluation parameters with the number of iteration epochs
are shown in Figure 13.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that the evaluation pa-
rameters grow fast in the first 70 epochs, and they are stable
in the last 30 epochs. *e mAP reaches the maximum value
of 97.43% when the epoch is 96, and P reaches the maximum
value of 96.79% when the epoch is 94. R reaches the
maximum value of 97.64% when the epoch is 89. *erefore,
HE-Yolo after 96 iteration epochs is selected as the optimal
model to recognize the pig-posture behaviors.

3.4. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.4.1. Analysis on the Recognition Results of HE-Yolo.
Remove the SAM block in DAB to build the CA-Yolo, and
remove the CAM block in DAB to build the SA-Yolo. *e

SSD [29] uses VGG16 as the backbone network, and the
faster R–CNN uses the region generation network to replace
the selective search in the fast R–CNN. Six models including
HE-Yolo, CA-Yolo, SA-Yolo, Yolo v3, SSD and faster
R–CNN are used to recognize four kinds of pig-posture
behaviors, and the recognition results are listed in Table 2.

From Table 2 it can be known that:

(1) Compared with Yolo v3, the AP values of HE-Yolo,
CA-Yolo, and SA-Yolo for four postures are in-
creased by 0.63%∼1.39%, 0.24%∼2.33%, 0.07%∼
5.68%, and 0.48%∼4.04%, respectively, and the mAP
values of three models are increased by 1.73%∼
5.61%. *at is, the introduction of an attention
mechanism can improve the AP value of the model.
*emAP value of SA-Yolo is higher than that of CA-
Yolo, which shows that the spatial attention mech-
anism has an important influence on the recognition
performance of the detection model. *e AP values
of a single category and the overall mAP value of HE-
Yolo are higher than that of CA-Yolo and SA-Yolo,
which shows that DAM can weaken the influence of
noise on the recognition result of the detection
model.

(2) *e AP values of HE-Yolo are higher than that of
SSD and faster R–CNN, and its map value is also
increased by 4.64% and 0.57%, respectively.
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Compared with Yolo v3, the single-frame recogni-
tion time of HE-Yolo increases by 0.007 s, but its
map value increases by 5.61%. It can be seen from
Table 2 that the mAP value of HE-Yolo is slightly
higher than that of faster R–CNN, and from Table 3
it can be seen that the single-frame recognition time
of HE-Yolo is reduced by 0.13 s.

*erefore, HE-Yolo has high recognition accuracy and
fast recognition speed, which shows that HE-Yolo has strong
mobility, and it can fully meet the real-time recognition
requirement for the pig-posture behaviors.

3.4.2. Recognizing the Images with Foreign Body Occlusion
and Pig Adhesion. When the foreign body occlusion and pig
adhesion are serious, the model is difficult to recognize the
pig-posture behaviors. Figure 14 shows the recognition
results of HE-Yolo on the pig images with different degrees
of foreign body occlusion and pig adhesion. Among them,
there is partial foreign body occlusion and pig adhesion in
Figures 14(a)∼14(b), and HE-Yolo can successfully recog-
nize the pig-posture behaviors. *ere is serious foreign body

occlusion and pig adhesion in Figure 14(c), and HE-Yolo
cannot successfully recognize the pig-posture behaviors.

A total of 280 images with foreign body occlusion and
pig adhesion are selected as the testing set, and the mAP
value is used as the evaluation parameter. Four models
including HE-Yolo, Yolo v3, SSD, and faster R–CNN are
tested, and the experimental results are listed in Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the mAP value of HE-
Yolo is 4.04%, 4.94%, and 1.76% higher than that of Yolo v3,
SSD, and fast R–CNN, respectively. According to the actual
observation and the recognition results, when HE-Yolo si-
multaneously extracts the feature information of three areas

Table 4: Recognition results of different models for foreign body
occlusion and pig adhesion.

Model HE-Yolo Yolo v3 SSD Faster R–CNN
mAP (%) 85.72 81.68 80.78 83.96

Table 5: *e mAP values (%) of each model under different
lighting conditions.

Type Bright Dark
Model
HE-Yolo 98.12 96.88
Yolo v3 93.76 90.36
SSD 93.41 91.45
Faster R–CNN 97.21 95.53
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Figure 15: *e recognition results of different models.

Table 2: *e recognition results of the pig-posture behaviors of the test set.

Model
AP (%)

mAP (%)
Standing Sitting Prone Sidling

HE-Yolo 99.25 98.41 94.43 97.63 97.43
Yolo v3 97.86 96.08 88.75 93.59 91.82
CA-Yolo 98.49 96.32 88.82 94.07 93.55
SA-Yolo 98.96 96.68 91.01 95.43 95.52
SSD 97.55 94.39 86.32 92.86 92.78
Faster R–CNN 98.63 97.74 93.82 97.25 96.86

(a) mild (b) medium (c) severe

pig adhesion

body occlusion

Figure 14:*e recognition results of HE-Yolo for different degrees
of foreign body occlusion and pig adhesion. (a) Mild. (b) Medium.
(c) Severe.

Table 3: Comparison of the single-frame recognition time.

Model *e single-frame recognition time (s)
HE-Yolo 0.045
Yolo v3 0.038
SSD 0.051
Faster R–CNN 0.175
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of the pig-limb, pig-abdomen, and pig-trunk, and the area
covered by foreign body and pig adhesion is less than 25%,
then HE-Yolo can effectively recognize the pig-posture
behaviors.

3.4.3. Analyzing the Influence of Lighting Condition on the
Recognition Results. *e images in the test set are divided
into bright and dark according to the lighting conditions.
Four models including HE-Yolo, Yolo v3, SSD, and faster
R–CNN are used for the experiments, and the experimental
results are listed in Table 5. It can be seen from Table 5 that
the mAP values of HE-Yolo are the highest and its mAP
values is only 1.24% different in two lighting conditions,
which shows that HE-Yolo has good recognition perfor-
mance under different lighting conditions.

*e light varies greatly in the enclosure environment. To
further test the robustness of HE-Yolo to the luminance of
light, the RGB image is converted into an HSV image [30],
and the luminance coefficient α of 10 gradients is set and
α ∈ 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 . . . 1.5{ }. 10 luminance coefficients are
multiplied by the luminance V, respectively, and then
converted into RGB images to obtain the testing set with 10
different luminances. *e experimental results of four
models are shown in Figure 15.

It can be seen from Figure 15 that the stability of the
mAP value of HE-Yolo is significantly better than that of
other models, and the mAP values under 10 luminance
conditions are higher than those of other models, which
shows that HE-Yolo has stronger generalization ability and
better robustness to the luminance of light, so it can meet the
real-time recognition requirement of day and night alter-
nation during the breeding process.

HE-Yolo is compared with other methods [3, 7, 12], and
the mAP value, the training convergence epoch, and the
single-frame recognition time are tested, respectively. *e
comparison results are listed in Table 6.

It can be seen from Table 6 that the mAP value of HE-
Yolo is higher than that of other methods, and it converges
after 65 iteration epochs, which shows that HE-Yolo needs
lower hardware and less computation time, and its recog-
nition speed is slightly lower than that of reference [7], but it
can fully meet the real-time recognition.

4. Conclusion

In this study, HE-Yolo is built for real-time recognition of
the pig-posture behaviors in the enclosure environment.
HE-Yolo further optimizes the Yolo v3 model in structure,
ensures the recognition effect and further reduces the
computational complexity, and makes the new model more
capable of focusing on effective features by constructing a

multiple attention mechanism. *e experimental results
show that HE-Yolo has better accuracy and anti-interference
ability than other models in a complex environment and
provides a reliable research method for pig detection. *e
experiment results are summarized as follows:

*e anchor boxes of Yolo v3 are optimized and clustered
by the K-means algorithm. *e depthwise separable con-
volution and h-switch activation function are introduced
into Darknet-53 to build DBH, and C-Res unit with reverse
inverse residual structure is designed to build Darknet-A
feature extraction network to avoid network gradient ex-
plosion and ensure the integrity of image feature
information.

According to the contribution of the feature information
of different areas in the feature image, the spatial attention
mechanism, and the channel attention mechanism are in-
tegrated to construct DAM, and the average pooling, the
maximum pooling, the asymmetric convolution, 1× 1
pointwise convolution and 3× 3 depthwise convolutions
together to form the Incep-abate module. DAM and the
Incep-abate module are further combined to form DAB to
reduce the computational complexity. DAB is spliced with
the feature pyramid structure of Yolo v3 to make the model
focus more on effective feature information, and HE-Yolo is
finally built by Darknet-A and DAB.

Compared with Yolo v3, the mAP values of HE-Yolo,
CA-Yolo, and SA-Yolo are increased by 5.61%, 1.73%, and
3.70%, respectively, which shows that the introduction of the
attention mechanism can improve the extraction effect of
effective features of the pig images. Among them, the mAP
value of SA-Yolo is 1.97% higher than that of CA-Yolo,
which shows that the spatial attention mechanism has an
important influence on the recognition performance of the
model.

*e single-frame recognition time of HE-Yolo is 0.045 s,
and its image recognition performance for foreign body
occlusion and pig adhesion is good. *e mAP value of HE-
Yolo is 4.04%, 5.04% and 1.76% higher than that of Yolo v3,
SSD, and faster R–CNN, and the mAP value of HE-Yolo is
also higher than that of other models under different lighting
conditions. Compared with other methods [3, 5, 7], HE-Yolo
has high recognition accuracy and fast recognition speed
under the condition of low hardware.

To sum up, the Yolo model designed in this paper has
stronger generalization ability, can meet the real-time de-
tection requirements of pig posture and behavior in the
actual captive environment, has higher recognition accuracy
and speed than other models, and has good robustness. Of
course, HE-Yolo will be further optimized to improve its
recognition performance and accurately track the pig-pos-
ture behaviors of individuals. In the next study, it cannot be
limited to the abovementioned four posture behaviors, and

Table 6: *e comparison results of different methods.

Model HE-Yolo Literature [3] Literature [7] Literature [12]
mAP (%) 97.43 97.17 96.33 96.86
*e training convergence epoch 65 74 86 58
*e single-frame recognition time (s) 0.045 0.075 0.028 0.175
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the image data can be expanded for other types of pig-
posture behavior or even be extended to other livestock.
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Diabetes mellitus (DM), commonly known as diabetes, is a collection of metabolic illnesses characterized by persistently high
blood sugar levels. �e signs of elevated blood sugar include increased hunger, frequent urination, and increased thirst. If DM is
not treated properly, it may lead to several complications. Diabetes is caused by either insu�cient insulin production by the
pancreas or an insu�cient insulin response by the body’s cells. Every year, 1.6 million individuals die from this disease. �e
objective of this research work is to use relevant features to construct a blended ensemble learning (EL)-based forecasting system
and �nd the optimal classi�er for comparing clinical outputs. �e EL based on Bayesian networks and radial basis functions has
been proposed in this article. �e performances of �ve machine learning (ML) techniques, namely, logistic regression (LR),
decision tree (DT) classi�er, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), and random forest (RF), are compared
with the proposed EL technique. Experiments reveal that the EL method performs better than the existing ML approaches in
predicting diabetic illness, with the remarkable accuracy of 97.11%. �e proposed ensemble learning could be useful in assisting
specialists in accurately diagnosing diabetes and assisting patients in receiving the appropriate therapy.

1. Introduction

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a collection of metabolic disorders
indicated by abnormal insulin production as well as its action.
�is insulin de�ciency leads to elevated blood levels of glucose
and decreased carbohydrate and protein metabolism [1]. DM
is a prevalent endocrine disease that a�ects roughly 200
million people across the world. Diabetes a�ected 30.3million
persons in the United States in 2015, accounting for 9.4% of
the population. More than one-fourth of them were unaware
that they had this condition. One out of four people over the
age of 65 has diabetes [2]. Gradually, the human living en-
vironment changes dramatically due to increased demand on

the health of human beings, human lifestyle, changes in
climate, and other environmental changes. Infections and
diseases cause millions of individuals to fall unwell and face
other harmful health issues, and these problems are quickly
increasing every day.

DM is a chronic condition that happens when the
pancreas stops producing insulin or when the body’s insulin
is not used properly. Insulin is a hormone produced by the
pancreas that functions as a key to allowing glucose from our
diet to move from the bloodstream into our cells for energy
production. In the blood, all carbohydrate foods are broken
down into glucose. Insulin aids glucose absorption into cells.
When the body is unable to make or utilize insulin properly,
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blood glucose levels rise (known as hyperglycaemia). High
glucose levels are linked to long-term harm to the body and
the failure of many organs and tissues. Diabetes that is not
well controlled can have catastrophic repercussions, in-
cluding damage to a variety of organs and tissues in the
body, including the heart, kidneys, eyes, and nerves. 'e
different symptoms of the DM include frequent hunger,
frequent thirst, frequent urination, urinary and genital in-
fections, extreme tiredness, wounds that will not heal, and
unexplained weight loss especially in case of children. Be-
cause many people do not experience any of these symp-
toms, diabetes is frequently diagnosed by chance.'ose who
are at risk of acquiring diabetes should have regular medical
examinations to avoid late discovery of the disease. 'e
different symptoms of diabetes are shown in Figure 1.

'ere are three main kinds of diabetes. Due to the
complexity of diabetes, diagnosing and distinguishing
among these different kinds are difficult [3–5].

1.1. Type-1. An autoimmune reaction occurs when the
body’s defense system assaults the cells that make insulin,
resulting in type-1 diabetes. As a result, the body produces
very little insulin. 'e specific causes are unknown although
they are thought to be connected to a combination of genetic
and environmental factors. Type-1 diabetes can strike anyone
at any age although it strikes children and adolescents the
most commonly. When a person has type-1 diabetes, his or
her body generates very little or no insulin, necessitating daily
insulin injections to keep blood glucose levels in check.

1.2. Type-2. Type-2 diabetes is the most common form of
diabetes, accounting for approximately 90% of all cases.
Insulin resistance is a condition in which the body’s response
to insulin is inadequate. Because insulin is unable to function
effectively, blood glucose levels rise, causing more insulin to
be released.'is can gradually fatigue the pancreas, resulting
in the body producing less and less insulin, further raising
blood sugar levels (hyperglycaemia). Type-2 diabetes is most
typically diagnosed in older persons although it is becoming
more common in children, adolescents, and younger adults
as obesity, physical inactivity, and poor diet become more
prevalent. 'e major complications that might be caused by
type-2 diabetes are depicted in Figure 2.

Diabetes has a dangerous effect on the eyes’ small blood
vessels. As a result, it may cause problems such as glaucoma
(a condition in which fluid builds up in the eyes), cataracts
(clouding of the lens of the eyes), and diabetes retinopathy (a
condition in which the retina at the back of the eye is
damaged). Diabetes can cause visual loss or blur over time. As
a result, regular eye examinations by a qualified ophthal-
mologist are required. Early detection can help to avoid
serious consequences. According to polls, early identification
can prevent blindness in patients with diabetes by 90 percent.
Figure 3 shows the normal eye and eye with retinopathy.

1.3. Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM). GDM is a serious
and underappreciated threat to the health of mothers and

children. High blood pressure, large birth weight babies, and
obstructed labour are common pregnancy problems for
women with GDM. Within five to ten years following de-
livery, around half of women with a history of GDM acquire
type-2 diabetes.'e prevalence of high blood glucose during
pregnancy rises dramatically with age, peaking in women
over 45. However, diabetes mellitus, most usually type 2, is
discovered in roughly 5–10% of women with GDM after
pregnancy. GDM is completely curable, but it necessitates
close medical monitoring during pregnancy.

2. Related Work

'e utilization ofML approaches to improve the precision of
DM risk prediction has been studied in a variety of ways [6].
'e authors [7] have done a comparison of the accuracy of
numerous algorithms on the dataset of diabetes. 'ey dis-
covered that the J48 algorithm has 73.82% accuracy before
data preprocessing, which is superior to others. Following
preprocessing, both KNN and RF showed better perfor-
mance. In this work [8], J48, KNN, and LR were compared
on the diabetes dataset in this work. J48 was found to be the
most accurate, with a classification accuracy of 78.27%.
Based on its accuracy of 80%, this work [9] created web-
based software for DM detection. In this work, the authors
compared prediction techniques such as decision trees (DT),
neural networks, Naive Bayes (NB), LR, and RF, and en-
semble techniques.'e authors found that RF performed the
best in terms of accuracy and ROC score of 75.558% and
0.912, respectively.

'e authors in this [10] looked at differentML algorithms
on a medical dataset. 'ey compared different performance
indicators. In this research, ML and data mining approaches
used in DM research were identified and reviewed in a
systematic manner. Diabetes mellitus is quickly becoming a
very important and pressing worldwide health issue of the
twenty-first century. At present, significant research has been
conducted in practically every facet of DM research. When
compared to other ML algorithms, authors [11] employed
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Figure 1: Diabetes’ symptoms.
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C4.5 with 78.25% accuracy. According to them, J48 is famous
for its correctness.

'e authors of this article [12] present an overview of how
DM is linked to cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy that
impairs HRV. As a result, diabetes was discovered using HRV
spectral analysis. Using DWT features retrieved from HRV
signals, the authors demonstrated an automated DM detec-
tion technique. Using the DT classifier, they were able to get
sensitivity, accuracy, and specificity of 92%, 92.59%, and
91.46%, respectively, using their proposed method. In their
diabetes forecasting experiments, the authors looked into NB,
ANN, as well as SVM classifiers [7]. 'ey conducted a re-
search study that was weighted.'emajority votemethodwas
used in this investigation. 'e findings show that a combi-
nation of classifiers outperformed any individual classifier.

'e authors of this study [13] examined different ML al-
gorithms on the Pima Indian dataset. Feature selection was

applied to the dataset. According to their findings, attribute
selection improved the performance of diabetes prediction.
'is study’s retrospective cross-sectional methodology
prevents the authors from establishing a cause-and-effect
link.'is strategymaysimplybeutilized in studies tofind the
optimal type-2 diabetes phenotype or prediction in different
nations. However, because the study group was limited to
Koreanwomen andmen, the findings could not be extended
to other populations. 'ere can be disparities in socioeco-
nomic class, race, gender, and nationality within a single
patient cohort.

Using the J48 DT, the authors [6] emphasized the ap-
plication of Adaboost ensemble methods for diagnosing the
disease. According to the findings of the trial, Adaboost
ensemble approaches outperform J48 and even bagging. In
this study, the scientists employed NB, J48, and RF for the
prediction of DM. In terms of accuracy, they discovered that
RF outperforms naive Bayes and J48 techniques. According
to the authors [14], the accuracy achieved by implementing
PCA was not good, but the outcome of using all features
along with MRMR was superior. 'e results showed that by
using fasting glucose made the performance better, partic-
ularly in the Luzhou dataset. 'is implies that, while fasting
glucose is the most significant predictor, it cannot produce
the best results on its own, so multiple indices were required
to effectively predict. Furthermore, they discovered that
there is little difference between RT, DT, and neural network
results when comparing the three classifications; however,
RFs are definitely better compared to the other three clas-
sifiers. 'e highest performance for the Luzhou dataset was
80.84%, while that of the Pima Indians dataset was 77.21%,
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Figure 2: Type-2 diabetes complications.
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indicating that ML can be used to predict diabetes, but
selecting appropriate features, classifiers, and data mining
methods is crucial. According to the results, the Adaboost
ensemble technique outperforms bagging and the stand-
alone J48 DT in this study [15].

Several ML algorithms for diabetes mellitus prediction
were utilized in the studies listed above, and they have been
evaluated for getting good results. In this article, the ML
techniques DT, RF, LR, SVM, and KNN classifiers are
utilized as base learners, and their performance is compared
to that of the ensemble classifier using various performance
measures, namely, accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and f1-
measure in the prediction of diabetes.

3. Methodology

'e likelihood of survival and the likelihood of diabetes
recurrence are highly dependent on medical treatment
and the accuracy of the diagnosis. 'e various phases of
the prediction process of diabetes are depicted in
Figure 4.

'e dataset taken from Kaggle consists of 693 diabetes-
affected people’s records.'e different symptoms along with
their descriptions are shown in Table 1. Arbitrarily extracted
information was used in this investigation, with a ratio of 75 :
25 split between training and testing data. 'e model was
trained to utilize training sets (520 records), and its effec-
tiveness was tested via test data. 'e dataset consists of 16
features or attributes whose values will determine whether
the person is likely to be affected by diabetes or not. 'e
target or output variable has a value of 1 for the presence of
diabetes and 0 for its absence.

3.1. Logistic Regression (LR). 'is approach has been mod-
ified for binary classification problems.'e fundamental goal
of LR is to figure out what the coefficients are worth. 'e LR
reduces the value to a number between 0 and 1.'eLRmodel
chooses aprobability of0or1 for theprovideddata instanceof
the class topredict.'ismethodcanbeused to solveproblems
where we have various reasons to forecast. Equation (1) is the
definition of the LR standard function:

hθ(X) �
1

1 + e
− β0+β1X( )

. (1)

'e constants are represented in β1 and β0 by the data
label X.

3.2. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). KNN is also a supervised
ML algorithm [11]. It is mostly used to solve categorization
challenges. 'e object is categorized using K-neighbors.
Before running the procedure, the positive number K must
be defined. Euclidean distance is frequently used to deter-
mine various object measurements [16]. 'e Euclidean
distance and Manhattan distance are calculated using the
following equations:

Euclidean �

����������


k

i�1
ai − bi( 

2




, (2)

Manhattan � 
k

i�1
|ai − bi. (3)

From the above equations, Euclidean as well as Man-
hattan of KNN is computed with a and b data upto I
variables.

3.3. Support Vector Machine (SVM). 'e SVM algorithm
[17] is a supervised ML approach. For a small data set with a
few outliers, this model is ideal. 'e goal is to determine the
hyperplane that will be used to split the data points. 'e
hyperplane will be used to divide two spaces into different
domains. Similar forms of data will be found in such a
domain. 'e support vector machine’s decision state is
represented by the following equation:

||Y|| �

���������������

y
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1 + y

2
1 + · · · + y

2
n



. (4)

3.4. Decision Tree (DT). DT is one technique to show an
algorithm that is made up of completely conditional control
statements. 'e DTs are a collection of well-known super-
vised classification algorithms. 'ey do well on classification
problems; the decisional path is straightforward to interpret,
and the algorithm for building (training) them is quick and
very simple. A single DT is depicted in Figure 5.

3.5. Random Forest (RF). RF is an ML technique that is part
of the supervised ML model. 'e RF classifier is made up of
numerous decision trees representing various subjects [18].
It takes the average of each tree’s subset to improve pre-
dictive accuracy. RF, rather than depending on a single
decision tree, uses the majority vote prediction technique
from all the trees and then predicts the result [19]. Every
node in the decision tree answers a query about the situation.
RF example is depicted in Figure 6.

3.6. Proposed Ensemble Learning (EL) Technique. For the
categorization of diabetes mellitus, an ensemble classifier based
on Bayesian Networks and Radial Basis Functions is proposed
in this article [20]. Ensemble classifiers are modelled using
Bayesian networks (BNs) as well as Radial Basis Function
(RBF). Two individual classifiers and the suggested ensemble
classifier will be discussed in the subsections. Figure 7 depicts
the suggested approach’s process flow diagram.

3.6.1. Bayesian Network (BN). Traditional statistical models
do not allow for the incorporation of past knowledge into the
model. 'e probabilistic associations between items or
objects are represented using a BN [21]. BNs are directed
acyclic graphs with nodes indicating variables and missing
edges representing conditional independence between
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variables. 'e probability function is assigned to each node.
Bayesian networks are used to represent knowledge in an
area that is uncertain. Statistics, probability theory, graph
theory, and computer science are all combined in Bayesian
Networks [22].

BN depicts a joint probability distribution over a set of
random variables “X.” 'e BN is explained as Y � 〈G, θ〉

whereG isDA G. It contains the nodes N1, N2, . . .,Nn, and
edges depict dependencies among the variables. Joint distri-
bution for a BN is defined as shown in equation (5).

P (nodes|parents (node) ) for all nodes

P X1, . . . . . . , Xn(  � 
n

i�1
P Xi|X1, . . . . . . , Xi− 1( 

� 
n

i�1
P Xi|Parents X1i( ( .

(5)

When huge networks are used, this combined distri-
bution will reduce computation. 'e use of a Bayesian
network is motivated by the fact that they record high ac-
curacy for complicated and uncertain domains.

3.6.2. Radial Basis Function (RBF). 'e supervised algo-
rithm RBF is derived from function approximation. RBFs
have three layers: an I/P layer, an O/P layer, and a hidden
layer [23]. Each hidden unit in the input space has its own
receptive field. 'ese units are known as radial centers, and
they are denoted by the letters V1, V2, . . . , Vn. 'e trans-
formation from hidden units to output is linear but not from
the input layer to the hidden unit. RBF will create a local

Dataset Data Pre-processing Data Preparation

Modelling
1
2
3
4
5

Feature Selection

Diabetes
“No”

Diabetes
“Yes”

Ensemble Classifier
Model Evaluation

SVM
KNN
RF
DT
LR
Base Classifiers

Prediction

Figure 4: Different phases of the prediction process.

Table 1: Feature descriptions.

Attribute/feature Description
Age Between 20 years and 90 years
Gender 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Polyuria 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Polydipsia 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Sudden weight loss 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Weakness 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Polyphagia 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Genital thrush 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Visual blurring 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Itching 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Irritability 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Delayed healing 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Partial paresis 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Muscle stiffness 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Alopecia 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Obesity 1 denotes male, 0 denotes female
Class 1 denotes positive, 0 denotes negative

Figure 5: A single DT.
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map, as a result of which it will learn quickly. RBF employs
two-step learning, requiring the acquisition of both weight
and centers. By calculating the input’s similarity to instances
from the training set, RBF achieves supervised learning.
Each neuron computes the distance between the input and
its prototype to classify a fresh sample. 'e Gaussian
equation is shown as follows:

f(x) �
1

σ
���
2π

√ e
− (x− u)2/2σ2( ), (6)

where x is the input, u is the mean, and σσ is the standard
deviation.

'e neuron activation function of RBF is defined as
shown in the following equation:

∅(x) � e
− β||x− μ||2

. (7)

'e RBF is motivated by the fact that it learns faster than
a simple feed-forward network because of the following
advantages: training is quick, MLP output nodes implement
linear summation, they are good at interpolation, and radial
basis functions are implemented by hidden nodes.

3.6.3. Ensemble Learning (EL) Method. Ensemble learning
is an effective machine learning technique for im-
proving model performance. 'e model’s prediction
capability is improved by combining the varied sets of
learners (Base Learners). 'e importance of selecting
the appropriate ensemble for diabetes prediction cannot
be overstated.

RBF and Bayesian Network have been employed as base
learners in the proposed methodology, which was then
integrated with the EL method. Majority voting can be
represented as shown in the following equation:


T

t�1
dt,J �

C

maxj�1


T

t�1
dt,j, (8)

where T is the dataset and C is the class label.

4. Results and Discussion

A confusion matrix is a matrix that comprises data on
actual and expected classifications and is used to assess
the algorithm’s performance using the matrix data. We
get both correct and incorrect predictions from each
classifier. False Positive and False Negative predictions
are two types of incorrect predictions. When we forecast

Final Result

Dataset

Decision Tree-1 Decision Tree-2 Decision Tree-N

Result-NResult-1 Result-2

Majority Voting / Averaging

Figure 6: RF example.

Dataset

Preprocessing

Majority
Voting

RBF BN

EL Method

Accuracy
Computation of EL

Figure 7: Proposed process diagram.
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Table 2: Performance metrics of different ML techniques in %.

ML techniques Precision Recall F1-score
LR 82.82 84.53 83.51
KNN 82.65 82.65 82.65
RF 86.86 87.75 87.30
DT 80.80 85.10 82.89
SVM 79.79 82.29 81.02
EL (BN+RBF) 96.96 97.96 97.46

(i) Input required: Diabetes Dataset
(ii) Output expected: Prediction of Ensemble Technique

Step_1: Preprocessing on the Pima dataset of diabetes
Step_2: Separate the dataset as test and training data
Step_3: Construct EL (Majority voting) using BN and RBF with k-Fold-cross-Validation (k� 10)
Step_4: Let us call each new sample “S” Test data
Step_5: EL (test sample)�majority voting (class (RBF), class (BN))
Step_6: Keep track of the suggested approach’s accuracy and evaluate it using a variety of measures.

ALGORITHM 1: Stages in the proposed ensemble learning (EL) model.
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that something will happen/occur but it does not, we call
it a False Positive also called as type I error (a valid null
hypothesis is rejected). For example, we predicted that
diabetes would develop, but it did not. When we forecast
that something will not happen/occur, but it does, we call
it a False Negative also called as type II error (the failure
to reject a false null hypothesis). For example, we might
anticipate that there will be no diabetes, but diabetes
does exist. Type I errors are typically thought to be less
dangerous than type II faults. In disciplines, such as
medicine, both errors may appear to be fatal. 'e con-
fusion matrix of all the ML algorithms is depicted in
Figure 8.

'e entire aforementioned models have been evaluated
against precision, F1-measure, and recall, and the values
obtained are depicted in Table 2.

'e precision is computed using the following equation:

precision �
TPs

TPs + FPs
. (9)

'e precision of LR, KNN, RF, DT, SVM, and EL
classifiers is 82.82%, 82.65%, 86.86%, 80.80%, 79.79%, and
96.96%, respectively.

Recall is the proportion of TPs out of TPs and FNs. 'e
recall is computed using the following equation:

recall �
TPs

TPs + FNs
. (10)

'e recall of LR, KNN, RF, DT, SVM, and EL classifiers is
84.53%, 82.65%, 87.75%, 85.10%, 82.29%, and 97.96%,
respectively.

'e F1-score which is also called as harmonic mean that
considers both precision as well as recall is computed using
the following equation:

F1 − score � 2∗
precision∗ recall
precision + recall

. (11)

'e F1-score of LR, KNN, RF, DT, SVM, and EL clas-
sifiers is 83.51%, 82.65%, 87.30%, 82.89%, 81.02%, and
97.46%, respectively. 'e recall, precision, and F1-scores of
all the techniques are shown in Figure 9.

'e number of correctly classified data instances divided
by the total number of data instances is known as accuracy.
'e accuracy is computed using the following equation:

accuracy �
TNs + TPs

TNs + TPs + FPs + FNs
. (12)

'e accuracy of the different ML algorithms is also
computed. 'e accuracy of LR, SVM, KNN, DT, RF, and EL
classifiers is 81.50%, 78.61%, 80.34%, 80.92%, 85.55%, and
97.11%, respectively. 'e EL method has outperformed with
an accuracy of 97.11% in comparison to other ML algo-
rithms. Figure 10 shows the accuracy performance of the
aforementioned ML algorithms.

Figure 11 illustrates the processing time required for
several classification techniques. In comparison to other
methods, EL techniques take longer to process data due to the
blending process of base learners. CG (conjugate gradient)
optimization was utilized for primary LR with compliance. L2
regularization and Alpha� 0.0001 were being used by SVM to
get the best learning rate. Using Gini impurity, a DT was
divided into smaller trees, which consumed optimal time for
processing. It was enlarged until all leaves were pure or in-
cluded fewer than two nodes, whichever came first.

5. Conclusion

If identified early enough, diabetes has the potential to save
thousands of lives. 'e main purpose of this article is to
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summarize all of the recent and ongoing investigations using
machine learning algorithms for diabetic illness prediction.
In addition, this study provides all of the relevant and re-
quired information for researchers who are new to deep
learning and wish to examine ML methods. In conclusion,
EL demonstrates its power in terms of efficacy and efficiency,
as well as precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-score. 'e
blended EL method provides the best accuracy of 97.11%
compared to other models. More study is needed in this field
to increase the performance of categorization systems so that
they can forecast a larger number of variables. 'e goal is to
figure out how to parameterize our categorization algo-
rithms in order to attain high accuracy. A number of datasets
are continuously being investigated to explore how ML
techniques might be used to better predict diabetes.

Data Availability

'e Irvine ML Repository data used to support the findings
of this study are available at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/.
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With the extensive use of the Internet of (ings (IoT) in agriculture, the number of terminals are also grow rapidly. (is will
increase the network traffic and computing pressure of the centralized server. (e centralized data processing mode used in
traditional agriculture cannot meet the needs of the Internet of everything era. (is paper designs a gateway based on edge-
computing technology for monitoring crop growth environment. It uses virtualized container technology to package long-range
wide-area network (LoRaWAN) server, pest identification, and environmental information data fusion functions into images. It
forms integrated operation mode of multiple function in agriculture. (e gateway applies message-oriented middleware to
standardize and customize the data transmission among functional modules, clouds, and edges.(rough simulation and field test,
the designed gateway can achieve the functions of each module at the same time, the resource utilization, and the transmission
quality are stable. (e edge-computing gateway has the advantages of low cost, low latency, and low power consumption which
has practical significance.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet of (ings (IoT)
technology in agriculture, the monitoring of the growth
environment of crops can obtain real-time information such
as water and fertilizer using, diseases, and pests. (ese data
can be fed back and analyzed by expert to guide production.
However, due to the extensive use of the IoT in agriculture,
the number of terminals are also grow rapidly which will
increase the network traffic and computing pressure of the
centralized server. (e centralized data processing mode
used in traditional agriculture cannot meet the needs of the
Internet of everything era. (e emergence of edge com-
puting means that many tasks such as identification of pests
and analysis of a large amount of agricultural field data that
used to require cloud processing can be implemented locally.
Edge-computing technology can greatly increase the re-
sponse speed of agricultural information, improve the

monitoring accuracy, and formulate production strategies
for monitoring areas more effectively.

In edge-computing technology, downstream data rep-
resents cloud center, upstream data represents inter-
connected services, and the edge refers to computing and
network resources from the data source to the cloud center
[1]. Edge computing can calculate, store, and apply the data
uploaded by nodes near the source and provide real-time
processing services. It can meet the requirements of online
real-time data processing, safe transmission, and decision-
making in intelligent agriculture [2, 3].

Although the edge-computing technology has made
great progress in the application of IoT, still this opens up
research questions:(1). Edge-computing technology is rarely
used in the agricultural IoT, especially when the gateway
accesses different types of agricultural data at the same time.
(2) Edge-computing technology combined with container
technology in the field of agricultural IoT is also basically in
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the initial stage. (3) (e research on cloud-edge architecture
and online algorithm of IoT applied to crop growth envi-
ronmental monitoring is still in the blank stage.

To underpin the relevance of the research questions, the
following are the contributions of this paper:

(i) We design an IoT gateway for crop growth envi-
ronmental monitoring based on edge-computing
technology which includes both function and
communication architecture.

(ii) We use virtualized container technology to package
LoRaWAN server, pest identification, and envi-
ronmental information data fusion functions into
images which form integrated operation mode in
agriculture.

(iii) We apply message-oriented middleware to stan-
dardize and customize the data transmission among
functional modules, clouds, and edges in the
gateway which reduces the pressure of cloud
computing, lowers the transmission delay between
cloud and edge.

(is paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 gives related
work of applications of edge-computing and docker tech-
nology. Section 3 describes the design of edge-computing
gateway framework. Section 4 provides the experimental
results and performance evaluation include transmission
stability of LoRaWAN server, stress testing of Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) message-oriented
middleware, stability test of edge-computing architecture,
and field test. Section 5 summarizes our contributions and
prospects, concludes this article.

2. Related Works

(e research on edge computing began in 1998, Akamai
Company designed a content delivery network (CDN)
system based on distributed cache server. (e system ac-
complished load balancing, computing scheduling, and data
forwarding operations for each distributed cache server
through the master server.(is improved the response speed
and connection success rate of user accessing to the server
[4]. In 2009, Satyanarayanan et al. introduced the concept of
Cloudlet. It used fixed computing resources closer to clients
to increase computing power of traditional cloud servers.
(e scheme focused on the downlink capability of edge

computing, moved some cloud server functions to the edge
and further reduced bandwidth consumption and latency.
Since then, with the development of the IoT and mobile
communication technology, more attention has been paid to
the data processing, transmission, and storage of edge
computing. (is paper summarizes applications of the edge-
computing technology in recent years and analyzes their
advantages as shown in Table 1.

How to dynamically match computing resources in
heterogeneous computing environment to optimize system
performance is a challenge for edge-computing field.

In the case of applying edge-computing technology in
IoT, application of small board equipment with low cost and
limited resources are becoming more and more popular. (e
virtualization technology applied to small board devices can
ensure the implementation of some cloud computing tasks on
devices of edge computing, and it has good flexibility and
scalability [13–16]. Virtualization technology enables users to
make full use of resources by transforming physical resources
such as networks, computing, storage so that services are no
longer limited by hardware [17]. As a virtualization tech-
nology, container has been widely used in resource man-
agement, system maintenance, and software deployment of
cloud computing platforms in recent years. It is also gradually
applied to edge computing. Docker is a container engine
based on Linux kernel virtualization technology. It was de-
veloped using GO language and apache2.0 protocol and was
released on GitHub in 2013. Docker uses Cgroups technology
to manage process resources and uses namespace to isolate
system resources. While providing isolation, the container
can also achieve resource sharing [18]. Compared with tra-
ditional virtual machines, Docker starts quickly, deploys
easily, and uses less resources [19]. However, the application
of real-time container technology is often not considered in
edge computing at this stage.

3. Proposed Edge-Computing
Gateway Framework

3.1. Design of Edge-Computing Gateway. Gateway is a
computer system or device that converts between networks
with different communication protocols and data structures.
IoT gateway is the core component, and it is the bridge
between the terminal nodes and the cloud. (is paper de-
signs an edge-computing gateway, and it is the regional
network information center of crop growth environmental

Table 1: Literature review of edge-computing applications.

Literature Application scenarios
Advantage

Security Low cost Low latency Low power consumption
[5] Finding nodes of Internet of things ✓
[6] Traceability of shipyard pipeline processing ✓
[7] Detection of industrial thermal anomaly ✓
[8] Manufacturing architecture of decision-making ✓ ✓
[9] Encryption of smart grid data ✓
[10] Networked control of industrial robots ✓ ✓
[11] Application of machine learning in industry ✓ ✓
[12] A smart IoT monitoring based on UAV ✓ ✓
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monitoring IoT. (e edge-computing gateway provides a
layer with communication and data processing capabilities
between the terminal devices and the cloud server. (is
structure has good performance in transmission delay and
stability, as shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, we combine the situation of environmental
monitoring with the functional view of edge computing and
design the architecture of edge-computing gateway. (e
architecture is divided into data access layer, virtualization
layer, and function layer. (is architecture enables all kinds

CLOUD

EDGE

SENSORS AND CONTROLLERS

Figure 1: Relationship between cloud, edge-computing layer, and terminal.
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Figure 2: Architecture of edge-computing gateway.
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processed quickly. (e architecture is shown in Figure 2.

3.1.1. Data Access Layer. (e data access layer of the edge-
computing gateway supports a variety of hardware interfaces
and bus protocols. We customize LoRaWAN and Wi-Fi
protocols and equip with communication module. (rough
the multithreading technology of Linux system, the drivers
can be called concurrently. (is ensures the real-time data
transmission and provides data support for edge computing.

3.1.2. Virtualization Layer. We use Docker as the virtuali-
zation platform. (e containerized architecture can split the
original services that need to be performed on cloud servers. It
also provides a clear boundary between different services
through isolation technology. (is can make better use of the
hardware computing resources. Base on Docker virtualization
technology, services that need to run independently are
packaged into images. In this way, each service is isolated from
each other. (e virtual network provides data access services
for the container, and it improves the resource utilization
efficiency and compatibility of the edge-computing gateway.

3.1.3. Functional Layer. (e function layer defines the input
and output of each function container by managing the
images. (is layer processes data uploaded by terminal
nodes and achieves cloud functions at the edge. (e main
functions of our design include pest identification, crop
growth environmental information monitoring and pro-
cessing, and integration of LoRaWAN server. In addition,
we also retain the functional interfaces, and this will provide
resources for the customized services according to the re-
quirements of the agricultural IoT.

3.2. Main Functional Modules of Edge-Computing Gateway

3.2.1. MQTT Service Module. Docker container completes
data transmission through virtual network interface. (e
virtual network communication between containers uses the
data exchange method of Linux kernel. Virtual network
interface reduces the time loss caused by the transmission of
physical network devices. Data packets are directly trans-
mitted and exchanged within the processor. Although the
containers can be accessed through Docker bridge, the
traditional interaction mode between containers is generally

using IP address, which has the problems of complex in-
teraction and poor expansibility.

In this paper, we use the MQTT message-oriented
middleware and apply the publish/subscribe mode to
complete message transmission. (e principle is shown in
Figure 3. In this design, message-oriented middleware is
also applied to data interaction between edge-computing
gateway and cloud. At present, most of Internet archi-
tectures support MQTT protocol. (e MQTT Broker has
become a bridge for information exchange in the cloud-
edge architecture.

In this design, RabbitMQ developed by Rabbit Tech-
nology Co., Ltd. is used as the software carrier of MQTT
message-oriented middleware. RabbitMQ is written in Erlang
language. It completes asynchronous message processing
through advanced message queuing protocol. RabbitMQ
supports cluster operation and has good flexibility and
scalability. (e RabbitMQ structure is shown in Figure 4.

3.2.2. LoRaWAN Server Module. Under the traditional
LoRaWAN architecture, LoRaWAN server is generally in-
stalled in the cloud. (e cloud communicates with the field
gateway through the wireless Internet, and it is greatly af-
fected by the quality of the field network. Once the gateway
loses the Internet, the entire IoT system will not work.
Moreover, the frequent communication between the gate-
way and the cloud will also lead to excessive consumption of
bandwidth resources and transmission delay. In this design,
LoRaWAN server is installed in the edge-computing gate-
way. However, if the LoRaWAN server is directly installed in
the Linux system, due to the complex structure, it will oc-
cupy more memory, processes, and interfaces. (is will
reduce the data processing capacity of the entire edge-
computing gateway. (rough container technology, we
isolate the LoRaWAN server into a separate container. Based
on Docker’s excellent isolation technology, it can achieve
complete LoRaWAN service support at the gateway.

3.2.3. Pest Identification Module. With the increase of high-
quality images transmission on the Internet, the delay of
cloud computing is significantly higher than that of edge
computing. (e main function of this module is to monitor,
collect, transmit, and process the pests image in farmland.
(emodule uses Python language to write pest identification
and counting algorithm based on deep learning, achieves the
identification, counting, and other processing of the pest
images collected by the monitoring nodes.

Publisher Broker Subscriber

Publish Message Subscribe Message

Push Message

Figure 3: Diagram of message-oriented middleware.
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3.2.4. Crop Growth Environmental Information Monitoring
Module. (e main function of this module is to monitor,
collect, transmit and process the environmental information of
farmland. (e information includes seven different environ-
mental factors: light intensity, air temperature, air humidity,
soil humidity, soil temperature, CO2 concentration, and soil
conductivity. (is module collects and transmits the infor-
mation of various sensors arranged in the farmland to the
gateway. Data processing and fusion algorithms are designed
and used at the edge to improve the measurement accuracy.
(e module is written in Python language, using Python
scientific computing library Numpy, and data analysis package
Pandas.(e data fusion algorithm of this module is as follows:

In the process of sensors acquiring data, the measured
value Xi, the true value Zi and the noise value Yi of the sensor
have the relationship of equation:

Xi � Zi + Yi(i � 1, 2, . . . , n). (1)

(e following steps are taken to reduce noise error:

(1) Sort the data collected by all sensors and select the
maximum value Xmax and the minimum value Xmin.

(2) Take the average A0 of the maximum and minimum
values obtained.

A0 �
Xmax + Xmin

2
. (2)

(3) Add the obtained average A0 to the original data and
rearrange them. At this time, the part greater than or
equal toA0 is classified as P1, and the part less thanA0
is classified as P2.

P1 � X(n)|X(n) ≥A0 

P2 � X(n)|X(n) ≥A0 
 . (3)

(4) Continue to calculate the average value of P1 and P2.
After obtaining P1a and P2a, average them again

A1 �
P1a + P2a

2
. (4)

(5) Add the obtained average value A1 to the original
data again, repeat the above steps until equation (5)
is satisfied, and stop the iteration:

Ak � Ak−1. (5)

At this time, the average value obtained is no longer
changed, and it is considered that the value is infinitely close
to the real data.

3.3. Workflow of Edge-Computing Gateway

3.3.1. Data Access of Terminal Nodes. (1) Data Access of
Environmental Monitoring Nodes.

(e environmental information monitoring data from
the terminal sensor communicates with the LoRaWAN
server in the following ways: Packet Forwarder (PF) is a

P

X

X

P

C

C

C

Producer Exchange Queue Consumer

ClientsClients Broker

Figure 4: Structure of RabbitMQ.

UDP

Environmental
Monitoring Nodes

Packet Forwarder

LoRaWAN Server

RF Packets

Figure 5: Data access process of environmental monitoring nodes.
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program running on the host of LoRa gateway, which is
mainly responsible for data message forwarding between the
terminal and LoRaWAN server. PF forwards the data
packets uploaded by the environmental monitoring nodes to
the LoRaWAN server module in the form of UDP packets.
LoRaWAN server performs packets decryption, forwarding,
and other operations. Similarly, PF converts the downlink
medium access control (MAC) commands and other data of
LoRaWAN server into Radio Frequency (RF) packets and
sends them to the environmental monitoring nodes, as
shown in Figure 5.

(2) Data Access of Pest Identification Nodes.
(e edge-computing gateway uses Wi-Fi to communi-

cate with the pest monitoring nodes and obtains the images
by establishing a socket connection. (e images uploaded
through Wi-Fi are converted into image coding by OpenCV
and temporarily stored in the specific path of the module.
We use the script to regularly check whether there are
updates under the path. If there is a new image, the pest
recognition processing will be performed. After image
preprocessing and identification, the current number and

species of pests will be transmitted to cloud through MQTT
protocol. (e data access of pest identification nodes is
shown in Figure 6.

3.3.2. Message-Oriented Middleware Service. In this design,
we build message-oriented middleware transmission ar-
chitecture with MQTT Broker as the hub. (e communi-
cation between each module uses the push mode with
unique “topic” subscription. (e topics used in this design
are shown in Table 2.(e transmission architecture is shown
in Figure 7.

(e interface of RabbitMQ is shown in Figure 8. After
building an image through Docker, we can view the user’s
status on the page after the device is connected. RabbitMQ as
an MQTT server is responsible for message forwarding
through topics and saving logs.

3.3.3. Management of Docker. In this design, Docker con-
tainer is used to isolate the functional modules of edge-
computing gateway. (e internal communications between
containers are carried out in the form of independent ser-
vices, and each container provides necessary interfaces. (e
LoRaWAN server, environmental monitoring, pest identi-
fication, and other functional modules in the edge-com-
puting gateway are all running in the mode of virtual
container. From the perspective of hardware resources, each
virtualization service container allocates resources through
Docker. (is enables more rational use of CPU computing
power, data storage, and other resources. Docker is con-
venient for function splitting and reorganization, and we can
manage a container by using commands alone, or use
Docker compose (a tool for batch container management)
for batch processing. (e process is shown in Figure 9.

3.4. Hardware of Edge-Computing Gateway. We choose
Raspberry Pi 4b as the hardware of the edge-computing
gateway. Raspberry Pi is a single-board microcomputer with
ARM processor architecture, low-power consumption, and
high performance. Its CPU uses ARM Cortex-A72 1.5GHz
(quad core) processor and supports 64-bit operation. Rasp-
berry Pi has 8GB of running memory and Wi-Fi module,
supports 5GHz and 2.4GHz under 802.11 g. It also supports
microSD card, serial port, and GPIO communication.
Raspberry Pi carries 4G transmission module through USB
interface to exchange data with cloud. Although the size is
similar to a hand, it can complete most of the processing task
of a computer. With the support of hardware interface and
external network module, it has the ability to achieve edge-
computing tasks. Photo of edge-computing gateway based on
Raspberry Pi is shown in Figure 10.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Transmission Stability of LoRaWAN Server. In order to
better verify the data transmission stability of LoRaWAN
server in an edge-computing gateway, this paper builds a
simulation system of LoRaWAN transmission quality based

Script

Pest Monitoring Nodes

Pest Image Directory

WIFI Socket

Pest Identification
Module

Figure 6: Data access process of pest identification nodes.

Table 2: Topic description of message-oriented middleware.

Topic name Producer Consumer Description

LoRAWAN LoRaWAN
server

Data fusion
processing
module

Data uploaded by
environmental
monitoring
sensors

Pest
identification

Pest
identification

module
Cloud server

Data uploaded by
pest identification
module nodes

Data fusion
Data fusion
processing
module

Cloud server

Environmental
information data
processed by data
fusion processing

module
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on ns-3 software using Ubuntu 16.04 OS. ns-3 simulation
software, developed in 2006, it is an open-source network
simulation software driven by discrete events. ns-3 is mainly
used to simulate wireless transmission networks. In this
simulation, we choose eight common data transmission
intervals of agricultural IoT. In addition, in order to test the
stability of concurrent data transmission of multiple mon-
itoring nodes and gateways, we set the number of envi-
ronmental monitoring nodes to 0–1000 and the number of
edge-computing gateways to 1, 2, and 4. We divide the
sending data into two types: with acknowledgment (ACK)
and without ACK. For the transmission stability between the
crop growth environmental monitoring nodes and LoR-
aWAN server, we conduct the following tests.

4.1.1. Single Gateway. (1) Relationship between Transmission
Interval and Packet Loss Rate.

In this simulation, we choose a single edge-computing
gateway, set the transmission interval as 60, 120, 200, 400,

600, 800, 1000, and 1200 s, and fix the number of envi-
ronmental monitoring nodes at 200. We divide the sending
data into two types: with ACK and without ACK. (e re-
lationship between packet loss rate and transmission interval
is shown in Figure 11.

(2) Relationship between the Number of Nodes and Packet
Loss Rate.

In this simulation, we choose a single edge-computing
gateway, and transmission interval is fixed at 600 s. (e
relationship between the number of environmental moni-
toring nodes (0–1000) and the packet loss rate is shown in
Figure 12.

4.1.2. Multi Gateway. (1) Relationship between the Number
of Nodes and Packet Loss Rate.

In this simulation, we choose 1, 2, and 4 gateways
separately, and the transmission interval is fixed at 600 s. We
also divide the sending data into two types: with ACK and

LoRaWAN ServerSensor
Data MQTT Broker Data Fusion

Processing Module

Cloud Server

Pest
Images

Pest Identification
Module

“LoRaWAN” Topic

“Pest Identification” Topic

“Data Fusion” Topic

“LoRaWAN” Topic

“Data Fusion” &
“Pest Identification” Topic

Figure 7: Transmission architecture of edge-computing gateway based on MQTT.

Figure 8: Interface of RabbitMQ.
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without ACK. Figures 13 and 14 show the relationship
between the number of environmental monitoring nodes
(0–1000) and the packet loss rate.

4.1.3. Result Analysis.
(1) It can be seen from Figure 11 that with the gradual

increase of transmission interval, whether the
transmission has ACK or not, the packet loss rate
will gradually decrease. When the data trans-
mission interval is once a minute, the packet loss
rate still be controlled less than 5%. In the field of
communication, it is generally believed that
when the packet loss rate is less than 5%, the
communication quality is good. (erefore, it
meets the requirements of transmission quality.

(2) From Figure 12, we can see that with the increase of
the number of monitoring nodes, the packet loss rate
of both transmission modes increase, and it is the

same as expected. However, even when the number
of monitoring nodes reaches 1000, the packet loss
rate remains at a low level (less than 5%). (erefore,
it also meets the requirements of transmission
quality.

(3) From Figures 13 and 14, we can see that using
multigateways at the same time will not affect the
quality of transmission.(is further shows that using
multiple gateways with LoRaWAN server can ex-
pand the monitoring area of farmland without re-
ducing the transmission quality.

(4) By analyzing Figures 11–14, we can know that
whether the transmission with ACK is used or not,
the packet loss rate is less than 5%. (ere is little
difference between the two transmission modes. (e
specific advantages of the two transmission modes
need further simulation analysis, which will not be
discussed in this paper.

Repository

Docker Daemon

ImageContainer

Docker
Command

Docker
Compose

Figure 9: Management of docker container.

Figure 10: Photo of edge-computing gateway based on raspberry Pi.
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(rough the above analysis, we can conclude that in-
stalling LoRaWAN server on the edge-computing device can
effectively increase the transmission distance and the
monitoring range of farmland. At the same time, the data
transmission is stable and meets the transmission quality
requirements. (is provides an effective method for future
research on long-distance transmission and larger area of
farmland environmental monitoring.

4.2. Stress Testing of MQTT Message Oriented Middleware

4.2.1. Research Methods. Information forwarding capability
is an important performance of edge-computing gateway.
Information forwarding capabilities are mainly reflected in
the success rate of sending messages, delaying situation, and
other information forwarding statistics. We use a concurrent
stress testing that sends 1–1000 data per second to test the
success rate and delaying situation of message-oriented

middleware when processing data. Figure 15 shows the
packet loss rate of message forwarding at the frequency of
1–1000 messages per second.

4.2.2. Result Analysis. (e test results show that the gateway’s
information forwarding capability is stable. Under the stress
testing of 1000 concurrent messages, the packet loss rate is
about 2%. It meets the requirements of transmission quality.

In farmland environmental monitoring, the frequency of
data transmission usually does not reach the state of stress
testing. (is shows the transmission mechanism based on
MQTTmessage-oriented middleware can be well applied to
the edge-computing gateway.

4.3. Stability Test of Edge-Computing Architecture

4.3.1. Research Methods. In operation and maintenance, we
often use the average load to represent the average number
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Figure 11: Relationship between transmission interval and packet loss rate under single gateway.
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Figure 12: Relationship between the number of nodes and packet loss rate under single gateway.
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of processes in the running state and noninterruptible state
of the system. (is is also a measurement parameter to
characterize the overall operation state of the system. Av-
erage load is closely related to the number of CPU cores in
the hardware. If the average load is more than the number of
CPU cores, the system is considered to be in an overloaded
state, which will affect all processes of the system, causing the
system to run slowly or even crash.

In this design, the Raspberry Pi adopts a quad core pro-
cessor that supports 64-bit operation. By monitoring the av-
erage gateway load during the stress testing, we can see the
gateway’s average load and memory usage under 500/1000
concurrentmessages per second as shown in Figures 16 and 17.

4.3.2. Result Analysis. Under the stress testing of 500
concurrent messages per second, the average load of the

gateway is 0.22, while with 1000 concurrent messages per
second, the average load of the gateway is 2.99, which are
both less than the number of CPU cores. (e above ex-
periments show that the gateway works stably and reliably in
stress testing.

(rough the test, we can see that the edge-computing
gateway architecture based on Raspberry Pi fully meets the
complex state requirements of high-speed data transmission,
which provides a new method for the application of mobile
edge-computing technology.

4.4. Field Test of Edge-Computing Gateway. We also carried
out field tests in the Siping area of Jilin Province in China.
(e nodes of the pest identification module and the envi-
ronmental monitoring module both uploaded a set of data
per minute. (e results showed that all the modules are
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Figure 13: Relationship between the number of nodes and packet loss rate under multigateway (without ACK).
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working stably. A through checking of information sent and
received by the cloud network within 48 hours, the envi-
ronmental monitoring nodes sent 8640 messages and the
pest identification nodes sent 2880 messages. (e cloud
received 8572 and 2845 messages, and the success rates were
99.21% and 98.78%, respectively. (e average success rate of
was 99.1%, as shown in Table 3.

5. Conclusion and Prospects

5.1. Conclusion. (is paper designs an IoT gateway for crop
growth environmental monitoring based on edge-

computing technology. According to the characteristics of
online monitoring data transmission, the Gateway uses
virtualized container technology to package LoRaWAN
server, pest identification, and environmental information
data fusion functions into images. And it forms integrated
operation mode of multiple function in agricultural field.
(e gateway applies message-oriented middleware to
standardize and customize the data transmission among
function modules, clouds, and edges.

(e simulation result shows that the data transmission
based on LoRaWAN protocol is stable.(e packet loss rate is
less than 5% and meets the transmission quality
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Figure 15: Packet loss rate under the condition of 1–1000 concurrent data per second.

Figure 16: Average load under 500 concurrent messages per second.

Figure 17: Average load under 1000 concurrent messages per second.

Table 3: Success rate of sending and receiving data within 48 hours.

Data source Number of sent messages Number of received messages Success rate（%）
Environmental monitoring nodes 8640 8572 99.21
Pest identification nodes 2880 2845 98.78
Total data 11520 11463 99.10
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requirements. (e gateway can achieve the functions of each
module at the same time. In the stress testing of 500/1000
concurrent data per second, the average load is 0.22/2.99,
and the system resource utilization is stable. In the field test,
the average success rate of data transmission is 99.1%.

In this paper, the heterogeneous integration of two
transmission protocols of LoRaWAN and Wi-Fi is used in
farmland environmental monitoring for the first time. From
the aspect of computing power distribution, functional
modules such as pest identification and data fusion are
equipped at the edge which can process the information
uploaded by the terminal nodes in real-time. (e edge-
computing gateway reduces the pressure of cloud com-
puting, lowers the transmission delay between cloud and
edge. Also, it reduces the occupation rate of network
bandwidth resources and further improves the transmission
efficiency. In summary, the edge-computing gateway we
designed has the advantages of low cost, low latency, and low
power consumption compared with similar devices which
has practical significance.

5.2. Prospects. Although this paper has done some actual
work on the establishment of gateway based on edge-
computing technology and conducted tests, there are still
some problems to be solved. For example, when the
monitoring range of farmland is very large, Wi-Fi trans-
mission will be limited. How to combine 5G technology will
be the research object in future. In addition, there are other
two research axes we wish to develop: (1) Further improve
the designed edge-computing gateway and add more
module functions, such as automatic control module, so as
to study the automatic control system of water and fertilizer.
(2) Continue to do research on agricultural IoT, we are going
to apply the edge-computing gateway to the large-scale
farmland environmental monitoring system and form a
regional grid. At the same time, combined with the cloud
platform, make it become an important part in intelligent
agriculture.
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Human gait recognition has emerged as a branch of biometric identi�cation in the last decade, focusing on individuals based on
several characteristics such as movement, time, and clothing. It is also great for video surveillance applications. �e main issue
with these techniques is the loss of accuracy and time caused by traditional feature extraction and classi�cation. With advances in
deep learning for a variety of applications, particularly video surveillance and biometrics, we proposed a lightweight deep learning
method for human gait recognition in this work. �e proposed method includes sequential steps–pretrained deep models
selection of features classi�cation. Two lightweight pretrainedmodels are initially considered and �ne-tuned in terms of additional
layers and freezing some middle layers. Following that, models were trained using deep transfer learning, and features were
engineered on fully connected and average pooling layers. �e fusion is performed using discriminant correlation analysis, which
is then optimized using an improved moth-�ame optimization algorithm. For �nal classi�cation, the �nal optimum features are
classi�ed using an extreme learning machine (ELM). �e experiments were carried out on two publicly available datasets, CASIA
B and TUM GAID, and yielded an average accuracy of 91.20 and 98.60%, respectively. When compared to recent state-of-the-art
techniques, the proposed method is found to be more accurate.

1. Introduction

Person recognition and identi�cation using gait have great
importance in the �eld of machine learning and computer
vision [1]. Gait is the walking behavior of a person but to
recognize a person by gait from distance and in less illu-
minated environment it becomes very complicated and
di�cult [2]. Moreover, as compared to other traditional
biometric techniques such as �ngerprint, face detection, and
iris detection, it does not require direct contact of a person

[3]. Due to these discriminative factors, it has taken a lot of
attention from researchers and it is used to apply in various
applications like security surveillance, dubious person de-
tection, and forensics [4, 5].

In early research, gait recognition was categorized in to
two main categories such as model-based and appearance-
based [6]. �e prior categories are more costly to implement
the human model using high-resolution videos and give low
average results as compared to modern categories; hence,
researchers focus on using modern categories for gait feature
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detection [7]. In the model-based method, prior information
is used to extract the moving features of the human body [8].
Furthermore, in this method, the movement of human body
is examined using changing factors like gait path, position of
joints, and the torso [9]. +is is a challenging method, due to
its high computational complications. In the model-free
method, gait cycle is used to extract the features from a
silhouette, and it is simple to implement due to less com-
putational cost [10].

+ere are various machine learning and computer vision
techniques that are used to overcome the covariate factors
like angular deviations [11], lightning conditions [12], and
clothing and carrying bags [6, 13], but there exist various
challenges in extracting useful features that affect the op-
timal accuracy results. Feature extraction is considered as the
most important step in recognizing gait traits [14], such as if
the extracted features are related to the problem, then the
system will be able to correctly recognize the human gait
patterns. In contrast, if irrelevant features are evaluated, then
the system performance will go down and it will not give
optimal recognition results [10]. In past, various types of
features are used like shape-based features [15], geometrical
features [16], and statistical features [17]. Deep features are
extracted using deep convolutional neural network tech-
niques to overcome these challenges. Deep learning tech-
niques, rather than manual feature extraction, extract
automated features from raw images [18, 19]. In this work,
we proposed a sequential lightweight deep learning archi-
tecture for human gait recognition. Our major contributions
are listed as follows:

(i) Two pretrained deep learning models are modified
namely VGG-19 and MobileNet-V2 based on the
target dataset classes and adjusted their weights.
+en, both models are trained using transfer
learning without freezing any layer and obtained
newly trained models.

(ii) Feature engineering is performed on fully con-
nected layer 7 (VGG-19) and global pooling layer
(MobileNet-V2) and fused by employing discrim-
inant correlation analysis (DCA)

(iii) A modified moth-flame optimization algorithm is
developed for the selection of optimum features that
are finally classified using extreme learning machine
(ELM)

+e rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the manuscript’s related work. Section 3 discusses
the specifics of selected datasets. +e proposed methodology
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses and explains the
experimental results. Finally, Section 6 brings the entire
manuscript that followed the references to a close.

2. Related Works

Identification of human through gait is the most biometric
application, and researchers have made extensive studies for
it by extracting feature values [20]. In literature, various
machine learning and computer vision-based techniques

are implemented for human gait recognition [21]. Liao et al.
[22] presented Pose-gait model-based gait recognition
method. In this approach, the human 3D pose is estimated
using CNN, and then spatiotemporal features extracted
from the 3D pose are used for the improvement in rec-
ognition. Two publicly available datasets CASIA B and
CASIA E are used for experimentation, and it gives aus-
picious results in the presence of covariate factors. Sanjay
et al. [23] introduced an automated approach for human
gait recognition in the presence of a covariate situation. In
the first step, basic distinct stances in the gait cycle are
detected which are used to compute the gait features related
to these detected stances and it is termed as dynamic gait
energy image (DGEI). +en generative adversarial network
(GAN) is used to detect the corresponding dynamic gait
energy image. +ese extracted features are then used to
compare with the gallery sequences. Finally, GAN-created
DGEI is used for final recognition. Publicly available
datasets such as CASIA B, TUM Gait, and OU-ISIR
TreadMill B are used to validate the presented approach,
and it gives considerably improved results as compared to
existing methods. Chen et al. [24] introduced a method for
cross-view gait recognition using deep learning. Multiview
gait generative adversarial network is introduced for cre-
ating fake gait data samples for extension in existing data.
+e method is then used to train each instance of each view
involved in single or multiple datasets. Domain alignment
using projected maximum mean dependency (PMMD) is
utilized to minimize the effect of distribution divergence.
CASIA B and OUMVLP are used for experimentation, and
the achieved results show that the introduced method gives
better results than existing methods. Hou et al. [25] pre-
sented a set residual network-based gait recognition model
to detect more discriminative features from the silhouettes.
Set residual block is introduced to extract the silhouette
level and two-level features in a parallel sequence, and then
the residual connection is applied to join the two-level
features. Moreover, an efficient method is applied to utilize
features from the deep layers. Two datasets CASIA B and
OUMVLP are used for experimentation. +e applied ap-
proach gives consistent results as compared to existing
methods. Gul et al. [13] introduced a machine vision
method to extract the distinct gait features from covariate
factors. Spatiotemporal gait features are extracted, and these
features are used to train the 3D CNN model to overcome
these challenges. +en, the holistic method is used by the
model to implement the distinct gait features in the form of
gait energy images. Two publicly available datasets OULP
and CASIA B are used to test the validity of the introduced
method with large gender and age differences. +e pre-
sented approach gives promising results using CASIA B
dataset as compared to existing methods. +e methods
presented above concentrated on both spatial and temporal
data. None of them focused on feature fusion or optimi-
zation of extracted features to achieve better results in the
shortest amount of time. As a result, in this article, we
proposed a lightweight deep learning framework for human
gait recognition that not only improves accuracy but also
reduces a system’s computational time.
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3. Datasets

3.1. TUM GAID Dataset. TUM Gait from Audio, Image
and Depth (GAID) [26] dataset consists of RGB audio,
video, and depth. It consists of 305 subjects carried out in
two indoor walking sequences in which four distinct situ-
ations are captured without any view variation through
Microsoft Kinect like six normal walk videos (n1–n6), two
videos with carrying a bag (b1–b2), and two walking videos
wearing coating shoes (s1-s2), and there is an elapsed time
instance in which 32 subjects were recorded wearing distinct
cloths. A few sample images are shown in Figure 1.

3.2. CASIA B Dataset. CASIA B [27] is a multiview and
indoor gait dataset in which 124 subjects are included in
recording session of which 93 are male participants and 31
female participants. +is dataset considers major factors
for gait recognition, that is variation in view angle,
clothing, and carrying situations separately. For all,
subject videos are captured through a USB camera from 11
different views that include six normal walking videos
(NM), two walking videos with wearing a coat (CL), and
two walking videos with carrying a bag (BG). A few
sample images are shown in Figure 2.

4. Methodology

+e proposed lightweight (LW) human gait recognition
framework has been presented in this section with detailed
mathematical formulations and flow diagrams. +e main ar-
chitecture is showninFigure3. In thisfigure, it is illustrated that
the proposedmethod consists of some important steps such as
modification of pretrained CNNmodels, training of modified
models using transfer learning (TL), feature engineering on
global average pooling layers, fusion of extracted deep features
using discriminant correlation analysis (DCA), selection of
best features using the modified moth-flame optimization
algorithm, and finally classification using the extreme learning
machine (ELM). +e details of each step are given.

4.1.ConvolutionalNeuralNetwork (CNN). +econvolutional
neural network (CNN) has become an important recognition
task in the domain of computer vision.+eCNNarchitecture is
employed for feature extraction of an image based on several
hidden layers. CNNs have many layers, including convolu-
tional, pooling, fully connected, and others. +e convolution
layer (CL) is themost important layer of a CNN that performed
a 2D convolution process on the input and the kernels through
a forward pass. +e kernel weights in every CL are assigned
randomly and their values are changed at each step by applying
the loss function through network training. In the end, the
resultant learned kernels may identify some types of shapes
within the input images. In CL, three different types of steps are
performed like convolution, stack, and nonlinear activation
function.

Suppose, we have an input matrix M and an output Z of
the CL, and there are some set of kernels Kl,∀l ∈ [1, . . . , L],

then the output of the convolution process O(l) after step 1 is
represented as

O(l) � M⊗Kl, ∀l ∈ [1, . . . , L], (1)

where ⊗ refers to the convolution process, which is the
product of filter and inputs. Second, all O(l) activation maps
are combined to create a novel 3D activation map.

R � Q(O(1), . . . , O(L)), (2)

where Q represents the combination of operations with
channel direction, and L is the total number of filters. +ird,
the 3D activation map R is given as input into the activation
function and gives the resultant activation map as

Z � NLAF(R). (3)

+e size Q of three main matrices (input, filters, and
result) is taken as

Q(i) �

TA × UA × VA, i � I,

TP × UP × VP, i � Kl,∀l ∈ [1, . . . , L],

TN × UN × VN, i � Z,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(4)

where the variables (T, U, V) represent the size of height,
width, and channels of the activation map, and the subscripts
A, P, andN represent input, filter, and output, respectively. It
contains two equalities. First, VA � VP refers the channel of
input VA equals to the channels of filter VP. Second, VN � L

refers the channels of output VN equals the number of filters
L. Suppose Y represents padding, S represents stride, so the
result of TN, UN, VN can be evaluated as

TN � 1 + dde

2 × Y + TA − TP( 

S
 ,

UN � 1 + dde

2 × Y + UA − UP( 

S
 ,

(5)

where dde is the floor function. +e nonlinear activation Υ
generally selects the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function
[28].

cReLU rmn(  � ReLU rmn( 

� max 0, rmn( ,
(6)

where rmn ∈ R is the component of the activation map R. At
present, ReLU is the mostly used NLAF as compared to the
traditional hyperbolic tangent (HT) and sigmoid function
(SM) function, that are computed as

cHT rmn(  � tanh rmn(  �
f

rmn − f
− rmn( 

f
rmn + f

−rmn( 
,

cSM rmn(  � 1 + f
− rmn( 

− 1
.

(7)

4.2. Transfer Learning. Transfer learning (TL) is the branch of
machine learning that transfer the knowledge of one domain to
a different domain within less computational time. Given a
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Figure 1: Example images from the TUM GAID gait dataset [26].

Figure 2: Sample images of the CASIA B gait dataset [27].
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Figure 3: Proposed main flow of human gait recognition using lightweight deep learning architecture.
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source domain ξS
� FS, PS(ϕS)  with the source task λS �

F
S
, fS(·)  and a target domain ξT

� FT, PT(ϕT)  with the

target task, λT � F
T

, fT(.)  aims to learn a better mapping

function fT(.) for the target task λT for the knowledge transfer
from the source domain ξS and task λS. Hence, the TL is
expressed as follows:

ξS ≠ ξT or λS ≠ λT
, whereϕ � v|vi ∈ F, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . N.

(8)

Hence, DTL is defined as follows: given a TL task
fS⟶T(.): FT⟶ F

T based on [ξS
, ξT

, λS, λT], DTL objec-
tives to acquire the fS⟶T(.) by leveraging powerful DL
process. Visually, the DTL process is shown in Figure 4.

4.3. Modified VGG-19 Model. Visual geometry group
(VGG)-19 [29] is the modified version of VGG, and it
consists of 19 layers with 16 convolutional layers of 64, 128,
and 256, and 512 filter sizes with stride length and padding is
1 pixel on each side. +e convolutional layer consists of 5
sets, two of them contain 64 filters, the next set contains 2
convolutional layers with 128 filters, the next set contains 4
convolutional layers with 256 filters, and the last two sets
contain 4 convolutional layers with 512 filters each. +en, a
max pooling layer with a 2× 2 filter size and stride rate of 2
pixels are used after each set of convolutional layers. +e

output is then passed to the fully connected layer.+ree fully
connected (FC) layers and one softmax layer are used for the
classification. In this work, we removed the last fully con-
nected (FC) layer and added a new FC layer. +en, several
hyperparameters are employed such as training rate, epochs,
mini batch size, optimizer, and training loss. Based on these
hyperparameters, we trained the modified model from
scratch through TL and obtained a new model for only gait
recognition task. Later, this modified model is used for the
feature engineering task.

4.4. Modified MobileNet-V2 Model. MobileNet-V2 [30] is a
lightweight CNN-based model specially designed for mobile
devices. +is architecture can perform well on small datasets
as it can overcome the effect of overfitting and it also op-
timized the memory consumption. In this network, 17
inverted residuals are used between two convolutional layers
and one FC layer. So, the depth of the network consists of 53
convolutional layers and one FC layer. +e working of this
architecture is based on two concepts that include depth-
wise separable convolution and the inverted residual
methods. In this architecture, a full convolutional layer is
replaced with a factorized version that divides the convo-
lution into two separate groups. +e first layer is named as
depth-wise convolution; its function is to do lightweight
filtering by using one convolutional filter on each input
channel. +e second layer is named as point-wise con-
volutional layer, which is used for creating new features by

Gait
Recognition

Classes

Gait Datasets

Transfer
Learning Task 2: Target Domain

Task 1: Source Domain
ImageNet Dataset

1000
Object
Classes

Figure 4: Transfer learning-based training of modified CNN models for human gait recognition.
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computing linear models of the input channels. +e depth-
wise convolutional layers contains 2 convolutional layers:
the first layer contains a 3× 3 filter size, while the other one
has a 1× 1 filter size. +e other two regular convolutional
layers have filter sizes of 3× 3 and 1× 1. Moreover, in this
architecture, ReLU6 is used instead of ReLU as it is more
efficient for less accurate computation. Dropout and batch
normalization are then applied, where layer activators are
standardized to mean zero and unit variance, and then,
linear transformation is applied [31].

In thiswork, we removed the last layer and added a newFC
layer. +en, several hyperparameters are employed such as
training rate (0.005), epochs (100), mini batch size (32), op-
timizer (Adam), and training loss. Based on these hyper-
parameters, we trained the modified model from scratch
throughTLandobtained anewmodel for only gait recognition
task.

4.5. Feature Engineering. Feature engineering is applied on
global average pooling layers of both models and obtained
two feature vectors of dimension ×K1 and N × K2. Math-
ematically, this process is defined as follows:

K1 � activation(layer),

K2 � activation(layer),
(9)

where K1 and K2 represent the length of feature vectors, and
layer defines the selected one like global average pooling.
+ereafter, the fusion process is performed using discrim-
inant canonical correlation analysis approach.

4.6. Discriminative Canonical Correlation Analysis-Based
Fusion. In this work, the DCCA fusion approach is
employed for feature fusion. By applying canonical corre-
lation analysis (CCA), the correlated features lvmmt and lvnnt,
t � 1, . . . , z, are extracted and merged for identification.
+ough the features extracted from related class samples are
not utilized, resultantly it becomes the constraint of the
recognition capabilities of CCA.Moreover, the basic concept
to introduce CCA is for modeling instead of recognition, and
correlation β refers to the certainty among lvmmt and lvnnt,
t � 1, . . . , z. CCA was more often utilized for modeling and
estimation, for instance image extraction and parameter
prediction. If the extracted features are for recognition, then
the class description of the instances should be utilized to get
more discriminatory features. Finally, the class description
was fused with the CCA framework for cooperated feature
extraction and presented an innovative approach of fused
feature extraction for multimodal recognition, termed as
discriminative canonical correlation analysis (DCCA).
Mathematically, this approach is defined as follows.

Suppose z pairs of mean-normalized pairwise instances
(mt, nt) 

z
t�1 ∈ ξ

a
× ξb access from p classes, DCCA can be

systematically represented in the below optimization
problem:

max
lm,ln

l
v
mSlln − μ.l

v
mShln( , (10)

s.t. lvmMM
v
lm � 1,

l
v
nNN

v
ln � 1,

(11)

where the parameters Sl and Sh are used to compute the
inside-class association and between-class association, re-
spectively (detailed description is given below), μ> 0 ad-
justable metric that shows the comparative significance of
the inside-class association lvmSlln contrasted with the be-
tween-class association lvmShln. Moreover, the limitation
value represents the scale limitation on lm, ln.

M � m
(1)
1 , . . . , m

(1)
z1

, . . . , m
(p)
1 , . . . , m

(p)
zc

 ,

N � n
(1)
1 , . . . , n

(1)
z1

, . . . , n
(p)
1 , . . . , n

(p)
zc

 ,

fzt
� 0, . . . 0,√√√√√√



k
t−1

zk 1, . . . 1,√√√√√√
zt

0, . . . 0√√√√

z−
t−1

k≤1
zk

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

v

∈ Q
z
,

1z ≤ [1, . . . 1]
V ∈ Q

z
,

(12)

where m
(t)
k refers the kth instance in the tth class, similarly

n
(t)
k , and zt shows the number of instances of m

(t)
k or n

(t)
k in

the tth class. +e matrix Sl is represented as

Sl � 

p

t�1


zt

d�1


zt

y�1
m

(t)
d n

(t)V
y

� 

p

t�1
Mfzt

  Nfzt
 

� MGN
V

,

(13)

G �

1z1×z1

⋱
1zt×zt

⋱
1zp×zp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ ξz×z
, (14)

where G represents a proportionate, positively defined, block
crosswise matrix, and Matrix (G) � p. In contrast, the
matrix Sh is represented as

Sh � 

p

t�1


p

k�1

k≠ t



zt

d�1


zk

y�1
m

(t)
d n

(t)V
y

� 

p

t�1


p

k�1


zt

d�1


zk

y�1
m

(t)
d n

(t)V
y − 

p

t�1


zt

k�1


zt

d�1
m

(t)
d n

(t)V
y

� M1z(  N1z( 
V

− MGNV

� −MGNV
.

(15)
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+e “�” in the end holds because mean normalization
is applied on the instances, hence both M1z � 0 and N1z �

0 holds. In contrast between equations (13) and (15), the
only difference among Sl and Sh is a single negative sign,
thus the objective of equation (10) will be (1 + μ)lvmSlln,
and this enhancement issue is free from parameter μ,
consequently μ can be excluded. Hence, DCCA can be
represented as

max
lm,ln

l
v
mMGNV

ln ,

s.t. l
v
mMM

v
lm � 1, l

v
nNN

v
ln � 1.

(16)

By applying the Lagrangian multiplier technique, it
becomes very simple to get main equation of DCCA, which
is represented as

− MGNV

NGMv
−

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠
lm

ln
  � ϑ

MM
V

YY
V

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠
lm

ln
 .

(17)

When the vector pairs (lmt, lnt), i � 1, . . . , g, adjacent to
the first g largest generalized eigenvalues and attained, let
Lm � [lm1, . . . , lmg], Ln � [ln1, . . . , lng], then both feature
extraction and the feature fusion can be performed using
FFS-I and II, respectively, where g fulfills the limitations
g≤min(a, b) and g≤p. +e formulation returned a fused
vector of dimension N × K3, where K3 ∈ (K1, K2). Later on,
this resultant vector is further improved using a modified
moth-flame optimization algorithm.

4.7. Moth-Flame Optimization Algorithm (MFO). Several
nature-inspired optimization algorithms have been in-
troduced in the literature for best feature selection such
as genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and
moth-flame optimization [32]. +e improved moth-
flame optimization algorithm is utilized in this work for
the best feature selection. Originally, the MFO algorithm
was presented by Mirjalili [33]. It is under the populace-
based metaheuristics algorithm. In this procedure, first
the data flow of MFO begins by randomly generating
moths within the resultant space. +en it calculates the
positional (i.e., fitness) value of each moth and label the
best position by flame. Afterwards, changing the moth
place depends on a whole movement function used to
attain a better position labeled by a flame. Moreover, it
updates the new best positions of the individual. +e
previous process (i.e., updating of moths’ location and
generating the new location) until it meets the resultant
criteria. +e MFO algorithm consists of three major steps
that are as follows.

4.7.1. Creating the Initial Population of Moths. As stated in
[33], it is supposed that an individual moth can fly in 1D, 2D,
3D, or in hyper-dimensional position. +e matrix of moths
can be represented as

H �

h1,1 h1,2 · · · · · · h1,a

h2,1 h2,2 · · · · · · h2,a

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

hm,1 hm,1 · · · · · · hm,a

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (18)

where m represents the number of moths’ and a represents
the number of dimensions in the resultant region. Moreover,
the fitness values for entire moths’ stored in an array are
represented as

VH �

VH1

VH2

⋮

VHm

. (19)

+e remaining elements in the algorithm are flames that
are represented using D-dimensional space with their fit-
ness/position value function in the following matrix set as

P �

P1,1 P1,2 · · · · · · P1,a

P2,1 P2,2 · · · · · · P2,a

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

Pm,1 Pm,1 · · · · · · Pm,a

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

VP �

VP1

VP2

⋮

VPm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(20)

It is important to note that moths and flames both are
solutions. +e moths are the real search agents that revolve
around the search area, while flames are the moth’s best
position that is obtained yet. Hence, an individual moth
hunts around a flame and updates it when it finds the best
solution. Following this procedure, a moth never misses its
best solution.

4.7.2. Updating Moths’ Location/Positions. MFO utilizes
three distinct functions to convergent the global optimum of
the optimization issues. Mathematically, it is defined as
follows:

MFO � (L, M, E), (21)

where L represents the first random positions of the moths
(πl: ∅⟶ H, VH{ }), M represents that the motion of the
moths in the search is (M: H⟶ H), and E represents end
of the search process (E: H⟶ true, false). +e equation
given below represents L function, which is used for the
implementation of random distribution:

H(x, y) � (UB(x) − LB(y) × rand + LB(x), (22)

where UB and LB refers to the upper and lower bound
variables, respectively. As discussed before, the moths fly in
the search area by means of transverse direction. +ere are
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three conditions that should be followed when applying a
logarithmic spiral: (i) +e spiral starting point should start
from the moth; (ii) the spiral endpoint should be the location
of the flame, and (iii) variation in the range of spiral should
not extend from the search area. +us, in the MFO algo-
rithm, the logarithmic spiral can be defined as

S Hx, Py  � Rx.z
qb

. cos(2πb) + Py, (23)

where Rx represents space between the xth moth and yth
flame (computed by equation 24), q represents a solution to
define the shape of the logarithmic spiral, b represents a
random range between [−1, 1].

Rx � Py − Hx



. (24)

In MFO, the equalization among exploitation and ex-
amination is affirmed by the spiral motion of the moth near
the flame in the search area. Moreover, to escape from falling
in the trap of the local goal, the best solution has been kept in
each step, and the moths fly around the flames by means of
VP and VHmatrices. +en, the update criteria are defined as
follows:

4.7.3. Updating the Size of Flames. +is part highlights to
augment the manipulation of the MFO algorithm (i.e.,
updating the moths’ location in m various positions in the
search area may minimize the chance of exploitation of the

best optimal solutions). However, minimizing the extent of
flames helps to overcome this problem using the following
equation:

FLAMENO � ROUND O − c ×
O − c

I
 , (25)

where O refers to the maximum number of flames, c refers
the current number of iterations, and I represents the
maximum number of iterations. +is equation returns the
best features; however, during the analysis stage, it is ob-
served that the best selected features contain some redundant
information; therefore, we tried to overcome this problem
and speedup the selection process based on Newton Raphson
(NR) formulation. Mathematically, the NRmethod is defined
as follows:

δn � δn−1 −
M δn−1( 

M′ δn−1( 
, (26)

where δn ∈ Sf and Sf represent the selected features of
moth-flame. +rough the above formulation, a stop value is
obtained that added in equation 25 for final selection.

FLAMENO � ROUND δ − cf ×
δ − cf

I
 . (27)

+e final selected features are passed to the extreme
learning machine (ELM) for classification. A few visual
predicted frames are shown in Figure 5.

Original FrameOriginal Frame
Proposed

Framework
Prediction

Proposed
Framework
Prediction

Figure 5: Proposed architecture labeled results on the CASIA B dataset.
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5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section of the proposed method, the detailed ex-
perimental process is presented in the form of tables and
graphs. +e proposed method is tested using two publicly
available datasets, CASIA B and TUM GAID. Section 2
contains more information on both datasets. Instead of 70 :
30, the selected datasets are divided 50 : 50 for training and
testing. +e main reason for this portioning is to make the
validation process more equitable. All of the results are based
on 10-fold cross-validation. For the classification results,
several classifiers are used, including the extreme learning
machine (ELM), support vector machine (SVM), KNN,
ensemble tree (EBT), and decision trees (DTs). +e entire
proposed framework is implemented on MATLAB 2021b
using Personal Desktop Computer Corei7, 32GB RAM, and
8GB graphics card.

5.1. Results

5.1.1. CASIA B Dataset Results. +e proposed method
results for the CASIA B dataset are presented in the form
of numerical values and a time plot in this section. Table 1
provides the classification results of the CASIA B dataset
from all perspectives. Normally, researchers choose only a
few angles, but in this work, we chose all 11 angles to test
the capability of the proposed algorithm. Each angle has
three classes: normal walk (NM), walk with a bag (BG),
and walk while wearing a coat (WC) (CL). On this dataset,
ELM performed better, with average accuracies of 96.89,
93.07, and 83.66% for NM, BG, and CL, respectively. For
each angle, the obtained accuracy is above 90% that shows
the proposed method effectiveness. A comparison of ELM
with other classifiers such as SVM, FKNN, EBT, and DT
shows that ELM performed better than all of them.
Moreover, the time is also noted of each classifier as
shown in Figure 6. From this figure, it is observed that the
ELM and DT classifiers executed fast than the other listed
methods.

5.1.2. TUM GAID Dataset Results. +e results of the pro-
posed method on the TUM GAID dataset are given in
Table 2. In this table, accuracy is computed of each class of
the selected dataset such as normal walk, walk with a bag,
and walk with shoes. Moreover, the average accuracy of each
classifier is also computed. Many classifies are selected and
ELM shows the better average accuracy of 98.60%. +e rest
of the classifiers obtained average accuracies of 97.25, 96.73,
96.91, and 96.26%, respectively. +e computational time of
each classifier is also computed and plotted in Figure 7. It can
be seen from this figure that the ELM has a minimum
computation time of 86.43 (sec) compared to the rest of the
classifiers. Hence, overall, ELM classifier performed better
using the proposed method on the TUM GAID dataset.

5.2. Discussion and Comparison. A detailed analysis of the
proposed framework has been conducted in this section
based on confidence interval and standard error means
(SEM). As given in Tables 3 and 4, the proposed

Table 1: Proposed classification results of human gait recognition on the CASIA B dataset.

Method Class 0° 18° 36° 54° 72° 90° 108° 126° 144° 162° 180° Mean

LightweightDeep-ELM
NM 97.1 98.2 95 93.8 98.1 97.5 98.3 97.2 98 94 98.6 96.89
BG 94.2 95.3 91 92.7 93 89.7 94.8 93.1 92.8 91.8 95.4 93.07
CL 78.8 83.5 82.1 86.3 78.5 90.2 85.9 82 81.3 88.3 83.4 83.66

LightweightDeep-SVM
NM 96.2 97.5 96.1 92.8 97.9 96.2 98 97.5 97.1 93.2 98 96.40
BG 92.5 93.6 93 92.2 94.1 87.6 94 93.5 92.1 92.4 93.4 92.58
CL 79 82.8 81.5 86 79.1 87.4 83.9 82.3 80.7 87.5 82.1 82.93

LightweightDeep-FKNN
NM 93.2 94.5 92.9 93.1 94.6 91.8 93.5 94.8 94.5 93 94.1 93.63
BG 87 89.1 90.5 89.6 91.4 82.6 90.8 89.4 87 89.3 90.7 88.85
CL 73.5 78.4 77.2 81.6 75.3 82.2 80 77.5 76.1 82.4 78.5 78.42

LightweightDeep-EBT
NM 92.8 93.3 90.4 91.5 95 92.6 92.4 93.1 94 93.7 92.9 92.88
BG 88.5 87.4 90.1 90.5 91.8 82 90.2 90.4 86.1 89.8 91.9 88.97
CL 72.6 80.1 77 80.4 75 81.6 80.6 76.2 78.5 82 78.1 78.37

LightweightDeep-DT
NM 87.4 88.9 90.1 91.6 93 90.5 88 91.2 91.3 87.4 90.5 89.99
BG 81.5 82.6 87.5 83.8 90.4 80.6 90 87.9 85.3 84 90.1 85.79
CL 69.8 72.1 77 78.5 72.7 80 78.3 72.5 72.9 80.1 80.2 75.82

Bold values indicate the best values.
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Figure 6: Average classification time of selected classifiers on the
CASIA B dataset using the proposed method.
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LightweightDeep-ELM framework gives the better accuracy
than other combinations on the CASIA B dataset. Similarly,
the proposed framework (LightweightDeep-ELM) also ob-
tained better results on the TUM GAID dataset. Moreover,
the average computational time of each classifier for both
datasets is also shown in Figures 6 and 7.+e ELM execution
time is minimum than the rest of the selected classifiers. To
further analyze the performance of the ELM classifier, the
proposed framework is executed 500 times and computed
two values—minimum accuracy and maximum accuracy.

Based on the minimum and maximum accuracy, the
standard error mean is computed. +rough SEM, a confi-
dence error is obtained that shows the consistency of pro-
posed framework.

Table 3 provides the confidence interval-based analysis
of the CASIA B dataset. Confidence level andmargin of error
(MoE) are calculated for each class such as walk, bag, and
coat. We selected several confidence levels such as 68.3%, σx;
90%, 1.645σx; 95%, 1.960σx; and 99%, 2.576σx and obtained
MOE for each is noted as given below. Based on the MoE, it
is observed that the proposed framework showed consistent
performance on the CASIA B dataset after 500 iterations.
Similarly, Table 4 provides the proposed confidence interval-
based analysis of the TUM GAID dataset. From this table, it
is also confirmed that the proposed method’s accuracy is
consistent after the numbers of iterations.

At the end, a detailed comparison is conducted with
recent techniques for both selected datasets such as CASIA B
and TUM GAID. Table 5 provides the comparison of the
proposed method accuracy with recent techniques on the
CASIA B dataset. In this table, the authors of [34] obtained
an average accuracy of 51.4% on the CASIA B dataset. +e
authors in [35] improved the average accuracy and reached
to 84.2% that was later further improved by [36] of 87.5%.
Recently, the authors of [37] obtained an average accuracy of
89.66% on the CASIA B dataset that is improved then the
previous noted techniques. Our method achieved an ac-
curacy of 91.20% on the CASIA B dataset that is improved

Table 2: Proposed classification results of human gait recognition on the TUM GAID dataset.

Classifier
Class-based accuracy (%)

Mean accuracy (%)
Normal walk Walk with a bag Walk with shoes

LightweightDeep-ELM 99.64 98.52 97.65 98.60
LightweightDeep-SVM 98.58 96.92 96.25 97.25
LightweightDeep-FKNN 98.63 96.21 95.37 96.73
LightweightDeep-EBT 98.12 96.82 95.80 96.91
LightweightDeep-DT 97.52 96.03 95.24 96.26
Bold values indicate the best values.
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Figure 7: Average classification time of selected classifiers on the
TUM GAID dataset using the proposed method.

Table 3: Confidence interval-based analysis of proposed frame-
work on the CASIA B dataset.

Confidence level Margin of error
Normal walk

68.3%, σx 96.005± 0.626 (±0.65%)
90%, 1.645 σx 96.005± 1.029 (±1.07%)
95%, 1.960σx 96.005± 1.227 (±1.28%)
99%, 2.576σx 96.005± 1.612 (±1.68%)

Walk with a bag
68.3%, σx 92.59± 0.346 (±0.37%)
90%, 1.645σx 92.59± 0.57 (±0.62%)
95%, 1.960σx 92.59± 0.679 (±0.73%)
99%, 2.576σx 92.59± 0.893 (±0.96%)

Walk with a coat
68.3%, σx 82.53± 0.799 (±0.97%)
90%, 1.645σx 82.53± 1.314 (±1.59%)
95%, 1.960σx 82.53± 1.566 (±1.90%)
99%, 2.576σx 82.53± 2.058 (±2.49%)

Table 4: Confidence interval-based analysis of proposed frame-
work on the TUM GAID dataset.

Confidence level Margin of error
Normal walk

68.3%, σx 98.767± 0.62 (±0.63%)
90%, 1.645σx 98.767± 1.02 (±1.03%)
95%, 1.960σx 98.767± 1.215 (±1.23%)
99%, 2.576σx 98.767± 1.597 (±1.62%)

Walk with a bag
68.3%, σx 97.71± 0.573 (±0.59%)
90%, 1.645σx 97.71± 0.942 (±0.96%)
95%, 1.960σx 97.71± 1.123 (±1.15%)
99%, 2.576σx 97.71± 1.475 (±1.51%)

Walk with a coat
68.3%, σx 96.925± 0.513 (±0.53%)
90%, 1.645σx 96.925± 0.843 (±0.87%)
95%, 1.960σx 96.925± 1.005 (±1.04%)
99%, 2.576σx 96.925± 1.321 (±1.36%)
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than the existing techniques. Similarly, the comparison of
the TUM GAID dataset is given in Table 6. In this table, it is
noted that the recently achieved accuracies were 84.4%,
96.7%, 97.9%, and 97.73%. Our proposed method obtained
an accuracy of 98.60% that is improved than the recent state-
of-the-art (SOTA) techniques.

Finally, the improved moth-flame optimization algorithm
is compared to several other nature-inspired algorithms
(Figure 8) such as the genetic algorithm, particle swarm op-
timization, bee colony optimization, ant colony optimization,
whale optimization, crow search, and firefly algorithm. +is
graph shows that the proposed optimization algorithm out-
performs the other compared algorithms in terms of accuracy.
Moreover, the gait is important for several purposes such as
assisting those suffering from Parkinson’s disease [41, 42]. In
this work, we used Adam as an optimizer [18] during the
training of deep learning models instead of stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). For the gait recognition task, SGD is not
performed better than Adam due to a high number of video
frames. As we know, Adam is known to be computationally
fast, requires less memory, and needs little tuning.

6. Conclusion

Human gait recognition using lightweight deep learning
models and improved moth-flame optimization algorithm
has been presented in this work. Two lightweight pretrained
CNN models were fine-tuned and deep transfer learning
based trained. Features are extracted from the global average
pooling layer and fused using a new approach named
DCCA. Furthermore, an optimization algorithm is devel-
oped for the selection of the best features. +e proposed
method was compared based on several classifiers such as
ELM and SVM and found ELM is more suitable based on
accuracy and time. Two publicly available datasets were
employed for the validation process and achieved an im-
proved average accuracy of 91.20 and 98.60%. +e key
findings of this work are as follows: (i) freezing few middle
layers can train a model with less time but it is a chance to
sacrifice the better accuracy; (ii) fusion of lightweight models
features using DCCA approach is time-consuming but at the
end, better information in the form of features is obtained;
and (iii) improved optimization algorithm provides the
better accuracy and reduces the computational time. In the
future, a new scratch-based CNN model will be developed
for human gait recognition.
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Over the last few decades, forest �res are increased due to deforestation and global warming. Many trees and animals in the forest
are a�ected by forest �res. Technology can be e�ciently utilized to solve this problem. Forest �re detection is inevitable for forest
�re management. �e purpose of this work is to propose deep learning techniques to predict forest �res, which would be cost-
e�ective. �e mixed learning technique is composed of YOLOv4 tiny and LiDAR techniques. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
are promising options to patrol the forest by making them �y over the region.�e proposed model deployed on an onboard UAV
has achieved 1.24 seconds of classi�cation time with an accuracy of 91% and an F1 score of 0.91.�e onboard CPU is able to make
a 3D model of the forest �re region and can transmit the data in real time to the ground station.�e proposed model is trained on
both dense and rainforests in detecting and predicting the chances of �re. �e proposed model outperforms the traditional
methods such as Bayesian classi�ers, random forest, and support vector machines.

1. Introduction

Recent advancements in technology have overwhelmingly
shaped society, the economy, and the environment.With the
help of the various state-of-art technologies such as IoT,
blockchain, AI, geospatial mapping, and so on, leading to the
�fth industrial revolution, which focuses more on solving
climate goals in line with the revolution [1]. New require-
ments in the ecological environment arise due to the ex-
peditious development of society. Among the various
natural disasters, �re hazard seems to own the characteristics
of spreading, and also, it becomes very challenging to
control, and thus, it results in heavy destruction that might
be irrevocable [2–4]. Over the past few years, there is a
tremendous increase in the count, occurrence, and severity
of wild�res across the world that has created a great impact
on the economy and ecosystem of the country. �ere are
various techniques such as watchtowers, spotter planes,

infrared, aerial patrols, and automatic detection systems to
detect �re events [1]. �ere is no need for the exposure of
humans to perilous activities when remote sensing is
deployed [5]. Various techniques are as follows:

(i) Usage of the satellite images to observe, detect, and
report �re events

(ii) Implementation of the wireless sensor networks to
observe the �re events exist in all areas.

Yet there are certain limitations associated with the
satellite images [6–8]. It has an inadequate resolution, and
hence, the data pertinent to the corresponding area would be
taken as an average, and it is restricted to a particular pixel
that results in the detection of small �res. �e predominant
limitation is that the satellites cover only a limited area and
require a preprocessing time before the resurvey of the same
region. �e other limitations such as the shortage of real-
time data and inadequate precision are inapt for persistent
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monitoring. )ere is a need for the infrastructure in advance
if WSNs are deployed [4]. )ere is more chance for the
destruction of the sensors during the fire, and this might lead
to more expensive restoration of the sensors [9]. Several
factors such as the static nature of the sensors, their cov-
erage, difficulty in maintenance, the deficit in power inde-
pendence, and nonscalability are the reasons for the sensor
networks to limit their efficiency. )erefore, unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) are proposed to overcome the lim-
itations. )e sovereignty, less cost, autonomous, and flexi-
bility make the UAV technology the best choice for fire
management efforts in the wildland. )ere are researchers
who put more effort into focusing on the development of
frameworks and techniques that could be associated with
UAVs. )e motive of the implementation of UAV is to
detect the fire and its coverage in an optimal manner [3, 10].
)e aim of this work is to develop a model to detect the fire
and its coverage area, and in addition, it also observes the fire
in the low region. Section 2 describes the related works
associated with fire detection. Section 3 elaborates on the
proposed model and architecture. Finally, the results and
discussion to prove the proposed model are covered in
Section 4. )e last section concludes with a summary and
future scope.

2. Related Works

Detection of forest fire and smoke in wildland areas is done
through remote sensing-based methods such as satellites,
high-resolution static cameras fixed on the ground, and
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

)e limitations of the satellites [11] are described as
follows:

(i) Images that are captured through the satellites have
poor resolution, and hence, it becomes difficult to
detect the particular area

(ii) Continuous information about the status of the
forest could not be obtained due to the restrictions
in the monitoring of forests

(iii) Weather might not be stable in all situations as it
might vary, and thus, it results in the collection of
noisy images

Optical/thermal cameras deployed on the observation
towers together with the other sensors such as smoke, tem-
perature, andhumidity sensorsmight detect the hazards in the
closed environment rather than in the open environment as
these sensors need vicinity to the fire or smoke. )e infor-
mation obtained through these sensors is not appropriate.
Distance covered by these methods could be limited, and to
cover a large area,more sensorshave tobedeployed thatmight
incur expenses. )rough the deployment of UAV, large areas
could be covered, and the images with high spatial and tem-
poral resolutions could be captured properly.)e operational
cost is very low when compared with the other methods.

In [12], detection of forest fire is done through the
deployment of YOLOv4 to UAV-based aerial images. )e
initial phase of the process is that the authors developed the

hardware platform and proposed the YOLOv4 algorithm.
Frame detection rate through this method obtained is
3.2 fps, and the recognition rate achieved is 83%. )is works
when the intensity of the fire is huge. )e limitation of this
algorithm is that the detection rate is very less in the small
fire-spot areas. )e authors have made use of the NetImage
classifier that has the combination of Yolov5 and Effi-
cientDet. )e data set used comprises 10,581 images of
which 2,976 images are categorized as forest fire and 7,605 as
nonfire images. )e model undergoes an adequate training
process, and an accuracy of 99.6% has been obtained with
the 476 fire images, and for 676 images that looked similar to
images that display fire, the accuracy achieved was 99.7%.
Yet the limitation is that it does not detect the smoke since it
is needed in the initial stage of the detection process.

In this work [2, 13], the detection of forest fire is done
automatically with the help the image processing methods.
)e principle behind the proposed work is that the image
brightness and motion clues are used with the image pro-
cessing techniques that depend on histogram-based seg-
mentation. Initially, the hot objects are identified, and they
are recognized as the candidate regions. Next, the motion
vectors of the candidate regions are computed based on the
optical flow. Furthermore, the vectors are used to isolate the
fires from the other systems that might look similar to the
fire. Tracking of fire from IR images is done through the Blob
counter technique and morphological operations. Results
have shown that the proposed method does the extraction
and detection of the fire pixels effectively. Extraction of the
background from the video and determination of the proper
motion regions by analyzing the difference between the
subsequent frames is done through the ViBemethod. Several
functions such as median filtering, color space conversion,
Otsu threshold segmentation, morphological operations,
and Blob counter are used [3, 14]. )e fire and smoke areas
are identified through the extraction of both static and
dynamic features. Caffemodel that works based on deep
learning is the principle that is used to detect fire and smoke
areas. Apart from these, the degree of irregularity of the
smoke and fire is also analyzed.

)e false alarm rate is reduced, and the original position
of the fire is also identified in this work by considering that
each and every frame image of the video is partitioned into
16×16 grids and the occurrences of each part of the fire and
smoke are recorded. )e evidence is collected so as to decide
on the final detection. From the experimental results, it is
shown that the loss has been reduced, and fire and smoke are
detected. Various researchers have worked in exploring
forest fire detection in a diversified manner. In [4, 15–17],
fuzzy logic-based smoke detection and segmentation
schemes are introduced along with the principle of the
extended version of the Kalman filter. Segmentation of
smoke is done with fuzzy logic, and thus, the prospects of
occurrence of smoke are identified.)is is done by observing
the difference in the background images and the intensity.
)e extended version of the Kalman filter is used to eradicate
the effects that might be due to the disparities in the en-
vironmental conditions by reshaping the inputs of the fuzzy
smoke detection rule. )e authors [18] have worked on the
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technique that works based on the principle of color and
motion. In this work, the UAV is equipped with obscure and
an optical camera which is used to detect the forest fire.

Cameras mounted are used to procure free flame in-
frared and visual pictures. Images could be combined with
the landscape information and meteorological data to ob-
serve the forest fire. With this technique, the false alert rates
of forest fire detection are decreased. A novel method based
on the new color index named Forest Fire Detection Index
(FFDI) has been proposed in [1, 19–21]. Index computation
is done based on vegetation categorization. )e tones of the
flame and smoke are also detected that in addition is used to
form the regions of interest (RoI). )e precision of the
detection is found to be 96.82% for the image sizes of
960× 540 pixels that have been processed in 0.447 seconds.
)e frame considered during the experimental investiga-
tions was 22 frames/second for smaller images, and it has
been extended to 54 frames/second.)e precision rate at the
early detection stage has been observed as 96.62%. A deep
learning framework named Fire-Net has been devised in [9].
Here, the model is trained on Landsat-8 imagery so that the
detection of the active fires and burning biomass is done.)e
images that are obtained have been represented effectively
with the help of optical fusion and thermal modalities.
Extraction of a deep set of features is facilitated by providing
more attention to the residual convolution and discrete
convolution blocks. From the experiments, the overall ac-
curacy is 97.35%, and the model is robust in the detection of
small fires. Continuous monitoring of the potential areas
that might be prone to fire should bemonitored. In this work
[22–25], the design of UAVs has been done based on the
advantages of AI. Furthermore, the onboard processing
abilities have also been equipped. )e inputs to the model
are the still images or the video input that are captured
through the cameras mounted on the drone [14, 26, 27]. )e
drones are supported by both fixed and the rotary-wing. )e
fixed-wing drone is used to monitor the area frequently. It
covers an altitude from 350m to 5,500m, and there might be
a chance of reporting a false alarm. As soon as the fixed-wing
drone detects the fire, an alarm is triggered that in turn
stimulates the rotary-wing drone. With the help of GPS
coordinates, it then examines the area. )e second drone
decides whether to trigger the alarm based on its observa-
tions. )e main advantage of the second drone is to decrease
the false alarm rate. Many research works have been carried
out for detecting fire through IR images, whereas a few
works are done on UAV platforms [28, 29].

From the various inferences, it has been understood that
most of the researchers have worked to increase the accu-
racy, and the area coverage was until 1,500meters to the
maximum. To provide more accuracy and precision, the 3D
modeling of data is required, and further visualization of
forest fire images could be made very easy for interpretation.
)e objective of this work is to deploy an efficient and robust
detection fire in the early stage. Hence, a deep learning
model is required so that the boundary region could be
extended, and the 3D modeling images must be considered
for the prediction process to augment the accuracy. )e
contributions in this work are as follows:

(i) An efficient and robust 3D modeling is used to
augment the accuracy of the detection.

(ii) A deep learning technique YOLOv4 is combined
with the Otsu method along with LiDAR. )e key
objective of utilizing the Otsu method is to repeat all
the values of the threshold and evaluate the extent of
the background and foreground pixels. )e objec-
tive is to determine the threshold by examining the
region of the spread, and it should be minimum.

(iii) Traditional methodologies are found to be difficult
for performing the sampling since the constraints
are bound to the relative position. Hence, the ori-
entation of the images is required, and that is ob-
tained by computing the distance between the tree
and other entities with the help of LiDAR. Section 3
describes the proposed methodology.

3. Proposed Methodology

)e flow of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1.
)e video input is captured from the camera, and the other
inputs such as wind speed, wind directions, and IR image
sensing are calculated using the sensors mounted on the
UAV for navigation. )ese images are provided as input to
the deep learning models, and it checks for the existence of
the fire. )e region is predicted clearly since there is a
possibility of more projections of the images provided to the
model due to the 3D modeling. Further detection is made,
and the details are stored in the database for further.

3.1. Autonomous Drone Routing

3.1.1. Drone Moment to the Target. In this whole operation,
navigation of UAVs is significant to patrol the risk-prone
areas and fire-detected areas. )is work monitors the forest
area with the help of the navigational analysis technique
[27, 30]. To facilitate this, the drone makes the navigation.
UAVs have the following three navigational features [31]:

(i) Awareness: )is provides details about UAV’s
neighborhood obstacles. )e data is collected using
internal sensors

(ii) Basic Navigation: Collisions are avoided, and the
obstacles such as birds, trees, poles, and so on in the
forest farms are detected

(iii) Expanded Navigation: Advanced features such as
pathway planning and depth deployment are in-
cluded and play a crucial role in autonomous
navigation

)is categorization of features is shown in Figure 2 that
could provide a better understanding of the navigation of
UAVs.

On detection of fire with YOLOv4 tiny, the autonomous
patrol in the affected area is found to influence the decisions
that must be considered for stopping the fire. )e visual
servoing algorithm [8] operates for the autonomous drift of
UAV towards the fire; it works as follows:
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Step 1. )e location of the fire is requested, and it is captured
through the (YOLOv4 tiny-bounding box of fire). If the fire
is detected, go for step 2.

Step 2. Calculate the step size depending on the location of
the bounding box of fire that is relative to themidpoint of the
frame, along with the direction.

Step 3. Normalize the drone for drift by changing the roll
and angle of pitch of the current state.

Step 4. Set the next set point to control the flight and iterate
the process.

When the forest is very thick and it is in the GPS-denied
area, UAV makes use of hybrid-localization methods to
achieve the maximum performance of the task. Many re-
search works [31, 32] suggest the simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) algorithm to use in GPS-denied areas.
)e solitary idea of SLAM is to process mapping and lo-
calization concurrently and recursively. Using the Kalman
filter, SLAM overcomes the problem of feature evaluation.
SLAM algorithms develop the landmark-based navigation

Predict the chance of forest fire and
notify the ground station.

Continue the patrol.

Store the data into the database.

UAV transmits this whole data to the 
Ground Station and forecasts the forest

fire region in real time from all the
possible view projections.

Convert predicted forest fired areas
into 3D models for better simulation of 

fire region.

Predict the flames regions (Inner most
zone, Middle zone, Outer Zone) using

RTDs and send this data to ground
station.

Decide whether UAV for
Autonomous fly (or) not?

Notify the detected results to the
ground station.

Detect the flammable items in the
forest and other items that causes the

forest fire.
If fire is found from the data?

Glides around the flame fire regions
and finds the flames regions and
monitors temparature of the fire.

Using the Deep learning models for
monitoring the forest and transmiting

the real time data to the ground station.

Input the image data from camera. IR
readings from IR sensor and air

speed, direction readings from the
digital anemometer on the UAV.

UAV for Aerial Patrol on the Forest.

If flammable items are found?

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Option

Follow the RC and find the flame
regin.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture flow.
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system with the capability of virtual-map navigation; this
became a typical technique for the drone-based navigation
application. Figure 3 given below depicts the structure of the
proposed localization solution based on vision.)is structure
operates the space and features on two different levels. It has
three main modules: (1) hybrid feature extraction, (2) gen-
erating map, and (3) hybrid localization. )e feature ex-
traction component combines two differentmethods to find a
location at two scales. )e map generation component per-
forms feature compression and feature evaluation. )e filters
extract the most appropriate features using an info-theoretic
method, then compress the features, and evaluate them.

3.1.2. Technical Information of UAV. Flight planning is
considered a salient feature in designing the architecture of
UAVs [33]. )is planning illustrates the division of mass on
UAVs and provides a better understanding of the perfor-
mance analysis of UAVs. Specifically, maximum take-off
weights (MTOW) assess the UAV payload capacity at dif-
ferent heights above the ground.)e payload of the UAV and
the mass of onboard equipment are given in Table 1, and the
components of the UAV are depicted in Figure 3.)e battery
used on the UAV reserves the UAV in GPS-enabled envi-
ronments for 107minutes of duration, whereas on the GPS-
disabled environment, maximum flight time is 87minutes.

Figure 4 displays the digital anemometer, manifold CPU,
IR sensors, and 12K camera.

)e total payload of the UAV is 6,825 grams. )e thrust
of the UAV is capable to fly with a 7,000-gram payload and is
calculated as follows:

τ(T) �
π
4

d
2ρvΔv, (1)

where τ � thrust of UAV, d� distance of
propeller� 0.6556m, ρ � air density (1.225m kg/cubic me-
ter), and v � aerial velocity at propeller (m/s)� 1/2∆v.

)e power of the UAV is as follows:

P(W) �
τ(Δv)

2
,

Ρ(W) � PropellerConstant∗
rpm

1000
 

powerfactor
,

Ρ(W) � PropellerConstant∗d
4 ∗p∗ rpm

3
,

(2)

where Propeller Constant� 1.11(for APC propeller) and
P� pitch of propeller in air.

)e total mass lifted by the UAV is as follows:

m �
τ
g

,

m �
π/2d

2ρvP 
1/3

g
,

(3)
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Figure 2: Categorization of navigation features of UAV.
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where g � acceleration due to gravity.
)erefore, the maximum payload of the UAV is 8,000

grams.
Due to this high Power of UAV, it can take steep turns

with a very low pitch angle in any direction and is capable to
fly 350–400m above the ground with a range of
3,000–4,000m.

)e time of flight of a UAV is calculated as follows:

Tf � cb ∗
db

AAD
 , (4)

where Tf � time of flight in hours, cb � capacity of battery
(mAh), db � battery discharge, and AAAD� average ampere
draw (ampere) of the UAV�AUW ∗ p/v.

3.2. Fire Detection and Fire Region Prediction

3.2.1. Fire Detection in the Forest Region. A classic UAV can
autonomously fly over the forest area and detect the forest

Table 1: Specifications of the onboard equipment and masses.

S. No. Component Specification Mass in grams
1. Motor (x4) T motor u power u5 400 kv 815
2. Battery 6s-hv (lihv) 25,000ma (22.8v) 1,568
3. 12K Camera (with IR) Blackmagic ursa mini pro 12 k 2,742
4. Anemometer Breezesonic 345P-4 R 300
5. Sensors — 600
6. Structure DJI 100
7. Others (with CPU) — 700
8. Total payload 6,825

Figure 4: Digital anemometer manifold with CPU, IR sensors, and
12 k camera.
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fire and yaw around the burning forest fire area. )e UAV is
well equipped with IR sensors, a 12K camera for image
accretion, and the onboard CPU, which can broadcast the
real-time video of the forest fire to the ground station using
the signals that are used for remote navigation. )e ground
station would diagnose and take necessary measures to stop
the forest fire. In parallel, the ground station can also control
the UAV by sending the operational commands.

)e onboard CPU has good computation power to
perform the forest fire detection using YOLOv4 tiny, which
has good detection speed with well-grounded accuracy [11].
)e YOLOv4 tiny model is divided into two layers, that is,
the feature extraction layer and the processing layer. )e
feature extraction layer is the combination of the DarkNet
and ResNet, similar to the feature-like pyramid network that
has the convolutional layer, batch-normalization layer, and
leaky ReLU layer. )e problem of overfitting is shut out
using batch normalization. )e combination of the con-
volutional layer, batch-normalization layer, and leaky ReLU
layer is called CBL. )e combination of the convolutional
layer, batch-normalization layer, and mish activation
function is called CBM. )e structure of CBL and CBM is
shown in Figure 5.

)e five max-pooling layers of the network of 2∗ 2 size
with stride� 2 give the reduced feature map of 1/32th size of
the original image. Since there is no fixed shape for fire and
smoke, size is varied. YOLO layers are operated for the
detection of fire using logistic regression. YOLOv4 tiny has
an advantage of high speed and accuracy, due to its speed-up
algorithm. )e bounding boxes of YOLOv4 tiny can be
achieved using region proposal network (RPN) [11]. In-
tersection over union (IOU) score is considered the metric
and is used to obtain the bounding box. )e distance
measure for the clustering is given in

D(boundingbox,centre) � 1− IOU(boundingbox,centre).
(5)

)e algorithm finds the bounding box as follows: image
is captured by the camera, and the target is drawn to fix the
center. )e coordinate calculation of the image is given in
Equation 2.

BBx � σ px(  + cx

BBy � σ py  + cy

BBwidth � Cwe
px bh � Che

th

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (6)

where (px, py, pw, ph) are the image center points and
(Cw, Ch) are the bounding box center points.

Onboard IR sensors are cast to find the heat distribution
in the forest farm and then generate unichannel 2D images.
)e forest fire is classified into three different regions based
on the temperature of the fire; it can be detected from the
UAV by using highly accurate IR sensors that measure the
intensity of forest fire pixels and analyze the region they fall
under. )e brightness of the pixels is converted into a graph,
and the local maxima are considered the high-intensity
region [12]. )is histogram-based segmentation of pixels

helps in finding the regions of fire, by taking the advantage of
Otsu method.)is method is defined to find a threshold that
can minimize the intraclass variance as a weighted sum as
follows:

σ2w(k) � ωa(k)σ2a(k) + ωb(k)σ2b(k), (7)

where the class probabilities are ωa and ωb (foreground and
background) given by a threshold value and k, σ2a, and σ

2
b are

variances of both the classes.
Probabilities of classes a and b are calculated through h

histograms are as follows:

ωa(k) � 
k−1

j�0
p(j),

ωb(k) � 
h−1

j�k

p(j).

(8)

Intraclass variance is minimized to maximize interclass
variance. )e architecture of YOLOv4 tiny is shown in
Figure 6.

3.2.2. Prediction of the Possibility of Forest Fire. When UAV
is patrolling over the forest region, it observes for the forest
fire; if the fire is found, it drifts to that affected area and
broadcasts all the data to the ground station and then helps
the people extinguish the fire. If there is no fire in the forest,
then UAV tries to find the possibilities of forest fire in that
region. In general, forest fire is caused either by man-made
errors or natural errors. )e man-made errors that lead to
forest fire are campfires that are not completely turned off,
used and thrown mosquito coils, the smoked cigarettes
remain, and tribal traditions related to fire. )e natural
causes that lead to forest fire are lightning [6, 7, 34],
combustion of dry vegetation, and volcanic activities. UAV
predicts the occurrence of forest fire based on any of the
above-stated situations [35]. UAV finds the possibilities of
fire such as oxygen, fuel, and heat (shown in Figure 7), while
it is patrolling and transmits the results to the ground
station.

3.3. 3D Modeling of Forest Fire. 3D modeling of the forest-
fire-affected area helps the ground station to diagnose and
analyzes the situation for extinguishing the fire and helps
know the direction of the forest fire; this information is very
crucial and reduces the time of extinguishing. Existing
techniques for forest fire modeling are empirical and en-
hancement of the modeling is needed [36]. )e motivation
for generating a 3D forest fire model is from photogram-
metric research, which enables us to generate 3D models
from images with high accuracy. In this work, much effort is
spent on the creation of 3D images and LiDAR.

3.3.1. Construction of 3D Forest Fire Modeling. )e spatial
resection technique of photogrammetry is used to estimate
the position of the trees in the forest by measuring evenly
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distributed feature points across the 2D images of the forest.
)e recovery of positions of tress from various directions is
called “relative orientation.” Many works have been done
using pixel correspondence from scaled tree positions.
Recent developments have been made to generate 3D
models using the 2D images using LiDAR for outdoor 3D
modeling. In this work, we have adopted some of the
techniques from [33]. Unlike well-designed interior images,
outdoor areas such as forest, farms, and parks contain many
objects. Due to relative positioning constraints for data
acquisition, sampling of the surfaces is difficult using the
traditional methods. Orientation of the images and distance
between the tress and other objects can be easily done using
LiDAR. To deal with the inconsistency of the data bottom-up
approach is used. LiDAR-generated 2D images are collected
perpetually from the LASER while flying in forest areas at a
high speed.

3.3.2. Terrestrial Image-Based 3D Modeling. Along with
accurate orientations methods, tie point measure, and
adjusting bundles allow sensor calibrations. Once the images
are aligned, the surface measure is performed using auto-
mated procedures. Automatic photogrammetric matching
algorithms are advanced and use multiple image inputs.
Dense point clouds are developed using these methods and
often ignore geometric constraints using smoothing. )e
results are shown in Figure 8.

4. Experiments and Results

)is model is first trained on a desktop and later loaded into
UAV-CPU for testing. It is trained over 100 images for
50,000 steps each. )e performance of the UAV is shown in
Table 2. )e comparison table of existing works and the
proposed model is given in Table 3.

YOLOv4 tiny has acceptable FPS on the UAV CPU and
achieves real-time detection and analysis. Few of the aug-
mentation techniques such Mix-up and Mosaic are per-
formed to generate the random image pairs from training
data. )e convolution layer in the network has good per-
formance in detecting smaller parts of images as shown
below. Figure 9 shows that the UAV is able to detect the fire
from low light intensity regions also using the Otsu method,
but the high smoke zones are misclassified as the high fog
zones, and fire is not detected in such cases. )e model is
able to detect fire in ale environmental conditions such as
rainy, sunny, snow, and so on, and the training data of the
model contains all three examples in equal proportion to
avoid variance and bias. )e other parameters such as the
wind speed and temperature of the regions are analyzed, and
fire is detected in such cases. )erefore, in order to improve
accuracy in the high smoke zones, we used IR sensors; by
utilizing the optical flow, fire is easily detected. )e ex-
perimental results obtained demonstrate that the model is
capable of detecting forest fires and flame regions, 3D

Figure 6: )e architecture of YOLOv4 tiny.
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Figure 5: (a) CBL – combination of convolutional layer, batch-normalization layer, and leaky ReLU layer and (b) CBM – combination of
convolutional layer, batch-normalization layer, and mish activation function.
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Figure 7: )e fire triangle represents the three major components
(oxygen, heat, and fuel) that are necessary to generate a fire.
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Figure 8: Generated 3D model of the forest fire.

Table 2: Performance metrics of the proposed model.

S. No. Parameter Result
1 mAP@0.5 85.36%
2 mAP@0.75 82.45%
3 Average_IOU 83.17%
4 Precision 0.93
5 Recall 0.89
6 F1-score 0.91

Table 3: Performance comparison of proposed model.

S. No. Metric [11] [12] [2] Proposed
1 Accuracy 87% 86.7% 89% 93.3%
2 Precision 0.87 0.86 0.89 0.93
3 Recall 0.78 0.81 0.83 0.89
4 F1-score 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.91

(a)

Figure 9: Continued.
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modeling of the affected, area and forest fire tracking with
satisfactory results, while the problem of using satellite
imagery and low-level performance is significantly reduced
as well.

)e 3Dmodels of forest fire as shown in Figures 9(a) and
9(b) are made from the predicted models. Testing results are
shown in Figures 9(c)–9(f). )e obtained results are worth
noting and help in the analysis of the affected area.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope

Evolution emerges in the processing, computation, and al-
gorithms. )is strives many researchers to pay attention in
many domains where they work in the processing of

surveillance video streams so that abnormal or unusual
actions could be detected. )e usage of UAVs is recom-
mended in the detection of forest fire due to the highmobility
and ensures the coverage areas at various altitudes and lo-
cations at a low cost. Hence, an efficient and scalable UAV is
used for detection. )is work aims in developing the 3D
model for the captured scene. YOLOv4 tiny network is
deployed to detect the fire. )e accuracy of the detection rate
achieved through this model is 91%. )e proposed model
outperforms the other existing techniques in terms of
detecting in the early stage. However, this model is sensitive
to the forest with dense fogs and clouds. )is is because
smoke appears as the same as fog, and the model may
misclassify the fog as smoke. As our future works, focus to

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f )

Figure 9: (a) Sample 3D models of a forest fire, (b) sample 3D models of a forest fire, and (c)–(f ) testing results with the developed UAV
model.
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meet practical detection and meet the necessity of early
detection including the generation of the mixed reality model
of the forest fire area that gives more information, and
prevention analysis will be made easy. )e 3D modeling
techniques presented in this paper can also be extended to
various natural disaster prediction models.
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�e classi�cation technology of hyperspectral images (HSI) consists of many contiguous spectral bands that are often utilized for a
various Earth observation activities, such as surveillance, detection, and identi�cation. �e incorporation of both spectral and
spatial characteristics is necessary for improved classi�cation accuracy. In the classi�cation of hyperspectral images, deep learning
has gained signi�cant traction.�is research analyzes how to accurately classify newHSI from limited samples with labels. A novel
deep-learning-based categorization based on feature extraction and classi�cation is designed for this purpose. Initial extraction of
spectral and spatial information is followed by spectral and spatial information integration to generate fused features. �e
classi�cation challenge is completed using a compressed synergic deep convolution neural network with Aquila optimization
(CSDCNN-AO)model constructed by utilising a novel optimization technique known as the Aquila Optimizer (AO).�eHSI, the
Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the Indian Pines (IP) dataset, the Houston U (HU) dataset, and the Salinas Scene (SS) dataset are
used for experiment assessment. �e sequence testing on these four HSI-classi�ed datasets demonstrate that our innovative
framework outperforms the conventional technique on common evaluation measures such as average accuracy (AA), overall
accuracy (OA), and Kappa coe�cient (k). In addition, it signi�cantly reduces training time and computational cost, resulting in
enhanced training stability, maximum performance, and remarkable training accuracy.

1. Introduction

Due to the fast growth of photonics with optics, sensors in
hyperspectral (HS) are needed to install in several satellites.
HSI classi�cation is an essential and challenging task that is
targeted towards labelling each pixel contained in a
hyperspectral image. HSI images contained spatial-spectral
information which is useful for detecting scene objects [1].

�is had been used in many �elds like environmental
surveillance, astronomy, and precise agriculture [2].

In the earlier days, HSI classi�cation was done by the
machine learning methods such as support vector machines
(SVM) [3, 4], k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [5, 6], multinomial
logistic regression (MLR) [7, 8], and decision tree [9, 10].
Within the similar data which exists, spectral changes in
various materials and various spaces might have the same
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features, so the attained details were still corrupt because of
inadequate spatial structure feature extraction. To solve
these issues, it is hard to perfect the classification of HSI. So,
numerous spectral and spatial feature extraction methods
are proposed.

%ese techniques have validated major classification
performance, which is not in effect for classifying HSI in
difficult situations. In recent times, deep learning tech-
niques had achieved maximum success for this kind of task
[11–13]. So, this method had reached admirable perfor-
mance for different analysis-oriented tasks, e.g., object
recognition and image classification. To classify HSI, entire
spatial and spectral perspectives must be considered for
the processing. Intuitively, HSI consists of a higher
number of images and every image signifies electromag-
netic spectrum classification. Temporarily, the spatial
perspective denotes 2D spatial data of objects consistent in
the HSI. %us, HSI is typically denoted as the 3D spectral-
spatial data. %erefore, many methods had been proposed
in the literature [14, 15].

Towards concurrently modelling spectral-spatial data,
certain developer attempts were made. %is method per-
formed operations in a stacked manner along with convo-
lution over spectral and spatial feature space in a stacked
manner, named CNN model [16]. Apparently, the benefit of
this CNN model may create rich feature maps. Moreover,
the major drawback of this method is threefold. Initially, It is
hard to generate a deeper CNN structure. An intention in
the resultant area increasingly improves through cumulative
amount in the convoluted function that confines the in-
terpretation ability and depth of the model. Next to that, the
cost of the memory is too expensive while maximum
convolution operations were performed [17–20]. To reduce
the abovementioned challenges, we introduced the new
CNN model namely compressed synergic deep convolution
neural network with Aquila optimization (CSDCNN-AO).

%e significant goals to achieve the above-said objectives
are listed below:

(i) to determine the suitable deep learning method
which provides huge support for HSI image
classification.

(ii) To reduce the complexity and loss function in
classification.

(iii) To develop the future outcome based on both
present and traditional output.

%e major contribution of this technique is given below.
%is combination will reduce the learning complexity of

the wavelet concept and reduce the loss function with the
Aquila optimization. %is Aquila optimization method
could reduce the enormous amount of data features by
maintaining its unique possessions and using less time for
computation and less memory space. Furthermore, a syn-
ergic deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is useful
and intended for getting an initial result, similarly, the CNN
weights are optimized by Aquila optimization for reducing
an error rate. Here, the key role is the compression of data
with the Aquila optimization technique with CNN for

increasing accuracy with maximum steadiness among both
exploitation and exploration of optimization.

%e organization of the work is given below:
the literature survey is given in Section 2. In Section 3,

the proposed methodology is given. In Section 4, the ex-
perimental results and discussions are explained. At last, in
Section 5, the conclusion is given.

2. Literature Review

Yang et al. [21] present a novel synergistic CNN for an
accurate HSI classification. %e SyCNN contains the hybrid
structure of 2D and 3D CNNs with a data interaction
module with feature learning that fuses both spatial and
spectral HSI data. Moreover, it presents a three-dimensional
process earlier to a fully connected layer that supports and
extracts features effectively. But still, they could not handle
high-dimensional data.

Li et al. [22] suggested an HSI model called local and
hybrid dilated convolution fusion network (LDFN) that
combines both the local and rich spatial features through
expanding the perception field. Initially, several functions
were considered, such as dropout, standard convolution,
batch normalization, and average pooling. After that, both
local and dilated convolution operations were involved in
efficient spatial-spectral feature extraction. On the other
hand, parameters were manually selected in the suggested
paper.

Patel et al. [23] suggested HSI categorization by an
autoencoder through CNN (AECNN). Pre-processed by
autoencoder-enhanced HSI features that helped towards
obtaining optimized weights in CNN initial layers. %us,
here, CNN with a shallow model could be applied towards
extracted features from the HSI data. But still, they need to
cover more contextual information and advanced strategies
for robustification of the spatial information.

Wang et al. [24] suggested a semi-supervised HSI
classification model which improved deep learning. Here,
the suggested model namely the arbitrary multiple graphs
method, and then replaced skilled learning with the anchor
graph method that could be labelled a significant unlabelled
data automatically and precisely. In this, the number of
training samples is limited.

Shi et al. [25] presented a model namely the 3D coor-
dination attention mechanism (3DCAM). %is attention
process could not attain the HIS’s spatial position in both
vertical and horizontal ways. Also, HSIs spatial and spectral
data were extracted, using CNN. %e drawback is that the
implementation complexity is not considered.

Zhao et al. [26] suggested combining stacked autoen-
coder (SAE) with 3D deep residual network (3DDRN) to
classify HSI. An SAE neural network was designed to re-
duce HSI size. 3DCNN and residual network module were
used to develop 3DDRN. %e 3DDRN extracted spectral-
spatial features from dimension-reduced 3D HSI cubes.
3DDRN continuously identified deep features, which were
passed into SoftMax to complete classification. Batch
normalization (BN) and dropout were used to avoid
overfitting training data.
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Yin et al [27] developed a spatial-spectral mixed network
for HSI categorization. %e network collects spatial-spectral
information from HSI using three layers of 3-D convolution
and one layer of 2-D convolution. %is network employs Bi-
LSTM to boost spectral band interactions and extract
spectral features as a series of images. Combining two FC
layers and utilising SoftMax for classification creates a
unified neural network. However, the model misclassified
samples in the dataset.

Paul et al. [28] developed SSNET, which blends 3D and
2D convolutions of HSI spectral-spatial information with
SPP for creating spatial features at various scales. SPP is
employed in two-dimensional local convolutional filters for
HSI classification because it resists object distortions. SPP
layer’s fixed feature vector output reduces trainable pa-
rameters and improves classification performance. %ey do,
however, have a complicated structure.

Zhang et al. [29] introduced an SSAF-DCR for hyper-
spectral image classification. %ree components were linked
to extract features in the recommended network. First, a
dense spectral block reuses spectral characteristics as much
as possible. %en, a spectral attention block refines and
optimises the spectral features. In the second segment, a
dense spatial block and an attention block pick spatial
features. But in this, the selection of the number of features is
not considered.

Yan et al. [30] offer a 3D cascaded spectral-spatial ele-
ment attention network (3D-CSSEAN) for picture classifi-
cation. Using the spectral element attention module and the
spatial element attention module, the network may con-
centrate on key spectral and spatial aspects. Two-element
attention modules were built using activation functions and
element-wise multiplication. %e model can extract classi-
fication-helping properties and is computationally efficient.
%e network structure is also suitable for small sample
learning since the attention module has few training pa-
rameters. On the other hand, obtaining labelled samples are
expensive and difficult.

To overcome existing challenges, our proposed work
introduces novel techniques which are discussed in the
following section.

3. Proposed Synergic Deep Learning Model

Let us assign the hyperspectral image x � [X1, X2, X3, . . . ,

Xs]
t ∈ rs×(c×d), where s represented entire bands with c × d

band samples. Additionally, t is the sample in which x �

(Xi, Yi) ∈ (rs×(c×d), ry) with Yi labels. Usually, HSI classi-
fication is affected due to inter-class similarity and high
intra-class variability. To compensate for these issues, we
introduce the proposed technique namely, the synergic deep
learning model with the feature reduction principle. %is
method minimizes complexities for computation by re-
ducing spectral and spatial feature dimensions. Here, we
evaluate the efficiency of the subsequent feature suppression
methods using a hybrid synergic deep CNN model. %e
proposed synergic deep learning model consists of synergic
deep learning (SDL)-based feature extraction, feature

reduction, classification, and loss function optimization.
%e schematic representation of the proposed method is
represented in Figure 1, which is given in the following
sections.

3.1. Synergic Deep Convolutional Neural Network Feature
Extraction. In this proposed model as shown in Figure 2, we
extract the HSI useful features which are normally repre-
sented by the input layer, nDCNN components and synergic
network (c2n). Recently, DCNN yields more attention for the
classification which is proposed to reduce the number of
input variables and develop the neural network architecture.
DCNN is a combination of layers where each layer performs
different functions. Pre-processing, convolution, pooling,
and final classification operations are sequentially performed
in synergic DCNN [31]. %e forward process is a convo-
lution operation on the inputs. %e multiplication between
weights and inputs is combined across layers. %e filter has
the same number of layers as input volume channels, and
output volume has the same depth as the number of filters.
In the convolution process, several computations are carried
out. Every layer is composed of neurons that take input
values, perform calculations, and produces output values,
which are forwarded to the next layer. Under CNN, there are
four important operations performed in feature learning: the
convolution, the activation, the pooling, and the normali-
zation. Before convolution operation, pre-processing is
worked out.

3.1.1. Pair Input Layer. Synergic pair input layers are trained
randomly, and here, each 200-data group with corre-
sponding class labels is given to the DCNN units. Here, the
image is in the size of 224× 224× 3. Before applying the data
to the next layer, we have to apply the feature reduction
principle.

3.1.2. Feature Reduction by Wavelet Transform. In this
feature reduction concept, we used wavelet transform with
the Haar basis model so that they can handle the high-di-
mensional data efficiently. Here, two filters h and g are
applied for effective feature reduction. %ese filters are in-
corporated with the transforms to yield deducted input
coefficients. %e following equation is for the feature re-
duction which is given in equation (1).

x′ �
h

g

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦x
h

g
 

T

�
hx

gx

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ h
T
g

T
 

�
hxh

T
hxg

T

gxh
T
gxg

T

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(1)

As a result of this transformation into the DCNN,
learning complexity and learning time can be reduced. In
this process, it reduces CNN architecture with the number of
features.
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3.1.3. DCNN Component. In every DCNN component, we
initiate with ResNet-101 architecture which is denoted as
DCNN-n (n� 1, 2, . . ., N). %is type of architecture is
suitable for synergic deep learning (SDL) method. Here, we

consider the data sequence with compressed features x′ �

X′(1)
, X′(2)

, . . . , X′(n)
  and output class label series

y′ � Y′(1)
, Y′(2)

, . . . Y′(n)
 .%is has to be intended with the

θ variable which undertakes cross-entropy loss expressed in
equation (2).

log(θ) � −
1
n



n

i�1


k

j�1
1 Y

(1)
� j log

e
z

(i)

j


k
L�1 z

(i)
L

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦. (2)

%e above equation (2), z(i) � f(X(A), θ) means the
forward computing process. In the same way, the variable
used in DCNN-n is mentioned as θi, and these components
will not share enormous DCNN components.

In this SDN model, synergic labels in DCNN are applied
to input layers, embedding, and learning layers. In SDN, the
consequence data pair is denoted as (zI, zJ), and this pair of
input is given to (DCNNi, DCNNj). Output from the FC
layer is given in the following equations (3) and (4).

fI � ψ zI, θ
(i)

 , (3)

fJ � ψ zJ, θ(j)
 . (4)

In the next stage, all the deep features are embedded fI∘J
and the resultant outcome is expressed in the following
equation (5).

YSDL zI, zJ  �
1, if YI � YJ,

, if YI ≠YJ.

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

Loss in binary cross-entropy is given as below:

L
SDL θSDL  � YSDLlog Y

⌢

SDL + 1 − YSDL( log 1 − Y
⌢

SDL . (6)

%e above expression θSDL represents the synergic at-
tributes, and YSDL represents the synergic forward

computation. %is process validates data pair classes and
yields a recovery response belonging to the synergic (SN)
errors.

3.1.4. Training and Testing. In this stage, we do the SN
maximization process

θ(i)
(z + 1) � θ(a)

(z) − c(z).Δ(i)
,

θSDL(i)
(z + 1) � θSDL(a)

(z) − c(z).ΔSDL(i,j)
,

⎧⎨

⎩ (7)

where, SDL(i, j) and c(z) represents the learning rate

Δ(i)
�

zL
(a) θ(i,j)

 

zθ(i,j)
+ ϑ 

j�1,j≠ a

zL
SDL(i) θSDL(i,j)

 

zθSDL(i,j)
,

ΔSDL(i)
�

zL
SDL(a) θSDL(i,j)

 

zθSDL(i,j)
,

(8)

where, ϑ refers to the trade-off among synergic error and
classification sub-model. Additionally, test data classifica-
tion belonging to the SN DCNN component is processed
under some of the prediction vectors which are represented
as p(i) � (P

(i)
1 , P

(i)
2 , . . . , P

(i)
k ). Further, the test data class label

is deliberated as below:

y′(z) � arg maxυ 

K

U−1
P

(U)
1 , . . . , 

K

U−1
P

(U)
υ , . . . , 

K

U−1
P

(U)
k

⎧⎨

⎩ (9)

3.2. Image Classification. %is is the final stage to classify the
HSI images concerning the different class labels. %is
classification is performed under the SoftMax layer which
has more attention for the multi-label classification. It leads
to a mapping function on behalf of the C input vector as of
space n to class k labels, which is given in equation (10).

υQ �
e θzQC 


k
k�1 e θz

KC( 
, (10)

where, Q � 1, 2, . . . , k and θk � [θK1, θK2 . . . θKn]z refers the
weights, and this has to be tuned using the optimization

Feature
extraction Feature reduction Classification

Classified output

Input HSI image

Aquila
optimization for

loss function
optimization

Synergic deep Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the proposed methodology.
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process. As a result, we can reduce the loss function in this
architecture.

3.3. Loss Reduction by Aquila Optimization Algorithm.
Losses in this SDL are reduced by the Aquila optimization
algorithm with the weight tuning process. %is Aquila op-
timization algorithm yields the best solution despite the
definite limitations.

%e mathematical model of Aquila optimization (AO)
[32] consists following stages: expanded exploration, nar-
rowed exploration, expanded exploitation, and narrowed
exploitation.

3.3.1. Expanded Exploration. In this work, Aquila recog-
nizes the best weight θk based on the best hunting area. Here,
the best hunting area refers to the minimum losses. In this
process, the AO (weight optimization) extensively explores
extraordinary soar to conclude the search space area.

θ1(T + 1) � θBEST(T) × 1 −
T

t
  + θm(T) − θBEST(T)∗RAND( ,

(11)

where, θ1(T + 1) refers to the next iteration solution, and
this is estimated by the initial search method θ1. θBEST(T) is
considered as the best until iteration T. Expanded search
(exploration) is controlled by the (1 − T/t) iteration. In
addition to that, θm(T) represented the current location
mean value which is calculated in the following equation. t
and T are the maxima and current iterations.

θm(T) �
1
n



n

a�1
θa(T), (12)

where, n is the population size.

3.3.2. Narrowed Exploration. In this stage, AO barely dis-
covers (explores) the certain space of the targeted prey for
the solution.

θ2(T + 1) � θBEST(T) × LEVY(d)

+ θr(T) +(v − u)∗RAND,
(13)

where, θ2(T + 1) is the next iteration solution. LEVY(d) and
d is the levy flight distribution function and dimension
space, respectively. Additionally, θr(T) is the random so-
lution which is taken from the range of (1, . . ., n).

LEVY(d) � S ×
U × ρ
|V|

1/β, (14)

where, S refers to the constant which has the value of 0.01.
Moreover, U and V are constant numbers.

ρ �
Γ(1 + β) × sin e(πβ/2)

Γ(1 + β/2) × β × 2(β − 1/2)
. (15)

In the above equation (15), β is the constant value.
Moreover, the value of u and v are calculated as follows,
which is used for spiral search in this optimization.

v � R cos(ϕ),

u � R sin(ϕ),

R � R1 + ε × d1,

ϕ � −ϖ × d1 + ϕ1,

(16)

R1 has the values from 20 to toward fixed search cycles,
and ε has the value of 0.00565. d1 differs based on dimension,
then ϖ is a minimum value which is a constant 0.005.

Inputs

Inputs

Conv

Conv

Outputs

Cross domain
transfer

Cross domain
transfer

Figure 2: Synergic deep learning model.
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3.3.3. Expanded Exploitation (X3). In this stage, weight
optimization exploits the accurate value of the solution for
getting nearer to prey and attack.

θ3(t + 1) � θBEST(T) − θm(T) × δ − RAND

+ Bupper − Blower  × RAND + Blower  × α,
(17)

where θ3(t + 1) refers to the next iteration solution, and
θBEST(T) represents the estimated prey location. In addition
to that, θm(T) represents the current mean value at the Tth
iteration, and RAND means the random value which is
between 0 and 1. α and δ are the small values (0, 1) which are
adjustment parameters for the exploitation process. Bupper
and Blower represents the upper and lower bound of the
problem, respectively.

3.3.4. Narrowed Exploitation. In this phase, attacking is
processed in the last location.

θ4(T + 1) � qf × θBEST(T) − g1 × θ(T) × RAND( 

− g2 × LEVY(d) + RAND × g1,
(18)

where θ4(T + 1) demonstrates the next iteration solution. qf

mentions the quality function which is applied for balancing
the search strategies. g1 specifies several optimization mo-
tions that are applied for tracking the prey. g2 specifies the
values that are reduced from two to zero. θ(T) represents t
iteration with the current solution.

qf(T) � T
2×RAND− 1/(1−t)2

,

g1 � 2 × RAND − 1,

g2 � 2 × 1 −
T

t
 .

(19)

qf(T) refers to the tth iteration’s quality function, and
RAND means random value between 0 and 1. T and t
presents the maximum and current iteration, respectively.
Levy(D) is the levy flight distribution function calculated
using equation (6). As a result, we can get optimum weights
which reduces losses in the architecture.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In our work, we have used four HSI datasets which are used
for analyzing our proposed CSDCNN-AO technique. Here,
we use Houston U (HU) dataset [33], Indiana Pines (IP)
[34], Kennedy Space Center (KSC) [35], and Salinas Scene
(SS) dataset [17]. In the case of the IP dataset, the size of the
dataset is 145×145. For the KSC dataset, the size is
equivalent to 512× 614 with 13 classes of ground truths.

4.1. Dataset and Its Description

4.1.1. Houston U (HU) Dataset. %e first dataset is GRSS
DFC 2013, which measures 349 1905 bytes, and has 144
bands spanning the wavelength range 380–1050 nm. It was
obtained by the National Center for Airborne Laser

Mapping (NCALM) and has a spatial resolution of 2.5
metres over the University of Houston. %e picture is
separated into two halves: the bright and dark sections. %e
bright section has 4143 samples, whereas the dark section
contains 824 samples.

4.1.2. Indiana Pines (IP). %is agricultural dataset was
collected in 1992 from Northwest Indiana utilising the
Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS)
sensor. It has 145×145 pixels and 16 vegetation classifica-
tions with 20m per pixel spatial resolution. After removing 4
zero bands and 20 bands affected by water absorption effects,
200 spectral bands ranging from 400 to 2500 nm with 10-nm
intervals were used for analysis.

4.1.3. Kennedy Space Center (KSC). %e AVIRIS instrument
in Florida collected the Kennedy Space Center dataset in
1996. It has a resolution of 512 by 614 pixels, 176 bands, and
13 categories.

4.1.4. Salinas Scene (SS) Dataset. Experiments on the Salinas
Scene collected by the AVIRIS sensor over Salinas Valley,
California, USA, with a spatial resolution of 3.7m per pixel
in the wavelength range of 0.4–2.5m and a spectral reso-
lution of 10 nm, used a second set of AVIRIS data. It
measures 512× 217× 224 pixels (water absorption bands
included).

%e model for comparison enactment depending on the
IP dataset through different classes are evaluated.

In this Table 1, we evaluated the classification perfor-
mance for the Indian Pines Scene dataset. Here, overall
accuracy, average accuracy, and Kappa coefficients are
evaluated. From the results, we can show that our proposed
CSDCNN-AO yields maximum performance than other
techniques. In Table 1, CSDCNN-AO achieves a better result
for the 13th class. In the case of CSDCNN, the 8th class
achieves a better performance. For SDCNN, the 16th class
has the maximum performance. DCNN also attains maxi-
mum performance for the 16th class only. For RNN, it has
the maximum performance under the 6th class.

In the above Figure 3, (a) represents the original image
and here we evaluated the results of the proposed algorithm
with other algorithms like CSDCNN-ALO [36], CSDCNN-
PSO [37], CSDCNN-WOA [38], and CSDCNN-GWO [39].
Different application [40–45] were used in different fields for
optimization. Among these methods, our proposed work
yields the maximum performance since the performance of
our proposed work is nearly equivalent to the original
ground truth image compared to others.

In this Table 2, we evaluated the classification perfor-
mance for the KSC dataset. Here, abovementioned perfor-
mances are evaluated. From the results, we can show that our
proposed CSDCNN-AO yields the maximum performance
than other techniques. In Table 2, CSDCNN-AO achieves a
better result for the 10th class. In the case of CSDCNN, the
11th class achieves a better performance. For SDCNN, the
13th class has themaximum performance. DCNN attains the
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maximum performance for the 8th class. For RNN, it has the
maximum performance under the 6th class.

In the above Figure 4, (a) represents the original image
and here we evaluated the results of the proposed algorithm
with other algorithms like CSDCNN-ALO, CSDCNN-PSO,
CSDCNN-WOA, and CSDCNN-GWO. From these

methods, our proposed work yields the maximum perfor-
mance since the obtained proposed image is nearly equiv-
alent to the original ground truth image.

In this Table 3, we evaluated the classification perfor-
mance for the Salinas Scene (SS) dataset. From the results,
we can show that our proposed CSDCNN-AO yields the

Table 1: HSI categorization for Indiana Pines (IP) dataset.

Methods RNN DCNN SDCNN CSDCNN CSDCNN-AO
OA 46.33± 0.45 48.73± 0.89 89.36± 1.13 89.57± 0.86 93.44± 1.08
AA 36.20± 1.06 49.60± 3.29 88.46± 1.17 83.14± 1.11 94.44± 1.82
K 53.97± 0.58 51.04± 1.03 89.62± 2.54 89.12± 0.26 98.33± 1.25
1 22.89± 1.09 1.33± 7.33 90.00± 1.03 30.21± 30.0 93.77± 11.6
2 45.46± 5.00 41.53± 3.04 87.35± 3.80 81.79± 0.26 90.38± 4.87
3 26.69± 2.61 30.91± 8.28 87.18± 7.24 75.93± 1.26 90.06± 4.53
4 22.79± 9.7 21.17± 3.25 83.17± 5.52 89.11± 1.12 96.84± 4.89
5 37.71± 6.67 69.79± 2.13 86.75± 2.55 79.28± 1.34 95.65± 1.95
6 89.57± 1.71 91.78± 0.78 89.08± 3.06 92.82± 0.32 96.95± 0.96
7 39.54± 11.4 19.85± 7.59 69.89± 29.7 39.69± 2.13 91.48± 24.0
8 87.46± 2.15 87.84± 3.15 85.25± 2.40 99.22± 0.31 89.11± 3.09
9 47.78± 19.04 0.00± 0.00 49.0± 49.0 19.00± 2.05 92.72± 8.38
10 49.46± 1.91 52.53± 1.24 86.47± 7.69 74.28± 0.89 92.40± 2.86
11 70.89± 2.49 61.88± 4.33 91.88± 5.03 91.12± 0.25 93.97± 3.29
12 37.14± 5.56 37.46± 3.85 77.82± 5.16 85.88± 2.37 87.56± 3.44
13 32.68± 7.17 85.02± 1.22 96.26± 5.29 50.86± 3.56 98.89± 0.87
14 81.32± 8.95 89.94± 2.59 89.16± 2.22 93.89± 1.37 96.89± 2.57
15 45.75± 5.12 44.64± 4.56 94.00± 7.49 93.76± 1.98 89.74± 2.65
16 29.60± 34.12 95.38± 1.94 99.89± 3.86 98.11± 2.67 96.89± 4.98

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 3: HSI classified image for IP dataset (a) original ground truth image (b) CSDCNN-ALO, (c) CSDCNN-PSO, (d) CSDCNN-WOA,
and (e) CSDCNN-GWO (f) CSDCNN-AO.
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maximum performance than the other techniques. In Ta-
ble 3, CSDCNN-AO achieves a better result for the 13th
class. In the case of CSDCNN, the 16th class achieves a better
performance. For SDCNN, the 14th class has the maximum
performance. DCNN also attains the maximum perfor-
mance for the 16th class only. For RNN, it has the maximum
performance under 11th class.

In the above Figure 5, (a) represents the original image
and here we evaluated the results of the proposed algorithm
with other algorithms like CSDCNN-ALO, CSDCNN-PSO,
CSDCNN-WOA, and CSDCNN-GWO. From these
methods, our proposed work yields the maximum

performance since the obtained proposed image is nearly
equivalent to the original ground truth image.

In Table 4, we evaluate the classification performance for
the Houston U dataset. From the results, we can show that
our proposed CSDCNN-AO yields the maximum perfor-
mance than the other techniques. In Table 4, CSDCNN-AO
achieves a better result for the 11th class. In the case of
CSDCNN, the 8th class achieves a better performance. For
SDCNN, the 15th class has the maximum performance.
DCNN also attains the maximum performance for the 14th
class only. For RNN, it has the maximum performance
under 8th class.

Table 2: HSI categorization for KSC dataset.

methods RNN DCNN SDCNN CSDCNN CSDCNN-AO
OA 45.22± 0.45 47.89± 0.89 88.36± 1.13 87.48± 0.86 92.33± 1.08
AA 37.31± 1.06 56.60± 3.29 85.39± 1.17 82.43± 1.11 93.44± 1.82
K 52.97± 0.58 53.12± 1.03 91.62± 2.54 93.12± 0.26 97.22± 1.25
1 22.89± 1.09 30.33± 7.33 89.00± 1.03 29.21± 30.0 84.77± 11.6
2 44.46± 5.00 42.53± 3.04 86.35± 3.80 84.79± 0.26 92.38± 4.87
3 46.69± 2.61 53.91± 8.28 86.18± 7.24 85.93± 1.26 93.06± 4.53
4 29.79± 9.7 21.17± 3.25 84.17± 5.52 88.11± 1.12 95.84± 4.89
5 36.71± 6.67 68.79± 2.13 85.75± 2.55 87.28± 1.34 94.65± 1.95
6 88.57± 1.71 92.78± 0.78 88.08± 3.06 93.82± 0.32 95.95± 0.96
7 38.34± 11.4 20.85± 7.79 71.89± 29.45 42.69± 2.13 92.48± 24.0
8 91.46± 2.15 94.84± 3.15 91.25± 2.40 95.22± 0.31 97.11± 3.09
9 64.78± 19.04 0.00± 0.00 54.0± 49.0 32.00± 2.05 89.72± 8.38
10 61.46± 1.91 61.53± 1.24 89.47± 7.69 81.28± 0.89 98.40± 2.86
11 79.89± 2.49 66.88± 4.33 93.77± 5.03 95.85± 0.67 93.97± 3.29
12 47.14± 5.56 47.57± 3.85 77.97± 5.16 83.77± 4.37 95.89± 4.55
13 49.68± 7.17 87.02± 1.22 97.45± 5.29 79.86± 4.56 97.89± 0.87

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 4: HSI classified image for KSC dataset: (a) original ground truth image, (b) CSDCNN-ALO, (c) CSDCNN-PSO, (d) CSDCNN-
WOA, (e) CSDCNN-GWO, and (f) CSDCNN-AO.
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Table 3: HSI categorization for Salinas Scene (SS) dataset.

Methods RNN DCNN SDCNN CSDCNN CSDCNN-AO
OA 46.78± 1.45 57.49± 1.39 89.65± 1.13 91.89± 0.86 95.77± 1.08
AA 78.20± 1.06 49.60± 3.29 88.46± 1.17 83.14± 1.11 94.44± 1.82
K 53.97± 0.58 51.04± 1.03 89.62± 2.54 89.12± 0.26 98.33± 1.25
1 22.89± 1.09 1.33± 7.33 90.00± 1.03 30.21± 30.0 93.77± 11.6
2 45.46± 5.00 41.87± 3.04 88.79± 2.80 82.69± 0.26 92.56± 4.87
3 26.69± 2.61 30.91± 8.28 87.18± 7.24 75.93± 1.26 90.06± 4.53
4 22.79± 9.7 21.17± 3.25 83.17± 5.52 89.11± 1.12 96.84± 4.89
5 37.71± 6.67 69.79± 2.13 86.75± 2.55 79.28± 1.34 95.65± 1.95
6 89.57± 1.71 91.78± 0.78 89.08± 3.06 92.82± 0.32 96.95± 0.96
7 39.54± 11.4 19.85± 7.59 69.89± 29.7 39.69± 2.13 91.48± 24.0
8 87.46± 2.15 87.84± 3.15 85.25± 2.40 96.22± 0.31 88.11± 3.09
9 51.81± 19.04 0.00± 0.00 48.0± 49.0 22.00± 2.05 95.72± 8.38
10 67.46± 1.91 63.53± 1.24 90.47± 6.87 87.28± 0.89 95.30± 2.86
11 90.56± 3.49 73.88± 4.33 94.57± 5.03 95.21± 0.23 97.94± 3.29
12 54.14± 5.56 38.46± 3.85 76.47± 5.16 92.77± 3.37 92.56± 3.44
13 34.47± 7.17 83.02± 1.22 97.26± 5.29 49.93± 3.56 99.89± 0.87
14 84.32± 8.95 87.94± 2.59 99.16± 2.22 92.89± 1.37 95.89± 2.57
15 48.75± 5.12 47.64± 4.56 91.00± 7.49 96.76± 2.98 93.74± 2.65
16 34.60± 34.12 97.38± 1.94 97.89± 3.86 99.11± 2.67 95.89± 4.98

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f )

Figure 5: HSI classified image for SS dataset (a) original ground truth image (b) CSDCNN-ALO, (c) CSDCNN-PSO, (d) CSDCNN-WOA,
and (e) CSDCNN-GWO (f) CSDCNN-AO.

Table 4: HSI categorization for the Houston U dataset.

Methods RNN DCNN SDCNN CSDCNN CSDCNN-AO
OA 49.23± 1.45 57.49± 1.39 88.73± 1.13 93.78± 0.86 94.67± 1.08
AA 78.20± 1.06 49.60± 3.29 88.46± 1.17 83.14± 1.11 94.44± 1.82
K 53.97± 0.58 51.04± 1.03 89.62± 2.54 89.13± 0.26 97.33± 1.25
1 27.89± 1.09 1.66± 7.33 92.00± 1.03 37.21± 30.0 94.77± 11.6
2 49.46± 5.00 42.87± 3.04 89.79± 2.80 82.69± 0.26 92.56± 4.87
3 26.69± 2.61 30.91± 8.28 87.18± 7.24 75.93± 1.26 90.06± 4.53
4 22.79± 9.7 21.17± 3.25 83.17± 5.52 89.11± 1.12 96.84± 4.89
5 37.71± 6.67 69.79± 2.13 86.75± 2.55 79.28± 1.34 95.65± 1.95
6 88.79± 1.71 92.78± 0.78 88.08± 3.06 93.82± 0.32 98.95± 0.96
7 38.54± 11.4 20.85± 7.59 72.89± 29.7 40.69± 2.13 92.48± 24.0
8 89.96± 2.15 88.84± 3.15 84.25± 2.40 99.33± 0.31 86.11± 3.09
9 57.81± 19.04 0.00± 0.00 76.0± 49.0 28.00± 2.05 99.72± 8.38
10 67.46± 1.91 67.53± 1.24 90.47± 6.87 87.28± 0.89 95.30± 2.86
11 82.56± 3.49 73.88± 4.33 94.57± 5.03 95.21± 0.23 99.84± 3.29
12 54.14± 5.56 48.46± 3.85 77.47± 5.16 92.77± 3.37 92.56± 3.44
13 34.47± 7.17 83.02± 1.22 97.26± 5.29 49.93± 3.56 97.89± 0.87
14 84.32± 8.95 93.94± 2.59 89.16± 2.22 95.89± 1.37 95.89± 2.57
15 48.75± 5.12 47.64± 4.56 98.00± 7.49 96.77± 2.98 93.74± 2.65
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 6: HSI classified image for Houston U dataset: (a) original ground truth image, (b) CSDCNN-ALO, (c) CSDCNN-PSO,
(d) CSDCNN-WOA, (e) CSDCNN-GWO, and (f) CSDCNN-AO.
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In the above Figure 6, (a) represents the original image
then we evaluated the outcome of the proposed algorithm
with other algorithms like CSDCNN-ALO, CSDCNN-PSO,
CSDCNN-WOA, and CSDCNN-GWO. From these
methods, our proposed work yields the maximum perfor-
mance since the obtained proposed image is nearly equiv-
alent to the original ground truth image.

%e input images were obtained from the four datasets.
Results are obtained after feature extraction, feature reduction,
classification, and loss function optimization. %e four dif-
ferent datasets taken for testing purposes are the HU dataset,
IP, KSC, and SS dataset. %ese four datasets have shown
promising results in this classification. %e results (i.e., com-
putational complexity, overall accuracy and loss functions) that
are obtained by these datasets are given in the following figure.

%e computational complexity attained for various it-
erations are shown in Figure 7. %e usage of various opti-
mizations along with the synergic deep CNN has improved
the performance of the proposed algorithm. %e compu-
tational complexity attained by Aquila optimization is much
better as it has identified the optimal solution in lesser
number of iterations, due to this the computational com-
plexity has to be increased while increasing the iterations.
Not like other meta-heuristic algorithms, this optimization
algorithm has provided satisfactory results on weight pa-
rameter selection compared to ALO,WOA, PSO, and GWO.
%erefore, in this proposed process, the Aquila optimization
is encouraged.

%e overall accuracy comparison for the above-
mentioned data sets is shown in Figure 8. Among all the
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datasets, the dataset named KSC has shown a higher ac-
curacy value than other algorithms. %ese four efficient
datasets are taken for comparison. However, the overall
accuracy is evaluated with the coefficient loss. %e com-
parison analysis in terms of overall accuracy is affected while
coefficient loss is increased. Our proposed work yields
maximum accuracy of 99.02%, and this is lagged for the
increasing coefficient losses.

%e loss comparison for proposed and existing algo-
rithms for the four datasets are shown in Figure 9. Among all
the techniques, our proposed CSDCNN-AO has shown a
lower loss value than other algorithms. %e four efficient
existing algorithms that are taken for comparison are
CSDCNN, SDCNN, DCNN, and RNN. However, the loss
shown in all these datasets are found to be much less than
that in other existing algorithms. Especially for the KSC
dataset, obtained losses are very low compared to another

one. %is is because the proposed technique has enhanced
the effectiveness of the classification process.

5. Conclusion

Compressed spatial and spectral characteristics are
employed as the key perception to develop a compressed
synergic deep convolution neural network with Aquila
optimization (CSDCNN-AO) for efficient HSI classification
in this study. %is combination will reduce the wavelet
concept’s learning difficulty and the Aquila optimization’s
loss function. %is Aquila optimization approach may
minimize the maximum number of data features without
losing their characteristic state, while using less computing
time and memory. Our proposed approach is superior to
existing deep learning models due to higher learning ability
of our synergic deep learning model based on compressed
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Figure 9: Loss comparison for (a) HU dataset, (b) SS dataset, (c) IP dataset, and (d) KSC dataset.
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features. While comparing with the other techniques, our
proposed approach can reach the maximum level of clas-
sification. In addition, the experimental results showed that
the loss function does not significantly impact classification
accuracy. In addition, the outcome demonstrates that the
CSDCNN-AO approach has the highest accuracy among all
the four datasets. Furthermore, the performance of average
accuracy, total accuracy, and Kappa coefficients is optimal
when implemented on all datasets. However, the proposed
technique lacks optimal performance with certain samples.
In future research, this issue will be resolved using a new
model.
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Novel coronavirus 2019 has created a pandemic and was �rst reported in December 2019. It has had very adverse
consequences on people’s daily life, healthcare, and the world’s economy as well. According to the World Health Or-
ganization’s most recent statistics, COVID-19 has become a worldwide pandemic, and the number of infected persons and
fatalities growing at an alarming rate. It is highly required to have an e�ective system to early detect the COVID-19 patients
to curb the further spreading of the virus from the a�ected person. �erefore, to early identify positive cases in patients and
to support radiologists in the automatic diagnosis of COVID-19 from X-ray images, a novel method PCA-IELM is
proposed based on principal component analysis (PCA) and incremental extreme learning machine. �e suggested
method’s key addition is that it considers the bene�ts of PCA and the incremental extreme learning machine. Further, our
strategy PCA-IELM reduces the input dimension by extracting the most important information from an image. Con-
sequently, the technique can e�ectively increase the COVID-19 patient prediction performance. In addition to these, PCA-
IELM has a faster training speed than a multi-layer neural network. �e proposed approach was tested on a COVID-19
patient’s chest X-ray image dataset. �e experimental results indicate that the proposed approach PCA-IELM outperforms
PCA-SVM and PCA-ELM in terms of accuracy (98.11%), precision (96.11%), recall (97.50%), F1-score (98.50%), etc., and
training speed.

1. Introduction

�eWorld Health Organization (WHO) identi�ed COVID-
19 (virus known as SARS-CoV-2) as a worldwide pandemic
in February 2020. �is triggered never expected counter-
measures, such as the closure of cities, districts, and foreign
travel. Coronaviruses (CoV) are death-defying viruses that
may cause severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV).
Various researchers and institutions have attempted an
e�ective solution from di�erent possible diminutions in
encountering the COVID-19 pandemic. Multimedia dataset
(audio, picture, video, etc.) is booming in a massive amount

of text information as civilization enters the information era.
Image classi�cation has become more essential as the need
for real-world vision systems grows [1] and has recently
attained a lot of attention from many researchers. It has
evolved into one of the most essential operations, serving as
a requirement for all other image processing operations.
Image classi�cation using learning algorithms is a special
open issue in image processing that has sparked a lot of
interest due to its promising applications. In general, an
image categorization system has two primary processes. �e
�rst stage is to create an e�ective image representation that
has enough information about the image to allow for
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classification further. 'e second step is to use a good
classifier to classify the new image.'us, there are two major
challenges to consider when improving picture classification
performance: dimensionality reduction and classifier. Apart
from computer vision and image operation, one of the most
important stages in image classification is feature extraction
which determines the invariant characteristic of images
when using computer devices to assess and deal with image
data.

In a practical scenario, feature extraction has been ap-
plied in many fields like historic structures, medical image
processing, remote image sensing, etc. 'e image’s essential
lower-level qualities include color, texture, and shape. 'e
color feature has globality, which may be retrieved using
tools such as the color histogram, color set, and color
moment. It might simply explain the proportions of different
colors across the image. 'e useful characteristic is color for
identifying photos that are difficult to distinguish auto-
matically, and the spatial variation should be ignored.
However, it is unable to explain the image’s local distri-
bution as well as the description of the distinct colors’ spatial
positions. Image classification with feature extraction using
incremental extreme learning machines is proposed in this
paper. Firstly, on the COVID-19 dataset of chest X-ray
images, features were extracted from an image using PCA.
Eventually, the SVM, ELM, and IELM are applied to image
classification [2] once the dimension is reduced by PCA
method. Different metrics were employed to achieve the
robust evaluation: classification accuracy, recall, precision,
F-score, true-negative rate (TNR), true-positive rate (TPR),
AUC, G-mean, precision-recall curve, and receiver oper-
ating characteristics (ROC) curve.

'e paper is arranged in the following sequence:
several related approaches have been discussed in Section
2. 'e suggested technique is described and critiqued in
Section 3. Section 4 contains a description of PCA and
feature extraction techniques. Subsections 4.1–4.6 con-
tain different algorithmic approaches that are compared
with the proposed method. In Section 5, the proposed
method and algorithm have been discussed. Section 6
describes the different evaluation criteria that are used.
Section 7 discusses the experimental setup that has been
used. Section 8 describes the dataset. Finally, Section 9
discusses the experimental results, and the research is
concluded.

2. Related Works

'e content of image features comprises color, texture, and
other visual elements. 'e extracted content from visual
features is the main component for analyzing the image. In
this segment, some of the earlier work based on PCA and
other feature extraction techniques along with different
classification techniques has been discussed.

Sun et al. [3] suggested an image classification system
based on multi-view depth characteristics and principal
component analysis. In this method, depth features are
extracted from the image, and from RGB depth, characters
are independently extracted and PCA is applied to reduce

dimension. 'e Scene15 dataset, Caltech256 dataset, and
MIT Indoor datasets are used in the evaluation process.
Eventually, the SVM [4] is used to classify images. 'e
method’s performance is demonstrated by the experimental
results.

Mustaqeem and Saqib [5] suggested a hybrid method
that is based on PCA and SVM. PROMISE (KC1: 2109
observations, CM1: 344 observations) data from NASA’s
directory have been used for the experiment. 'e dataset
was divided into two parts: training (KC1: 1476
observations, CM1: 240 observations) and testing (KC1:
633 observations, CM1: 104 observations). Principal
components of the features are extracted by PCA, and it
helps in dimensionality reduction and minimizing time
complexity.

In addition to this, SVM is used for further classification,
and for hyperparameter tuning, GridSearchCV is used.
From this, precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy for
KC1 dataset analysis are 86.8%, 99.6%, 92.8%, and 86.6%,
respectively, and for CM1 dataset analysis, precision, recall,
F-measure, and accuracy are 96.1%, 99.0%, 97.5%, and
95.2%, respectively. Similarly, Castaño et al. [6] provide a
deterministic approach for starting ELM training based on
hidden node parameters with activation function. 'e
hidden node parameters are calculated with the help of
Moore–Penrose generalized inverse, whereas the output
node parameters are recovered through principal compo-
nent analysis. Experimental validation with fifteen well-
known datasets was used to validate the algorithm. 'e
Bonferroni–Dunn, Nemenyi, and Friedman tests were used
to compare the results obtained. In comparison with later
ELM advancements, this technique significantly reduces
computing costs and outperforms them.

Mateen et al. [7] suggested VGG-19 DNN-based DR
model with better performance than AlexNet and the spatial
invariant feature transform (SIFT) in terms of classification
accuracy and processing time. For FC7-SVD, FC7-PCA,
FC8-SVD, and FC8-PCA, respectively, classification accu-
racies are 98.34%, 92.2%, 98.13%, and 97.96% by using SVD
and PCA feature selection with fully connected layers.

Zhao et al. [8] suggested extreme learning machines with
no iteration along with supervised samples are used for
model building as a class incremental extreme learning
machine.'e algorithm is shown to be stable and has almost
equivalent accuracy of batch learning. Similarly, Huang and
Chen [9] proposed an algorithm that analytically calculates
hidden nodes’ output after randomly producing and adding
computational nodes to the hidden layer as a convex in-
cremental extreme learning machine. Using a convex op-
timization, the existing hidden node output is calculated
again. 'is can converge faster while maintaining efficiency
and simplicity.

Zhu et al. [10] proposed a principal component analysis
(PCA)-based categorization system with kernel-based ex-
treme learning machine (KELM). Based on the resultant
output, this model achieves better accuracy than SVM and
other traditional classification methods. For the classifica-
tion of HSIs, Kang et al. [11] developed the PCA-EPF ex-
traction approach. In this research work, they have proposed
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the combination of PCA and standard edge preserving fil-
tering (EPF)-based feature extraction. 'e proposed method
achieves better classification accuracy with limited training
samples. Similarly, Perales-González et al. [12] introduced a
new ELM architecture based on the negative correlation
learning framework dubbed negative correlation hidden
layer ELM (NCHL-ELM). 'is model shows better accuracy
when compared with other classifications by integrating a
parameter into each node in the original ELM hidden layer.

Based on fractal dimension technology, Li et al. [13]
suggested an enhanced ELM algorithm (F-ELM). By re-
ducing the dimension of the hidden layer, the model im-
proves in training speed. From the experimental results, it
can be concluded that as compared to the standard ELM
technique, the suggested algorithm significantly reduces
computing time while also improving inversion accuracy
and algorithm stability.

Because of the complexity of the data models, deep
learning is incredibly pricey to train. Furthermore, deep
learning necessitates the use of high-priced GPUs and
hundreds of computer machines. 'ere is no simple rule
that can help you choose the best deep learning tools since
it necessitates the understanding of topology, training
technique, and other characteristics, whereas the simple
ELM is a one-shot computation with a rapid learning pace.
But the biggest advantage in IELM is the ability to ran-
domly increase hidden nodes incrementally and analyti-
cally fix the output weights. 'e output error of the IELM
rapidly diminishes as the number of hidden neurons
increases.

In our method, SVM, ELM, and IELM based on the PCA
technique are employed for image classification [14] for
COVID-19 patient detection using the COVID-19 chest
X-ray dataset. A summary of the most recent and related
research works is described in Table 1 [3, 5–13].

3. Proposed Methodology

'e back propagation (BP) approach is commonly used to
train multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Various algorithms
can be used to train this typical architecture. Gradients
and heuristics are two types of algorithms that are
commonly used. 'ese algorithms have a few things in
common: they have a hard time dealing with enormous
amounts of data, and they have a slow convergence rate in
these situations. Huang et al. (Huang et al.) [15] intro-
duced the extreme learning machine as a solution to this
problem.

'e typical computing time required to train an SLFN
using gradient-based techniques is reduced by this algo-
rithm. 'e ELM, on the other hand, has several flaws. 'e
randomly generated input weights and bias for ELM [16]
result in some network instability. In case if there are
outliners in the training data, then the hidden layer’s output
matrix will have ill-conditioned problems and it results in
low generalization performance and lower forecasting ac-
curacy. 'ere are two types of ELM called fixed ELM and

IELM [17]. In comparison with the ELM, the output error of
the IELM rapidly diminishes and it tends toward zero with
the growth in number of hidden neurons (Huang et al.) [15].
In online continuous learning regression and classification
problem, this approach is very prominent (Xu and Wang;
Zhang et al.) [18, 19].

A trained classifier can be obtained after training the
classifiers with a sufficient amount of image data and then
fed into the trained classifier for observation and analysis.

4. Feature Extraction

A single feature cannot describe the image feature and
quality properly. 'e image classification will not yield
acceptable results unless distinguishing features are de-
scribed. 'ree images corresponding to three viewpoints are
placed on each RGB color image. Our method uses PCA to
extract the image’s important information and minimize the
input dimension [20–23].

4.1. Classification of Images and PCA Feature Extraction.
Extracting useful features from an image is a prominent
task in image classification, and principal component
analysis (PCA) is used for this purpose. PCA uses or-
thogonal transformation and converts variables to fewer
independent components than the original variables. 'e
output data with this approach will not lose important data
features, and PCA loadings can be used for the identifi-
cation of important data. A multivariate statistical analysis
approach is used by PCA, which can perform linear
transformation of numerous variables to pick a few key
variables. PCA transforms data using eigenvectors from
N-dimension to M-dimension where M <N. 'e new
features are a linear mixture of the old ones, allowing them
to capture the data’s intrinsic unpredictability with little
information loss. Figure 1 reveals the steps of the proposed
model.

Suppose that the research object has p indexes, these
indexes are regarded as p random variables and represented
as X1, X2, , Xp. With this, new indexes are created by
combining p random variable F1, F2, ..., Fp, which can mirror
the data from the original indexes [24]. 'e independent
replacement indexes reflect the original indexes’ essential
information.

F1 � a11X1 + a12X2 + · · · + a1pXp,

F2 � a21X1 + a22X2 + · · · + a2pXp,

. . . . . . . . . ,

Fp � ap1X1 + ap2X2 + · · · + appXp.

(1)

'e following are the PCA stages in detail:

(1) Data standardization: 'e following calculation
formula is used to standardize the matrix X:
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yij �
xij − xj�������
Var xj( )
√ , (2)

where X� {xij}, Y� {yij}, where i� 1, 2, ..., n and j� 1,
2, ..., p,

x �
1
n
∑
n

i�1
xij,

var(xj) �
1

n − 1
∑
n

i�1
x€ij − xj( )

2
.

(3)

(2) �e following formula is used to solve the correlation
coe§cient matrix R:

R �
YTY

n − 1
. (4)

(3) �e following formula is used to calculate the ei-
genvalue and eigenvector of the coe§cient matrix:

R − λIP
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣ � 0. (5)

�ecalculated eigenvector is ai� (ai1, ai2, ... , aip), where
i� 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .. . .. . .. . .., p, and the eigenvalue is λ i
(i� 1, 2, ..., p). To get a collection of main components
Fi, the eigenvalues are sorted in descending order:

Fi � ai1Y1 + ai2Y2 + · · · + aipYp. (6)

(4) �e following are the main factors to consider kth
primary component contribution rate and expressed as

λk ∑
P

j�1
λj 

−1

. (7)

Table 1: Similar work summarization.

SN References Applied method Problem approached Resulted outcome Impediments

1 Sun et al. [3] PCA of multi-view deep
representation Image classi�cation Comparison result from

di�erent databases
Limited classi�ers are

compared

2 Mustaqeem and
Saqib [5]

Principal component-based
support vector machine Software defect detection Better accuracy than other

methods

No probabilistic
explanation for SVM

classi�cation

3 Castaño et al. [6]
Pruned ELM approach based
on principal component

analysis
Classi�cation ELM model based on PCA Limited classi�ers are

compared

4 Mateen et al. [7] VGG-19 architecture with
SVD and PCA

Fundus image
classi�cation

Better accuracy than other
methods

Limited to nonimbalance
data

5 Zhao et al. [8] IELM Activity recognition
Stable and similar accuracy

to the batch learning
method

Limited to batch learning

6 Huang et al. [9] Convex incremental extreme
learning machine

Convergence rate of
IELM Faster convergence rate Limited classi�ers are

compared

7 Zhu et al. [10] PCA and kernel-based ELM Side-scan sonar image
classi�cation

Better classi�cation
accuracy with stable model

Classify underwater targets
only

8 Kang et al. [11] PCA-based edge-preserving
features (EPF)

Hyperspectral image
classi�cation Better accuracy than SVM Parameters of EPFs are

given manually

9
Perales-

González et al.
[12]

Negative correlation hidden
layer for the ELM

Regression and
classi�cation Better accuracy Variety in the transformed

feature space

10 Li et al. [13] Improved ELM
Transient

electromagnetic
nonlinear inversion

Improves the inversion
accuracy and stability

Less implementation in
other industrial domains

Chest X-Ray Image Dataset

Pre-processing and scaling

PCA-based Features Extraction

Dimensionality Reduction

Training Classification Model (PCA-IELM)

Final
Dataset

Classification results

Yes

No
Is Criteria Satisfied?

Classification results

Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed model (PCA-IELM).
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'e rate of the first k primary components’ cumulative
contribution is expressed as



k

j�1
λj 

P

j�1
λj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

−1

. (8)

'e first principal component, F1, is the one with the
highest variance out of all the combinations of Y1, Y2, ..., Yp;
the second principal component F2 is one with the highest
variance among all the combinations of Y1, Y2, ..., Yp, and
they have no relation with F1.

4.2. SVM. Several algorithms have been implemented and
suggested in machine learning to solve the classification
problem. Among the different classification problems, support
vector machine (SVM) is one of the supervised algorithms in
machine learning with [5, 25] the advantages as follows:

(i) It employs L2 regularization to overcome overfitting
problems.

(ii) Even with minimal data, provide suitable findings.
(iii) Different kernel functions to match the features’

complicated functions and interactions.
(iv) Manages the data nonlinearity.
(v) 'e model is stable thanks to the hyper-plane

splitting rule.
(vi) Analyzes the data with a high degree of

dimensionality.

Instead of focusing on decreasing prediction error, SVM
focuses more on optimizing classification decision bound-
aries, which is why the hyper-plane is used to separate
classes. If the data dimension is n and the hyper-plane is a
(n− 1) vector function, then it can be represented mathe-
matically as follows:

y � w0x0 + w1x1 + · · · + wn−1xn−1 + b. (9)

It also signifies, in a broader sense,

y � w
T
x + b, (10)

where x denotes the input feature vector,w is the weight vector,
and b is the bias. By adjustingw and b, several hyper-planes can
be created, but the hyper-plane with the best margin will be
chosen. 'e largest feasible perpendicular distance between
each class and the hyper-plane is defined as ideal margin. 'e
cost function or objective function is minimized to get the best
margin. 'e cost function may be written as follows:

J(w) �
1
2

‖w‖
2

+
1
n



n

i�0
max 0, 1 − yi ∗ w

T
x + b   , (11)

Even if the predictions are right and the data are cor-
rectly categorized by hypothesis, SMV utilized to penalize
any yi that are close to the borders (0 < yi < 1).'emain goal
is to figure out optimal w value to minimize J(w), so dif-
ferentiating Eq. 11 concerning w, we get the gradient of a
cost function as follows:

∇wJ(w) �
zJ(w)

zw
,

�
1
n



n

i�0

w, if max(0, 1 − yi ∗ w
T
x + b  ,

w − yixi , otherwise.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(12)

As far as we have calculated ∇wJ(w), weights of w can be
updated as

Wnew � Wold − α[J(w)]. (13)

We go through the procedure again and again until
smallest J(w) discovered. Because data are rarely linearly
separable, we must sketch a decision boundary between the
classes rather than using a hyper-plane to separate them. We
will need to convert (13) into a decision boundary to deal
with the dataset’s nonlinearity:

y � w · ϕ(x) + b. (14)

ϕ(x) is the kernel function in (14).'ere are various types of
kernel functions that may be used to create SVM, such as
linear, polynomial, and exponential, but we will use the
radial basis function in this model (RBF). Distance pa-
rameter that is used is Euclidean distance, and the
smoothness of the borders is defined by the parameter σ.

ϕ(x) � exp −
x − x

2

2σ2
 , (15)

where x − x2 is the square of Euclidean distance between any
single observation x and mean of the training sample x.

4.3. PCA-SVM. 'e motive of the support vector machine
(SVM) [3] is to find the best possible hyper-plane that will
separate two planes on the training set. 'e coefficient of the
hyper-plane is w that we have to project. It uses structural
risk minimization theory to build the best hyper-plane
segmentation in the feature space and a learning editor to
achieve global optimization.

Assume the training data, (x1, y1),
(x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) ∈ Rn, y ∈ −1, 1{ }.

'is could be projected into a hyper-plane:

(ω · x) + b � 0,ω ∈ R
n
b ∈ R. (16)

For the normalization,

yi ω · xi(  + b≥ 1, i � 1, 2, . . . , l. (17)

'e classification of the interval is equal to 2/ω, when the
maximum interval is equal to the minimum ω2.

Before classifying the data through SVM, the necessary
features from the image data need to be extracted. 'e high-
dimensional data can be converted to the low-dimensional
data with this approach. For this, the PCA method as a
feature extraction through convergence matrix and eigen-
value proportion calculation is used. PCA-based SVM is the
method that is used for classification and regression. After
that, SVM is used to classify low-dimensional data. Figure 2
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depicts the working ¯ow of PCA-SVM. Once the parameter
optimization is done, the model is ready to predict
categorization.

4.4. Extreme LearningMachine (ELM). An extreme learning
machine is a single hidden layer feedforward network that
can be used for both classi�cation and regression. In ELM
[26], weights between the input layer, hidden layer, and
biases are randomly generated. �e output weights are
calculated using the generalized Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse. ELM performs faster than other feedforward net-
works [27] and outperforms other iterative methods. Fig-
ure 3 shows the basic network architecture of ELM.

Suppose [xi, ti] denotes N training samples, wherein
training instances i ϵ 1, 2, 3, . . .. . .. . .. . ., N and xi� [xi1,
xi2,. . ., xim]T ϵ Rm denotes ith training instance and its
desired output ti� [ti1, ti2,. . ., tiC ]T ϵ RC.

Let the number of input features and number of neurons
be equal and represented bym; similarly, let L be the number
of hidden neurons. �e number of output neurons and
number of classes are equal and denoted by c. Figure 4 [24]
shows the ¯owchart of the principal component analysis [28].
�e input weight matrix is represented by U� [u1, u2,. . .,
uj,. . .uL]T ∈ RL×m, and the hidden neuron bias is represented
by b� [b1, b2,. . ., bj,. . .bL]T ∈ RL. uj� [uj1, uj2,. . .ujm] are the
connecting weights between the jth hidden neuron with the
input neurons. Bias of the jth hidden neuron is bj, and jth
hidden layer output for ith instance is represented by

hij � g ujxi + bj( ). (18)

Here, activation function is represented by g. For all the
training instances hidden layer output is represented by H
and can be represented by

H �

h11 h12 h1L

. . . . . . . . .

hj1 hj2 hjL

. . . . . . . . .

hN1 hN2 hNL





. (19)

Between the hidden layer and the output layer, the
output weight β can be computed using Eq. (20). Linear
activation function is used by the output layer in this
computation.

β � H†T. (20)

Here,

Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ti ∈ RC.
Output: SVM classi�cation model.

(1) Procedure SVM.
(2) Initialize weights W and bias b with any arbitrary number.
(3) Feature optimization.
(4) TrainDataSet, TestingDataSets�Data.Split(Ratio).
(5) De�ne y.
(6) De�ne f(y).
(7) De�ne J(W).
(8) Calculate ∇wJ(w).
(9) Repeat for minimum J (W):

Update W.
Call steps 6–8.
End.

(10) Calculate accuracy.
(11) Return accuracy.
(12) End procedure.

Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ti ∈ RC.
Output: SVM classi�cation model.

ALGORITHM 1: SVM algorithm.

PCA

SVM

Training data

EVP based attributes
selection

Hyperparameter
tuning Training SVM

No

Yes

Finished
model?

Claculate Accuracy

Eigen value proportion
(EVP) calculation

Eign value
calculation

High
dimensionality Covariance matrix

Figure 2: Flowchart of PCA-SVM.
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β � βT1 , . . . , β
T
j , . . . , β

T
L[ ]
T

L×C. (21)

�e vector βj� [βj1,. . ., βjk,. . ., βjC]T, where j� (1, 2, 3,
. . .... . ., L) represents the connecting weights between the jth
hidden neuron and the kth output neuron. �e predicted
outcome of all the output neurons for all training instances is
represented as

f(x) � Hβ. (22)

Here, the output function is f(x)� [fk(x),. . ., fC(x)]. From
Eq. 23, label for class x can be predicted.

label(x) � argmaxfk(x), k � 1, . . . , C. (23)

4.5. PCA-ELM : Classi�cation Method Based on PCA-ELM.
In the PCA technique [6], variables are �rst scaled. �e
di�erent steps of PCA that has been applied in PCA-ELM are

(1) Scaling of trained data.
(2) Covariance matrix evaluation.
(3) Eigenvalues for the covariance matrix along with

eigenvectors are de�ned.
(4) Evaluating the principal components.

�e output from PCA is given as an input to ELM [29].
�e process of PCA-ELM [30] is shown in Figure 5.

Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ∈ RC.
Output: PCA-SVM model for classi�cation.

(1) Procedure PCA-SVM
(2) Identify the relationship among features through a covariance matrix.
(3) �rough the linear transformation or eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix, we get eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
(4) Transform our data using eigenvectors into principal components.
(5) Quantify the importance of these relationships using eigenvalues and keep the important principal components.
(6) Data extracted from PCA and will be given as input.
(7) Initialize weights W and bias b with any arbitrary number.
(8) Feature optimization.
(9) TrainDataSet, TestingDataSets�Data.Split(Ratio).
(10) De�ne y.
(11) De�ne f(y).
(12) De�ne J(W).
(13) Calculate ∇wJ(w).
(14) Repeat for minimum J(W):

Update W.
Call steps 10–13.
End.

(15) Calculate accuracy.
(16) Return accuracy.
(17) End procedure.

ALGORITHM 2: PCA-SVM algorithm.

1
Xi1

Xim

Input Neurons Hidden Output

U11

b1

β11

Y1

YC

βc

βc

β1
bL

UL

UL
m

U1

1
1

L
C

Figure 3: Network architecture of ELM.

Original Data A (M×N)

Data preprocessing

Data Correlation Coefficient
matrix

Calculate eigen value of the matrix and
characteristics equations

Transform dataset into principal
components A' (M×N)

Data Normalization

Figure 4: Flowchart of the principal component analysis [24].
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4.6. ELM. Compared to the other neural networks, the
ELM learns faster as there is no need to adjust hidden
nodes and provides better generalization capability. But
there are various ¯aws with the ELM. Randomly generated
bias and input weights in ELM network [31] are results in
some network instability. Training data outliers from the
hidden layer’s output matrix result in poor network
generalization performance. In comparison to the ELM,
the output error of the IELM rapidly diminishes and
resolves the issue of very small weights of output and
validity of hidden layer neurons. In online continuous
learning, it is appropriate for regression and classi�cation
tasks.

�e IELM [32] network model structure is shown in
Figure 6. Suppose the size of input, hidden nodes, and
outputs are m, l, and n, respectively, and ωi is the input
weight matrix with l ×m dimension of the current hidden
layer neuron and uniformly distributed between random
numbers [−1, 1]. �e bias of the ith hidden node bi is a
random number between [−1, 1] uniformly distributed, the

activation function for the hidden layer neuron is sigmoid
function given by (24), and output weight matrix β is with
l × n dimension.

�e hidden node activation function (sigmoid) is given by

g(x) �
1

1 + e−x
, (24)

where x is the input matrix.

Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ∈ RC.
Output: ELM classi�cation model.

(1) ELM procedure.
(2) Hidden biases b and input weights U randomly selected.
(3) From (19), H as hidden layer output is de�ned.
(4) From (20), β is de�ned as the weights between the hidden layer and the output layer.
(5) Return β.

ALGORITHM 3: ELM algorithm.

Normal Covid PCA ELM

Figure 5: Process of PCA-ELM.

Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ∈ RC.
Output: PCA-ELM model for classi�cation.

(1) Procedure PCA-ELM.
(2) Identify the relationship among features through a covariance matrix.
(3) �rough the linear transformation or eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix, we get eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
(4) Transform our data using eigenvectors into principal components.
(5) Quantify the importance of these relationships using eigenvalues and keep the important principal components.
(6) Extracted principal components given as the input data.
(7) Hidden biases b and input weights U randomly selected.
(8) From (19), hidden layer output H can be computed.
(9) From (20), weights between the hidden and the output layer computed as β.
(10) Return β.
(11) End procedure.

ALGORITHM 4: PCA-ELM algorithm.

X1

y1

yn

O1

Oi

Ol

βi
(ωi, bi)

Xm

Figure 6: �e structure of IELM.
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A matrix X is of m × N dimension, and it represents N
dataset input. Y is a n×N matrix that represents the output
where N datasets for a training set {(X, Y)}. Training steps of
IELM algorithm are described as follows:

Step 1. In the initialization phase, suppose l � 0 and L is the
maximum number of the hidden nodes. Output Y is defined
in terms of the initial value of the residuals E (difference
between target and actual error) is set to be the and ε is the
expected training accuracy.

Step 2. Training phase, while l< L and E > ε

(1) Hidden nodes l will be increased by 1, i.e.,

l � l + 1. (25)

(2) Hidden layer neuron Ol is evaluated randomly from
input weights ωl and bias bl.

(3) Output of the activation function g (x′) is calculated
for the node Ol (bl needs to be extended into a l × N

vector bl).

x′ � ωlx + bl. (26)

(4) Hidden layer neuron output vector H can be cal-
culated from

H � g x′( . (27)

(5) Output weight for Ol can be evaluated from

β �
E · (H)

T

H · (H)
T

. (28)

(6) After increasing the new hidden node, residual error
is calculated:

E′ � E − βH. (29)

'e network error rate can be reduced by the output
weight Ol. All these steps will iteratively work till the re-
sidual error becomes smaller than ε. 'e training process
restarts through the determination of the random input
weight ωl and the bias bl. Whether the trained network has
fulfilled the desirable result or not can be determined from
(X′, Y′)  set.

5. Proposed PCA-Based Incremental
ELM (PCA-IELM)

An orthogonal transformation is used to extract meaningful
characteristics from data in PCA [33]. PCAmay also be used
to minimize the dimensions of a large data collection.
Principal components from COVID-19 X-ray images are
extracted using PCA and given as input to IELM which
gradually adds concealed nodes produced at random. A
conventional SLFNs function with n hidden nodes can be
expressed as

fn(x) � 
n

i�1
βigi(x), x ∈ R

d
, βi ∈ R. (30)

where gi(x) � g(ai, bi, x) denotes the output of the ith
hidden node:gi(x) � g(ai.x + bi) (for additive nodes) or
gi(x) � g(bix − ai).

'e ith hidden layer and the output node are linked with
output weights βi. Hidden nodes are randomly added to the
existing networks in IELM. 'e randomly generated hidden
node parameters ai and bi and fixed output weight are βi.

Suppose the residual error function for the current
network fn is defined as en � f − fn . where n is the number
of hidden nodes and f ∈ L2(x) is the target function. IELM
is mathematically represented as

fn(x) � fn−1(x) + βngn(x). (31)

6. Evaluation Criteria for Effective
Measure of Model

For evaluation of the different models, generally, the con-
fusion matrix is prepared. Table 2 defines a simple repre-
sentation of the confusion matrix [34, 35], and it can classify
between predicted and actual values. From the confusion
matrix, we can derive different performance metrics, e.g.,
accuracy, precision, recall, sensitivity, and F-score. To assess
the model, nine different metrics are calculated by formula
as given in Table 3 [36].

7. Experimental Setup

'e whole experiment was performed on a system having a
configuration of 10th Generation Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-
10750H CPU @ 2.60GHz processor, 8 GB RAM, and
NVIDIA GTX graphics 1650TI. 'e code is written in
Python 3.10.0 and uses Jupyter Notebook as a debugger,
which can be installed from the link: https://jupyter.org/
install.

8. Dataset Description

'eCOVID-19 chest X-ray images [37] dataset encompasses
a total of 13808 images in which 3616 COVID-19 positive
cases (26.2%) along with 10,192 (73.8%) normal cases are
downloaded from Kaggle. COVID-19 and normal patient
chest X-ray images are kept in separate files. Dataset was
divided into training and testing images which had been
done randomly with a condition that testing images will not
be repeated in training images. During the experiment, 80%
of the total images were used for training and 20% for
testing. All images have the same dimension (299× 299)
pixels in the PNG file format. Figure 7 demonstrates the
X-ray images of normal and COVID-19 cases.

'e histogram of an image gives a global description of
the image’s appearance. It represents the relative frequency
of occurrences of various intensity values in an image. In the
histogram of the COVID-19 image, the intensity value is
highest between bins 14–15, whereas in the normal image
the histogram has the highest intensity value at bins 16–17.
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'is difference in the color intensity value assists in making
the distinction between COVID-19 and normal images.
Figure 8 demonstrates the histogram plot of normal and
COVID-19 images. Figure 9 shows the training images for
X-ray images of COVID-19 and normal.

Because PCA uses orthogonal transformation to convert
all features into a few independent features, all features are
considered during the feature selection process. 'e data to
be processed are reduced to a set of features called a “reduced
representation set.”

Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ti ∈ RC.
Output: IELM model for classification.

(1) Procedure IELM.
(2) Initialize: hidden nodes l � 0 and maximum L.
(3) For the newly increased hidden layer neuron Ol, input weights ωl and bias bl randomly evaluated.
(4) Output of the activation function g (x′) calculated for the node Ol.
(5) Hidden layer output H calculated from Eq. (27).
(6) Weights between the hidden and the output layer β can be evaluated from Eq. (28).
(7) Return β.
(8) End procedure.

ALGORITHM 5: IELM algorithm.

(i) Input: Given N observations along with the class labels (xi, ti), xi ∈ Rm, ∈ RC.
(ii) Output: PCA_IELM model for classification.
(1) Procedure PCA_IELM.
(2) Identify the relationship among features through a covariance matrix.
(3) 'rough the linear transformation or eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix, we get eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
(4) Transform our data using eigenvectors into principal components.
(5) Quantify the importance of these relationships using eigenvalues and keep the important principal components.
(6) Input for the model is given in terms of extracted principal components.
(7) Initialize: hidden nodes l � 0 and maximum L.
(8) For the newly increased hidden layer neuron Ol, input weights ωl and bias bl randomly evaluated.
(9) g (x′) calculated as the output function for the node Ol.
(10) Hidden layer output H calculated from Eq. (27).
(11) Weights between the hidden and the output layer β can be evaluated from Eq. (28).
(12) Return β.
(13) End procedure.

ALGORITHM 6: PCA-IELM algorithm.

Table 2: Confusion matrix.

Predicted Total

Actual TP (true positive) FP (false positive) TP + FP
FN (false negative) TN (true negative) FN+TN

Total TP + FN TN+FP ALL

Table 3: Performance evaluation measures [36].

SL Measures Formula
1. Accuracy TP + TN/TP + FP + TN + FN
2. Specificity (TNrate) TN/TN + FP
3. FNrate FN/TP + FN
4. Sensitivity (TPrate)/recall TP/TP + FN
5. FPrate FP/TN + FP
6. Precision TP/TP + FP
7. G-mean

�������������
TPrate × TNrate



8. AUC 1 + TPrate − FPrate/2
9. F1-score 2∗TP/2∗TP + FP + FN
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9. Results and Discussion

In this segment, we present the outcomes and analysis of
the experiments performed in the COVID-19 patient
prediction using the chest X-ray dataset. From the ex-
perimental results, the proposed method shows better
performance in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, F1-
score, AUC, G-mean, and other parameters. For each
model, PCA-SVM, PCA-ELM, and PCA-IELM, a separate

confusion matrix is formed. All the performance metrics
values are derived from the confusion matrix (Tables 4–6).
Classi�cation accuracy gained by the proposed method
PCA-IELM is 98.11% over the chest X-ray dataset, which
suggests better results than the other two models, PCA-
based SVM (91.8%) and PCA-based ELM (93.80%) in terms
of accuracy. Sometimes, performance metrics’ accuracy
may be misleading and can misclassify instances. So, other
metrics are also taken into consideration to con�rm the
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Figure 7: Chest X-ray images of COVID-19 and normal.
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claim made by the classi�er. PCA-IELM has the highest
precision value of 96.11%. �at means PCA-IELM is
96.11% reliable in making decisions, whereas models PCA-
SVM and PCA-ELM record less precision, 84.3% and
88.3%, respectively. Similarly, for the proposed method
PCA-IELM, other metrics (refer to Figure 10) recall, F1-
score, TPR, TNR, and G-mean are considerably higher than
the other two methods, PCA-SVM and PCA-ELM.

�e geometric mean (G-mean) is a statistic that analyzes
categorization performance across majority and minority
classes. Even if negative examples are correctly labelled as
such, a poor G-mean suggests weak performance in iden-
tifying positive occurrences. �is statistic is essential for
preventing over�tting the negative class while under�tting
the positive class, since the COVID-19 dataset understudy is
also class imbalanced (IR� 2.81). Even then, the PCA-ELM
model indicates good performance by attaining the highest

G-mean value of 98%. Similarly, PCA-SVM and PCA-ELM
have 88% and 90.5% success rates, respectively.

Table 7 demonstrates the performance variation (sen-
sitivity, speci�city, precision, F1-score, accuracy) based on
di�erent counts of hidden nodes in the range of 10–150 with
an interval of 10 hidden nodes. Training and testing accu-
racies of PCA-IELMdemonstrated almost the same behavior
on the COVID-19 dataset (refer to Figure 11). �ere is
moderate variation in the accuracy of PCA-IELM with re-
spect to di�erent numbers of hidden nodes. �e accuracy at
10 numbers of hidden nodes was found to be 97.73%, and
98.11% was achieved at 140 numbers of hidden nodes in the
PCA-IELM model and beyond (refer to Table 7).

When there is a moderate to large class imbalance,
precision-recall curves should be drawn. Here, the COVID-
19 dataset is imbalanced with an imbalance ratio (IR) of 2.81.
It is worth noticing that precision is also called the positive

Table 4: Confusion matrix for PCA-SVM.

Predicted Total

Actual 819 152 971
187 2985 3172

Total 1006 3137 4143

Table 5: Confusion matrix for PCA-ELM.

Predicted Total

Actual 828 110 938
147 3058 3205

Total 975 3168 4143

Table 6: Confusion matrix for PCA-IELM.

Predicted Total

Actual 1192 48 1240
30 2873 2903

Total 1222 2921 4143

0 Accuracy
91.8
93.8
98.1

Precision
84.3
88.3
96.1

Recall
81.4
84.9
97.5

82.9
86.6
96.8

F-Score TNR
95.2
96.5
98.4
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97.5
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88.3
90.7
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Figure 10: Performance comparison of di�erent classi�ers.
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Table 7: Performance variation based on di�erent hidden nodes.

Number of hidden nodes
Performance metrics (%)

Sensitivity Speci�city Precision F1-score Accuracy
10 94.13 96.23 93.74 95.19 97.73
20 94.16 96.19 93.36 95.19 97.73
30 94.24 96.35 94.48 95.24 97.74
40 93.98 96.07 93.01 94.98 97.70
50 94.11 96.16 93.09 95.11 97.71
60 94.18 96.28 93.45 95.18 97.73
70 94.73 96.82 94.69 95.64 97.75
80 94.84 96.79 94.86 95.29 97.75
90 94.25 96.77 94.92 95.36 97.75
100 94.03 96.11 93.11 95.02 97.71
110 94.17 96.24 93.22 95.16 97.73
120 94.48 96.46 94.59 95.71 97.75
130 94.10 96.15 93.19 95.11 97.71
140 97.62 98.12 96.33 96.50 98.11
150 97.54 98.35 96.12 96.83 98.11
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Figure 11: Accuracy variation with number of hidden nodes for PCA-IELM.
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Figure 12: (a) Analysis of ROC curve and (b) analysis of precision-recall for PCA-SVM.
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Figure 13: (a) Analysis of ROC curve and (b) analysis of precision-recall for PCA-ELM.
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Figure 14: (a) Analysis of ROC curve and (b) analysis of precision-recall for PCA-incremental ELM.

Table 8: Proposed method and other related models’ comparative analysis [38].

S.No. Study Method used Number of cases Type of
images

Accuracy
(%)

1 Ioannis et al. [39] VGG-19 700 pneumonia, 504 healthy, 224 COVID-19
(positive) Chest X-ray 93.48

2 Gunraj, Wang, and
Wong [40] COVID-Net 5526 COVID-19 (negative), 8066 healthy, 53

COVID-19 (positive) Chest X-ray 92.4

3 Sethy et al. [41] ResNet50þ SVM 25 COVID-19 (negative), 25 COVID-19 (positive) Chest X-ray 95.38
4 Hemdan et al. [42] COVIDX-Net 25 normal, 25 COVID-19 (positive) Chest X-ray 90.0
5 Narin et al. [43] Deep CNN ResNet-50 50 COVID-19 (negative), 50 COVID-19 (positive) Chest X-ray 98
6 Ying et al. [44] DRE-Net 708 healthy, 777 COVID-19 (positive) Chest CT 86

7 Wang et al. [45] M-Inception 258 COVID-19 (negative), 195 COVID-19
(positive) Chest CT 82.9

8 Zheng et al. [46] UNetþ3D deep
network

229 COVID-19 (negative), 313 COVID-19
(positive) Chest CT 90.8

9 Xu et al. [47] ResNetþ location
attention

175 healthy, 224 viral pneumonia, 219 COVID-19
(positive) Chest CT 86.7

10 Tulin et al. [38] DarkCovidNet 500 Pneumonia, 500 no-�ndings, 125 COVID-19
(positive Chest X-ray 98.08

11 Proposed model PCA-IELM 10,192 normal, 3616 COVID-19 (positive) Chest X-ray 98.11
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predictive value (PPV). Moreover, recall is also known as
sensitivity, hit rate, or true-positive rate (TPR). It means they
talk about positive cases and not negative ones. Most ma-
chine learning algorithms often involve a trade-off between
recall and precision. A good PR curve has a greater AUC
(area under curve). Figures 12(b), 13(b), and 14(b) depict PR
curves. Figure 13(b) shows the greater AUC, which is an
indication of the better performance of PCA-IELM than the
other two models. In addition to these, ROC of Figure 14(a)
also grabs more AUC than two other Figures 12(a) and
13(a).'erefore, PCA-IELM claims better performance than
PCA-SVM and PCA-IELM. 'e proposed PCA-IELM
model outperforms other previously developed models for
identification of COVID-19 patients from chest X-ray image
(refer Table 8 [38–47]). As far as the training and testing time
taken by the proposed model PCA-IELM is concerned, it
was higher (refer to Table 9) because the execution of the
model happened in an incremental way and not in one go.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, an effective classification model is proposed on
the COVID-19 chest X-ray image dataset using principal
component analysis (PCA) and incremental extreme
learning machine (IELM). 'is study established the valu-
able application of the ELM model to classify COVID-19
patients from X-ray images by developing the PCA-IELM
model. 'e proposed PCA-based IELM algorithm is an
efficient IELM-based algorithm. 'e hidden node parame-
ters are measured by the information returned to the PCA in
the training dataset, and using the Moore–Penrose gener-
alized inverse output, the node parameters are determined.
PCA-IELM utilizes the best feature of IELM, which is to
increase hidden nodes incrementally and wisely determine
the output weights, whereas ELM requires you to set the
appropriate number of hidden nodes manually, and this is
similar to the hit and trial method. In comparison with the
ELM, the output error of the IELM rapidly reduces and is
near to zero as the number of hidden neurons increases. It
was observed that as the number of hidden nodes increased,
the performance of the PCA-IELM increased and it became
stable at 150 hidden nodes. PCA-IELM outperforms PCA-
SVM and PCA-ELM in terms of accuracy (98.11%), preci-
sion (96.11%), recall (97.50%), F1-score (98.50%), G-mean
(98%), etc. 'e suggested research contributes to the
prospect of a low-cost, quick, and automated diagnosis of the
COVID-19 patient, and it may be used in clinical scenarios.
'is effective system can provide early detection of COVID-
19 patients. As a result, it is helpful in controlling the further
spread of the virus from an affected person. 'is is an in-
telligent assistance for radiologists to accurately diagnose
COVID-19 in X-ray images.
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'e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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In this review, we intend to present a complete literature survey on the conception and variants of the recent successful op-
timization algorithm, Harris Hawk optimizer (HHO), along with an updated set of applications in well-established works. For this
purpose, we �rst present an overview of HHO, including its logic of equations and mathematical model. Next, we focus on
reviewing di�erent variants of HHO from the available well-established literature. To provide readers a deep vision and foster the
application of the HHO, we review the state-of-the-art improvements of HHO, focusing mainly on fuzzy HHO and a new
intuitionistic fuzzy HHO algorithm. We also review the applications of HHO in enhancing machine learning operations and in
tackling engineering optimization problems.�is survey can cover di�erent aspects of HHO and its future applications to provide
a basis for future research in the development of swarm intelligence paths and the use of HHO for real-world problems.

1. Introduction

�anks to recent advances in computing capabilities and big
data analytics, arti�cial intelligence (AI) has been considered
in various applications, ranging from natural language
processing and computer vision to wireless 6G systems and
medicine [1]. As a subset of AI and nature-inspired algo-
rithms, swarm intelligence (SI) has become a hot topic over
the last decade. Conceptually, SI studies the complex col-
lective behavior of the systems that are comprised of many
simple agents. More particular, these simple agents can
interact with others and also with their surrounding envi-
ronment. According to [2], SI has many advantages com-
pared with the conventional optimization approaches: (1)
black-box optimizer, (2) gradient-free operation, (3) ability
to obtain high-quality solutions by properly balancing

exploratory and exploitative features, and �nally (4) ease and
simplicity of implementation. �ese characteristics and
applicability are the main reasons behind the wide use of SI
approaches. Some well-known SI methods are not limited to
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [3], grey wolf optimizer
(GWO) [4], genetic programming (GP) [5], biogeography-
based optimizer (BBO) [6], and �re�y algorithm (FA) [7].
Also, SI methods have found their applications in various
applications and real-world problems, such as control en-
gineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, image
processing, wireless communications, and vertical domains
(e.g., smart cities and smart grids).

Proposed by Ali Asghar Heidari in 2019, the Harris
Hawks optimization (HHO) has received much interest from
the research communities [8]. HHO mimics the hunting
behavior of the Harris Hawks in nature, namely surprise
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pounce. Considered as one of the most intelligent birds in
nature, Harris Hawks can simulate different chasing styles
based on different scenarios and escaping prey behaviors.
More specifically, four chasing strategies are developed in
HHO [8], including soft besiege, hard besiege, soft besiege
with progressive rapid dives, and soft besiege with progressive
rapid dives. �e results tested over benchmark functions and
several engineering optimization problems confirm that
HHO outperforms many well-known SI approaches such as
PSO, GWO, GP, BBO, and FA. Moreover, the results also
show that HHO achieves a good balance of exploration and
exploitation, thus improving the scalability of HHO and the
ability to obtain high-quality solutions.

HHO has been leveraged for many applications and
engineering problems due to its optimization features and
competitive performance. For example, HHO is used to
solve the problem of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
placement and radio resource allocation in visible light
communications (VLC) [9]. �is work demonstrates that
HHO effectively tackles the nonlinearity caused by the VLC
channel modeling and solves multiple optimization variables
simultaneously. �e work in [10] proposes a hybrid SI
method based on HHO and WOA for feature selection. To
improve the production quality, a convolutional neural
network (CNN) jointly with HHO is leveraged in [11], in
which CNN is used to classify the control chart patterns and
HHO is used to tune the parameters of the CNNmodel such
as the number of kernels and learning rate. All the above
studies show that the HHO-based method has superiority
over the baseline and state-of-the-art SI methods.

According to the no-free-lunch theorem, no single al-
gorithm can solve all the real-world problems; that is, one
algorithm can perform well for a set of problems but perform
poorly for the other problems [12]. �erefore, HHO has been
improved by different techniques, for example, binary HHO
version, evolutionary-updating structures, chaotic operations,
multi-objective HHO, and hybrid HHO. As HHO is origi-
nally invented for solving continuous optimization problems,
a number of studies have been conducted for binary HHO
versions. For example, the work in [13] develops a hybrid SI
approach by integrating HHO with the Salp swarm algorithm
(SSA), which is then applied to the feature selection problem.
To exploit the effectiveness of chaotic-based updates in
avoiding immature convergence, the work in [14] proposed
adding the chaotic local search into the original HHO to
improve its performance. Another application of HHO can be
found in [15], where HHO is used as a trainer of feed-forward
neural networks, which is then used for load forecasting in the
Queensland electric market. �ere is also an effort on review
of a few papers onHHO in [16]. However, that paper coverage
is very different, and it provides another methodology of
research for conducting a review.

1.1. Contributions. To foster the development of the HHO
and its applications, this work sets to provide an overview,
recent improvements, and applications from the available
literature. Motivated by this observation, we set to provide a
survey on HHO, including its mathematical model, recent

variants, and applications. In a nutshell, the contributions
offered by our work can be summarized as follows:

(i) We first present the underlying inspiration and the
mathematical model of the HHO optimizer. �is
part is to help the readers to understand the un-
derlying principle of the HHO and how it can be
applied to solve engineering optimization problems.

(ii) We review the state-of-the-art improvements of
HHO, focusing mainly on fuzzy HHO and a new
intuitionistic fuzzy HHO algorithm.

(iii) We review the applications of HHO in various
disciplines such as machine learning (ML), elec-
trical/civil/image engineering, wireless communi-
cations, and control engineering.

We note that the references reviewed in this work are
obtained from high-reputed publishers such as IEEE,
Elsevier, Wiley, Springer Nature, and Taylor & Francis and
also well-known archival websites such as arXiv. Moreover,
the following queries are used to find the references, in-
cluding “Harris Hawk optimization,” “HHO,” “swarm in-
telligence,” “artificial intelligence,” and “metaheuristic.”

1.2. Paper Organization. �e remaining parts of this study
are organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the in-
spiration and mathematical models of HHO. In Section 3,
we review the state-of-the-art studies on variants of HHO.
Next, in Section 4, we discuss the applications of HHO inML
applications and engineering applications. Finally, we
conclude this study in Section 5. �e list of frequently used
acronyms is summarized in Table 1.

2. Harris Hawk Optimization

�is section presents an overview of HHO, including its
inspiration and mathematical model.

2.1. Inspiration ofHHO. HHOwas proposed by Heidari et al.
in 2019 to simulate the hunting behavior of the Harris Hawks
[8]. In 1997, Louis Lefebvre’s survey revealed that Harris
Hawks are the most intelligent birds found in southern
Arizona, USA [17]. �e foraging behavior of Harris Hawks
varies significantly from that of other birds, as Harris Hawks
continue to forage with other family members of the same
species. Harris Hawks use a technique called the “surprise
pounce,” known as the “seven kills” approach to ambush the
prey. During this attack, a few other hawks used to ambush in
a number of directions and converge on the target rabbit, and
the attack would be over in a matter of seconds. Harris Hawks
use different hunting styles based on the escape behavior of
the prey and the dynamic change in instances. For example,
Hawks use switching tactics when the leader hawk dives
quickly to attack the prey, and the prey is trying to escape
from the leader hawk, and then, another hawk in the party
team will immediately continue the chase. �ese switching
tactics confuse the targeted prey and seek to exhaust the
detected prey and increase its danger. Finally, tired prey
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cannot escape the hawk’s team, as one of the mighty hawks
slaughters the tired prey and shares it with the partymembers.

HHO’s main inspiration is the collaborative action and
hunting style of the Harris Hawk in the wildlife called the
surprise pounce. �e HHO mathematical model generates
dynamic patterns and behaviors for the development of an
optimization algorithm. �e performance of the HHO op-
timization algorithm is evaluated by comparing it with other
existing metaheuristic techniques, 29 benchmark challenges,
and many real-world engineering issues. Experimental
findings and comparative results have shown that the HHO
algorithm delivers better results than other existing meta-
heuristic techniques [8, 18].

2.2. Mathematical Models of HHO. �is section discusses
the mathematical model of the HHO algorithm, which com-
prises an exploration phase, an exploitation phase, and a
number of Harris Hawk attacking approaches. HHO is a
nature-inspired algorithm that can be applied to any optimi-
zation problem.�is section presents all phases of HHO, which
are further explained in the following subsections.

2.3. Exploration Phase. In this subsection, the exploration
phase of HHO is discussed. �e Harris Hawks have powerful
eyes that can monitor and identify prey, but sometimes the
prey is not visible. During this condition, the hawks have been
waiting for long hours and monitoring to identify the prey. In
HHO, hawks are considered as candidate solutions, and in each
iteration, the prey is considered the optimal solution. Hawks
perch in specific locations and constantly monitor the sur-
rounding environment to identify prey using two strategies,
which are represented in equation (1). If p< 0.5, the hawks
perch based on the position of the family members. If p≥ 0.5,
the hawks perch in a random space within the population area.

A(x + 1) �

Ar(x) − a1 Aa(x) − 2a2A(x)


, p≥ 0.5,

Arabbit(x) − Ap(x)  − a3,

LB + a4 UB − LB( ( , p< 0.5.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

In equation (1), where A(x+ 1) denotes the position of
Hacks at the next iteration. Arabbit(x) denotes the position of
rabbit. A(x) denotes the current position of hawks. a1, a2, a3,
a4, and p are random variables ranging from 0 to 1. LB and
UB are the lower bound and the upper bound of random
variables.Ap(x) indicates the average hawk position, which is
represented in the following equation, where Ai(x) denotes
the location of each hawk at ith iteration and H denotes the
number of Hacks in the search space.

Ap(x) �
1
H



H

i�1
Ai(x). (2)

2.4. Transition from Exploration to Exploitation. �is sub-
section explains the transformation from the exploration
phase to the exploitation phase, based on the energy level of
the prey to escape, which is mathematically defined as follows:

P � 2P0 1 −
x

I
 , (3)

where P denotes the energy of prey to escape at iteration x, I
denotes the total number of iterations, and P0 denotes the
initial energy of prey. During each escape, the energy level of
the prey drops dramatically. For each iteration, P0 will
change the value from (−1, 1). When P0 drops down from 0
to −1, the prey is exhausted; similarly, when P0 value is
increasing from 0 to 1, the prey is reinforced. When |P|≥ 1,
exploration took place, and when |P|< 1, exploitation arises.
Figure 1 represents the escaping energy behavior [8].

2.5. Exploitation Phase. �is subsection explains the ex-
ploitation phase in which the hawks attack the targeted prey.
�en, however, the prey tries to escape the attack. Based on
hawk attacking behavior and escaping prey behavior, four
approaches are discussed in the following subsections.

2.6. Soft Besiege. In HHO, soft besiege occurs when a≥ 0.5
and |P|≥ 0.5, and the prey has sufficient energy to escape
from the attack, but cannot escape from the attack as the

Table 1: Acronyms.

HHO Harris Hawk optimization
AI Artificial intelligence
SI Swarm intelligence
PSO Particle swarm optimization
GWO Grey wolf optimizer
CE Civil engineering
SCC Soil compression coefficient
GOA Grasshopper optimization algorithm
WOA Whale optimization algorithm
ANN Artificial neural networks
RMSE Root-mean-square error
CoD Coefficient of determination
MAE Mean absolute error
SS Soil slopes
HHOSA HHO-simulated annealing
ASI Acceleration severity index
CC Correlation coefficient
PSO Particle swarm optimization
GP Genetic programming
FORM First-order reliability method
MCE Minimum cross-entropy
DEAHHO Differential evolutionary adaptive HHO
MVO Multi-verse optimization algorithm
DE Differential evolution
SSA Salp swarm algorithm
PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ratio
FSI Feature similarity index
SSI Structural similarity index
WHHO WAO-HHHO
CNN Convolutional neural network
PCNN Pulse coupled neural network
PV Photovoltaic
TDOV �ree-diode photovoltaic
PS Partial shading
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
WSN Wireless sensor networks
FiWi Fiber wireless
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hawks encircle the prey and the energy of the prey gets
drained. �e following equations explain the mathematical
behavioral model.

A(x + 1) � ΔA(x) − P UArabbit(x) − A(x)


, (4)

ΔA(x) � Arabbit(x) − A(x). (5)

∆A(x) denotes the difference between the position vector
of the rabbit and present position at xth iteration. U rep-
resents the rabbit’s random jump strength during escape,
where U is updated as U� 2 (1− a5), and a5 is a random
number ranging from [0, 1].

2.7.HardBesiege. In HHO, hard besiege occurs when a≥ 0.5
and |P |< 0.5, and the prey is exhausted and does not have
enough energy.�e hawks encircle the prey and perform the
surprise pounce.�e updated position of the hawks is shown
in equation (6). Figure 2 depicts the vectors during hard
besiege.

A(x + 1) � Arabbit(x) − P|ΔA(x)|. (6)

2.8. SoftBesiegewithProgressiveRapidDives. �is subsection
deals with soft besiege with progressive rapid dives where the
prey has enough energy |P|≥ 0.5 to escape the attack, but the
hawk builds a soft besiege a< 0.5. In this step, the hawkmust
think intelligently and choose the best position to target the
prey. �e respective steps accomplish the process.

(1) Performing various moves
(2) Analyzing and thinking on a new move using

equation (7)
(3) Evaluating the movement with the previous dive to

the prey and realizing whether the movement is
favorable or not

T � Arabbit(x) − P UArabbit(x) − A(x)


. (7)

(4) If the movement is not favorable to attack the prey, a
dive is selected based on a levy flight (LF) using the
following equation:

L � T + V × LF(z), (8)

where Z is represented as the dimension of the
problem, V is considered as a random vector of size
1∗Z, and LF function is calculated using the fol-
lowing equation:

LF(f) � 0.01 ×
m × ψ

|n|
,

ψ �
ξ(1 + χ) × sin(πχ/2)

ξ(1 + χ/2) × χ × 2(x−1/2)
 

1/χ

,

(9)

where m and n are random values that range be-
tween (0, 1) and χ is a constant that is set to 1.5.
Equation (10) is used to update the positions of the
hawks during the soft besiege phase.

A(x + 1) �
T if F(T)<F(A(x)),

L if F(L)<F(A(x)),
 (10)

where T and L are acquired using equations (7) and
(8), and F is considered to be a fitness function for
the problem. Figure 3 depicts the vectors during soft
besiege with progressive rapid dives.

2.9. Hard Besiege with Progressive Rapid Dives. �is sub-
section deals with hard besiege with progressive rapid dives
when |P|< 0.5 and a< 0.5 where the prey does not have
enough energy to escape the attack and hawk builds a hard
besiege to catch and kill the prey. In this phase, the prey’s
condition is similar to that of the soft besiege, but the hawks
intend to minimize the distance between their locations
towards escaping prey. �e equation explains the hard be-
siege condition.

A(x + 1) �
T if F(x)<F(A(x)),

L if F(x)<F(A(x)),
 (11)

where T and L are derived using the following equations.
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Figure 1: Escaping energy behavioral pattern.
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Figure 2: Vectors during hard besiege.
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T � Arabbit(x) − P UArabbit(x) − Ap(x)


, (12)

L � T + V × LF(z). (13)

Figures 4 and 5 depict vectors during hard besiege with
progressive rapid dives in 2D and 3D space. Algorithm 1
explains pseudocode for HHO.

3. Recent Variants of HHO

�is section discusses various HHO variants that are used in
a variety of engineering and ML applications, as shown in
Tables 2–4. We discussed the fuzzy HHO in this section and
proposed a new intuitionistic fuzzy HHO algorithm that is
significantly different from other existing papers [16].

3.1. Fuzzy Harris Hawk Algorithm. Fuzzy sets [48] were
introduced as an extension of crisp sets to take care of graded
membership of objects in a class, which aremore general and
natural. �is has led to the extension of crisp concepts to
fuzzy concepts. Fuzzy logic (FL), in the generalized sense, is
synonymous with fuzzy sets. One of the crucial components
of FL is the fuzzy inference system (FIS).

A FIS has five functional blocks, a rule base that contains
several fuzzy If. . . then rules. In addition, this database
defines the membership functions of fuzzy sets used in fuzzy
rules. �is decision-making unit operates on the rules, a
fuzzification interface unit that converts crisp quantities into
fuzzy quantities and a defuzzification interface unit that
converts the fuzzy quantities into crisp quantities. FIS is the
most critical tool in fuzzy set theory, and in literature, we
find two crucial FIS: the Mamdani FIS proposed in 1975 [49]
and the Sugeno FIS proposed in 1985 [50]. Of these,
Mamdani FIS is the popular one and finds a greater ac-
ceptance. However, both approaches have certain advan-
tages and disadvantages. �e significant differences are in
the output membership functions and the consequents of the
fuzzy rules used. As far as the functionality of a FIS is
concerned, if the input is crisp, it is fuzzified in the

fuzzification unit using one of the various fuzzification
techniques. Fuzzification is the process of decomposing a
system input and/or output into one or more fuzzy sets.
Many types of curves and tables can be used, but triangular-
or trapezoidal-shaped membership functions are the most
common, since they are easier to represent in embedded
controllers. A set of fuzzy if-then rules are determined. �e
rule strengths are obtained by combining the fuzzified in-
puts. �e output membership function is combined with
rule strength to obtain the consequent. An output distri-
bution is obtained by combining all the consequents. �e
defuzzification unit is used to get a defuzzified output
distribution.

�e two parameters involved in the HHO algorithm are
the energy of the prey E and the uniform random number
parameter q, which determines the hawk’s position the next
time. �e general tendency to fuzzify any algorithm is to
fuzzify its parameters. Following the same approach in
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Figure 3: Vectors during soft besiege with progressive rapid dives.
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(1) Inputs: initial the population size H, number of iterations I.
(2) Outputs: the Prey’s position and fitness value.
(3) Generate an arbitrary population
(i) Ai(i� 1, 2, . . ., H)
(4) while stopping requirement is not reached do
(5) Compute the hawk’s fitness values
(6) Set Arabbit as the best position of rabbit
(7) for each hawk (Ai) do
(8) Update energy P0 and jump capacity U
(9) P0 � 2r()− 1, U� 2(1− r())
(10) Update the P with equation (3)
(11) end
(12) if |P|≥ 1 then
(13) Update the position vector with equation (1)
(14) end
(15) if |P|< 1 then
(16) if a≥ 0.5 and |P|≥ 0.5 then
(17) Update the position vector with equation (4)
(18) else if a≥ 0.5 and |P|< 0.5 then
(19) Update the position vector with equation (6)
(20) else if a< 0.5 and |P|≥ 0.5 then
(21) Update the position vector with equation (10)
(22) else if a< 0.5 and |P|< 0.5 then
(23) Update the position vector with equation (11)
(24) end
(25) end
(26) end
(27) return Arabbit

ALGORITHM 1: HHO algorithm [8].

Table 2: A summary of HHO variants.

Ref Variant Methodology Objective

[19] Multi-objective HHO HHO is integrated with roulette wheel selection method
with probability

To improve the extreme learning machine
parameter selection

[20] Gaussian barebone
HHO HHO is integrated with Gaussian barebone To optimize kernel extreme learning machines for

the prediction of entrepreneurial intention

[21] Chaotic sequence-
guided HHO HHO is integrated with chaotic sequences For data clustering

[22] Dynamic HHO with
mutation

HHO used mutation and dynamic control strategy to
balance the exploitation and exploration phases in the

HHO method

To perform segmentation on satellite and oil
pollution images

[23] Hybrid HHO
differential evolution

Making two equal subpopulations from a complete one
and training both the subpopulation parallelly using

HHO and differential evolution
Multilevel image segmentation

[24] Adaptive HHO Mutation is used by HHO to clip the escape energy Multilevel image segmentation

[25] Hybrid OBL-HHO OBL generates a solution for HHO through adversarial
learning approach

To select the informative features from the feature
space in conjunction with support vector

regression

[26] Elite OBL (EOBL)-
HHO

�e EOBL stacks upon OBL by selecting the fittest
individual that would direct the population towards

global minimum

To select informative features from the feature
space

[27] HHOBSA
�e bitwise operations help HHO to improve the feature
selection process, whereas the simulated annealing helps

HHO to find the global minimum
Optimal feature selection

[28] Chaotic HHO
Simulated annealing to improve HHO and the chaotic
maps are used instead of random variables to achieve

global optimum

To select most informative features to train using
K-nearest neighbor for classification task
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Table 2: Continued.

Ref Variant Methodology Objective

[13] Salp swarm HHO
HHO is improved by adding Salp swarm optimization,
which adjusts the populations and uses greedy selection

to update the agent
To select the informative features

[29] Hybrid differential
evolution HHO

Nonlinear control formula balances the exploitation and
the exploration of HHO throughout the convergence

process

To optimize phase space reconstructions and
kernel extreme learning machine parameters for

wind speed forecasting

[30] Vibrational HHO Periodic mutations are added for enhancing swarm
diversity in basic HHO method

To optimize SVM parameters for roll bearing fault
diagnosis

[31] Boosted HHO
HHO algorithm is boosted by integrating it with the
exploratory phase of flower pollination algorithm and

mutation step of differential evolution

To estimate the parameters efficiently for a single
diode PV model

[32]
Horizontal and

vertical crossover of
HHO

Crisscross optimizer and the Nelder–Mead simplex
algorithm are used to improve the searching capabilities
of individuals for achieving faster convergence rate

Simulating an efficient PV system and extracting
the unknown parameters

Table 3: A summary of HHO variants (continued).

Ref Variant Methodology Objective

[33] Hybrid GWO-HHO
Mutation-based GWO is used to update the bottom
layer in the population, and HHO is used to find

global optimal solution in the upper layer

To optimize the parameters of phase space
reconstruction and kernel-based extreme ML

algorithms to predict the wind speeds accurately

[34] Modified HHO

To improve the exploration phase’s global search,
the Levy flight is used to generate the ambiguous

zigzag position of the prey once the hawk is
deducted

To relieve the PV systems from the issue of
mismatch power loss problems resulting due to the

phenomenon of partial shading

[35] Chaotic HHO HHO is enhanced with ten chaotic functions to
avoid local optima trapping of conventional HHO

To accurately estimate the proton exchange
membrane fuel cell’s operating parameters that
mimic and simulate its electrical performance

[36] Improved HHO Instead of random location, the rabbit location is
used to find the optimal position

To find the location of distribution generation
optimally in a radial distribution system to

minimize the voltage deviation and total active
power loss and also to increase the voltage stability

index under several operational constraints

[14] Diversification enhanced
HHO (EHHO)

OBL is used in HHO to do a comprehensive search.
�e OBL is used to select each agent’s opposite
position to select the optimal agent from the

available pool, and its opposite agent will be treated
as the next-generation agent in HHO

To identify the optimal agents and unknown
parameters of modules of PV model

[37] Hybrid of HHO and GOA
�e ensemble of GOA-ANN and HHO-ANN is
performed, and then, optimal of these two is found

by a process known as sensitivity analysis

To optimize the artificial neural network for
predicting SCC dataset

[38] HHOSA SA is used to optimize HHO and improve its global
convergence

To optimize the design parameters of highway
guardrail systems

[39] HHO-FORM

�e reliability index is formulated in the HHO-
FORM model for a constrained optimization

problem. Later, the exterior penalty methodology is
used to handle the constraints. HHO determines

the optimal reliability index to improve the
convergence through the strategy of Levy Flight

and population-based mechanism

To reduce the high dimensionality in designing and
analyzing risks of structuring in civil engineering

[40]
HHO-minimum cross-
entropy (MCE)-MCET-

HHO

MCET is used as a fitness function in HHO for
determining optimal thresholds to segment an

image

To find the optimal configuration of thresholds for
image processing

[41] Hybrid WHHO
WOA is integrated with HHO to improve the
convergence rate of HHO in obtaining global

optimum
To classify brain tumor using MRI images
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developing the fuzzy HHO (FHHO), the parameters q and E
have been fuzzified by the researchers and were introduced
in [51]. To achieve this, the Mamdani FIS model is used in
this study. Inmany cases, we find the inputs in the crisp form
only. However, the beauty of fuzzy logic is the way it turns
common sense, and linguistic descriptions, into a computer-
controlled system. Hence, the crisp inputs are transformed
into fuzzy forms and then transformed into fuzzy form at the
first stage of FIS.

Figure 6(a) shows a system of fuzzy sets for an input with
trapezoidal and triangular membership functions. Each
fuzzy set spans a region of input (or output) values graphed
against membership. Any particular input is interpreted
from this fuzzy set, and a degree of membership is obtained.
�e membership functions should overlap, to allow smooth
mapping of the system. �e process of fuzzification allows
the system inputs and outputs to be expressed in linguistic
terms to allow rules to be applied in a simple manner to

Table 4: A summary of HHO variants (continued).

Ref Variant Methodology Objective

[42] Differential evolutionary
adaptive HHO

�e HHO is updated by making the Harris Hawk
adaptive to decide when it has to move to a random
tall tree or when it has to do perching. Also, to

improve the exploration ability of HHO, the authors
have used the differential evolutionary concept

To improve the exploration ability of HHO for
multilevel image thresholding

[43] Hybrid HHO-SSA

To overcome the HHO’s property of stagnating in
local optima and prevent immature convergence
during exploitation and exploration. �e initial

solutions generated are divided into two halves in
which HHO’s exploratory and exploitation are

applied to the first half, and SSA’s searching stages
are utilized to update solutions in the other half.
Hence, HHO-SSA chooses the best solution among

the two

To address the global optimization problem and
find the optimal threshold values

[44]
Hybrid multi-population
differential evolution-

HHO

�e exploitation phase of the HHO is enhanced by
chaos. �e multi-population strategy is used to
improve the ability of global search. Later,

differential evolution is used to improve the quality
of the solution from the previous stage

To optimize de-noising in satellite images in
wavelet domain

[23] HHO and differential
evolution (DE)

Kapur’s entropy and Otsu’s method are used as
fitness functions to find the threshold values of
segmentation. �e proposed model divides the

entire population into two equal parts assigned to
DE and HHO algorithms. During the iterative
process, both HHO and DE will update each

subpopulation position simultaneously

To extract optimal features from images for
segmentation of color images, the optimal
threshold values of segmentation are found

[22] Dynamic HHO with
mutation

HHO is integrated with a novel dynamic control
parameter strategy to avoid the HHO being trapped
in the local optimum. A disturbance term is added
to update the formulation of the escaping energy
formulation. Cosine and sine are integrated to
control when the disturbance peak appears. To

increase the randomness of the HHO, a Gaussian
distribution is adopted

To segment the satellite images

[45] Hybrid cuckoo search-
HHO

To strengthen the HHOs being trapped in local
solutions, inaccuracy, inadequate search coverage,
and slow convergence, cuckoo search’s property of

dimension decision strategy, and Gaussian
mutation are integrated with the HHO during

exploration and exploitation phases

To optimize the parameters in cantilever beam
design problem, welded beam design problem, and

tension/compression spring design problem

[46] Hybrid HHO-SSA SSA is employed to enhance the performance of
HHO by acting as a local search for HHO

To enhance the performance of HHO by acting as a
local search for HHO

[47] Hybrid HHO-WOA

HHO is applied to the first half of the population,
and WOA is applied to the second half. Hence by
integrating WOA with HHO, the exploitation and
exploration phases of HHO are enhanced to select

the optimal parameters

To predict the values of several parameters such as
hydrocarbon, brake thermal efficiency, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide based on the data
gathered from the experimental setup of the dual-
fuel engine by varying injection timings, blends of
rice bran biodiesel, engine operating load, and air-

fuel ratio
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express a complex system. In Figure 6(a), the fuzzy variable
DF can take four linguistic values, e.g., small, medium, big,
and very big. �e linguistic values small and very big are
represented by trapezoidal-shaped membership functions,
whereas the linguistic values medium and big are repre-
sented by triangular-shaped membership functions. �e
inputs provided to Mamdani FIS to generate these two
parameters q and E are the input variables df and NU, where
df represents the quality of the best solution at the end of a
searching iteration and NU represents the number of iter-
ations with the unchanged best solution.

df � CP(t) − CP. (14)

�e coverage percentage of the observed area determines
the quality of the solution. So, we have the coverage per-
centage at the iteration number t, which is denoted by CP(t),
and the arithmetic mean of the obtained covered percentages
is represented by CP. NU is also normalized to NU and is
given by the following expression:

NU �
NU − NUmin

NUmax
− NUmin, (15)

where NUmax and NUmin are the maximum and minimum
values of NU, respectively. �e inputs df and NU are fuz-
zified using the fuzzification process. df and NU are fuzzy
variables, with each one taking the values from the domain
of fuzzy granules medium, big, very big, and small (Figure 6).

Together, these two variables can take 16 values, and ac-
cordingly, 16 rules are framed.�e antecedents contain these
16 values, and the consequent provides 16 pairs of values for
the fuzzy variables energy and q. Energy takes 8 values (here
P denotes positive and N denotes negative) leading to NVB,
NB, NM, NS, PS, PM, PB, and PVB and q takes values small,
medium, big, and very big. �ere were 16 fuzzy rules in the
rule base; e.g., DF is medium and NU is small and then
energy is PM and q is medium.

3D sensors were reallocated in FHHO to supervise
cardiomyopathy. �e candidate solutions of the n-hawks in
the vector form of candidates are xn, yn, zn  in the observed
area. So, the dimension of the hawks will be three times the
number of sensors required.

Two validation experiments were conducted to evaluate
the performance of the FHHO algorithm with different
scenarios.�ree different scenarios were formulated, and the
performance was compared with several other AI algorithms
with an iteration of 150 and the number of search agents
being 10. It has been observed that FHHO reaches the best
coverage value. �is is concerning 30 runs. In another ex-
periment, another constraint is added so that the search
space reduces in size leading to difficulty in obtaining the
best solution. In this case, the number of iterations is fixed at
200. Keeping with the additional constraint, the coverage
rate of FHHOwas found to be higher. Here also several cases
are considered. Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical analysis
[52] shows that in comparison with other algorithms, FHHO
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Figure 6: Input of the FHHO fuzzy inference system. (a) DF and (b) NU.
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has a higher coverage percentage. Also, violations of con-
straint for FHHO are significantly small as the tie’s values are
minimal.

3.2. Proposed Variants of HHO

3.2.1. Intuitionistic Fuzzy HHO Algorithm. Exact mem-
bership functions are used in FIS. In the systems where
insufficient information about imprecise concepts is pro-
vided, FIS may not be useful. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs)
provide additional information about imprecise concepts. In
the case of fuzzy sets, the membership functions and
nonmembership functions are one’s complement of each
other. Nevertheless, by relaxing this constraint, such as their
sum lies in [0, 1], we get the IFS, which has an additional
parameter called the hesitation. IFIS has been proposed in
many ways. However, they have the problem of overfitting
and being unable to deal with complex systems, So, an IFIS
that comes over these difficulties has been proposed in [53]
by generating the if-then rules through the fuzzy association
mining algorithm.�ey have used the Takagi-Sugeno type of
FIS. In fact, the two types of FISs differ in their ways of
generating the outputs. �e different formulation of outputs
leads to different if . . . then rule formulation. �e if . . . then
rules are automatically extracted from the input data, and
logical connectives AND, OR, and NOT are used in these
rules in framing implications and aggregations of these rules.
�e number of if . . . then rules can also be optimized. In the
Takagi-Sugeno, FIS has higher computational effectiveness
as defuzzification is not required.

Let U be a non-empty set. �en, an IFS A over U is
defined as the set of tuples (x, μA(x), vA(x))|x ∈ U .

Where μA, vA: U⟶ [0, 1] such that 0≤ μA(x)+

vA(x)≤ 1, ∀x ∈ U. Here, πA(x) � 1 − μA(x) − vA(x) is
called the hesitation margin. An IFS A is a fuzzy set if and
only if πA(x) � 0, ∀x ∈ U.�e πA(x) is called the IF indices.
Larger πA(x) values lead to a higher hesitationmargin by the
decision-maker. Best (or worst) final results are determined
by these indices, which are finally in an optimal decision.
With the above notations, if yη is the output of an IF system
then with yμ and yv being the outputs of the two FISs Fμ and
Fv of the membership and nonmembership functions, we
have the relation as follows:

y
n

� 1 − πA(x)( y
μt

+ πA(x)y
]
. (16)

�is is the fundamental equation in designing the
Takagi-Sugeno type IFIS.

3.2.2. First Version of IFIS. Two FISs FISμ and FISv are
formed using the membership function μA and the non-
membership function vA. �is is called IFIS with compo-
sition defuzzification [53, 54]. Here, x1, x2, . . . xm are input
variables and one output variable yη.

3.3. IFHHO Algorithm (Proposed). We may note that the
efficiency of the IFIS over the FIS is established in [55] by
taking the real-life application of genetic tuning for

predicting financial performance, plant monitoring in [56],
and air quality modeling in [57].

4. Applications of HHO

�is section discusses various ways in which HHO can be
used in ML and engineering applications. Also, the recent
state of the art on applications of HHO and its variants in
several applications is discussed. �e summary of these
applications is pictorially summarized in Figure 7.

4.1. Machine Learning Applications. Lefebvre et al. [17]
observed the feeding behaviors of different species based on
the avian “IQ.” In [17, 58, 59], he listed hawks as one of the
most intelligent birds. �e Parabuteo unicinctus (Harris
Hawk) belongs to the same hawk species listed in the in-
telligent bird category. �e Harris Hawk is mainly found in
Arizona, USA [60]. �e Harris Hawk follows the “surprise
pounce” strategy to capture its prey, suggesting that several
hawks from different directions attack cooperatively and
converge simultaneously to the detected prey (rabbit). �e
chasing styles of Harris Hawk may adapt to the dynamic
nature and prey’s escape pattern. �e Harris Hawk can also
perform a switching strategy, suggesting that if the leader
(best hawk) loses its way to the prey while performing a
quick dive, a member of the same hawk fleet will continue
the chase. �is tactic is helpful as it confuses the prey and
might exhaust the prey. Inspired by its attack tactics, the
Harris Hawk optimization (HHO) method was proposed
[8]. �e HHO follows mainly two stages to hunt its prey, i.e.,
exploration and exploitation. �e exploration phase is re-
lated to discovering its prey, and the exploitation is to decide
whether hard or soft besiege should be applied. �e hard
besiege is applied when the prey is fatigued, and the hawk
can perform surprise pounce, while the soft besiege is used
when the prey possesses adequate energy to escape. �e
transition stage models the energy of its prey. We consol-
idate a brief review of existing works using the HHO
method.

4.2.HarrisHawkOptimization forArtificialNeuralNetworks.
HHO method is categorized as one of the metaheuristic
approaches, which are extensively used to optimize the
hyperparameters of ML algorithms such as artificial neural
networks (ANNs), support vector machines (SVMs), and so
forth [61, 62]. Some of the works summarizing the use of
HHO for ANN parameter optimization are elaborated.
Sammen et al. [63] proposed the use of HHO for optimizing
the weights in ANN. �e method was applied to predict the
scour depth for ski jumping. �ey mainly computed the
energy parameter and jumped strength for HHO and weight
optimization for ANN. �eir analysis showed that the
weights optimized through HHO yield the lowest mean
absolute percentage error, mean absolute error, and root-
mean-square error compared with ANN without meta-
heuristic, genetic algorithms, and particle swarm optimi-
zation. Furthermore, they also showed that HHO achieves
the best correlation coefficient andWillmott index values for
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scour depth prediction compared with the techniques
mentioned above. Similarly, Essa et al. [64] used HHO to
optimize ANN weights for the prediction of active and solar
stills. �eir experimental results revealed that HHO-opti-
mized ANN can provide 53.21% increased productivity
concerning active still in comparison with traditional ANN
and SVM classifiers. �e same conclusion was drawn by
Moayedi et al. [37] when using HHO-optimized ANN for
soil conditions. �ey concluded that the HHO-optimized
ANN can decrease the mean absolute error by 11.32% and
4.12% for seen and unseen soil conditions compared with
traditional ANNs. Moayedi et al. in [29, 65, 66] explored the
use of HHOwith ANN for predicting landslide vulnerability,
bearing ability over soil footing, and slope stability, re-
spectively. �e results revealed that the HHO improves the
predictive performance in both studies compared with the
conventional ANN method. Wei et al. [20] improved the
HHO’s performance using the Gaussian barebone strategy
to optimize kernel extreme learning machines for the pre-
diction of entrepreneurial intention. �e Gaussian barebone
allows the population to opt for the directions, which leads
to faster convergence. �eir results showed better and
promising results in terms of specificity, sensitivity, accu-
racy, and Matthews correlation coefficient.

4.3. Clustering and Segmentation. �ere are a few studies
that specifically use the HHO method for the clustering and
segmentation process.

Pham et al. [67] proposed the use of HHO for joint
power allocation and UAV placement problems.�eir study
used HHO in conjunction with an efficient user clustering
strategy to allocate the power resources for UAV-assisted
systems. �e comparison was carried out with orthogonal
multiple access, non-orthogonal multiple access with visible

light communication, non-orthogonal multiple access
without pairing, and random user clustering. Experimental
results show that the HHO-based clustering outperforms the
techniques mentioned earlier for power allocation and UAV
placement problems.

Singh [21] used the HHO with chaotic sequences for the
application of data clustering. �e clustering performance
was compared with variousML algorithms on 12 benchmark
datasets. It was revealed that the HHO performs better on
the majority of the benchmark datasets in terms of statistical
tests and performance analysis. Jia et al. [22] employed
mutation operator and dynamic control strategy to balance
the exploitation and exploration phases in the HHOmethod.
�e modified HHO was used to perform segmentation on
satellite and oil pollution images. �e results were compared
with several thresholding methods in terms of Otsu be-
tween-class variance, Tsallis entropy, and Kapur’s entropy.
�e results revealed that the HHO-based approach out-
performs the thresholding techniques for the specified
segmentation task.

Rodrıguez-Esparza et al. [68] used the minimum cross-
entropy function to optimize HHO for multilevel image
segmentation task. �e performance of HHO-based method
was compared with fuzzy IterAg and K-means clustering. It
was shown that the HHO performed better on the said
segmentation task in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio,
feature similarity, and structure similarity. Bao et al. [23]
proposed the hybridization of the HHO method by making
two equal subpopulations from a complete one and train
both the subpopulation using HHO and differential evo-
lution, accordingly. �e hybridized HHO was then used to
perform multilevel image segmentation on 10 benchmark
datasets. Compared with super-pixel segmentation ap-
proaches, the results revealed that hybridized HHO per-
forms better in terms of feature similarity and structure
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Figure 7: Applications of HHO.
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similarity, respectively. Wunnava et al. [24] proposed an
adaptive HHO method by clipping the range and con-
straining the escape energy. Furthermore, they allowed the
method to decide whether to opt for average fitness value
and approach a tall tree or roost and other hawks in the
family. �e adaptive HHO was used for multilevel image
segmentation on the Berkeley segmentation dataset and was
compared with well-known segmentation methods. Ex-
perimental results showed that the adaptive HHO achieved
state-of-the-art segmentation performance.

4.4. Feature Selection. HHO has been used extensively for
the feature selection process to optimize the parameters for
classification methods [69, 70]. Ismael et al. [25] proposed to
improve the HHO method by employing an opposition-
based learning approach (OBL). �e OBL generates a so-
lution for meta-heuristic algorithms through an adversarial
learning approach. �e OBL-HHO was applied to select the
informative features from the feature space in conjunction
with support vector regression. �eir experimental results
proved that OBL-HHO achieved better results in compar-
ison with cross-validation and grid search methods.

Sihwail et al. [26] proposed an improved HHO using
elite opposition-based learning (EOBL). �e EOBL stacks
uponOBL by selecting the fittest individual that would direct
the population towards global minimum. �e improved
HHO was used to select informative features from the
feature space and was compared to well-known optimizers
such as slime mould, butterfly optimization, whale opti-
mization, ant lion optimization, and grasshopper optimi-
zation. Experimental results revealed that the improved
HHO performed better in terms of fitness value, accuracy,
and feature selection compared with the techniques men-
tioned earlier.

Abdel-Basset et al. [27] modified the HHOmethod using
simulated annealing and bitwise operations and termed it as
HHOBSA. �e bitwise operations help HHO improve the
feature selection process, whereas the simulated annealing
helps HHO find the global minimum. It was revealed in their
experimental results that HHOBSA performed better on 19
artificial and 24 standard datasets in comparison with the
classical HHO.

Elgamal et al. [28] also used simulated annealing to
improve HHO. In addition, they also introduced chaotic
maps instead of random variables to achieve global opti-
mum. �e chaotic HHO was used for selecting the most
informative features to train using K-nearest neighbor for
the classification task. �e results reveal that the chaotic
HHO achieved the best accuracy against several optimiza-
tion algorithms.

Zhang et al. [13] improved the HHO algorithm by
adding the Salp swarm optimization, which adjusts the
populations and uses greedy selection to update the agent.
�e Salp swarm optimization is also used to maintain a
balance between the exploitation and exploration phases.
�e improved HHO is applied in a binary tree strategy to
select the informative features. �eir proposed method was
used in conjunction with K-nearest neighbor and is

compared with classical swarm-based approaches. Experi-
mental results show that their improved HHO performs
better on the optimization functions and classification tasks.
�aher and Arman [71] also used binary tree-like structure
with HHO to select the informative features. �ey trained
the selected features with three classification algorithms:
linear discriminant analysis, decision trees, and K-nearest
neighbor on SFP classification datasets. �eir results show
that the selected features from HHO, when trained with
linear discriminant analysis, achieved the best accuracy.
Houssein et al. [72] proposed the use of HHO to find the
chemical compound activities and descriptor selection fol-
lowed by the training using SVM and K-nearest neighbor,
accordingly. �e experiments were carried out to compare
the HHO-SVM and HHO-K-nearest neighbor-based
methods with the classical optimization algorithms on
QSAR biodegradation andmonoamine oxidase datasets.�e
HHO-SVM provides superior results on both datasets in
comparison with all other algorithms.

4.5. Support Vector Machines and Support Vector Regression.
Like the studies with ANN, the HHO method has been used
to perform parameter optimization of SVM and support
vector regression techniques. For example, Tikhamarine
et al. [65] presented a rainfall-runoff prediction technique
using least-squares SVM, ANN, and multiple linear re-
gression optimized through the HHO method. �eir study
performed a detailed comparative analysis and concluded
that the least-squares SVM optimized through HHO ach-
ieves the best precision values compared with the other
classification algorithms. Fu et al. [29] suggested that the
control formula in HHO is linear, suggesting that the op-
timization at the start of the process focuses more on ex-
ploration, whereas the focus diverts to the exploitation at a
later stage. �ey proposed an improved hybrid differential
evolution HHO by proposing nonlinear control formula that
balances the exploitation and the exploration throughout the
convergence process. �ey used the improved version of
HHO to optimize phase space reconstruction and kernel
extreme learning machine parameters for wind speed
forecasting and showed that the improved version achieves
better results than the HHO optimized classifiers.

Malik et al. [66] performed a comparative analysis for
water stream flow prediction by employing support vector
regression optimized through multiple metaheuristic ap-
proaches that include Bayesian optimization, particle swarm
optimization, HHO, spotted hyena optimizer, multi-verse
optimizer, and ant lion optimization. �e methods were
evaluated in terms of the Willmott index, correlation co-
efficient, scatter index, and root-mean-square error. �ey
concluded that the support vector regression optimized
through HHO yields the best results among all optimization
techniques. Shao et al. [30] added periodic mutations for
enhancing swarm diversity in the basic HHO method and
termed it as vibrational HHO. �ey used the vibrational
HHO to optimize SVM parameters for roll-bearing fault
diagnosis. �e vibrational HHO outperformed 23 bench-
mark functions with a faster convergence rate.
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Furthermore, the HHO method has been used for
various other tasks such as structural design optimization of
vehicle components [73], manufacturing optimization
problems [74], polluted distribution [75], heat sink design
for micro-channel [76], photovoltaic cell optimization [14],
and many more.

4.6. Engineering Applications, Electrical Engineering and
Renewable Energy. Due to the numerous installations of
photovoltaic (PV) power plants, the accurate modeling of
PV modules is the need of the hour. Qais [77] proposed a
three-diode photovoltaic (TDPV) model for the accurate
modeling of photovoltaic losses. �e authors have employed
the HHO algorithm to extract the unknown parameters of
the TTDVmodel. �e authors have utilized datasheet values
of PV modules that the industrialists provide to identify 4 of
9 unknown parameters of the TDPV model, and the HHO
algorithm is employed to extract the remaining five pa-
rameters. �e experimental results proved that the proposed
HHO-based TDPV model performed better than the
existing models. In a similar work, Hussein [31] presented a
boosted HHO algorithm to estimate the parameters effi-
ciently for a single-diode PV model. �e proposed boosted
HHO algorithm enhances the HHO algorithm by inte-
grating it with the exploratory phase of the flower pollination
algorithm and mutation step of differential evolution. Chen
[14] proposed the HHO-based model for the estimation of
solar cell models for single diode, double diode, and PV
modules. �e proposed HHO-based model is based on
opposition-based exploratory strategy and chaotic drifts to
identify the optimal agents and unknown PV model
parameters.

Mansoor et al. [78] proposed an MMPTcontroller based
on HHO to track the power effectively in solar-powered PV
systems in all the weather conditions. �e HHO algorithm is
proven to achieve faster convergence and track maximum
power point. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
is one of the most importantly environmentally friendly
energy sources. Mossa et al. [79] have used a hybrid of atom
search optimization and HHO to extract the PEMFC’s
unknown parameters. �e proposed hybrid algorithm is
tested on 3 different PEMFC stacks, 250W stack, 500W SR-
12 PEM stack, and BCS 500-W PEM stack, respectively, in
several operating conditions. In a similar work, Menesy et al.
[35] applied a chaotic HHO algorithm to accurately estimate
the proton exchange membrane fuel cell’s operating pa-
rameters that can mimic and simulate its electrical perfor-
mance. �e authors have used an enhanced HHO with 10
chaotic functions to avoid local optima trapping of con-
ventional HHO.

Liu et al. [32] proposed an improved HHO for simu-
lating an efficient PV system and to extract the unknown
parameters. To prevent the HHO from falling into local
optima, the authors have used a crisscross optimizer and
Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm to improve individuals’
searching capabilities for achieving a faster convergence rate.
In a similar work, Yousri et al. [34] have proposed amodified

HHO to relieve the PV systems from the issue of mismatch
power loss problems resulting due to the phenomenon of
partial shading. �e modified HHO provides the optimal
reconfiguration pattern for the switching matrix for maxi-
mizing the power generated from the array.

�e safe operation and rational dispatching of a power
system depend on the accurate prediction of wind speed. Fu
et al. [33] have employed a hybrid of HHO and GWO for
optimizing the parameters of phase space reconstruction
and kernel-based extreme learning machine algorithms to
predict the wind speeds accurately. �e end users can
communicate with the operators of the grid through a de-
mand-side management program. �is program can help
the customers to take the assistance of grid operators to
reduce the power consumption of the utilities during peak
hours by smartly managing the load. Mouassa et al. [80]
employed HHO to schedule energy in smart homes. Abdel
Aleem et al. [75] have employed HHO to reduce the har-
monic overloading levels of components based on the fre-
quency with optimal planning of C-type harmonic filter,
which is resonance free in a non-sinusoidal distribution
system. Selim et al. [36] have employed HHO and multi-
objective HHO to find the location of distribution genera-
tion optimally in a radial distribution system tominimize the
voltage deviation and total active power loss and also to
increase the voltage stability index under several operational
constraints.

4.7.Civil Engineering. Many researchers have used the HHO
algorithm to solve some of the critical research problems in
the civil engineering (CE) domain, such as predicting the
stability of the soil slopes accurately, optimizing structural
design problems, air pollutant forecasting, and predicting
the blast-induced ground vibration. �e rest of this sub-
section presents recent research works that solved several CE
problems.

One of the essential parameters to estimate the settle-
ment of soil layers in CE applications is soil compression
coefficient (SCC). Moayedi et al. [37] have proposed a hybrid
of HHO and grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) to
optimize the artificial neural network (ANN) for predicting
SCC.�e authors have used the ensemble of GOA and HHO
to tune and find the optimal parameters of the ANN. �e
dataset is then trained and tested by the proposed model to
predict SSC. To further improve the ANN-GOA prediction
model, the authors have proposed a hybrid GOA-HHO
algorithm for the prediction of SSC. Another challenging
issue in CE is predicting the stability of the soil slopes (SSs).
Moayedi et al. [81] proposed the HHO-based convolutional
multilayer perceptron model to predict safety factor in
constructions with rigid foundations based on SS condi-
tioning factors. �e HHO algorithm is used in this work to
adjust the computational weights of the SS abovementioned
factors.

Guardrail systems are designed to absorb the energy
generated by vehicles driven on the roads to increase the
safety of motorways. Enes Kurtulus et al. [38] proposed a
hybrid HHO-simulated annealing (HHOSA) for optimizing
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real-world structural design problems. �e HHOSA algo-
rithm is used in this work to optimize the design parameters
of highway guardrail systems.

Due to the increase in industrialization and motor ve-
hicles, air pollution is increasing daily in several parts of the
globe rapidly. Air pollution is affecting the environment
badly and endangering all kinds of species. Global warming
is also the result of an increase in air pollution. Even though
several researchers have conducted several studies, they had
significant deficiencies such as insufficient initial parameters
and neglecting the significance of predictive stability, which
affected the performance of air pollution forecast models.
Du et al. [19] proposed the HHO-based extreme learningML
model to overcome the deficiencies of existing models.

Blasting and drilling are the conventional methods for
fragmentation of the rock mass in mines as they are efficient
and cheap. However, the vibration generated by the blasts
can damage the surrounding structures and rock. To control
the damage induced by blasting, an efficient prediction
model must be designed for controlled blasting in mines. Yu
et al. [82] have proposed the HHO-based random forest
algorithm to predict the vibration induced by the blast. HHO
is used for tuning the parameters of the random forest al-
gorithm. To increase the samples by randomly changing the
values of the attributes, the authors have used the Monte
Carlo simulation method.

A spillway, which is a structure that regulates discharge
flowing frommassive hydraulic structures such as dams, plays a
pivotal role in the safety of the dams. A spillway also dissipates
the extra energy of water with the help of still basins. However,
the high flow velocity on the spillway may lead to a serious
problem known as bed scouring, resulting in spillway failure and
soil erosion. Sammen et al. [63] have proposed a hybrid ANN-
HHO model to predict the ski jump spillway’s scour depth
downstream. �e HHO algorithm is used in this work to tune
the parameters of theANN. In a similar work, Khalifeh et al. [83]
have proposed a model based on HHO to optimize the water
distribution network in Homashahr, Iran, from September 30,
2018, to October 30, 2019. In this article, the researchers have
integratedHHOwith EPANETE 2, a water distribution network
analyzing software. �e EPANET 2 software analyzes the ve-
locity of flow for every pipe and the pressure of every node. �e
diameter of the pipes is themain optimization parameter used in
this work. �e main objective is to design optimal water dis-
tribution systems. �e HHO algorithm is used in this work to
choose the optimal parameters.

�e effects of several uncertainties, such as load, di-
mension, and material properties, are to be considered in the
design and analyzing the risk of structures in CE. Prediction
of failure probability in reliability problems with high di-
mensions is a significant research problem. �e first-order
reliability method (FORM) is a popular method used in CE
for reliability analysis. However, FORM suffers from di-
vergence or convergence issues when dealing with high
dimensions with nonlinear limit state function. To address
the issue of high dimensionality, Zhong et al. [39] presented
an improved FORM based on the HHO algorithm. �e
HHO algorithm is used to choose optimal algorithmic pa-
rameters for FORM.

4.8. Image Processing. Several nature-inspired computing
algorithms including HHO have been efficiently used by
researchers in solving many problems in image processing,
such as digital mammogram segmentation, image thresh-
olding, and removing the noise from the images [84–86].
�e recent state-of-the-art works by researchers on appli-
cations of HHO in image processing are discussed in the
remainder of this subsection. One of the crucial phases in
image processing is segmentation, as it simplifies image
representation through which it facilitates the analysis.
Rodrıguez-Esparza et al. [40] have proposed a HHO-based
methodology for multilevel segmentation of images. Mini-
mum cross-entropy thresholding (MCET) is used as a fitness
function for HHO in this work. To find the optimal con-
figuration of thresholds for image processing, the HHO
algorithm is used in this work.

One of the drawbacks of the traditional HHO algorithm
is its limited exploration ability, as it gets completely
exhausted when the escape energy is zero. Wunnava et al.
[42] have proposed a novel differential evolutionary adaptive
HHO (DEAHHO) to address the issue mentioned above.
�e authors have modified the exploration phase of HHO
within the range of [2,0] to limit the escape energy. �e
authors have also updated the HHO by making the Harris
Hawk adaptive to decide when it has to move to a random
tall tree or when it has to do perching. Also, to improve the
exploration ability of HHO, the authors have used the
differential evolutionary concept. Multilevel image thresh-
olding methods based on 1-D histograms have been using
Masi entropic function recently. However, the problem with
the current approaches is the missing of contextual infor-
mation in the 1D formulation. To address this issue, a novel
2D practical Masi entropy function is proposed by the
authors. DEAHHO has been applied in the proposed 2D
practical Masi entropy-based multilevel image thresholding
while segmenting the images. To validate the DEAHHO
method, the authors have considered 23 popularly used
benchmark test functions. For experimentation purposes,
500 images are obtained from the renowned Berkeley seg-
mentation dataset. PSNR, FSI, and SSI metrics are used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. �e
proposed method yielded better results when compared to
other state-of-the-art algorithms. In a similar work, Wun-
nava et al. [24] have used the abovementioned updated HHO
along with an improved 2D grey gradient method to pre-
serve the edge information of images with high magnitude.
�e same dataset used by [42] is used in this work to evaluate
the proposedmethod. Designing an efficient automatic brain
tumor classification model is the need of the hour as the
precision of existing classification models is not satisfactory.
Rammurthy and Mahesh [41] proposed a hybrid WOA-
HHO (WHHO)-based deep CNN model [87] for classifying
brain tumor using MRI images. In this work, rough set
theory and cellular automata are used to perform the seg-
mentation of MRI images. �e features extracted from the
MRI images are variance, mean, local optical-oriented
pattern, kurtosis, and tumor size. To tune the parameters of
the deep CNNmodel, the WHHO optimization algorithm is
used. �e datasets used to train the proposed model are
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simulated BRATS dataset (dataset 3) and BRATS dataset
(dataset 4). �e metrics used to evaluate the proposed model
are accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity.

HHO algorithm may be struck due to local optima
problem and may suffer immature convergence during the
exploitation and exploration phases. To address these issues
inHHO, Abd Elaziz et al. have proposed [43] a hybrid HHO-
SSA optimization algorithm for multilevel image segmen-
tation problems. �e proposed model addresses the global
optimization problem and also helps in finding optimal
threshold values. In the proposed work, the first initial set of
solutions is generated. Later, these solutions are divided into
two halves. �e exploitative and exploratory phases of HHO
will be applied to the first half of the solutions, whereas in the
second half, the searching stages of SSA will be applied.
Later, the optimum solutions from these halves are chosen to
continue the rest of the iterative process. 11 natural gray-
scale images and IEEE CEC 2005 benchmark functions are
used to perform experiments. �e measures used to evaluate
the proposed method are average fitness value, worst fitness
value, best fitness value, and the standard deviation. �e
experimentation results proved that the hybrid HHO-SSA
performs better than the individual algorithms and several
other popular algorithms. Removal of noise from images is
essential during image processing as the further procedure is
not possible with noisy images. Researchers have recently
attempted to improve the quantitative and qualitative results
by removing the noise from the images. However, the at-
tempts from researchers could not preserve the image
quality after the application of de-noising methods. Golilarz
et al. [88] used the HHO algorithm for optimal image de-
noising to tune the parameters of the thresholding functions.
In this work, HHO is used to obtain the best-thresholded
values for wavelet coefficients before applying the inverse
wavelet transforms in the first stage. In the next stage, the
authors have presented an improved adaptive generalized
Gaussian distribution threshold algorithm that is a data-
driven function that has an adaptive threshold value. �e
proposed function can fit all kinds of images without the
usage of a shape tuning parameter.�e authors have used six
satellite images for experimentation. �e results proved that
the proposed model achieved better accuracy and less time
to process the data when compared to traditional models. In
a similar work, Golilarz et al. [44] proposed a hybrid multi-
population differential evolution-HHO (CMDHHO) algo-
rithm for optimizing de-noising in satellite images in the
wavelet domain. �e experimental results have proved that
the proposed CMDHHO algorithm yielded better quanti-
tative and qualitative results when compared to several other
optimization algorithms and thresholding neural network
approaches. CMDHHO also improved the processing time
and also proved to be computationally efficient. PSNR and
mean SSI are the attributes used to evaluate the performance
of the de-noising algorithms considered in this work.

Implementation of multilevel thresholding for color
images is time-consuming and complex as the information
that has to be processed is high, and also, the number of
thresholds is more for color images. Bao et al. [23] have
proposed a hybrid algorithm based on HHO for image

segmentation of color images. �e proposed hybrid model is
a combination of HHO and differential evolution (DE). �is
hybrid algorithm, HHO-DE, extracts optimal features from
images for the segmentation of color images. Kapur’s en-
tropy and Otsu’s method are used as fitness functions to find
the threshold values of segmentation. �e proposed model
divides the entire population into two equal parts assigned to
DE and HHO algorithms. During the iterative process, both
HHO and DE will update each subpopulation’s position
simultaneously. �e proposed model is implemented on 10
benchmark images. �e proposed model is then compared
with 7 state-of-the-art methods. For evaluating the perfor-
mance of the algorithms, 5 measures, FSI, SSI, PSNR,
standard deviation, and average fitness values, are used in
this work.�e comparative analysis proves the superiority of
the proposedHHO-DE algorithm. In a similar work, Jia et al.
[89] proposed the application of the HHO algorithm for
tuning of parameters by pulse coupled neural network
(PCNN) method for the segmentation of medical images.
�e proposed HHO-PCCN method reduced the number of
parameters of PCNN without affecting the effect of seg-
mentation. In a similar work, Jia et al. [22] proposed a novel
dynamic HHO algorithm with a mutation mechanism for
segmentation of satellite images. Compared with the tra-
ditional HHO algorithm, the proposed dynamic HHOwith a
mutation mechanism can overcome the problem of falling
into local optimum, increasing the searching capacity.
Landslides are one of the most devastating environmental
threats that can cause substantial financial and physical
damage worldwide. Predicting the landslides reliably can
save lives and also reduce damages to property. Bui et al. [90]
have used the HHO-based ANN to analyze landslide sus-
ceptibility inWestern Iran. In addition, HHO is used to tune
the parameters of ANN.

4.9. Mechanical Engineering. Essa et al. [64] have proposed
an HHO-ANN model to predict the productivity of active
solar still, which is used to extract fresh drinkable water from
water with a high concentration of salt (briny water). �e
HHO algorithm is used in this work to select optimal pa-
rameters of ANN. �e experiments were conducted at the
Faculty of Engineering, Kafrelsheikh University, Kafrel-
sheikh. Song et al. [45] have proposed a hybrid cuckoo
search-HHO algorithm to solve three classical mechanical
engineering problems: five-stage cantilever beam design
problem, welded beam design problem, and tension/com-
pression spring design problem. �e cuckoo search-based
HHO algorithm is used to optimize the parameters in the
engineering abovementioned problems. �e proposed al-
gorithms achieved better results when compared with other
metaheuristic algorithms.

Friction stir welding has proved to be efficient in welding
materials when compared to traditional fusion welding
methods. Shehabeldeen et al. [91] have proposed an adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system integrated model integrated
with HHO to predict the mechanical properties of friction
stir welding. �e HHO algorithm is used to find the optimal
parameters of the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system and
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find optimal conditions of the friction stir welding process.
Micro-channel heat sinks are one of the popular methods to
remove heat and cool the integrated circuits in electronic
devices. Entropy generation is a negative factor for micro-
channel heat sink systems. Abbasi et al. [76] applied HHO
optimization to minimize the entropy generation in micro-
channel heat sinks.

�e grinding process is a basic shaping method that is
used to sharpen weapons and piercing cutting. It is used in
the manufacturing of various tools. Providing optimal
surface quality is the aim of the grinding process. �e op-
timization of production rate and production cost is crucial
in the grinding process to ensure surface quality. Yıldız et al.
[74] have used HHO, GOA, and multi-verse optimization
algorithm (MVO) to optimize the processing parameters in
grinding operations. Jouhari et al. [46] proposed a hybrid
HHO-SSA algorithm to address scheduling problems in
unrelated parallel machines. In this study, SSA is employed
to enhance the performance of HHO by acting as a local
search for HHO. As a result, the proposed hybrid algorithm
resulted in improved performance and reduced computa-
tional time.

To solve shape optimization problems in manufacturing
industry, Yıldız et al. [74] employed HHO, SSA, GAO, and
dragonfly algorithm. In this work, HHO, SSA, GAO, and
dragonfly algorithms are applied for optimizing the shape of
the vehicle brake pedal. Singh [47] proposed a hybrid HHO-
WOA-based ANN to predict emission properties of a single-
cylinder direct injection diesel engine. �e proposed hybrid
HHO-WOA algorithm optimized ANN to predict the values
of several parameters such as hydrocarbon, brake thermal
efficiency, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide.

4.10. Wireless Communications and Internet of Eings.
Fiber wireless (FiWi) integrates wireless and optical net-
works. It can reduce complexity and cost by combining
wireless and fiber networks, such as mobility of wireless
networks and large bandwidth availability through optical
networks [92, 93]. To place multiple optical units at optimal
locations in FiWi, Singh and Prakash [94] used the HHO
algorithm.

For many applications of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) such as intrusion detection, road traffic tracking,
and oil and gas explorations, location information of the
sensors is vital so that communication is not disrupted. Bhat
and Venkata [95] proposed an HHO area minimization
algorithm to improve the location accuracy of sensors in
irregular WSN topologies. Area minimization is used in this
work to minimize the search area. In a similar work,
Houssein et al. [96] have used HHO to identify the ideal
location for placing sink nodes in a large-scale WSN. �e
authors have used HHO to identify the optimal location for a
sink node in WSN and used Prim’s shortest path algorithm
for reconstructing the WSN by choosing minimum trans-
mission paths. In a similar work, the authors in [97] used
HHO for selecting an optimal cluster head in an IoT-based
network to choose the optimal routing schemes and reduce
energy consumption in the IoT network. �e simulation

results proved the superiority of the proposed approach
when compared with other recent models.

�e intelligent reflecting surface is one of the techniques
that can be used to provide cost-effective and green solutions
to enhance the performance of WSN through the smart
configuration of propagation of the signals. For example, Xu
et al. [98] have employed HHO tomaximize the power of the
received signal by optimizing the transmit beam forming at
the access point and intelligent reflecting surface’s reflection
coefficient.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have provided a comprehensive survey on
the fundamentals, variants, and applications of the HHO
optimizer. Based on the existing reviews, we discovered that
HHO is used in various engineering and ML applications
such as clustering, classification, and feature selection. Some
researchers demonstrated that HHO could efficiently solve
critical optimization problems such as pattern recognition,
image classification, and unconstrained optimization. At the
same time, some of them provided sufficient modifications
towards more harmonized exploration and exploitation
trends based on the problem’s nature. Furthermore, some
recent works show that the hybrid variant of HHO has a
faster convergence rate, optimal computational accuracy,
and greater efficiency than existing metaheuristic algo-
rithms. In our research, we discovered that HHO is efficient
in all of the test problems. In the future, the work can be
utilized as a guide over the recent developments on the HHO
to have a better view of the current state of research on this
well-known method. Also, it can be used to categorize
different variants of HHO and categorize which variant is
suitable for which operation, along with their advantages
and disadvantages. �is matter can help researchers in
addressing appropriate potential problems.
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In this paper, an autonomous brain tumor segmentation and detection model is developed utilizing a convolutional neural
network technique that included a local binary pattern and a multilayered support vector machine. e detection and classi-
�cation of brain tumors are a key feature in order to aid physicians; an intelligent system must be designed with less manual work
and more automated operations in mind. e collected images are then processed using image �ltering techniques, followed by
image intensity normalization, before proceeding to the patch extraction stage, which results in patch extracted images. During
feature extraction, the RGB image is converted to a binary image by grayscale conversion via the colormap process, and this
process is then completed by the local binary pattern (LBP). To extract feature information, a convolutional network can be
utilized, while to detect objects, a multilayered support vector machine (ML-SVM) can be employed. CNN is a popular deep
learning algorithm that is utilized in a wide variety of engineering applications. Finally, the classi�cation approach used in this
work aids in determining the presence or absence of a brain tumor. To conduct the comparison, the entire work is tested against
existing procedures and the proposed approach using critical metrics such as dice similarity coe�cient (DSC), Jaccard similarity
index (JSI), sensitivity (SE), accuracy (ACC), speci�city (SP), and precision (PR).

1. Introduction

Brain tumors develop as a result of unregulated and fast cell
proliferation. It can be fatal if not addressed in the early
stages. Machine learning techniques are used to assist cli-
nicians in detecting brain tumors and making judgments.
e progression in the deep learning procedures involving
the best classi�ers impacted a signi�cant advance in medical
image processing in recent years. A brain tumor develops
when brain tissues develop abnormally. e malignant
tissues outgrow the healthy cells, resulting in a mass of cells
that eventually transform into tumors [1]. Magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) has been the gold standard for

noninvasive brain tumor identi�cation in the last few de-
cades due to its improved soft tissue contrast [2, 3]. MRIs
have a considerable impact onmedical image processing and
analysis due to their ability to provide high-resolution in-
formation about brain structure and abnormalities [4–6]. A
malignant brain tumor grows signi�cantly more quickly
than a benign tumor and is more prone to spread to other
parts of the brain. Primary malignant brain tumors have
poor prognoses and greatly a�ect cognitive abilities as well as
quality of life [7]. e analysis of medical images is critical in
assisting people in diagnosing various disorders. e ad-
vanced medical imaging modalities are commonly used
methods for analyzing anomalies in brain tissues, which can
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aid in the detection of tumors in their early stages [8]. ,e
data are initially extracted from dataset, which contains MR
pictures of the brain. ,e first stage of the work receives
image data from various sources and forwards it to the next
layer for preprocessing using linear filters. Further nor-
malization and patch extraction are important procedures
performed in the preprocessing layer to prepare the image
for use by CNN. Convolution is considered as a mathe-
matical and engineering tool which is involved in the next
phase of CNN where the process feature extraction is
conducted on the input image combined with multilayered
support vector machine (ML-SVM) to provide optimal
outcomes in the work.

2. Related Works

Numerous medical imaging techniques are utilized to obtain
information regarding tumors (tumor type, shape, size,
location, and so on) that is required for diagnosis [9]. ,e
Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) method was developed by the authors
of [10, 11]. As a means of avoiding the difficulty of deter-
mining the number of clusters in an FCM, this technique
was devised to pick the pixel intensities and cluster them into
two groups. System sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are
all measured to determine how well it works. SVM and FCM
techniques were used to generate a hybrid approach for
brain MRI categorization by the researchers in [12]. In the
early stages of the technique, MRI scan quality is improved
using image enhancement technologies such as contrast
augmentation and midrange stretch. ,ere are 71 features
constructed using the intensity profile, the obtained co-
occurrence matrix with new values, and also the Gabor
functions after the tumor contour is obtained using a
semiautomatic approach in [13, 14]. Because of limitations
such as parameter selection or the need for prior knowledge
of the images as well as significant calculation times, skull
stripping is a common preparation stage in classical dis-
criminative approaches [15]. Deep learning was utilized to
construct a classification method for multigrade brain tu-
mors, according to the authors of [16, 17].,eCNNmodel is
used to segment the tumor in this strategy, although the
results are limited in accuracy and sensitivity because of the
limitations of the CNN model [18]. According to the
findings of another study [19, 20], brain tumors can be
detected using both hand-created and deep learner features.

,e authors of [21–23] did a comparison of naive Bayes,
J48 decision tree, and neural network; the downside of this
strategy is that it is a conventional approach. ,e use of
machine learning to categorize brain tumors, on the other
hand, was proposed by [24, 25]. KNN and SVM were used
in this comparison, and the model was found to be 0.95
percent accurate. Because of the automated intelligent
system outcomes, the accuracy of this model is higher, but
the sensitivity is lower. By integrating support vector ma-
chine (SVM) and artificial neural network (ANN), the
authors [26, 27] proposed a technique for better precise
identification and division of mental tumors; however,
despite the high accuracy, the precision was not completely
satisfactory [28, 29].

3. Methodology and Algorithm

,is study describes a convolutional neural network (CNN)
integrated with a multilayered support vector machine (ML-
SVM) algorithm. In this system, there are mainly five distinct
blocks: Image Acquisition, Preprocessing, Patch Extraction,
Feature Extraction, and CNN Classification and ML-SVM
Classifier, as shown in Figure 1. Here, the procedure is
explainedalongwitheachblockandalso the successive results.

In this process, images are imported from a dataset. ,is
imported image is MRI scan, which is to be from the glioma
region of the brain, and this acquired image is processed to
detect tumors. ,e brain scan images are obtained from the
Kaggle medical image database, which is the most preferred
and standard database in the field of research. ,e acquired
images are then processed by image filtering techniques
followed by image intensity normalization as provided in the
proposed block diagram. ,e input images acquired by the
medical imaging modalities consist of artifacts due to in-
herent properties of modalities. ,ese images must be
processed at first hand to remove disturbances that have been
added and also normalized. Here, the image is subjected to
linear filtering action which is accomplished through a
neighborhood operation via weight adjustment procedures.

,is filtered image is normalized for uniform intensity.
Image normalization is carried out by means of contrast
adjustment of the pixel values via histogram processing.

,efiltered image is then subjected to thepatch extraction
stage as shown in the proposed block diagram, to provide

Image Acquisition

Linear Filtering 
Process

MRI Database

Normalization Via 
Histogram Processing

Separation of Channels
(R, G and B)

Attainment of 
Patches

Binary 
Converted Image

LBP processColor Mapping

Segmented 
Output 
Display

Multi-SVM 
Classifier

CNN Classifier

Pre-Processing Stage

Patch Extraction Stage

Feature Extraction Stage

v

Classification Stage

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed method.
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patch extracted images, where the image is subdivided to
obtain separationbetweenchannels; in thisprocess, the image
is followed through patches attainment which again subdi-
vides each separated channel based on RGB values for red,
green, and blue channels, respectively. In feature extraction,
the RGB image is converted to a binary image through
grayscale conversion via the colormap process, and later, this
process is done by local binary pattern (LBP).

A convolutional network can be used to extract feature
information, while a multilayered support vector machine
(SVM) can be used to recognize objects. CNN is one of the
most extensively used deep learning processes in a wide range
of engineering applications. As compared to typical feed-
forward neural networks, CNN contains fewer parameters
and connections, which makes training more straightfor-
ward. In order to give superior outcomes, this includes the
training and testing of the required dataset as the primary
process. Because it is an iterative method, it is only stopped
when the optimal results are achieved. ,is model was
discovered to be capable of extracting characteristics from
raw pictures as well as performing classification tasks on its
own. ,e initial phase, as shown in the proposed block di-
agram, is to train CNN and multilayered SVM models. ,e
second stage is to run the models through their paces and
yield the final segmentation results (Algorithm 1).

4. Experimental Investigations

,e graphical user interface (GUI) to perform the proposed
method in order to segment and detect brain tumor with
necessary stages involved is shown in Figure 2.

It displays the stages such as image acquisition to import
input images from dataset, preprocessing stage to filter the
images to remove any unwanted artifacts, patch extraction
stage to achieve the patches with respect to channels of RGB,
feature extraction stage to carryout color mapping and LBP
process to attain the binary image, and CNN classification
stage which involves multilayered SVM and later CNN
procedures to predict the final output.

,e imported input image is MRI scan, as shown in
Figure 3, which is to be from the glioma region of the brain,
and this acquired image is processed to detect tumors.

,e imported image is further fed to the filtering process
to attain the filtered output image, as shown in Figure 4. A
two-stage filtering procedure is used in this case: first, linear
filtering is used, in which the Gaussian filter kernel is
employed since it has all of the characteristics of other filters
due to the structural organization of its density function; and
then, nonlinear filtering is used. It returns a rotationally
symmetric Gaussian lowpass filter with a 2D Gaussian
smoothing kernel and a positive standard deviation value,
resulting in a reduction of artefacts as a result of this filtering.

,e resulting image is then subjected to a normalizing
process via histogram processing. An operation called
mapping is carried out in this scenario to map the intensity
values in the resulting grayscale image to new values. ,e
outcome is that normalizing saturates the lowest and highest
one percent of all possible pixel values by increasing the
contrast values in the resulting image, resulting in the
normalized image displayed in Figure 5.

,e normalized image is fed into the patch extraction
phase, which yields the patch extracted image depicted in

Step 1: import MRI from medical database
Step 2: linear filter via Gaussian filter
Step 3: normalization using histogram processing
Step 4: initiate patch extraction process
(i) Patches obtained
(ii) RGB channel separation
Step 5: initiate feature extraction process
(i) Color mapping and obtaining threshold value
(ii) LBP process to attain binary image
(a) Image is converted to a grayscale representation.
(b) For each pixel (gp) in the image, select the P neighbouring pixels. gp’s coordinates are specified by
(c) Set the pixel in the centre (gc) as the threshold for its P neighbours.
(d) Set to 1 if the adjacent pixel’s value is larger than or equal to the centre pixel’s value, and 0 otherwise.
(e) Compute the LBP value now. First, write a binary number comprising digits next to the centre pixel in a counterclockwise

direction. ,is binary integer (or its decimal counterpart) is referred to as the LBP-central pixel code and is employed as a
distinctive local texture.

Step 6: initiate classification process
(i) Multi-SVM process
(i) Use training set, group train, and test set as variables for function
(ii) Classify test cases and map the training data into kernel space
(ii) CNN classification
(i) Load train and test data
(ii) Iterate the process with 100 epochs which yields less error value of 1.2%
(iii) Create layers and subsampling layers for CNN for varied kernel sizes
(iv) Classify the data and predict the final output

ALGORITHM 1
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Figure 6. Obtaining the patches while keeping the size of
each patch in mind is necessary in order to preserve
equilibrium. An image patch is a collection of pixels in a
photograph that, as the name implies, is a collection of
pixels. Patches are divided into groups based on their energy
level, with those with a high degree of energy being retained
through the use of thresholds.

,ese patches are divided into red, green, and blue
channelized images, as shown in Figures 7–9. In contrast to
grayscale images, RGB images include three channels. Each
pixel is composed of three channels, each representing a
different color. It is necessary to analyze the components of
each image’s primary colors using the RGB channel sepa-
ration (which is composed of the three colors: red, green,
and blue). A mathematical analysis of the image will be

performed, and the results will be presented in gray levels for
each color, ranging from black to white and from no color to
pure color.

,is channel split image is then subjected to the gray
thresholding technique, which performs a basic conversion
operation.,e LBP process is then launched on the resulting
image, with LBP being a form of visual descriptor that is
utilized for classification purposes in this context. ,is
simple yet efficient texturing operator labels pixels in an
image by thresholding the pixels in their immediate vicinity
and treating the result as a binary integer. Local binary
pattern (LBP) is one of the most often used texturing op-
erators because of its simplicity and effectiveness. At this
point, the output image is a binary transformed image, as
illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 2: Interface of brain tumor segmentation displaying the stages involved.

Input image

Figure 3: Imported input MRI image from the dataset.

Filtered image

Figure 4: Filtered input MRI image.
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Normalized image

Figure 5: Histogram normalized input MRI image.

Figure 6: Patch extracted images.

Figure 7: Red channelized images.

Figure 8: Green channelized images.

Figure 9: Blue channelized images.

Figure 10: Binary image form of input MRI image.

Figure 11: Obtained test features.

Figure 12: Final output from console.
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Figure 11 depicts the appearance of the obtained test
features on the constructed GUI.,ey are crucial and will be
utilized in multilayered SVM and CNN classifiers, among
other applications. Supervised machine learning (SVM) is a
machine learning technique that can be used to aid in the
classification or regression of issues. In order to find the
optimal potential boundary between the various outputs,
this algorithm is used. Using SVM’s most basic version,
linear separation, the goal is to find a line that optimizes the
separation between two classes of 2-dimensional space
points in a two-class dataset.

In its most simple type, SVM does not support multi-
layered classification natively. Multilayered SVMs are usu-
ally implemented by combining several two-class SVMs.
,erefore, it is a natural step to go from the standard single-
layer SVM to the multilayer SVM.

Later, the classified findings will be appropriately la-
belled using convolutional neural network (CNN) classifiers.

CNN is a deep neural network that is commonly used in
image classification and machine vision scenarios. Con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) are complicated feed
forward neural networks used in machine learning. Because
of its great accuracy, CNNs are employed for image cate-
gorization and recognition. Finally, the console shows a
simple message indicating whether or not a tumor is present.
Figure 12 depicts the console output when a tumor is found.

A final result display of the entire work interface of brain
tumor segmentation displaying the stages involved with final
outputs for a tumor affected stage and also for a nontumor
stage is provided in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.

,e entire work is evaluated for existing procedures as
well as the proposed process, and the parameters of im-
portance such as dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and Jac-
card similarity index (JSI) are shown in Table 1. ,e
graphical representation of the DSC and JSI comparison is
also provided in Figure 15.

Figure 13: Interface of brain tumor segmentation displaying the stages involved with final outputs for a tumor affected stage.

Figure 14: Interface of brain tumor segmentation displaying the stages involved with final outputs for a nontumor stage.

Table 1: Parametric comparison of DSC and JSI.

Classification methods Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) Jaccard similarity index (JSI)
CNN 83.85 89.2
SVM+CNN 88 90.41
Proposed multi-SVM+CNN 96.21 94.32
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In this case, the parameter dice similarity coefficient
(DSC) is used to determine the exact amount of ratio of the
available real tumor and available nontumor pixels to the
anticipated tumor and nontumor pixels and is computed
using equation (1), and the Jaccard similarity index (JSI) is
used to calculate the percentage of the similarity amid actual
tumor pixels in the region of interest and the number of

anticipated tumor pixels and is computed as per the standard
equation (2).

When the model accurately predicts the positive class,
the outcome is known as a “true positive” (TP) in these
equations. To denote a result that the model predicted to be
positive, the acronym FP stands for false positive, while TN
stands for true negative, signifying a result that the model
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Figure 15: Graphical representation of comparison of DSC and JSI.

Table 2: Parametric evaluation and comparison.

Classification methods Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Precision (%)
CNN 96.45 92 95 94.82
SVM+CNN 95.63 93 95 92.32
Proposed multi-SVM+CNN 99.23 95.73 97.12 97.34
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Figure 16: Graphical plot of sensitivity, accuracy, specificity, and precision.
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predicted to be negative. When the model inaccurately
predicts the negative class, the term “false negative” is used.

Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) �
(2TP)

(FP + 2TP + FN)
X100, (1)

Jaccard similarity index (JSI) �
(TP)

(TP + FN + FP)
X100.

(2)

It is obvious from the table and graphical representation
that the proposed method has a leading edge with respect to
DSC value being 96.21%, whereas JSI value is 94.32% when
compared to previous methods in brain tumor detection and
classification. Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) values
achieved by the proposed multilayered SVM with CNN are
clearly superior to those achieved by earlier approaches.

Similarly, the parameters such as sensitivity, accuracy,
specificity, and precision are provided in Table 2.

,e graphical representation for the comparison of the
parameters such as sensitivity, accuracy, specificity, and
precision is also provided in Figure 16.

In this case, the accuracy (ACC) parameter which is of
significance is used to calculate the percentage value of the
correct tumor region of interest classification rate, which is
represented in equation (3), whereas sensitivity (SE) is used to
estimate theexactpercentagevalueofhowsensitive themethod
is to compute the corresponding value of the tumor identifi-
cation rate, and its equation is provided in equation (4).

Accuracy (ACC) �
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN) +(FP + FN)
X100, (3)

Sensitivity (SE) �
(TP)

(TP + FN)
X100. (4)

Also, the parameters specificity (SP) and precision (PR)
are evaluated, where specificity (SP) discusses the rate value
obtained between true negative (TN) values and true positive
(TP) values represented as per the formulated equation (5)
and further precision (PR) designates about the number of
digits in terms of percentage that are used to present a value,
and its equation to compute is shown in equation (6).

Specificity (SP) �
(TN)

(TN + FP)
X100, (5)

Precision (PR) �
(TP)

(TP + FP)
X100. (6)

It is obvious from the table and graphical representation
that the proposed method has a leading edge with respect to
accuracy by 99.23%, sensitivity by 95.73%, specificity by
97.12%, and precision by 97.34% when compared to pre-
vious methods in brain tumor detection and classification.

5. Conclusion and Summary

Various schemes for detecting and classifying brain tumors
have been proposed and investigated in the literature in
order to broaden therapy options and patient endurance.

Brain tumor segmentation and detection have been pro-
cessed in steps such as preprocessing, training, testing, and
classification in this research work. ,e dataset’s input
images are first filtered and normalized for intensity values.
Patch extraction, along with feature extraction, has been
viewed as an intermediary stage in this work. After the
characteristics were extracted, they were trained and tested
in a CNN environment before being given to a multiple layer
SVM classifier to display the tumor state in the MR scans.
,e fundamental advantage of CNN over its predecessors is
that it automatically discovers significant features without
the need for human intervention. For prior and proposed
approaches, critical metrics such as dice similarity coefficient
(DSC), Jaccard similarity index (JSI), sensitivity (SE), ac-
curacy (ACC), specificity (SP), and precision (PR) are
computed and compared. ,e proposed strategy proved to
be an ideal solution with an accuracy of 99.23 percent. ,e
methods such as gray-level co-occurrence matrix can also be
employed in future along with the proposed methodology
other than splitting to resolve the issues of losing any small
details. ,e performance and evaluation of the proposed
CNN involving multilayered SVM can be improved in the
future by undertaking additional research and researching
various deep networks. As a future scope, other deep net-
works can also be investigated for better classification rather
than patches losing the details.
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Most consumers rely on online reviews when deciding to purchase e-commerce services or products. Unfortunately, the main
problem of these reviews, which is not completely tackled, is the existence of deceptive reviews.�e novelty of the proposed system
is the application of opinionmining on consumers’ reviews to help businesses and organizations continually improve their market
strategies and obtain an in-depth analysis of the consumers’ opinions regarding their products and brands. In this paper, the long
short-term memory (LSTM) and deep learning convolutional neural network integrated with LSTM (CNN-LSTM) models were
used for sentiment analysis of reviews in the e-commerce domain. �e system was tested and evaluated by using real-time data
that included reviews of cameras, laptops, mobile phones, tablets, televisions, and video surveillance products from the Amazon
website. Data preprocessing steps, such as lowercase processing, stopword removal, punctuation removal, and tokenization, were
used for data cleaning. �e clean data were processed with the LSTM and CNN-LSTMmodels for the detection and classi�cation
of the consumers’ sentiment into positive or negative. �e LSTM and CNN-LSTM algorithms achieved an accuracy of 94% and
91%, respectively. We conclude that the deep learning techniques applied here provide optimal results for the classi�cation of the
customers’ sentiment toward the products.

1. Introduction

Web 3.0 has the main features of the semantic web, arti�cial
intelligence, connectivity, etc., allowing people to use social
media to communicate and express their opinions about
real-world events. In this context, the analysis of users’
reviews is essential for companies to grow worldwide. �is
makes opinion mining a key player in the analysis of reviews
and discussions. Nowadays, companies analyze this type of
information to improve the quality and performance of the
products and, consequently, survive in a competitive market.

Opinion mining can be expressed as the reason behind any
action or movement that people use to follow the reason [1].

Within the huge amount of data generated on the In-
ternet, important information is hidden. Data mining
techniques are used to extract information and solve various
problems. Online product reviews have two important as-
pects under which data are stored on the Internet. Com-
mercial websites are platforms where users express their
sentiment or opinion on several topics. Sentiment analysis
refers to a broad area of natural language processing (NLP),
computational linguistics, and text mining [2]. �e use of
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these techniques leads to the extraction and analysis of the
opinion on a given product. Opinion mining defines an
opinion as positive or negative, and sentiment analysis
defines the polarity value of a user’s opinion on a particular
product or service. �e current approaches of sentiment
analysis are mainly [3] machine learning algorithms [4],
lexicon-based methods, [5] and hybrid models [6, 7].

Negation is a prevalent morphological development that
impacts polarity and, therefore, must be reflected in the
assessment of sentiment. Automatic detection of negation in
news articles is required for numerous text processing ap-
plications, including sentiment analysis. Here, we explored
the role and importance of users’ reviews concerning par-
ticular products on the decision using sentiment analysis.
We present experimental results that demonstrate that
sentiment analysis is appropriate to this end.�e goal was to
determine the polarity of the natural language of texts
written in product reviews.

�e existing straightforward approaches are statistical,
based on frequencies of positive and negative words. Re-
cently, researchers discovered new ways to account for other
aspects of content, such as structural or semantic features.
�e present work focuses on the identification of document-
level negation by using multiple computational methods. In
recent years, with the exponential growth of smartphone use,
many people are connected to social networking platforms,
like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Social networks have
become a field to express beliefs or opinions, emotions,
thoughts, personal issues, places, or personalities.

�ere are numerous studies applying sentiment analysis,
some of which used real-time data from Twitter for
extracting patterns by employing the Twitter-streaming
application programming interface (API) [8, 9]. �e senti-
ment analyzers are divided into two types: SentiWordNet
[10] andWordNet [11]. Sentiment analysis uses positive and
negative scores to classify opinions. By developing a model
to analyze word sequence disambiguation [12], the Twitter-
streaming API was used to gather data concerning the In-
donesian presidential elections [13]. Needless tweets were
removed, and the remaining data were investigated for
sentimental aspects by dividing each tweet into numerous
sub-tweets and calculating the sentiment polarity of the sub-
tweets for predicting the consequence of the elections. �e
mean absolute error metric was used to evaluate the results,
it noted that the prediction error was 0.6 better than the
previous study [14]. To predict the Swedish election outcome
by using Twitter data, a system was developed [15]. To
predict the outcome of the European elections, a new
method was designed that studied the similarity of the
structure with the outcome of the vote. Another method was
created to test Brazilian municipal elections in six cities [16].
In this methodology, sentiment analysis was applied along
with a stratified sample [17] of users to compare the
characteristics of the findings with the actual voters.

Many researchers have used machine learning and ar-
tificial intelligence to analyze the sentiment of tweets
[18, 19]. In [20], the Naive Bayes, support vector machine
(SVM) [21], and information entropy-based [22] models

were applied to classify product reviews. A hybrid machine
learning algorithm based on Twitter opinion mining was
proposed in [23]. Heydari et al. [24] proposed time series
model for fraudulent sentiment reviewer analysis. Hajek
et al. [25] developed a deep feedforward neural network and
convolution model to detect fake positive and negative re-
view in an Amazon dataset. Long et al. [26] applied LSTM
with multi-head attention network for predicting sentiment-
based text using China social media dataset. Dong et al. [27]
proposed supervised machine linear regression for pre-
dicting sentiment of customers presented in online shopping
data using sentiment analysis learning approaches.

Researchers have been focusing on developing powerful
models to deal with the ever-increasing complexity of big
data [28, 29], as well as expanding sentiment analysis to a
wide range of applications [30, 31], from financial fore-
casting to marketing strategies [32] among other areas
[33, 34]. However, only a few of them analyzed different
deep learning approaches to give real evidence of their
performance [35]. Deep learning techniques are becoming
increasingly popular. When assessing the performance of a
single approach on a single dataset in a specific area, the
results suggest that CNN and RNN have relatively good
accuracy. Based on AdaBoost combination, Gao et al. [36]
proposed CNN model for sentiment analysis in user-gen-
erated text. In this vein, Hassan and Mahmood [37] dem-
onstrated that the CNN and RNN models overcame the
problem of short texts in deep learning models.

Some traditional approaches, which are assisted by
machine learning techniques, are based on aspects of the
used language. Using the domain of movie opinions, Pang
et al. [18] studied the performance of various machine
learning algorithms, including Naive Bayes, maximum en-
tropy, and SVM. By using SVM with unigrams, they
achieved an accuracy of 82.9%. NLP is typically used to
extract features used by a sentiment classifier. In this aspect,
the majority of NLP strategies are centered on the usage of
n-grams but the use of a bag-of-words strategy is also
common [38, 39]. Numerous studies have demonstrated
significant results when employing the bag-of-words as a
text representation for item categorization [40–44].

Researchers have taken advantage of NLP themes to
develop deep learning models based on neural networks
with more than three layers, according to the journal Nature.
Most of these studies found that deep learning models ac-
curately detect sentiment in various situations. �e CNN
[45, 46], RNN [47], deep neural network [48], recursive
neural deep model [49], and the attention-based bidirec-
tional CNN-RNN [50] models are some representative ex-
amples. Some researchers combine models, which are then
referred to as hybrid neural networks. �e hierarchical bi-
directional RNN is an example of a hybrid neural network
[51]. �e main issue with sentiment analysis of product
reviews in the e-commerce domain is the existence of fake
reviews that lead customers to select undesired products
[52].

�e main contributions of the proposed research are the
following:
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(1) �e generation of a sentiment score using a lexicon-
based approach for each product review of the
dataset.

(2) Labeling the review texts as negative if the generated
sentiment score is <0 or positive if the score is >1.

(3) �e combination of all product reviews into a single
data frame to obtain more sentiment-related words.

(4) Improving the accuracy by developing a hybrid deep
learning model combining the CNN and LSTM
models for the product-related sentiment
classification.

(5) Comparing the classification performance of the
CNN-LSTM and LSTM models.

2. Materials and Methods

�e proposed methodology for predicting the review-related
sentiments is based on the deep learning algorithms pre-
sented here. �e phases of the proposed system are the
following: dataset collection, data preprocessing, generating
the sentiment score, polarity calculation, applying the CNN-
LSTM model, evaluation metrics, and analysis of the results.
Figure 1 shows the framework of the proposed methodology
used in the present study.

2.1. Datasets. To evaluate the proposed system, the dataset
[53] was collected from reviews on the Amazon website in
JSON file format. Each JSON file comprises a number of
reviews (Table 1). �e dataset includes reviews of laptops,
mobile phones, tablets, televisions, and video surveillance
products. �e data preprocessing includes various steps,
such as lowercase processing with meta-features like the
reviewer’s ID, the product ID, and the review text.

2.2. Data Preprocessing. We implemented different pre-
processing steps aiming at cleaning the review texts so that

they are easy to process. �e following preprocessing
methods were performed on the dataset as a whole.

2.2.1. Lowercase. It entails converting whole words of the
review text into lowercase words.

2.2.2. Stopword Removal. Stopwords are widely used words
in a language, such as “the,” “a,” “an,” “is,” and “are”. As
these words do not carry any information significant for the
model, they were removed from the content of the review.

2.2.3. Punctuation Removal. All punctuation marks in the
review texts were removed.

2.2.4. One-Word Review Elimination. Reviews that included
only one word were eliminated.

2.2.5. Contraction Removal. �is process replaces a word
originally written in the short form with the respective full
form; for instance, “when’ve” becomes “when have.”

2.2.6. Tokenization. Each sentence of the review texts was
divided into small pieces of words or tokens.

2.2.7. Part-of-Speech Tagging. �is step is used to tag each
word present in the sentence with a POS tag, for example,
“VB” for a verb, “AJJ” for an adjective, and “NN” for a noun.

2.2.8. Score Generation. �e review text was evaluated for
sentiment, and a score was generated. For calculating the
sentiment score, the dataset was matched with opinion
lexicon [53] that consists of 5,000 positive words and 4,500
negative words with their respective scores. �e sentiment
score was calculated for each review text based on the scores
of the lexicon. �e review text was labeled as positive if the
score was >0; otherwise, it was labeled as negative.

2.2.9. Word Embeddings. We calculated numerical vectors
with every preprocessed sentence in the product review
dataset using the “Word embeddings” method. To create
word indices, we first turned all of the review text terms into
sequences. �e Keras text tokenizer [54] is being used to
obtain those indices. We made sure that no term or word
gets a zero index in the tokenizer, and that the vocabulary
size is adjusted properly. �en, for each single word in the
training and testing sets, a distinctive index is generated,

Data 
Preprocessing

CNN-LSTM 
model

Data splitting
Training

Data
Testing 

Data

Evaluation metrics

Results 
Analysis

Dataset

Score generation

Figure 1: Framework for the proposed methodology.

Table 1: �e number of reviews per product category.

Product name Review count
Laptops 1,946
Mobile phones 1,918
Tablets 1,894
Televisions 1,596
Video surveillance products 2,597
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which is employed to create numeric vectors of all review
texts of the dataset.

2.3. :e CNN-LSTMModel. Figure 2 presents the structure
of the CNN-LSTMmodel used for sentiment classification of
customers’ reviews using an Amazon dataset.

2.3.1. Embedding Layer. �is is the initial layer of the CNN-
LSTM model that is used to transform each word in the
training dataset into an actual-valued vector, meaning that a
set of sentiment-related words are constructed and trans-
formed into a numerical form. �is process is known as
word embedding. �e embedding layer consisted of three
components: the vocabulary size (maximum features; 15,000
words), the embedding dimensions (50), and the input
sequence length (400 words).

2.3.2. Dropout Layer. �e main task of this layer is to avoid
the overfitting of the model [52]. Here, we assigned the value
0.4 to the dropout rate parameter, where this value has a
range between 0 and 1. �e main function of the dropout
layer is to arbitrarily deactivate a set of neurons in the
embedding layer, where every neuron denotes the dense
exemplification of a sentiment word in a review text.

CNN is a deep learning technique used in different areas
such as natural language preprocessing tasks, computer
vision, and medical image processing.

2.3.3. Convolution Layer. �e third layer of the CNN-LSTM
model is used for the extraction of features from the input

matrix. It uses n convolution filters that operate over the
elements of the input sequence matrix to find the convo-
lutions for each sequence. We set the number of filters to 64
and the size of the filter kernel to 3 × 3.

2.3.4. Max Pooling Layer. �is layer performs down-
sampling beside the spatial dimensionality of the given input
sequences. It considers the maximum value of all input
features in the pool of each filter kernel. It has assigned to
5 × 5 kernel.

2.3.5. LSTM Layer. LSTM is a type of RNN capable of
learning long-term dependence [52]. We used an LSTM
layer and assigned it to 50 hidden units toward the next
layer. One of the most notable advantages of employing a
convolutional neural network as feature extraction tech-
nique beyond a traditional LSTM is the reduction in the
aggregating amount of features. �roughout the feature
extraction process, a sentiment classification model uses
these features (words) for prediction of the product review
text as positive or negative sentiment. LSTM executes
precalculations for the input sequences before providing an
output to the last layer of the network. In every cell, four
discrete computations are conducted based on four gates:
input (it), forget (ft), candidate (ct), and output (ot). �e
structure of the LSTM model is presented in Figure 3. �e
equations for these gates are as follows:

ft � sig Wfxt + Ufht − 1 + bf ,

it � sig Wixt + Uiht − 1 + bi( ,

Ot � sig Woxt + Uoht − 1 + bo( ,

c ∼ t � tanh wcxt + Ucht − 1 + bc( ,

Ct � ftoct − 1 + itoc ∼ t( ,

ht � Oto ∗ tanh Ct( ,

tanh(x) �
1 − e

2x

1 − e
2x

,

(1)

where sig and tanh are the sigmoid and tangent activation
functions, respectively, X is the input data, W and b rep-
resent the weight and bias factor, respectively, Ct is the cell
state, c ∼ t is the candidate gate, and ht refers to the output
of the LSTM cell.

2.3.6. Dense Layer (Fully Connected Layer). �is is a hidden
layer in the CNN-LSTM model. It consists of 512 artificial
connected neurons that connect all neurons of the network.
�e function applied to this layer is the rectified linear unit
described by the following equation:

f(x) � max(o, x). (2)

Convolutional Layer

Embedding Layer

Dense Layer (FCL)

Activation function 
(Sigmoid)

LSTM Layer

Max pooling Layer

Dropout Layer

Figure 2: �e structure of the CNN-LSTM model.
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2.3.7. Sigmoid Activation Function. It is the first layer that
detects and classifies the output classes (positive or negative
sentiment). �e sigmoid function formula is given as follows
(Algorithm 1):

σ �
1

1 − e
2x

. (3)

2.4. Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the proposed models
(CNN-LSTM and LSTM), the accuracy, precision, recall, F1-
score, and specificity metrics were used. �e performance
measurements are presented below:

Accuracy �
TP + TN

FP + FN + TP + TN
× 100%,

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
× 100%,

F1 − score � 2∗
precision × sensitivity
precision + sensitivity

× 100%,

Specificity �
TN

TN + FP
× 100%,

Recall �
TP

TP + FN
× 100%,

(4)

where true positive (TP) represents the total number of
samples that are successfully classified as positive sentiment,
false positive (FP) is the total number of samples that are
incorrectly classified as negative sentiments, true negative
(TN) denotes the total number of samples that are suc-
cessfully classified as negative sentiment, and false negative
(FN) represents the total number of samples that are in-
correctly classified as positive sentiments.

3. Experimental Results

In this section, we present the experimental results of the
application of the CNN-LSTM and LSTM models for the
analysis and prediction of sentiment in the e-commerce
domain. We used hardware with 4GB RAM and an i7 2800
CPU and ran the experiments on the Jupyter environment.
�e evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall,
and specificity) were employed to examine the proposed
system. �e word cloud (sentiment words and product
names) of the dataset is presented in Figure 4, which shows
graphical representations of words (large font words) that
give greater importance to that seem more repeatedly in the
used product review dataset.

3.1. Data Splitting. In this phase, we divided the dataset that
consisted of 13,057 product reviews into 70% training, 10%
validation, and 20% testing datasets. �en, the CNN-LSTM
and LSTM models were applied to detect and classify the
review texts into positive or negative. Table 2 shows the
splitting of the dataset.
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Forget: Should c(t-1) be forgotten?

New memory: Compute new memory
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Figure 3: �e structure of the LSTM model.
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3.2. Results and Discussion. Table 3 shows the results of the
deep learning approaches. �e CNN-LSTM model achieved
high accuracy (96%).

�e confusion matrix of the CNN-LSTM and LSTM
models is shown in Figure 5. �e confusion matrix is used to

present the rates of TP, FP, TN, and FN of the sample. Based
on these rates, the evaluation metrics (specificity, accuracy,
recall, precision, and F1-score) were calculated to evaluate
the CNN-LSTM model using unseen data to predict the
sentiment of customers. LSTM resulted in 82.24% TP, while

Table 2: �e splitting of the dataset.

Total number of reviews Training set 80% Validation set 10% Testing set 20%
13,057 (11,184 positive; 1,873 negative) 9,400 1,045 2,612

Step 1: input training set as x_train, targets as y_train
Step 2: assign the hyperparameters as embedding_dimension� 50, number_filters� 64, vocabulary_size� 15000 words,
input_length� 400, dropout_rate� 0.4, strides� 5, activation_function�Relu, kernel_size� 3× 3, pool_size� 5× ,
lstm_units� 50, batch_size� 32, number_epochs� 5, num_classes� 2, optimizer� (Adam).
Step 3: initialize sequential model ()
Step 4: set embedding layer as input layer
Model�model.add(embedding(embedding_dimension, vocabulary_size, input_length))
Step 5: add convolutional layer
Model�model.add(convolution 1D(number_filters, kernel_size))
Step 6: add max pooling layer
Model�model.add(max_pool layer(pool_size, strides))
Step 7: add LSTM layer
Model�model.add(LSTM_layer(lstm_units, activation_function, recurrent_activation, dropout_rate, return_sequences))
Step 8: add dropout layer
Model-model.add(Dropout(dropout_rate))
Step 9: add dense layer
Model�model.add(Dense_layer(num_classes, activation_function� “sigmoid”))
Step 10: compilation
model.compile(e (loss_function, optimizer)
model.fit (y_train, y_train, number_epochs, batch_size)

ALGORITHM 1: CNN-LSTM.

Figure 4: Word cloud of the dataset.

Table 3: Results of the deep learning models.

Models Specificity Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%)
LSTM 95 91.03 92.07 97.73 95.50
CNN-LSTM 96 94 94 99 96.03
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CNN-LSTM resulted in 83.54% TP. As for misclassification,
LSTM resulted in 6.39% FP and CNN-LSTM in 5.28% FP,
indicating that the CNN-LSTM model was slightly better
than the LSTM model.

�e accuracy performance of LSTM for the training and
validation datasets is presented in Figure 6.�e LSTMmodel
presented increasing accuracy during the training phase
(from 86% to 94%), whereas in the testing phase, it achieved
91% accuracy with 10 epochs.�e loss of the LSTMmodel in
the training phase decreased from 5 to 0.35, while in the
validation phase, the model loss decreased from 0.3 to 0.27.

�e accuracy performance of the CNN-LSTM during the
training phase increased from 87.50% to 97%. In the

validation phase, the accuracy performance reached 94%
(Figure 7(a)). �e loss of the CNN-LSTM model in the
validation phase was 0.20 (Figure 7(b)).

�e dataset developed by Rajkumar et al. [53] pro-
posed SVM and Naive Bayes methods to predict sentiment
analysis. �ey collected data from Amazon concerning
mobile phones, tablets, cameras, and televisions. �ey
applied the SVM method to each dataset individually.
Here, we applied deep learning models to all the datasets
combined. �e empirical results of our system were
compared with the results of [28] and are shown in Ta-
ble 4. �e CNN-LSTM model achieved an accuracy of
94%.
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Figure 6: �e performance of the LSTM model: (a) accuracy and (b) loss.
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4. Conclusion

Recently, sentiment analysis has become a valuable tool for
the generation and evaluation of different types of data,
helping the decision-making processes that lead to the
improvement of businesses and companies. Social net-
working creates a large amount of data that require pro-
cessing and analysis to obtain relevant insights. In the
present study, the experimental dataset was collected from
the Amazon website and included reviews of laptops, mobile
phones, tablets, televisions, and video surveillance products.
�e lexicon-based approach was used for the calculation of
the sentiment score for each review text. �e output of the
preprocessed data was classified with the LSTM and CNN-
LSTM models. �e experimental results showed that our
model was satisfactory in all the measurement metrics.
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In today’s world, diabetic retinopathy is a very severe health issue, which is a�ecting many humans of di�erent age groups. Due to
the high levels of blood sugar, the minuscule blood vessels in the retina may get damaged in no time and further may lead to retinal
detachment and even sometimes lead to glaucoma blindness. If diabetic retinopathy can be diagnosed at the early stages, then
many of the a�ected people will not be losing their vision and also human lives can be saved. Several machine learning and deep
learning methods have been applied on the available data sets of diabetic retinopathy, but they were unable to provide the better
results in terms of accuracy in preprocessing and optimizing the classi�cation and feature extraction process. To overcome the
issues like feature extraction and optimization in the existing systems, we have considered the Diabetic Retinopathy Debrecen
Data Set from the UCI machine learning repository and designed a deep learning model with principal component analysis (PCA)
for dimensionality reduction, and to extract the most important features, Harris hawks optimization algorithm is used further to
optimize the classi�cation and feature extraction process.�e results shown by the deep learning model with respect to speci�city,
precision, accuracy, and recall are very much satisfactory compared to the existing systems.

1. Introduction

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a most important worldwide
health concern, which causes a range of long-term complete
impairments that have a signi�cant in�uence on the patient
and society, as the illness usually upsets people in their best
fruitful ages. As per the latest alarming statistical facts re-
leased by the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) Di-
abetes Atlas 2021 document [1], there are 537 million (1 in
10) adults (aged 20–79 years) living with diabetes mellitus
worldwide in 2021. �is number is anticipated to rise to 643
million (1 in 9 adults) by 2030 and 784 million (1 in 8 adults)
by 2045. Also, 81% (4 in 5 adults) with diabetes are living in
middle- and low-income countries. Around 6.7 million
deaths (1 every 5 seconds) occurred in 2021 due to DM. An

assessed 44% of adults (240 million) living with diabetes in
middle and low-income countries are left undiagnosed. In
2021, the global health expenditure caused by diabetes alone
is evaluated at USD 996 billion with an increase of 316% over
the last 15 years. Around 541 million (1 in 10) adults
worldwide have been positioned at high risk of emerging
type 2 diabetes due to diminished glucose tolerance levels.
�e top 10 countries with the maximum number of people
with diabetes account for 68% of adults with diabetes [2].

�e typical symptoms of type 1 diabetes are frequent
urination or bedwetting, constant hunger, excessive thirst,
lack of energy or fatigue, blurred vision, sudden weight loss,
and diabetic ketoacidosis. Type 2 diabetes is the most
common type of diabetes, accounting for over 90% of all
diabetes worldwide. Type 2 diabetes also have similar
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symptoms to type 1 diabetes people but, in general, the status
of people may be symptomless and less dramatic. Conse-
quently, one-half of the people suffer from type 2 diabetes
due to undiagnosed and continue with prediabetes condi-
tion. If this persists for a long duration, the people will
develop the health complications such as kidney disease,
neuropathy, retinopathy, foot ulceration, peripheral artery
disease, heart disease or stroke, very poor healing of lower-
limb ulcers, and visual impairment. An effective lifestyle
management and consistent health check-ups or screening
are a couple of the best precautionary treatments for pre-
venting the development and progress of the mentioned
complications [3].

People who have diabetes for a longer duration and
poorly controlled blood sugar level, the more prospective
they can develop diabetic retinopathy (DR), which causes
loss of vision by the gradual destruction of the blood vessels
of the retina (a light-sensitive tissue at the back of the eye)
over a period of time [4]. (e symptoms of DR include
blurred vision, difficulty seeing well at night, seeing floaters
or spots, and having a dark or empty spot in the centre of the
vision. DR is categorized into two types as follows: non-
proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) is the premature
period of the disease in which symptoms will be insignificant
or nonexistent. In NPDR, tiny blood vessels leak blood and
other fluids due to weakness. Fluid might leak into the
macula (a retinal tissue liable for clear central vision), which
causes the macula to swell, resulting in cloudy or blurred
vision. Proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) is the further
progressive form of the disease. At this phase, circulation
complications deprive the retina of oxygen. As a result, new,
fragile blood vessels can begin to grow in the retina and into
the vitreous, and the gel-like fluid fills the back of the eye.
(e new blood vessels may leak blood into the vitreous
(centre of eye), causing cloudy vision.

As far as health issues are concerned, the prevention is
better than cure. Moreover, the treatment of a specific
disease can be easy and effective if it is detected at the
premature stage itself. Repetitive medical check-ups play a
key role in DR because it exhibits mild symptoms until it is
too late for actual treatment [5–7]. If you have either type 1
or type 2 diabetes, your physician may endorse that you have
a comprehensive eye assessment straightaway once diabetes
is diagnosed. A comprehensive eye scrutiny by an oph-
thalmologist or optometrist can detect edema (swelling) in
the macula at the back of eye. (e macula is critical to our
central vision, which allows us to see in fine detail. Optical
coherence tomography (to check the current status of the
retina) and fluorescein angiography (to assess unusual blood
vessel growth) are a couple of diagnosis approaches used by
physicians through direct fundus examination or fundus
photographs. Nevertheless, there is a shortage of knowl-
edgeable ophthalmologists who can assess the fundus
photographs to detect DR, which sometimes results in
misdiagnosis. Moreover, there is a scarcity of knowledgeable
physicians in local areas where there are more diabetic
patients and the investigation procedure is onerous. (us,
the need for an automated diagnosis infrastructure for ef-
fective time and cost saving instead of manual diagnosis.

Deep learning (DL) is a slice of machine learning tech-
niques, which has been extensively applied for the detection
and classification of DR. (e DL-based approaches were
considered for computer-aided medical diagnosis of DR
include support vector machine (SVM), convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), restricted Boltzmann machines, sparse
coding, and auto encoder [8–10]. All these approaches follow
the common procedure, collect the retina image data set, do
preprocessing, extract features, and classify using the DL
technique. (e retinal image data set consists two types of
images, i.e., optical coherence tomography (OCT) and fundus
colour images [11]. OCTimages are either 2 or 3-dimensional,
which gives significant evidence about retina thickness and its
structure. (e fundus images are large 2-dimensional image
views of the top layer of retina [12]. (e algorithm, which is
used for extracting features from the image data set, plays a
significant role in the outcome of the experiment. It is better
to apply the best optimizer to find the significant features
from the data set in the public domain, which might contain
some insignificant features also. (e principal component
analysis (PCA) is the well-established unsupervised machine
learning technique for the feature engineering process, which
includes extraction and dimensionality reduction [13–15].

In reference [16], the authors proposed a hybrid model
for early detection of DR. (is model consists of feature
selection using PCA, dimensionality reduction using firefly
algorithm (FA) [17], and classification using deep learning
technique.(e FA was the meta-heuristic algorithm and was
motivated by the flashing behaviour of fireflies. (e algo-
rithm mimics how fireflies interact using their flashing
lights. (e algorithm assumes that all fireflies are unisex,
which means any firefly can be attracted by any other firefly;
the attractiveness of a firefly is directly proportional to its
brightness, which depends on the objective function.(e FA
algorithm suffers from trapping itself in the local optimum
and has a sluggish convergence speed. So, FA is not a perfect
solution to achieve our objective to optimize the dimen-
sionality reduction process during the feature extraction
from the image data set. (e latest Harris hawks optimi-
zation (HHO) algorithm resolves hitches of a feature space
comprising multi-modality, local optimal solutions, and
misleading optima [18]. HHO is a population-based met-
aheuristic algorithm, inspired by the hunting strategy and
cooperative behaviour of Harris hawks. As far as our
knowledge, HHO does not apply so far for DR detection and
classification during the feature engineering process. (e
main objectives of this research work are optimizing the
feature set extracted from the image data set and proposing
the best classification algorithm through experiments. (e
contributions of this work are as follows:

(i) A principal component analysis algorithm has been
used for feature extraction and selection from the
image data set.

(ii) A dimensionality reduction using the HHO algo-
rithm has been proposed in order to optimize the
feature set further.

(iii) A deep convolution neural network has been used
for DR detection and classification.
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(iv) (e proposed work, a combination of deep neural
network, PCA, and HHO, has been implemented
and compared with various machine learning
models such as KNN (k-nearest neighbour), SVM
(support vector machine), and XGBOOT classifi-
cation algorithm.

(v) (e numerical outcomes of this experiment along
with comparisons are encouraging and are better
than entrenched metaheuristic methods in terms of
accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, and sensitivity.

(e subsequent sections of this study are organized as
follows: a noticeable literature review has been presented in
Section 2. Section 3 deliberates the proposed methodology
and experimental setting details. Section 4 discusses the
results achieved with the proposed method and compared
with existing approaches and Section 5 articulates the
conclusion and scope of future work.

2. Literature Review

Today’s world of advances in deep learning (DL) has
changed the way, in which healthcare is handled recently,
which allows the medical practitioners effectively diagnose
and treat diseases. Several researchers across the globe
attempted to address the task at hand effectively. From the
evolution of various DL-based classification, detection
models have been drawn in this century. Many researchers
are working in this area across the globe. Table 1 lists the
review on deep learning applications in diabetic retinopathy
and other datasets.

Currently, DL has begun to have an immense impact in
various fields of health care. (e rapid development of
variations in DL techniques and the increased availability of
data in health care have allowed the recording of impressive
health care results [26, 27]. DL approaches can uncover
details contained in a vast volume of health care data that are
clinically important, which can be used for treatment,
monitoring, prevention, and decision-making of health
conditions. EHR processing, health behaviour reaction, and
sound treatment retrieval from eye-related research, text,
and classification are some of the implementation areas of
DL. (is will lead to simpler treatment for patients, with
quicker and more effective monitoring. Usage of DL in
medicine has converted the use of basic instruments, such as
stethoscopes and thermometers, into computed tomography
(CT), lithotripsy, ventilators, radio nuclear imaging, radia-
tion therapy, ultrasound diagnostic devices, and dialysis,
which has been used for highly adaptive treatment for
traditional medical care capable of dealing with many
dreaded illnesses. (ere is no question that health care
treatment and facilities will see greater changes in even other
sectors in the coming years to make them more competitive
with qualitative programs.

Many international collaborative works have focused on
applying DL-based algorithms for the diagnosis of diabetic
retinopathy disease. (e authors in reference [28] explored
DL applications for a range of biomedical issues, inclu-
ding simple biological processes, patient classification, and

patient care, and addressed if the DL can transform the
mentioned activities or if the biomedical sphere faces special
challenges. (ey notice that DL is yet to definitively over-
come or revolutionize biomedicine in any of the important
problems in the field after a comprehensive literature review,
but promising progress is made on the previous significant
works. While changes over previous works have been typ-
ically small, recent developments suggest that deep learning
approaches can offer useful means to speed up or sustain
human science.While progress has beenmade in connecting
the prediction of a particular NN to input features, it re-
mains an open challenge to understand how users can view
these models to generate testable predictions of the system
under research. However, DL is expected to show promising
results in biological applications.

In the last few decades, diabetic retinopathy become a
global medical problem among elderly people. (e authors
in reference [29] have explored DNN to predict diabetic
retinopathy. (ey have proposed a principal component
analysis (PCA)-based DNN model for the classification. (e
grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm is used to extract
features of diabetic retinopathy dataset. (e proposed model
has compared their prominent results with pre-existing
techniques like XGBoost, k-NN, Naive Bayes, and support
vector machine (SVM). Reference [30] presented an ap-
proach for multimodal fusion in the contourlet domain
based on weighted PCA. (e main purpose of using con-
tourlet transform is because of capability to capture visual
geometrical anisotropy and structures. Further, weighted
PCAminimizes the dimensionality of the source images and
improves better selection of principal components.

Maximum and minimum fusion methods are used to
fuse the decomposed coefficients. Image quality is
assessed quantitatively using conventional fusion metrics
to evaluate the fused image in terms of both information
content and reconstruction quality. Reference [31]
extracted the optimal features from the heart disease
dataset through the proposed dimensionality reduction
technique. (e dataset used in this work was obtained
from the heart disease dataset from the publicly available
UCI machine learning repository. (is dataset has 74
features. (ey have used 6ML classifiers to validate the
proposed model. Random forest (RF) integrated with chi-
square-based PCA (CHIPCA) yielded the highest accu-
racy of 99.4% for Cleveland Hungarian (CH), 99.0% for
Hungarian, and 98.7% for Cleveland datasets.

Reference [32] developed a model based on each patient’s
risk factors. For each stage of DR advancement, the author
proposes amodel to estimate the time and rate of progression.
(e proposed model could aid physicians in creating a cus-
tomised follow-up program for patients depending on their
disease stage and risk factors. Reference [33] attempted to
optimize the energyutilization in the IoTnetworks through an
optimal CH selection using a nature-inspired algorithm,
HHO. (e performance of the HHO-based CH model was
analysed through several parameters such as load, Temper-
ature, number of alive nodes, delay, and residual energy.

(e authors in reference [34] used a model to process the
images in order to distinguish the ocular structure and detect
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the existence of diabetic retinopathy in this study. For
mapping an image with the relevant label, the model’s pa-
rameters were optimized using the transfer-learning process.
(e author has used the medical fundus oculi images dataset
for training and testing a model. (e proposed study has a
97.78% accuracy rate for the accurate prediction of diabetic
retinopathy in fundus oculi images. Many authors in ref-
erence [35] applied this dataset to DNN and CNN.

For these kinds of applications, image data alone is not
sufficient. Many works have been done in this area but they
did not find out a prominent method or model to improve
the detection of diabetic retinopathy.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Harris Hawks Optimization (HHO). In this section, we
describe the mathematical model of the proposed method
along with its usage for optimal results. In general, population-
basedmetaheuristic optimization algorithmsmimic the natural
concept by considering a set of solutions (populations) during
the optimization phase of each iteration [36]. (e latest such
algorithm, the Harris hawks optimization (HHO) technique, is
a gradient-free, metaheuristic, swarm-based, nature-inspired
algorithm [18]. (e key concept of this algorithm is the uti-
lization of dynamic and natural cooperative hunting behaviour
of Harris’ hawks for victims (medium-sized preys such as

rabbits, hares, reptiles, ground squirrels, quail, birds, and other
rodents) [37]. (e hunting patterns exhibit the Harris’ hawk’s
intelligent behaviour despite the complex dynamic environ-
ment and escaping nature (zig-zag gestures) by victims. So, an
optimization technique, which simulates the behaviour of this
hunting pattern, can give better results compared to the
existing techniques. (e main advantages of the HHO algo-
rithm are the possibility of getting a global optimal solution,
high convergence speed, high accuracy, and better quality.
Consequently, the HHO algorithm can be applied to solve
various optimization problems in the engineering domain such
as feature extraction, design and development of a model,
pattern recognition, and electrical and electronics optimal
design applications [33].

(e working mechanism of the HHO algorithm in dif-
ferent stages is depicted in Figure 1 and the next subsections
follow its description in a stage-by-stage manner. Broadly,
the algorithm consists of two stages: exploration and ex-
ploitation. (e exploration stage models the behaviour of the
Harris hawks search process to detect and spot the victims.
(e exploitation stage models the intelligent hunt.

3.1.1. Exploration Stage. Usually, the hawks who have
powerful eyes will spend hours of time patiently to track
and detect the victims by waiting, observing, and

Table 1: Review of deep learning applications in diabetic retinopathy and other datasets.

Reference Dataset Method used Evaluation metrics Research challenges

[19]
Diabetic retinopathy (DR)
dataset consisted of 75137

images

5-Fold cross-validation and data-
driven deep learning algorithm

Sensitivity, specificity, and
AUC score

(e results were not
properly evaluated using
typical state-of-the-art

models

[20]
73 patients (122 eyes) were
evaluated, 50.7% men and

49.3% women

RBM-1000, RBM-500, and OPF-
1000

Sensitivity measured,
specificity, and accuracy

More in-depth analysis on
larger datasets was

missing and accuracy may
also be improved

[21]
14,186 retinal images and
Messidor dataset with 1200

images
Deep learning algorithm

Accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, positive and

negative predictive values, and
AUC

Dataset is fixed and is not
compared with other

technique

[22]

128175 retinal images,
EyePACS-1 dataset

consisted of 9963 images,
and Messidor-2 dataset with

1748 images

Deep convolutional neural
network

(e algorithm had 97.5% and
96.1% sensitivity and 93.4%
and 93.9% specificity in the 2

validation sets

Limited dataset, system
maybe failed to learn
more complex features

[23] Heart disease dataset

Effective heart disease prediction
system using enhanced deep

genetic algorithm and adaptive
Harris hawks optimization-based

clustering

Accuracy, precision, recall,
specificity, and F-score

Requires more
improvement in the
learning process

[24]

COVID-CT-dataset: 349 and
397 images and CT scans for
COVID-19 classification:
4,001 and 9,979 images

Hybrid learning and optimization
approach CovH2SD-CovH2SD
uses DL. HHO algorithm to
optimize the hyperparameters

Accuracy, precision, recall, F1-
score, and AUC performance

metrics

Not good for multiclass
classification

[25] Hand gesture dataset from
Kaggle repository

HHO is used for hyperparameter
tuning of CNN for enhancing

hand gesture recognition

Reduction of the burden on the
CNN by reducing the training
time and 100% accuracy for
hand gesture classification is

attained

Requires more
improvement in the
learning process
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monitoring the desert spot. In the context of HHO for
optimization purposes, the hawks are observed as candi-
date solutions and the best of the candidate solutions at
each iteration process are observed as intended optimal
solution or victim. Initially, the hawks can perch at location
of the spot in two possible ways, either close enough rel-
ative to the location of the other family hawks and the
victim or at random locations on high trees. Both the ways
are considered with an equal chance of probability and the
same is modelled in equation (1) with c≥ 0.5 for random
locations and c< 0.5 for relative locations. Several hawks
cooperatively move towards the victim from di�erent di-
rections to surprise it. �e change in the location of the
hawks at each iteration during the exploration stage is
mathematically modelled as follows:

C(i + 1) �

Crandom(i) − n1 Crandom(i) − 2n2C(i)
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣
c≥ 0.5

Cvictim(i) − Cavg(i)( ) − n3 L + n4(U − L)( )
c< 0.5




,

(1)

where C(i) is the current location vector of hawks. C(i+ 1) is
the location vector of hawks in the next iteration i. Cvictim (i)
is the location of victim. Cavg is the average location of the
current population of hawks. �e c, n1, n2, n3, and n4 are
random variables whose values are to be updated at each
iteration between 0 and 1. �e upper and lower bounds of
these variables are considered as U and L, respectively. �e
randomly picked hawk from the current population is
represented by Crandom(i). �e average location of the hawks
is calculated using equation (2):

Cavg(i) �
1
M
∑
M

k�1
Ck(i), (2)

where Ck(i) denotes the position of hawks after iteration i
and M represents the number of hawks.

3.1.2. Exploitation Stage. In this stage, the hawks execute the
sudden pounce on the envisioned victim, which was spotted
in the exploration stage. In this context, several styles of
chasing will take place due to the victims may execute
di�erent escaping strategies according to the dynamic en-
vironment. In the HHO, four potential tactics were provided
based on chasing styles of the hawks and escaping attitudes
of the victim. Let q represents escaping chance of a victim
from sudden pounce, successful escape with q< 0.5, and
unsuccessful escaping with q≥ 0.5. However, the hawks have
their own strategies such as soft or hard surround to catch
the victim. In other words, the retained energy of the victim
gives directions to the hawks to do either soft or hard en-
circle the victim. To win this hunting process, the hawks will
try to reach closer and closer to the envisioned victim and
then cooperatively executes the sudden pounce to kill the
same. Simultaneously, the victim looses its energy while
using escaping strategies. After some time, the victim energy
will be exhausted and this context leads to catch the same
easily by hawks.

�e modelling of the victim energy plays a vital role here
and it is de�ned as follows:

G � 2G0 1 −
i

I
( ), (3)

where G represents the victim escaping energy. I is the
maximum possible iterations. G0 is the initial energy state
and it is a random variable whose value changes between −1
and 1 in each iteration. �e victim is strengthening if the
value of G0 increases from 0 to 1 and weakening if the value
of G0 decreases from 0 to −1. However, the dynamic value of
escaping energy G is always in the downtrend during iter-
ation by iteration. �e HHO moves to the exploration stage
to search for another victim if |G| ≥ 1 and continues in the
exploitation stage if |G| < 1. During the exploitation stage,
the algorithm switches between soft (if |G|≥ 0.5) and hard (if
|G|< 0.5) surrounding of the victim. So, the hawks will
execute any one of the following four promising tactics based
on the G, the escaping energy of the victim, and q, the
escaping chance of a victim.

3.1.3. Soft Surrounding. �is scenario is applicable, if |G| ≥
0.5 and q≥ 0.5. Here, the victim tries to escape from hawks
through confusing zig-zag movements/jumps with having
su«cient energy. At this juncture, the hawks follow a soft
surrounding approach to do sudden pounce in several
rounds of attempts by making the victim energy exhausted.
�is soft surrounding approach has been modelled as
follows:

C(i + 1) � ΔC(i) − G SCvictim(i) − C(i)
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣. (4)

ΔC(i) � Cvictim(i) − C(i), (5)

where ∆C(i) is the di�erence between the location vector of
the victim and the present location in iteration i. �e
strength of the victim to do zig-zag movement or jump is
represented by S� 2(1− n5). Here, S value updates dy-
namically in each iteration to mimic the movements or

So� surrounding with

progress
ive quick dives

Sit a
t ra

ndom locations

Sit at relative to locations

of other hawks

So� surrounding
Hard surrounding

Exploration

Stage Exploitation

Stage

Hard surrounding with

progress
ive quick dives

q<0.5

c≥0.5

|G|=1

q≥0.5

G

c<0.5

|G
|≥

 1

|G
|≥

 0.
5

|G
|<

 0.
5

Figure 1: Various stages during the HHO algorithm.
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jumps by victims. N5 is a random variable whose value is
between 0 and 1.

3.1.4. Hard Surrounding. �is scenario is applicable, if |G| <
0.5 and q≥ 0.5. Here, the victim energy is so exhausted and
its escaping energy is low. At this juncture, the hawks follow
a hard surrounding approach to do sudden pounce to catch
the intended victim. Here, the current locations of the hawks
are updated using equation (6) and this concept with one
hawk is illustrated in Figure 2:

C(i + 1) � Cvictim(i) − G|ΔC(i)|. (6)

3.1.5. Soft Surrounding with Progressive Quick Dives.
�is scenario is applicable, if |G| ≥ 0.5 and q< 0.5. �is
means, the hawks construct a more intelligent soft sur-
rounding strategy due to the victim still has su«cient energy
to escape successfully [37]. In real time, the victim chooses
random escaping patterns and leapfrog movements [38]. To
model this concept, the levy �ight (LF) random walk notion
is adopted in to the HHO algorithm [39,40]. �e LF concept
helps to mimic the real-time zig-zag movements of victim
and the hawks’ sudden, irregular, and quick dives around the
escaping victim. �e hawks dynamically execute many
sudden quick dives around the victim, and update their
location and direction of attack progressively according to
the escaping behaviour of victim. �e literature proved that
the LF-based actions are the optimal searching strategies for
hunters in nondestructive searching circumstances. More-
over, the LF-based movement of patterns is common in the
victims such as rabbit, monkeys, and sharks. �is motives
the utilization of LF-based movements within the HHO
algorithm.

To catch the victim in the adverse condition, the hawks’
real behaviour is to choose the best possible dive at every step
and reach closer by closer to the victim. To mimic this
behaviour, the hawks can compute their next movement
based on the following rule:

A � Cvictim(i) − G SCvictim(i) − C(i)
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣. (7)

After computing the next move, the hawks compare the
latest move with the previous one. If the latest is better than
the previous one, then they choose and execute the same.
Otherwise, they choose sudden, irregular, and quick dives
around the escaping victim. Sometimes, the hawks choose to
dive according to LF-based patterns as de�ned in the fol-
lowing equation:

B � A + V∗LF(D), (8)

where D is the problem dimension, V is a random 1Xd
dimensional vector, and the levy �ight (LF) function is
computed using the following equation:

LF(x) � 0.01 ×
p × σ
|q|1/β

, σ �
Γ(1 + β) × sin(πβ/2)
Γ(1 + β/2) × β × 2(β−1/2)
( )

1/β

,

(9)

where β is a constant with a value of 1.5 and p and q are
random variables with a value between 0 and 1.

�erefore, in the soft surrounding phase, the latest
positions of the hawks can be de�ned in the �nal strategy
using the following equation:

C(i + 1) �
A ifF(A)<F(C(i))
B if F(B)<F(C(i))

{ , (10)

where A and B are attained using equations (7) and (8),
respectively. An instance of the above modelling concept for
one hawk is illustrated in Figure 3. �is demonstration also
contains the leapfrog movements based on LF through
possible iterations. �e LF-based patterns are depicted with
coloured dots on trial and then the HHO algorithm touches
position B. In every stage, the next better location is chosen
as A or B.�e same concept is applicable to all hawks during
searching.

3.1.6. Hard Surrounding with Progressive Quick Dives.
�is scenario is applicable, if |G| < 0.5 and q< 0.5. �is
means, the hawks execute hard surrounding before the
sudden pounce to catch and kill the victim due to the victim
energy has been exhausted. At victim side, this condition is
similar to the soft surrounding, but the hawks move closer
by closer by reducing the average position with the es-
caping victim. Hence, the hawks update their locations in
the context of hard surrounding using the following
equation:

C(i + 1) �
A ifF(A)<F(C(i))
B if F(B)<F(C(i))

{ , (11)

where A and B are attained using equations (12) and (13),
respectively:

A � Cvictim(i) − G SCvictim(i) − Cavg(i)
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣. (12)

B � A + V × LF(D), (13)

where Cavg(i) is computed using equation (2). An instance of
the above modelling concept with overall vectors for one
hawk is illustrated in Figure 4. �is demonstration also
contains the leapfrog movements based on LF through some
iterations. �e LF-based patterns are depicted with coloured
dots and the next better location is provided by A or B for the
next iteration.

G C(i)
C(i+1)

Cvictim

Cvictim - G |ΔC|

Figure 2: Illustration of overall vectors in the strategy of hard
surrounding with one hawk.
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�e key feature of HHO algorithm, which has a pro-
ductive impact during the exploitation stage, is that it ex-
hibits a series of search strategies and picks the best move at
each iteration. �e HHO algorithm tries to improve the
superiority of the solution throughout the optimization
process by progressive choice arrangement by search agents.
�e usage of adaptive and time-varying constituents allows
the HHO algorithm to resolve the hitches of a feature space
comprising multimodality, local optimal solutions, and
misleading optima. �e candidate solutions take help from
the strength of randomized moves in congruent during the
stages of exploration and exploitation learning.

Finally, the computational complexity of the HHO al-
gorithm has been analysed and computed based on three
tasks: initialization, �tness evaluation, and updating of
hawks. If there are N number of hawks, then the compu-
tational complexity of the initialization process is O(N). If D
is the dimension of de�nite problem andM is the maximum
number of iterations then the computational complexity of
the updating procedure is O(M × N) +O(M × N × D),
which is a sum of searching for the best location and
updating the location vector of all hawks. �erefore, the
computational complexity of HHO is O(N × (M+MD +1)).

4. Results and Explanation

�e dataset, the experimental framework, the metrics, and the
experimental outcomes are all discussed in this section. �ere
were1151 instancesand20attributes in thediabetic retinopathy
dataset used in this study. Table 1 [16] lists the characteristics of
the dataset used in this study. Except for the output layer, all of
the layersused theSoftsignactivation function.�eexperiment
was conducted using the Diabetic Retinopathy Debrecen
dataset [41] from the UCI ML library. �e features extracted
from the image dataset were used to create the attributes in this
dataset. �e Python experimentation was carried out on a
personalmachinewith 8GBof RAM.�e results of the current
proposed work are outperformed than the existing method-
ologies discussed in the literature review.

4.1. Metrics Used in the Evaluation of the Model. �e sug-
gested model is evaluated using the metrics listed below.

Accuracy. In the testing phase, it is the percentage of proper
predictions made by a classi�er and the actual value of the
label. It is also known as the ratio of the number of right
assessments to the total number of assessments. �e fol-
lowing equation can be used to calculate accuracy:

Accuracy � (TNeg + TPos)
(TNeg + TPos + FNeg + FPos)

. (14)

Here, TPos is true positives, TNeg is true negatives, FPos
is false positives, and FNeg is false negatives.

When the class label of a record is available in the given
dataset and the classi�er indicates positive for that record,
then it is called a true positive. When the class label of a
record is not available and the classi�er forecasts the class
label, then it is called a true negative. When the class label of
a record is accessible and the classi�er expects a negative for
that record, then it is called a false negative. When the class
label of a record is not available in a dataset and the classi�er
estimates a positive class, then it is called a false positive.

Speci�city. It is the percentage of true negatives successfully
detected by the classi�er while taking the test. �e following
equation is used to calculate it:

Specificity �
(Tneg)

(Tneg + Fpos)
. (15)

Sensitivity. During testing, it is the percentage of true
positives successfully detected by the classi�er.�e following
equation is used to calculate it:

Sensitivity �
(TPos)

(TPos + FNeg)
. (16)

Precision. Precision is an important metric for measuring
exactness. It expresses how much of the total forecasted
positive occurrences the classi�er identi�ed as positive, as
shown in the following equation:

Cavg

Cvictim - G|SCvictim - Cavg|
A

B

G

∆C

C
V×LF(D)

Cvictim

Figure 4: Illustration of overall vectors in the strategy of hard
surrounding with progressive quick dives.

G

B

C
ΔC

Cvictim

Cvictim–G |SCvictim–C|
V×LF–(D)

A

Figure 3: Illustration of overall vectors in the strategy of soft
surrounding with progressive quick dives.
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Precision �
(Tpos)

(Tpos + Fpos)
. (17)

Recall. �e percentage of positive cases classi�ed as positive
by the classi�er is determined by recall. When there is a large
cost connected with the false negative, as stated in equation

(18), the recall is a performance parameter used to predict
the optimal model:

Recall �
(Tpos)

(Tpos + Fneg)
. (18)
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(1) Inputs: All features extracted from fundus image data set.
(2) Outputs: Optimal feature set
(3) Initialize the population randomly, Ci(i� 1,2,. . .,M)
(4) Set C while until end condition met do Compute the hawk’s �tness values. Victim as the victim best location
(i) end
(5) for each hawk (Ci) do
(6) Update the strength of jump S and initial energy G0

end
(7) G0� 2rand()− 1, S� 2(1− rand())
(8) Update the energy G using (3)

end
(9) if |G|≥ 1 then
(10) �e vector of location is updated using Eq.

end
(11) if |G|< 1 then
(12) if |G|≥ 0.5 and q≥ 0.5 then
(13) �e vector of location is updated using (4)

end
(14) else if |G|< 0.5 and q≥ 0.5 then
(15) �e vector of location is updated using (6)

end
(16) else if |G|≥ 0.5 and q< 0.5 then
(17) �e vector of location is updated using (10)
(18) else if |G|< 0.5 and q< 0.5 then
(19) �e vector of location is updated using (11)
(20) end
(21) return Cvictim

ALGORITHM 1: HHO Algorithm Pseudocode [18].
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4.2. Performance Analysis. �e DNN-PCA model was built
using a sequential strategy for testing the proposed model.
�e dataset was divided into two sections for cross vali-
dation, with 80% utilised for training and 20% used for
verifying every 64 records (batch size). To determine the
optimal activation function for a dataset of 50 epochs and a
batch size of 64, testing was performed on many activation
functions such as ReLU, ELU, tanh, Softmax, SELU, Soft-
plus, and Softsign. �e Softsign activation function, as
shown in Figure 5, provided the best average training and
testing accuracy. As a result, the Softmax activation function
is used to evaluate the model on dense layers.

�e investigation was completed on the dataset with 50
epochs and a batch size of 64 to obtain the optimal optimizer
in the layers of deep neural networks using many optimizers

such as Adam, NAdam, SGD, rmsprop, adagrad, adadelta,
and adamax. As shown in Figure 6, the Adam optimizer
o�ered the highest level of accuracy. As a result, the Adam
optimizer is selected for input and other dense layers ex-
perimentation. For the output layer, a sigmoid optimizer is
employed.

�e DR dataset was explored with many layers with 50
epochs, Adam optimizer at input and dense layers, Softsign
activation function, sigmoid optimizer at the output layer,
and 64 as batch size to pick the number of layers in DNN for
experimenting. �e model showed an excellent training and
testing accuracy with 5 layers, as shown in Figure 7, with the
accuracy level starting to decrease with 6 levels. As a result, a
�ve-layer deep neural network was deployed in the
experiment.
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�e DR data set was tested utilising Softsign activation
with �ve intermediate layers, sigmoid optimizer at the
output layer, Adam optimizer at input and dense layers, and
64 as batch size to determine the number of epochs. �e
model provided better results in providing a good average
training and testing accuracy with 600 epochs, as shown in
Figure 8, with the testing accuracy beginning to dip with 650
epochs. As a result, 600 epochs were used to train a deep
neural network.

�e number of components chosen for the PCA in the
experimental study was 0.9%, that is, to retain 99% of the
information

Figures 9–14 show how the accuracy, precision, recall,
sensitivity, and speci�city of machine learning models are
evaluated. �ese graphs show that ML models based on
PCA-HHO provided the best results rather than the other
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two scenarios: ML with PCA and ML without dimension-
ality reduction. When dimensionality reduction and feature
engineering concepts are included or excluded from ML
methods, it is found that the suggested model, DNN-PCA-
HHO, outperforms the other hybrid ML techniques.

(e following are the highlights of the results relevant to
the suggested model:

(1) When compared to other prominent ML hybrid
models, the DNN-PCA-HHOmodel surpasses them.

(2) When PCA is used alone on DNN and other ML
algorithms, the performance measurements deteri-
orate slightly. However, the amount of time spent
training is minimised.

(3) PCA+HHO, on the other hand, improves the
performance ofML algorithms while cutting training
time in half, as shown in Figure 15.

(4) When the original dataset was employed, it fell
victim to overfitting, which had a negative impact on
the results.(e performance has been improved even
though the size of the data set was increased by two
times and the same is shown in the Figure 13.

Table 2 describes the findings of the analysis.

5. Conclusion

(e proposed system used principal component analysis for
extracting the best features. (e dataset for the proposed
model is gathered from the publicly accessible UCI machine
learning repository, which contained redundant and un-
necessary features in its raw form. (e Harris hawks opti-
mization algorithm outperformed the process of selection
and extraction of the required features from the dataset. (e
proposed model results were compared to the outcomes of
the most popular machine learning algorithms, with the
findings demonstrating the model’s superiority in terms of
specificity, precision, accuracy, recall, and sensitivity. Nev-
ertheless, in the event of a low-dimensional dataset, the
model’s ability to perform well may be limited by the
possibility of overfitting. (erefore, our proposed model
encourages the researchers to pursue similar research in a
variety of other health disciplines using high-dimensional
data.
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Nowadays, there is a growing need for Internet of (ings (IoT)-based mobile healthcare applications that help to predict diseases.
In recent years, several people have been diagnosed with diabetes, and according to World Health Organization (WHO), diabetes
affects 346 million individuals worldwide. (erefore, we propose a noninvasive self-care system based on the IoT and machine
learning (ML) that analyses blood sugar and other key indicators to predict diabetes early. (e main purpose of this work is to
develop enhanced diabetes management applications which help in patient monitoring and technology-assisted decision-making.
(e proposed hybrid ensembleMLmodel predicts diabetes mellitus by combining both bagging and boosting methods. An online
IoT-based application and offline questionnaire with 15 questions about health, family history, and lifestyle were used to recruit a
total of 10221 people for the study. For both datasets, the experimental findings suggest that our proposed model outperforms
state-of-the-art techniques.

1. Introduction

Diabetes, often known to be diabetes mellitus (DM), is a
group of metabolic illnesses characterized by persistently
elevated blood sugar levels. Excessive urination, continuous
thirst, and an increase in hunger are all symptoms of high
blood sugar [1]. Diabetes, if not treated promptly, can lead to
significant health problems in a person, such as hyper-
glycaemic, hyperosmolar condition, diabetic ketoacidosis, or
even one of the results for death. Long-term effects include
stroke, cardiovascular disease, foot ulcers, renal failure, and
vision problems [2]. When the body’s pancreas is unable to
produce enough insulin, diabetes develops, or even if the
insulin generated is not appropriately used by the body’s
cells and tissues. (e diabetes mellitus can be categorized
into the following three types [3].

(i) “Insulin-subordinate diabetes mellitus” (ISDM) is a
disorder in which the pancreas produces less insulin
thanthebodydemands, resulting in type1diabetes.To
compensate for the pancreas’ lower insulin produc-
tion, type 1 diabetics require supplementary insulin.

(ii) Type-2 diabetes is defined as an insulin resistive
body, which occurs when the body’s cells react to
the insulin differently than they would ordinarily.
“Adult starting diabetes” or “noninsulin subordi-
nate diabetes mellitus” (NISDM) is other term for
this condition. (is kind of diabetes is more
common in those with a high BMI or who have a
sedentary lifestyle.

(iii) During the time of pregnancy, the third type of
diabetes called gestational diabetes may develop.
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A typical human’s sugar levels may vary from range 70 to
99mg/dL.Aperson is classified as having diabeteswhen her or
his fasting glucose level reached 126mg/dL. From the
healthcare point of view, someone with a higher glucose level
between100and125mg/dLmaybeconsideredprediabetic [4].
In such an individual, type 2 diabetes ismore prone to develop.
GDM (gestational diabetes mellitus) is a kind of diabetes that
develops during pregnancy that is no clear evidence of diabetes
during the 2nd and 3rd trimesters of pregnancy. Diabetic may
be caused by other factors, such as monogenic diabetes syn-
dromes, and exocrine pancreas diseases.

Diabetes disorders have the capacity to harm several sec-
tionsof thehumanbody.(efollowings are someof thehuman
body components that are impacted by diabetes: the heart, the
eye, the kidney, and the nerves of humans [5, 6]. As the name
implies, it is simple to estimate howmuch chronic and serious
illnesses shortenhuman life.Machine learningalgorithmshave
varying degrees of categorization and prediction capacity [7].
According to [8], no one strategy is superior in terms of
performance and accuracy for all diseases; although one
classifier performs best in a certain dataset, another method or
approachoutperforms theothers for otherdiseases.(enewor
proposed study focuses on a novel combination or hybrid-
ization of multiple classifiers for diabetic mellitus (DD) clas-
sification and prediction, solving the difficulty of single or
individual classifiers. (e new study proposes using several
machine learning methods (MLTs) to detect diabetic mellitus
(DM) at an early stage in order to save human lives.(emajor
goal of this research is to create an information system that can
forecast diabetes with greater accuracy.

1.1. Symptoms. (e symptoms of diabetes may vary
depending on the blood glucose level. Some people, par-
ticularly those with type-2 diabetes or prediabetes, may not
show any signs at all. Symptoms of type-1 diabetes appear
more quickly and are more severe. Some of the signs and
symptoms of type 1 and type 2 diabetes are as follows:

(i) Availability of ketones in urine
(ii) (irst rises
(iii) Frequent urination
(iv) Hunger to the point of death
(v) Frequent weight loss
(vi) Fatigue
(vii) Cloudy vision
(viii) Long-lasting sores
(ix) Infections that recur often, such as gum or skin

infections, as well as vaginal infections
(x) Obesity is defined as a BMI greater than 25

Diabetes is a familial disease that affects several members
of the family. People have HDL cholesterol levels of less than
40milligrams per deciliter in their blood. People with
polycystic ovary syndrome over 45 years old from ethnic
groupings such as African Americans, Native Americans,
Latin Americans, and Asian Pacific live a sedentary lifestyle.

(e IoT in genetic terms is used for a collection of
connected bodily objects that may be accessed over the
Internet. (e “thing” in the Internet of (ings can be an
object with sensors that have been assigned an IP address [9].
It can build and share data over a network without requiring
any human assistance. Individuals are becoming increas-
ingly conscious of and committed to their own health. A
large portion of hospital expenditures is spent on medical
examinations. (ere is an unrivaled opportunity to improve
the quality of care and the efficacy of therapies by adopting
technology-based healthcare procedures [10–13].

(ere are a variety of advantages to implementing IoT,
including real-time applications and data collection and
analysis. Figure 1 depicts how this significant shift in medical
practice will be examined in an IoT hospital. An ID card will
be issued to a diabetic patient that, once scanned, will help to
connect them to a secure cloud where their electronic health-
related data andmedical records would be stored. On a tablet
or computer, doctors and attendants will have no trouble
using the record.

(e remainder of the paper is laid out as follows: Section
2 focuses on the related work reviewed during the proposed
work. Section 3 briefly describes the traditional models
which were implemented for prediction and comparison. In
section 4, the proposed methodologies along with the
implementation are presented, and experimental results
along with a discussion are carried out in section 4. Lastly,
the conclusion of the proposed work is presented in
section 5.

2. Related Work

Diabetes may be a major disease, with an affected adult
population of more than 70%. To anticipate diabetes
symptoms, several researchers have utilized approaches such
as data mining and machine learning [14]. Only a handful
has utilized both neural networks and genetic algorithms.
Because diabetes prediction is a supervised problem, su-
pervised techniques such as machine learning, data mining,
and artificial neural networks have been employed by nu-
merous researchers.

Numerous scientific researchers have utilized the Pima
Indians dataset for diabetes (PIDD) to predict diabetes.
Weka and machine learning approaches were used in
[15–17]. Data mining, machine learning, neural network,
and hybrid techniques are among the methodologies used by
researchers. In diabetes prediction, artificial neural networks
(ANN) are commonly employed. Komi et al. [18] described
several data mining approaches that were used for showing
information for type 2 diabetes. Swapna et al. [19] used
electrocardiogram (ECG) data to detect diabetes using deep
learning algorithms. (ey retrieved features using a con-
volution neural network (CNN), and then, a support vector
machine algorithm is used to extract the features. Finally,
they determined that the accuracy rate was 95.7%. To
represent knowledge-based systems, fuzzy cognitive maps
(FCM) have been used. Tuppad et al. [20] proposed a
strategy for predicting gestational diabetes using the case-
based fuzzy cognitive maps decision-making system. Saeedi
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et al. [8] proposed a framework to detect the presence or
absence of diabetes mellitus. (is framework is based on a
delicate registering technique, specifically fuzzy cognitive
maps (FCM).(e product instrument was tested on 50 cases,
with 96% accuracy in predicting outcomes.

A significant advancement in medical imaging tech-
nology has occurred in the last decade as a result of the
application of iris image detection. Furthermore, the ma-
chine learning approaches are useful to improve the de-
termining capacity of iridologists. Systemic disease with
ocular consequences was linked to the proposed model [21].
(e random forest classifier achieved 89.66% accuracy by
analyzing 200 subject data from 100 diabetic and nondia-
betic people. To predict diabetes using PIDD, Sisodia et al.
[22] utilized three machine learning algorithms: decision
tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), and naive Bayes
(NB). (e accuracy of 76.3 percent was determined for the
naive Bayes classifier. Wu et al. [23] employed a data mining
technique to determine an individual’s development of risk
factors for type-2 diabetes with an accuracy of 95.42%.
Experimentally, the initial seed point value resulted in the
modification. Choubey et al. [24] utilized J48, random forest,
and ANN for classification and utilising unsupervised
techniques like principal component analysis (PCA) after
feature reduction.

Siddiqui et al. wanted to see if there was a link between
diabetes and metabolic syndrome [25]. For forecasting, the
authors employed the Naive Bayes and J48 decision tree
models. (e training set was balanced by using k-medoids
sampling. In their study, NB surpassed the competition. (e
effects of different machine learning techniques on the
determination of diabetes are summarized by Wittenbecher
et al. [26] and Zhou et al. [27]. (e proposed work first
records the patient information through sensors and then
transmitted it to the cloud server. (e proposed concept got
a 0.045 correlation coefficient value which increases the
strength of the algorithm [28].

All age groups finally saw a linear connection between
BMI and diabetes. BMI and age were shown to be good
predictors of diabetes risk. Zou et al. [29] developed a
nomogram based on the seven diabetes risk factors to help

people predict their type 2 diabetes risk. A robot is intelligent
in the sense that it has built-in watching and detecting
capabilities, as well as the ability to gather sensor data from
various sources and fuse it for the device’s “acting” purpose.
Mall et al. [30] introduced the e-health mind stage by
employing robots that were connected via IoT to provide
personalized varied care methods, particularly to diabetes
patients.(e robot is equipped with sensors that monitor the
diabetic’s medical and dietary status, providing them with
comprehensive multidimensional care.

According to statistical analysis and the multivariate Cox
regression method [31], the TG/HDL-C ratio was positively
associated with the prevalence of diabetes in the Chinese
population. (e author proposed an MSSO-ANFIS model
for the diagnosis of heart disease which uses a levy flight
algorithm.(e proposed model obtains 99.45 accuracies and
96.54 precision [32]. It is concluded that those in their 30s
and 40s with elevated ALT (alanine aminotransferase) are at
a higher risk than those with low ALT. Choi et al. [33]
employed machine learning (ML) algorithms on people with
nondiabetics and a high risk of cardiovascular disease. In this
paper, the author proposed an MDCNN classifier that
collects data from IoT sensors. (e proposed model obtains
98.2 accuracies as compared with existing classifiers [34].
Over the last five years, Korea University Guro Hospital has
accumulated data in the form of an EMR (electronic medical
record) [35]. Various MLmethods were then employed with
the help of cross-validation. (e most accurate model is the
logistic regression model [36–38].

3. Different Machine Learning Approaches

Once the data are available, we use machine learning tech-
niques to analyze it. We use a number of classification algo-
rithms to predict diabetes. (e strategies were tested using a
diabetic dataset from Pima Indians. (e major purpose is to
assess the results of these methods and determine their validity,
as well as who was accountable, using machine learning
techniques.(is is a crucial characteristic that plays a big part in
prediction. (e methods are as follows.

Health Cloud Storage

Cloud

Healthcare
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Bio-Bank
Clinical Trials

Wearables

Medical Tablet

Physician

Patient

Patient ID
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Figure 1: Health monitoring in IoT hospitals.
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3.1. Logistic Regression (LR). (e sigmoid function is used to
evaluate probabilities in LR, which is a sort of supervised
learning method. (e sigmoid function calculates the rela-
tionship between at least one independent variable and a bi-
nary-dependent variable. (e LR model is a form of machine
learning classification model that has binary values like 0 or 1,
− 1 or 1, true or false as the dependent variable and the in-
dependent variable such as interval, ordinal, binominal, or
ratio level.(e logistic/sigmoid equation function is as follows:

y �
1

1 + e
− x, (1)

where y is denoted as the outcome of the weighted sum with
variables x as input. Here, the output is estimated as 1 if it is
more than 0.5; else, it is 0.

3.2. Support Vector Machine. Out of many supervised
classification techniques, the SVM is one of them that may be
used for regression and classification in machine learning
techniques. It is mostly used to solve classification difficulties.
(e main goal of SVM is to categorize the data point using a
suitable hyperplane in a multidimensional space. A hyper-
plane is considered as a boundary of classification for data
values. In this technique, each data item in n-dimensional
space is represented as a point, with the value of each feature
matching the value of a certain coordinate. We would plot
these two components in two-dimensional space, with two
layouts for each point if we only knew two qualities about an
individual, such as height and hair length (these directions
are known as support vectors). Because the two closest fo-
cuses are the furthest distance from the line in Figure 1, the
dark line divides the data into two different organized
groupings. Our classifier is represented by this line. Based on
the falling of testing data on both sides of the line, the new
data are able to be categorized into one of two categories.

3.3. K-Nearest Neighbor. Both regression and classification
issues may be solved using the K-nearest neighbor (KNN)
technique [39]. However, in the industry, it is more com-
monly utilized in classification issues. KNN is a straight-
forward computation that stores all existing examples and
ranks new ones based on the votes of its k neighbors. To
place the case in the class with the most people among its K
nearest neighbors, distance work is used. (e Manhattan,
Hamming, Euclidean, and Makowski distances are among
the distance capabilities. (e first 3 numbers of features are
used for indefinite functions, whereas the 4th one is used for
absolute variables. If K� 1, the case is essentially assigned to
the class of the next closest neighbor. Selecting K for KNN
modeling might be challenging at times.

3.4. Random Forest. (e random forest (RF) classifier
technique generates several decision trees from a portion of
the randomly chosen dataset used for training purposes. (e
votes from several decision trees are combined to establish
the final class of test items [29]. Each tree offers a classifi-
cation to a new object based on characteristics, and for that

class, we say the tree as “votes.” (e classification employing
the utmost votes is selected by the forest. (e random forest
has several options that produce accurate predictions for a
variety of applications. (e following is how each tree is
planted and grown:

(1) If N instances are there in the training set then, an N
cases random sample is chosen with replacement and
that can be utilized for training the tree.

(2) If there are M inputs and out of which m inputs are
randomly chosen at each node out of theM variables,
where m<M, with the finest split on this input m
being utilized to divide the node. Here, m is kept
constant throughout the growth of the forest.

(3) Every tree is brought to its full potential. Pruning is
out of the question.

4. Proposed Methodology

A total of 10221 individuals aged 18 and above were chosen
for this study, including 6031 men and 4190 females. (e
participants were invited to complete an online IoT sensing
operation and a questionnaire (Table 1) that they had de-
veloped themselves based on the factors that might con-
tribute to diabetes. (e same tests were carried out on
another database, the PIMA Indian Diabetes database
[31–33], to validate the model’s validity. Figure 2 depicts a
sample dataset gathered by a questionnaire.

4.1. M-Health Systems Using Web-Based IoT Service and
Sensors for Diabetes Monitoring. When the reading rises, an
update automatically is sent to the doctor via voice calls or
text messages.(is may be accomplished through the use of a
web application that establishes worldwide communication
between the patient’s online portal and the IoT sensor of the
patient, which updates the patient’s personal information

Table 1: Possible answers for different features.

Sl. No Features Possible answers
1 Age More than 18 years
2 Gender Male 643, Female 429
3 Family history Yes/No

4 Physical_Activity
1. More_than_one_hour
2. Less_than_one_hour
3. Never

5 Urination_Frequency 1. Frequently
2. Not much

6 Junc_Food_Consumption Yes/No

7 Blood_Pressure
1. Normal
2. High
3. Low

8 BMI Numeric
9 Diabetes Yes/No
10 Reglar_Intake_Of_Medicne Yes/No
11 No_Of_Pregnancies Numeric
12 Smoking Yes/No
13 Alcohol_Consumption Yes/No
14 Hour_Of_Sleep Numeric
15 Stress Yes/No

4 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience
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such as blood sugar level and remaining medicines. (is is
one method for managing diabetes remotely that has been
proposed.

One of the most extensively utilized technologies is using
IoT devices to monitor diabetes patients. By just registering
in the programme that talks with the IoT sensors, one may
keep track of their diabetes state. (is application simplifies
the monitoring process for new members, diabetes patients,
their family members, and anybody else who is interested.
(e user must have their user name and password. After the
member’s information has been verified and the registration
has been completed, the user may log in and access the extra
services that are offered. It is vital to keep track of the user
profile that was generated when you signed up. It is vital that
their sensor readings be automatically enrolled. Here, the
RFID tag must be linked with the sensors that are attached to
the patient. (e IoT can keep track on the patient remotely
irrespective of the availability of the patient either in the
home or at the hospital. A number of sensors are used in this
technique. Arduino is an open-source microcontroller that
makes things more flexible and accessible, allowing you to
develop transdisciplinary projects. Body temperature sen-
sors, OPS2 (oxygen and pulse sensor), and blood pressure
sensors are all examples of e-health sensors that use
Arduino. A glucometer sensor is a medical gadget that
measures glucose levels in the blood. By pricking the skin
with a lancet, a small drop of blood is sufficient to compute
the level of blood sugar in the patient.

All the above-mentioned sensors must be linked to the
body of the patient so that the necessary detailed reading of
the patient can be monitored by the e-health sensor. (e
login credentials of the patient are verified whenever the
patient logged in using an RFID tag. (e patients’ detailed
data are then immediately updated. Sensors affixed to the
body take the readings, which are then connected utilising
IoT tools. It will immediately send a message or a phone call
to the patient’s doctor regarding the details condition of the
patient. (e data are subsequently entered into a diabetic
patient management website. In Figure 3, the different
sensors used to monitor the patient and record their in-
formation for further prediction are depicted.

Once the data are collected through the IoT sensor and
questionnaires, we applied a hybrid bagging and boosting,
ensemble methodology to the data. (e proposed work is di-
vided into two stages. During the first stage, the training data are
fit into three different traditional machine learning models
which are logistic regression, K-nearest neighbor, and support
vectormachine individually.(en, a voting process is applied to
the resultant prediction which elects the output among them.
(is whole process is known as bagging. In the second stage, the
identified output is then fit through the random forest model to
boost the prediction. (is process is known as boosting. (e
detailed flow of the proposed model is presented in Figure 4.

4.2. Implementation. (e study’s implementation was done
with Google Colab, and the coding was done with the python
programming language. Both the Pima dataset and the
gathered dataset were used to forecast the availability of
diabetes. After then, each classifier’s predictions are com-
pared with the proposed model.

4.3. Available Pima Dataset. Parameters used in Pima
datasets are as follows:

(1) Age
(2) Glucose

Figure 2: Screenshot of the collected dataset.

BP Sensor

Body Temperature
Sensor

Glucometer Sensor

Arduino 
& 

E-Healthcare
Sensors

Oxygen &
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Figure 3: Sensors and services for diabetes monitoring.
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(3) Blood pressure
(4) BMI
(5) Insulin
(6) Skin thickness
(7) Diabetes pedigree function
(8) Pregnancies
(9) Outcome

5. Experimental Results and Discussions

(e data set used to predict diabetes is shown in Tables 2 and
3. (e diabetes parameters serve as the variable, which is
dependent, whereas the other factors served as independent
ones. For dependent diabetes features, only two values are
accepted, with a “zero” indicating no diabetes and a “one”
signifying the availability of diabetes. (e whole sample is
divided into two groups, with a ratio of 70 : 30 for the
training and testing dataset. All four methods of classifi-
cation were used for prediction. (e training data were then
used to predict the test set outcomes using SVM, k-nearest
neighbor, RF, and LR classifications, resulting in the con-
fusion matrix given in Table 2.

(e measure provided in equations (2)–(8) may be
computed using the obtained confusion matrices. True
Negative (TN), True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN), and
False Positive (FP) were the results of these matrices (TP).
Because there are more nondiabetic cases than diabetic cases

in both datasets, the TN is greater than the TP. As a con-
sequence, all of the techniques provide positive results. (e
following measurements have been calculated using the
following formulae [34] to determine the precise accuracy of
each method:

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
, (2)

Sensitivity �
TP

TP + FN
, (3)

Specificity �
TN

TP + FP
, (4)

MCC �
(TP∗TN) − (FP + FN)

�������������������������������������
(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)

 ,

(5)

Error Rate �
FN + FP

TP + TN + FN + FP
, (6)

F − Measure �
2∗ (Precision∗ Sensitivity)

Precision + Sensitivity
, (7)

Accuracy �
TN + TP

TP + TN + FN + FP
. (8)

Understand Diabetes mellitus

Collect Raw Data through the IoT
Sensors and Questionaries'

Clean and separate the
training and testing data

Logistic Regression K-Nearest
Neighbors Support Vector

Voting

Bagging

Boosting
Ensemble
Random

Prediction Result

Figure 4: Flow of the proposed model.
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Another finding is that the accuracy level as per Table 3
among all individual techniques is higher on our collected
dataset than on the used PIMA dataset, owing to the former’s
greater number of variables relevant to assessing diabetes risk.
(e random forest classifier outperforms all others in terms of
accuracy (98.4%), sensitivity, specificity, precision, and
F-measure, proving that it is the best technique for our dataset.
Furthermore, in the case of random forest, the AUCvalue is 1,
indicating that this model performs exceptionally well in
classification. Figure 5 depicts the clear graph for the ROC
curve and AUC for both the collected dataset and PIMA
datasets. Here, it indicates that in both cases, the ensemble RF
boosting classifier gives the highest result with a value of 1.

(e significance of each parameter in the dataset is
depicted in Table 4. On the classifier model construction, the
python function “summary” is used to perform this analysis.
(e star beside each parameter indicates the significance of
that variable. (e ratings are in the following order: where
“∗∗∗” denotes the highest priority, “∗” denotes the least
important, and a feature without any symbol denotes the
least concerned with diabetes. Figure 6 depicts the corre-
lation matrices of the different parameters, and Figure 7
depicts the comparison of different classification algorithms.
(ere is no statistical significance for the variable with no
rating. Variable importance is studied to find which pa-
rameter has the greatest impact on the forecast.

Table 2: Matrix of confusion for different classification methods.

Dataset/Models Logistic regression K-nearest neighbor Support vector machine Proposed model
PIMA dataset [[138 12] [42 41]] [[132 20] [39 44]] [[143 9] [47 36]] [[128 20] [36 45]]
Collected dataset [[192 24] [15 87]] [[164 38] [46 74]] [[195 15] [24 93]] [[224 3] [4 95]]

Table 3: Comparison of statistical measurement for various classification techniques.

Logistic regression K-nearest neighbor Support vector machine Proposed model

Collected dataset Pima dataset Collected dataset Pima dataset Collected dataset Pima dataset Collected dataset Pima
dataset

Accuracy 0.872 0.744 0.739 0.708 0.888 0.744 0.984 0.750
Error 0.127 0.255 0.261 0.291 0.112 0.255 0.016 0.250
Sensitivity 0.923 0.775 0.778 0.748 0.898 0.775 0.987 0.789
Specificity 0.764 0.666 0.702 0.603 0.816 0.666 0.916 0.661
Precision 0.885 0.856 0.816 0.832 0.933 0.856 0.991 0.840
F-measure 0.903 0.813 0.797 0.787 0.915 0.813 0.989 0.813
MCC 0.732 0.416 0.503 0.331 0.764 0.416 0.963 0.436
Kappa 0.727 0.470 0.516 0.419 0.713 0.466 0.922 0.488
AUC 0.908 0.765 0.916 0.815 0.893 0.771 0.984 0.978
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Figure 5: (a) ROC curve with AUC for PIMA dataset. (b) ROC curve with AUC for the collected dataset.
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5.1. Comparative Analysis. Table 5 shows a comparison
between the current state of the art and our suggested
technique. (e author of [19] employed deep learning
algorithms to predict diabetes, providing a maximum
accuracy of 95.7 percent. Bhatia et al. [6] employed a more
accurate genetic algorithm fuzzy cognitive maps and

achieved an accuracy of 96 percent. Samant et al. [21] used
an improvised random forest technique to achieve 89.66
percent accuracy, whereas Sisodia et al. [22] used modified
machine learning algorithms with efficient coding to get
76.3 percent accuracy. Wu et al. [23] have employed
improved data mining techniques to get an accuracy of

Table 4: Importance of parameters.

Count Mean Std min 0.25 0.5 0.75 Max
Age∗∗∗ 10221 32.9026 11.09011 21.00000 24.00000 29.50000 40.00000 66.00000
Gender∗∗ 10221 0.50649 0.50158 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
family_history∗∗∗ 10221 0.29220 0.45626 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000
physical_activity∗∗∗ 10221 1.38311 0.78547 0.00000 1.00000 2.00000 2.00000 2.00000
Regular_intake_of_medicine∗∗∗ 10221 0.26623 0.44343 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000
No_of_pregnancies∗∗ 10221 1.88311 3.08686 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3.00000 14.00000
Smoking 10221 0.07792 0.26892 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000
alcohol_consumption 10221 0.33766 0.47445 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000
hour_of_sleep∗ 10221 6.59740 0.91836 6.00000 6.00000 6.00000 8.00000 8.00000
Stress 10221 0.44805 0.57214 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 2.00000
Urination_frequency 10221 0.40909 0.49327 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000
Junc_food_consumption 10221 0.52597 0.50095 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
Blood_pressure∗∗ 10221 0.86363 0.80900 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 2.00000 2.00000
BMI 10221 32.3701 7.40424 0.00000 28.00000 33.00000 36.00000 67.00000
Diabetes 10221 0.44155 0.49819 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 1.00000
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Figure 6: Correlation matrix.
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Figure 7: Comparison of traditional classification models and proposed model when implemented on the collected dataset and PIMA
dataset.

Table 5: Comparison study of our suggested work with the current state of the art in terms of accuracy.

Author(Year) Method Accuracy (%)
Swapna et al. [19] (2018) Deep learning algorithms 95.7
Bhatia et al. [6] (2019) Fuzzy cognitive maps 96
Samant et al. [21] (2017) Improvised random forest technique 89.66
Sisodia et al. [22] (2018) Modified machine learning algorithms 76.3
Wu et al. [23] (2018) Improved data mining techniques 95.42
Our approach IoT-based hybrid ensemble machine learning model 98.4
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95.42 percent. Our method achieved a 98.4 percent ac-
curacy by utilising an IoT-based hybrid ensemble machine
learning model that is superior to the current state of
the art.

6. Conclusion

One of the most pressing worldwide health concerns is
detecting diabetes risk at an early stage. Our research aims to
build up a system for predicting the risk of diabetes mellitus.
(ree traditional machine learning techniques and the
proposed hybrid ensemble model for classification were used
in this work, and the results were compared to several
statistical metrics. (e prediction has been done using ML
algorithms on collected 15 diabetes-related data from IoT
sensors as well as questionnaires. Also, the four algorithms
were used on the PIMA database for prediction. (e ac-
curacy level of the proposed classification in our dataset is
98.4 percent, which is the greatest among the others,
according to the testing results. For the PIMA dataset, the
proposed model also provides the greatest accuracy. All
described models generated appreciable results for different
parameters such as accuracy and recall sensitivity using four
different machine learning methods. It is observed from the
results that among all factors, “age,” “family_history,”
“physical_activity,” and “regular_intake_of_medicine” have
the highest significance. (ese variables have a larger in-
fluence on diabetes prediction than the others. (is result
can be used to forecast any other illness in the future. (is
study is currently researching and improving various ML
approaches for forecasting diabetes along with other health
conditions.
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available from the author upon request (pinky.sasmita@
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Machine learning (ML) often provides applicable high-performance models to facilitate decision-makers in various �elds.
However, this high performance is achieved at the expense of the interpretability of these models, which has been criticized by
practitioners and has become a signi�cant hindrance in their application. �erefore, in highly sensitive decisions, black boxes of
ML models are not recommended. We proposed a novel methodology that uses complex supervised ML models and transforms
them into simple, interpretable, transparent statistical models. �is methodology is like stacking ensemble ML in which the best
ML models are used as a base learner to compute relative feature weights. �e index of these weights is further used as a single
covariate in the simple logistic regressionmodel to estimate the likelihood of an event. We tested this methodology on the primary
dataset related to cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), the leading cause of mortalities in recent times. �erefore, early risk assessment
is an important dimension that can potentially reduce the burden of CVDs and their related mortality through accurate but
interpretable risk prediction models.We developed an arti�cial neural network and support vector machines based onMLmodels
and transformed them into a simple statistical model and heart risk scores. �ese simpli�ed models were found transparent,
reliable, valid, interpretable, and approximate in predictions. �e �ndings of this study suggest that complex supervised ML
models can be e�ciently transformed into simple statistical models that can also be validated.

1. Introduction

Machine learning (ML) models have gained signi�cant
importance in recent times due to their �exible nature to

gauge complex phenomena accurately. However, this high
performance often leads to the complexity of ML methods.
Interestingly, the higher complexity of models brings higher
accuracy, but it comes at the cost of the interpretability of the
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models [1, 2]. 'e trade-off between accuracy and inter-
pretability of models has directed that generally, artificial
neural network (ANN) models yield more accuracy but with
the least interpretability [3]. On contrary, linear models are
easy to interpret but with less accuracy. 'is issue of in-
terpretability associated with ML models is termed a “black
box.” It simply means that in ML processes, data go in,
decisions come out, but the processes between input and
output are opaque [4, 5]. However, the interpretability of
models is as important as accuracy [6], especially in clinical
decision-making [7].

In the domain of medical science, the understanding of
how the models make predictions is the key to practitioners’
trust in the model and its output [8]. Generally, the inter-
pretable models are trustworthy because they are consistent
with the prior knowledge and experience of practitioners.
Additionally, the decision-makers can identify the unusual
patterns within the data sets and explain them in a particular
scenario. 'e black box nature of ML models has attained
significant attention from experts in various fields. And
technology giants such as Google, IBM, and Microsoft have
been investigating the techniques and methods that can
enhance the interpretability of these models [9]. 'e ML
models focus on predictions and usually provide high ac-
curacy, while the statistical models focus on drawing statistical
inferences from these models [10]. 'eoretically, this huge
difference needs proper justifications when implementingML
models. 'erefore, understanding the transparent process of
developing ML models is always a key challenge for practi-
tioners, especially when we want to prioritize them over
traditional statistical models. Moreover, in the case of fatal
diseases such as cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), it is and
should be the fundamental requirement of clinical and public
health experts while developing risk assessment models.
Moreover, the need to have an accurate and validated heart
risk score will have an impact on the estimation and pre-
diction of the need for cardiac services and cardiac surgery in
different settings with a low financial burden [11, 12].

A risk assessment or prediction model acts as a pre-
ventive strategy [13] and helps establish decision support
systems [14]. Because of its simplicity and interpretability,
logistic regression (LR) is a traditional statistical technique
that is commonly used in developing such cardiovascular
disease (CVD) related models [13]. However, the existing
well-known risk prediction models fail, like the Framingham
heart risk scores, which could not detect a large number of
individuals accurately [15]. 'is failure increased the cost of
treatment by identifyingmany individuals as members of the
risky group who did not have the predicted level of risk
[16, 17]. 'erefore, researchers suggest that ML models can
solve these accuracy-related issues [13, 18, 19]. In recent
years, an extensive literature has been published regarding
the utilization of ML models for CVD-related problems
[15, 20–22]. 'ese studies found that the performance of the
complex ML models improved the prediction accuracy of
the process compared to the existing statistical models.
However, their “black box” nature is a potential hindrance in
their utilization [1, 4, 7], and practitioners could not get an
explanation for their prediction results and the role of

features [23, 24]. 'e complexity and behavior of features
within these opaque models pose a question about the in-
terpretive abilities of the models. It motivates designing such
methodologies that can help improve the interpretability of
complexMLmodels with the minimum loss in performance.
'is study aims to propose and implement a methodology
for transforming complex supervised ML-based risk pre-
diction models into simple interpretable yet accurate risk
prediction models. 'is proposed methodology was tested
on the primary dataset, especially collected for the devel-
opment of a predictive heart risk score using nonlaboratory
features.'e details of this data set have been provided in the
subsequent Section.

2. Materials and Methods

'e proposed methodology is like a stacking ensemble that
combines different simple and weak ML models for better
performance [25]. However, in this study, we adopted it to
improve ML models’ interpretation and transparency and
concluded with a simple LR model (see Figure 1). Mainly, it
trained the ML models and derived the importance of the
features through best-performed models. Furthermore, these
extracted feature weights are used in the simple statistical
model. 'e used ML models were from the class of artificial
neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM), and
decision trees (DT). 'is methodology consists of a long
process, and the same process has been followed for the
derivation of novel nonlaboratory-based heart risk score
(NLHRS) and their related risk prediction models. 'is
NLHRS or heart risk score is specifically developed in this
study. For easy implementation, in the development of this
heart risk score, we only focused on such factors whose data are
observational and can be collected without laboratory settings.

(1) In the first step, supervised ML models that are DT,
SVM with different kernels, and ANN were trained
and implemented on the data set.

(2) In the second step, the performance of these ML
models was compared with that of an LR-based
model. It is because LR is a commonly used statistical
technique in the literature for predictionmodels.'e
ML models, which outperformed the LR model, will
be continued in the next steps. 'is comparison is
needed because weak ML models should be scruti-
nized to make this approach more efficient. 'ere-
fore, weak ML models were dropped for further
processing. In this study, accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, area under the curve (AUC), root mean
square error (RMSE), and kappa statistic were used
to assess the performance of risk prediction models
using tenfold cross-validation. We need to extract
relative feature weights from the best-performed
models in the next steps; therefore, this cross-vali-
dation was adopted because, in the training and
testing approach, we can have different relative
feature weights at various splits, that is, 80:20, 70:30,
and 60:40, which can be problematic in further usage
[26].
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(3) In the next step, relative feature weights were
computed using a model-driven approach. It is also
called a learner-based approach to extracting feature
weights (see Figure 1). 'e best-performed ML
models were employed to compute relative feature
weights or importance. Input-hidden-output con-
nection weight methodology (CWM) was used to
compute relative feature weights in the finalized
ANN model as suggested in the literature [27, 28].
DT uses information gain (IG) and the Gini index
(GI) for assigning relative weights to features as
discussed in the recent literature [26]. In addition,
orthogonal vector coordinates orthogonal to the
hyperplane are used by SVM to figure out the relative
weights of features in the trained model. However, if
the SVM model utilizes the radial basis function
(RBF) kernel, then relative weights of features can be
extracted through the recursive feature elimination
(RFE) method as discussed in the literature [29].

(4) Next, we transformed the original binary data set
(explained in the next section) with newly computed
relative feature weights. Initially, feature values in the
data set were in the form of “0” and “1” and were
labelled with “no” and “yes,” respectively. Yes� 1
indicated the exposure or presence of a particular
feature. In the data transformation process, “1” was
replaced with newly computed relative weights of
features derived through the best ML models. Ad-
ditionally, an additive approach was used to compute
an index or score. However, the new score ranges
from 0 to 100 while developing heart risk scores. In
this study, these scores were denoted as ML-based
NLHRS and were further used as input in the simple

LR model for the development of NLHRS-based
simple risk prediction models.

(5) Finally, complete processes of performance assess-
ment and validation were followed for these newly
developed simple risk prediction models. 'e pro-
cess of validation mainly evaluates the discrimina-
tion and calibration strengths of these simple risk
prediction models are explained in the subsequent
subsection. 'e valid NLHRS and associated risk
predictionmodels can be used for screening of CVDs
in the asymptomatic population.

2.1. Validation of NLHRS-Based Risk Prediction Models.
In contrast to ML models, the proposed methodology will
provide statistical models that can be validated through
existing well-known methods. 'erefore, in addition to the
common performance matrices mentioned above, newly
developed NLHRS-based risk prediction models were also
validated. 'e basic purpose of this validation is to assess the
discrimination and calibration capabilities of the models.
Various statistical tests were used to evaluate the validity of
these models. AUC, Brier score (BS), Spiegelhalter’s
Z-statistic, and Hosmer and Lemeshow (H) statistic were
used for this purpose. AUC is used to assess the discrimi-
native capability of the risk prediction model [30]. 'e
relative BS provides an overview of the discriminative
strength and calibration of the models [31]. In multiple
models, Spiegelhalter’s Z-statistic is used to make a com-
parison and help identify a better model [32]. Calibration is
another important measure that assesses the agreement
between observed and predicted outcomes [30]. H-statistic
was used to measure the calibration of the model as
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Figure 1: Proposed methodology for exploration of supervised ML models.
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suggested in the guidelines [33]. H-statistic is a goodness-of-
fit (GoF) criteria in risk prediction models; therefore, its
large value indicates the large difference between observed
and predicted outcomes, leading to less calibrated models.
For a good risk prediction model, the value of the H-statistic
should be less than 20 [34]. In addition to H-statistic, cal-
ibration charts are also recommended to visualize the
model’s performance in various groups of probability [30].

2.2. Collection and Description of Data Set. In the develop-
ment of NLHRS and its related risk prediction models, the
same fifteen features were used as discussed in the literature
[35, 36]. 'e features were gender, age in years, parental
history of CVDs, dietary habits, physical activity, smoking,
passive smoking, self-reported general stress, obesity, dia-
betes mellitus, and hypertension. Initially, except for age, all
features were binary. However, we categorized age into two
highly discriminative data-driven categories for scoring
purposes as discussed in the literature [35, 36]. 'e QUEST
algorithm, a type of DT, was used to derive the highly
discriminative age categories, and the new binary feature is
called “age groups.” 'is binary feature is utilized in the
formulation of NLHRS and their corresponding risk pre-
diction models. 'e data on these selected features were
collected from the Punjab Institute of Cardiology (PIC),
Pakistan, through a gender-matched case-control study.
Male and female cases were matched with their corre-
sponding male and female controls. Approval from the
ethical review committee was also sought before the exe-
cution of the study. A sample of 460 subjects (with 1:1
matching) having ages >30 years were selected for this study
in the duration of September 2018 to February 2019. Only
those cases were selected who had their first CVD event
(except congenital and rheumatic heart diseases) in their
lifetime. 'e details of the data collection process and de-
signs can be viewed in previous works [26, 37].'e empirical
study was performed on Weka version 3.8 and Python 3.9.0.

3. Results

'is study included 460 subjects with an equal distribution
of cases and controls (230 cases and 230 controls). Among
these subjects, 32.2% were females in both groups: cases and
controls, because, it is already mentioned in the previous
section that it is a gender-matched case-control study. 'e
average age of subjects was 48 years with 11.31 years of
standard deviation.

3.1. Implementation of Proposed Methodology for Computa-
tion of NLHRS. Selected supervised ML models were
implemented to train the models on the CVDs data set.
'ese models were trained without gender as it was found
insignificant due to the matching strategy and its insigni-
ficance can affect the performance of models. However, its
confounding effect would be adjusted at a later stage. Passive
smoking was an insignificant feature in the development of
the LR model. It was found that the two ML models that are
linear SVM and ANN outperformed LR and other ML

models in the majority of the performance matrices (see
Table 1). 'erefore, it was excluded from further processing.
We tried more than 50 configurations that include various
numbers of hidden layers, number of nodes, and so on.
However, the ANN model of a single hidden layer and 7
hidden nodes performed better than other ANN- and LR-
based models (baseline model). Figure 2 is the illustration of
the ANN model and showed the complexity of the associ-
ation between features and outcome variables. Various cost
function values (ct) were implemented to optimize the linear
SVM model, and ct � 0.5 provided a good risk prediction
model. It was found that ANN with a single hidden layer
yielded the highest amount of accuracy (82.61%), specificity
(0.848), AUC (0.881), and kappa statistic (0.653). Similarly,
linear SVM also provided better performance matrices than
the LR model. 'erefore, linear SVM and ANNmodels were
selected to evaluate model-driven relative feature weights.
'ese two ML models fulfilled most performance criteria
with good discrimination and calibration. 'ese extracted
feature weights were subsequently used to form the NLHRS
and its corresponding risk prediction models. 'e NLHRS
produced through the ANNmodel was named the “artificial
neural network-based risk score” and is denoted by ANN-
RS. Similarly, NLHRS produced through linear SVM is
named support-vector-machine-based risk score (SVM-RS).

3.2. Extraction of Relative Feature Weights Using Best-Per-
formed ML Models. 'e finalized relative feature weights
were computed through CWM methodology in the ANN
model and given in Table 2. 'e relative weights of features
range from 5.138% to 11.944% in the overall prediction
process (see Table 2). It is found that the feature “age groups”
is crucial for the ANN-based risk prediction model since it
receives the highest weight (11.944%). Hypertension is the
secondmost important feature, with 10.527% relative weight
in the ANN network. 'e least important feature identified
by the ANN-based model with a relative weight of 5.138% is
self-reported general stress.

Linear SVM is another ML best-performed model that
was used for the computation of relative feature weights.
Table 2 shows the relative feature weights computed through
this model, ranging from 2.683% to 11.283%. Linear SVM-
based feature weights identified that hypertension was the
most discriminating feature for CVD status. Physical in-
activity was the second most important feature in the linear
SVM-based model. Contrary to the ANN-based model, the
linear SVM ranked parental history of CVDs was the least
discriminating feature for the model. Overall, it was found
that both ML models have different patterns of features and
different ranks. 'is is possibly due to the different nature of
these two ML models.

3.3.Development ofNLHRS-BasedRiskPredictionModels and
?eir Performance Assessment. Now, the two types of
NLHRS were represented as ANN-RS and SVM-RS and
were used in the simple LR equation as proposed in
methodology to formulate NLHRS-based risk prediction
models (see Figure 1). ANN-RS and SVM-RS acted as a
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single covariate or prognostic index (PI) in two different LR
equations. 'ese PIs were denoted as PIA and PIS for ANN-
RS and SVM-RS, respectively. PIA and PIS are the indexes
that will be computed for an individual using the ANN- and
SVM-based relative feature weights. For elaboration, an
example is discussed here.

Example 1. For example, if a person is physically inactive,
has a smoking history, consumes high salty foods, and has a
history of hypertension and diabetes mellitus, then PIA and
PIS will be computed as follows:

PIA � 8.024 (physical inactivity� 1) + 9.067 (smoking
history� 1) + 6.128 (consumption of high salty
foods� 1) + 10.527 (hypertension� 1) + 6.371 (diabetes
mellitus� 1)� 40.12
PIS � 9.499 (physical inactivity� 1) + 7.887 (smoking
history� 1) + 8.338 (consumption of high salty

foods� 1) + 11.283 (hypertension� 1) + 7.961 (diabetes
mellitus� 1)� 44.91

It was found that the regression coefficient of each type
of PI was significant in their respective model. Furthermore,
these equations were also adjusted for gender effects. 'ese
equations were referred to as NLHRS-based risk prediction
model equations (see equations (1)–(4)). 'ese simple LR-
based equations with the PIs need to be validated before
being used as a risk prediction model. 'erefore, the pre-
dictive capability and validity of each NLHRS-based model
were computed in the subsequent section. Equations (1) and
(3) are the zi (logits) of the ANN-RS and SVM-RS, re-
spectively. However, equations (2) and (4) were used to
estimate the probability of having CVDs based on ANN-RS
and SVM-RS, respectively.

zi � − 5.659 + 0.107(Gender) + 0.160 PIA( , (1)

P CVDs � 1|PIA(  �
1

1 + e
− zi

�
1

1 + e
− − 5.659+0.107(Gender)+0.160 PIA( )( )

, (2)

zi � − 6.131 + 0.415(Gender) + 0.174 PIS( , (3)

P CVDs � 1|PIS(  �
1

1 + e
− zi

�
1

1 + e
− − 6.131+0.415(Gender)+0.174 PIS( )( )

. (4)

'e performance of newly developed NLHRS-based risk
prediction models was assessed and reported in Table 3. 'e
results showed that the SVM-RS-based model had a relatively
better accuracy of 83.50%with 0.888AUCand the lowest RMSE
value. 'e ANN-RS-based model provided 81% accuracy with
0.876 AUC.'e accuracy of the ANN-RS-based risk prediction
model was lower than the SVM-RS-based model. SVM-RS-
based risk prediction model yielded improved findings than the
original ML-based RPM provided in Table 1. However, the
ANN-RS-based model provided a slightly compromised per-
formance than the original ML-based risk prediction models.
'is slight loss of performance can be justified and possibly due

to the small to medium size sample of the study. However, it
shows thatML-based complexmodels are “wrapped up” within
the newly developed simple NLHRS-based models.

3.4. Validation Process of NLHRS-Based Risk Prediction
Models. In the medical sciences, the validity of the risk
prediction model needs to undergo more rigorous evalua-
tion. 'erefore, there is a need for at least valid internal
predictions of individuals from the underlying population
[38]. 'is section specifically answers the question, “Are
NLHRS-based risk prediction models valid?” Various

Table 1: Performance assessment of ML models for the development of NLHRS.

Models ANN Linear SVM RBF SVM Random forest LR
Confusion matrix Case Control Case Control Case Control Case Control Case Control
Case 185 45 187 43 187 43 191 39 188 42
Control 35 195 46 184 50 180 56 174 50 180
Accuracy 82.61 80.65 79.80 79.30 80.00
Sensitivity 0.791 0.813 0.813 0.830 0.817
Specificity 0.848 0.800 0.783 0.757 0.783
Kappa statistic 0.653 0.613 0.595 0.587 0.600
AUC 0.883 0.881 0.870 0.857 0.873
RMSE 0.365 0.372 0.379 0.411 0.380

Number of criteria fulfilled 5/6 5/6 1/6 1/6 Baseline risk
prediction model
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statistical tests were used and reported here to evaluate the
internal validity of NLHRS and its corresponding risk
prediction models. 'e ideal values of these tests are pro-
vided in Table 4.'e value of the BS score, which is close to 0,
is ideal. It is found that the SVM-RS-based model has the
lowest BS value of 0.115. 'e ANN-RS-based model pro-
vided a BS value of 0.142 that is far from the SVM-RS-based
model. 'e lower value of BS indicates it has relatively well
discriminated and calibrated NLHRS, but it also needs
support from a test of significance. 'erefore, Spiegelhalter’s
Z-statistic was used to assess the H0, which is similar to the
H-statistic. 'e smaller value of Spiegelhalter’s Z-statistic
reflected a good overall calibration by the model. ANN-RS-
and SVM-RS-based models provided –1.791 and –1.443
values of Spiegelhalter’s Z-statistic, respectively, with
p-value > 0.05. It means SVM-RS and ANN-RS provide
well-calibrated NLHRS-based models.

'e SVM-RS-based risk prediction model achieved the
highest value of AUC, but the ANN-RS-based model also
depicts comparable findings with a point estimate of 0.876.
Figure 3 is the presentation of the discriminating capability
of these two finalized models. 'ese values indicate that the
SVM-RS-based model had a better discriminating ability
than the other model.

From Table 4, ANN-RS and SVM-RS showed good
calibration as both models have H-statistic <20. Both
NLHRS-based risk prediction models have acceptable
levels of calibration. Furthermore, the required level of
significance (>0.05) in both models was also achieved. It
can also be observed from Figure 4 that ANN-RS-based
risk prediction models showed better closeness with the
ideal line as compared to SVM-RS models. Overall, the
calibration plots graphically augmented the H-statistic
findings and found the slight superiority of ANN-RS over
the SVM-RS-based risk prediction model. However,
irrespective of good calibration, the ANN-RS-based
model had slightly compromised accuracy as discussed
previously.

Overall, the performance and validity of NLHRS-based
risk prediction models showed that both ANN-RS- and
SVM-RS-based models yielded stable results, especially in
the tests of significance such as H-statistic, Spiegelhalter’s
Z-statistic, and AUC. Except for calibration measurement,
the SVM-RS-based risk prediction model was found to be
more consistent in the performance and validation process.
'erefore, these simple models with almost the same ac-
curacy can reinforce the interpretability of initially devel-
oped complex ML models.

Table 2: Extraction of relative feature weights using ANN and linear SVM.

Features
Artificial neural network Linear support vector machine

Sum of input feature
contribution

Relative feature weights
(%)

Original feature
weights

Relative feature weights
(%)

Age groups 0.836 11.944 1.085 8.828
Parental history of CVDs 0.401 5.735 0.330 2.683
Self-reported general stress 0.360 5.138 0.732 5.957
Consumption of high salty
foods 0.429 6.128 1.024 8.338

Low fruit consumption 0.666 9.517 0.832 6.773
Physical inactivity 0.562 8.024 1.167 9.499
High fried foods/trans fats 0.404 5.770 0.857 6.976
Abdominal obesity 0.406 5.794 1.046 8.512
Diabetes mellitus 0.446 6.371 0.978 7.961
Hypertension 0.737 10.527 1.386 11.283
Smoking history 0.635 9.067 0.969 7.887
Low vegetables consumption 0.588 8.394 0.894 7.273
Red meat/poultry
consumption 0.531 7.591 0.987 8.030

Total 7.000 100.000 12.286 100.000

Table 3: Performance assessment of NLHRS-based risk prediction models.

Models ANN-RS SVM-RS
Confusion matrix Case Control Case Control
Case 190 40 190 40
Control 48 182 36 194
Accuracy 81.000 83.500
Sensitivity 0.826 0.826
Specificity 0.791 0.843
Kappa statistic 0.620 0.670
AUC 0.876 0.888
RMSE 0.378 0.362
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4. Discussion

'e scope and application of complex ML models in de-
cision support systems are continuously increasing due to

their high performance. However, the usage of these effective
but complex opaque models is a real challenge for practi-
tioners. To help them, in this study, we proposed and
implemented a methodology that efficiently transformed the
complex supervised ML models into simple interpretable
but approximately accurate statistical models. 'is meth-
odology has been tested on a CVD-related data set. Two
newly developed heart risk scores (ANN-RS and SVM-RS)
and their corresponding models were found consistent in
performance matrices, specifically with good discriminative
and predictive strength. In addition to these matrices, the
validation process of these models also augmented our
proposed methodology. 'e small difference between the
performance of complex ML-based risk prediction models
and the transformed simple NLHRS-based risk prediction
models is the key output of this proposed methodology.

Literature has shown an upward surge in the develop-
ment and implementation of new ML algorithms. 'e
performance of these algorithms is almost equal to humans
or even surpasses them [1]. However, this constant im-
provement in the performance of these algorithms also
increases their complexity, which attracted the attention of
researchers [5, 39, 40]. 'e interpretability of models is an
attractive characteristic, but the requirement for high per-
formance in models cannot be undermined. 'erefore, the
balance of this trade-off is the ultimate requirement of re-
searchers in recent works [1]. 'e literature has discussed
that the simplicity of risk scores or models can come at the
expense of performance, especially in terms of discrimi-
nation and calibration [41, 42, 43], and could increase the
cost to the health system by providing wrong predictions

Table 4: Validation of NLHRS-based risk prediction models.

Assessment Test statistic/criteria Ideal value ANN-RS SVM-RS
Overall discrimination and calibration Brier mean probability score 0 0.142 0.115
Overall comparison of models Spiegelhalter’s Z-statistic (p-value) 0 (p> 0.05) − 1.791 (0.073) − 1.443 (0.150)
Calibration H-statistic (p-value) <20 (p> 0.05) 13.719 (0.089) 14.427 (0.071)
Discrimination AUC 1 0.876 0.888
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Figure 3: Discrimination strength of ANN-RS- and SVM-RS-based risk prediction models.
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[16]. 'is study provides a methodology that extracts the
relative weights of features from best-performed complex
ML models and utilizes them in a simple LR model to
maintain the balance between interpretability and high
performance of models. 'is unique combination of com-
plex ML and simple LR models provides a hybrid approach
of high performance and interpretability.

Our proposed methodology has provided models that
are interpretable, can maintain performance, are trans-
parent in the process, can be validated, and can be pre-
sented in statistical equations. Interestingly, these
multiple characteristics are acquired at multiple stages of
the proposed methodology. In the first stage, the actual
input features were processed through complex ML
models by considering possible problems of nonlinearity
and interaction effects. 'is step provided higher accuracy
than traditional statistical models such as LR. Using the
relative feature weights approach, it tried to estimate the
real weights utilized in the best ML models. 'is ex-
traction of the relative weights of features highlighted the
individual role of features in complex ML models and
provided a transparent mechanism. 'e index of these
relative feature weights acts as a single covariate in the LR
model equation to form a simple statistical model. 'is
step leads to simplicity, interpretability, and statistical
form in the newly derived models. 'is simple LR model
equation can easily be used due to its excellent inter-
pretative capabilities, especially for medical scientists.
Finally, parallel to existing LR-based models, newly de-
veloped models can also be validated along the same lines.
'ese models also offer a continuous form of probability,
but in simplicity, they are comparable to the existing
semiquantitative models [44], which simply use an index
of features for risk estimation of CVDs.

'e newly developed heart risk scores, NLHRS, and their
associated risk prediction models fulfill the majority of the
criteria of a valid model, especially in terms of discrimi-
nation and calibration. 'erefore, these two NLHRS-based
risk prediction models can be used as screening tools for
future purposes. In addition, this validated score can help
predict the need for cardiac services in the different areas,
especially in the absence of a good database. It also helps
guide decision-makers to establish a cardiac unit or cardiac
centre. 'e predictive performance and discrimination
strength of the linear SVM-based NLHRS and its risk
prediction model are relatively better than the ANN-RS-
based model. Furthermore, the performance of linear SVM-
based NLHRS and its related model has been improved from
the original risk prediction models. However, the slightly
compromised performance of ANN-based NLHRS and its
model can be improved by using large data sets [45] and new
methodologies for the extraction of feature weights. 'e
findings of this study should be interpreted in the following
limitations. Firstly, the proposed methodology has been
tested on the CVDs data set that has been specifically col-
lected for this purpose. Future researchers can test this
methodology on other domains as well. Secondly, this study
mainly focused on binary independent features. It is because
the majority of risk factors of CVDs have binary nature.

However, the proposed methodology can also be imple-
mented on other types of data sets as well.

5. Conclusions

'e conversion of complex ML models into simple but valid
statistical models is the pertinent objective of the study. A novel
methodology was adopted that uses the philosophy of stacking
ensemble ML methods that combine different models for better
performance. However, this complex process has been unfolded
and yielded simple statistical models, which are interpretable,
transparent, and valid. 'e proposed methodology had been
tested on the primary data set and efficiently provided two valid
heart risk scores,NLHRS, and their corresponding risk prediction
models. Performance matrices generated by NLHRS-based
models are approximately equal to the original complex ML-
based risk prediction models. 'erefore, it is suggested that this
simple but transparent methodology can be used to develop
interpretativemodels that use the efficient output of complexML
models as input. Furthermore, this validated risk score will have
the potential for future use to predict cardiac diseases that will
have an impact on clinical settings and future decision-making.
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Aiming at the problems of over reliance on labor and low generalization of traditional emotion analysis methods based on
dictionary and machine learning, an emotion analysis model of microblog comment text based on deep learning is proposed.
Firstly, text is obtained through microblog crawler program. After data preprocessing, including data cleaning, Chinese word
segmentation, removal of stop words, and so on, the Skip-gram model is used for word vector training on a large-scale unmarked
corpus, and then the trained word vector is used as the text input of CNN-BiLSTM model, which combines Bidirectional Long-
Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) neural network and Convolution Neural Network (CNN). Considering the historical context
information and the subsequent context information, BiLSTM can better use the temporal relationship of text to learn sentence
semantics. CNN can extract hidden features from the text and combine them. Finally, after Adamax optimization training, the
emotion type of microblog comment text is output. )e proposed model combines the learning advantages of BiLSTM and CNN.
)e overall accuracy of text emotion analysis has been greatly improved, with an accuracy of 0.94 and an improvement of 8.51%
compared with the single CNN model.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology and
the growing number of Internet users, the Internet has been
inseparable from people’s daily life and information has
begun to show explosive growth [1]. Microblog is one of the
main public opinion platforms in China, carrying a large
number of information released by the public. Most of these
information have emotional tendencies [2, 3]. Analyzing the
text of microblog hot topics and mining the emotional
tendencies are of great significance for government units or
enterprises to understand the trend of public opinion [4].

Text emotion analysis refers to the analysis of subjective
text with emotional color, mining the contained emotional
tendency, and dividing the emotional attitude [5]. Microblog

text emotion analysis belongs to a specific research field of
text emotion classification. In the research field of natural
language processing, the analysis and research of text
emotion is an important branch.)e process of text emotion
analysis includes the acquisition of original data, data
preprocessing, feature extraction, classifier, and emotion
category output [6–8]. )e acquisition of original data is
generally through web crawlers to obtain relevant data; data
preprocessing refers to data cleaning to remove noise.
Common methods include removing invalid characters and
data, unifying data categories, using word segmentation
tools for word segmentation, stop word filtering, etc. Feature
extraction has different implementation methods according
to the different methods used, and the feature extraction of
deep learning method is generally automatic [9]. )e final
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emotional category of the text is obtained from the output of
the classifier. )e common classifiers are Support Vector
Machine and Softmax.

In foreign countries, many achievements have been
made in the emotional analysis of Twitter texts. However, in
China, the research on Chinese text begins relatively late,
and the research on Chinese microblog text is relatively few.
Due to the differences of language expression and the di-
versity and complexity of Chinese expression, the research
onmicroblog text is full of challenges [10, 11]. Reference [12]
analyzed and expounded the level of emotion analysis,
various emotion models, emotion analysis, and text emotion
detection process, and discussed the challenges faced in the
process of emotion analysis. Reference [13] proposed a
dictionary-based text emotion analysis system. )is method
is the main standard method for modeling text for machine
learning in emotion analysis methods, which can effectively
solve the problem of data overload. But the method is more
traditional and difficult to apply to the complex text envi-
ronment of microblog. Reference [14] developed a classi-
fication model based on machine learning algorithm to
realize the social website automatically filtering out the
messages from the visitors for avoiding excessive speech, but
the performance of the single model was slightly deficient.
)e traditional model based on motion dictionary is simple,
fast, and stable, but it also has limitations. )e traditional
model needs to prepare a relatively complete motion dic-
tionary, but this step needs a lot of human and material
resources for careful operation, which has low practicability
and is not conducive to the development of natural language
processing.

With the continuous development of machine learning,
some inherent advantages of deep learning have solved some
problems. Deep learning can establish a classification model
for the emotion classification of microblog text without
background language knowledge to realize the emotion
classification of microblog text with high accuracy [15]. For
example, reference [16] proposed an image text emotion
analysis model based on deep multimodal attention fusion,
which used the hybrid fusion framework for emotion
analysis, and realized emotion classification and recognition
by combining the discriminant features and internal cor-
relation between visual and semantic content. Reference [17]
proposed a Chinese text emotion analysis method based on
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which realized
feature preprocessing by normalizing features, and opti-
mized text feature size to improve analysis performance.
However, the CNN model ignores the correlation between
the whole and the part, and the analysis accuracy of com-
ment text needs to be further improved. Reference [18]
proposed a network text emotion analysis method based on
the improved attention mechanism and two-way gated loop
unit model. Reference [19] proposed a text emotion analysis
method combining dictionary language model and deep
learning to solve the problem of accurate and rapid emotion
analysis of comment text in the network big data
environment.

Aiming at the problems of single word quantization and
poor analysis accuracy in most of the existing deep learning

algorithms in text processing, an emotion analysis model of
microblog comment text based on deep learning is pro-
posed. Compared with the traditional dictionary-based and
machine learning models, the innovations of the proposed
model are as follows.

(1) In order to better analyze emotion, the Skip-gram
model is used to quantify the word of the pre-
processed text data set. Part of the speech features are
integrated, which can significantly improve the effect
of emotion analysis.

(2) Because the output of LSTM hidden layer only de-
pends on the output of the previous time, resulting in
inaccurate analysis results, the proposed model
combines Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(BiLSTM) and CNN to construct CNN-BiLSTM
model. BiLSTM can obtain previous and subsequent
information, and CNN can deeply mine text features.
)us, the accuracy of text emotion analysis is
improved.

2. Proposed Model

2.1. Model Process. )e process of microblog comment text
emotion analysis model based on deep learning is shown in
Figure 1, which mainly includes four parts: text data ac-
quisition, text preprocessing, text vectorization, and neural
network model.

After the text data is obtained, it is divided into training
data set and test data set throughmanual annotation, and the
data set is preprocessed through data cleaning, Chinese word
segmentation, and removal of stop words, and then the text
vectorization is completed. Finally, the quantified text is sent
to CNN-BiLSTMmodel for emotional analysis of microblog
comment text.

2.1.1. Text Acquisition. In order to construct the word vector
of words and emoticons, a microblog crawler program is

Start

Text acquisition

Text preprocessing

Text vectorization

Neural network model

Test data set

Data cleaning Chinese word segmentation Remove stop words

Train Test Assessment

End

Training data set

Figure 1: Text emotion analysis model process based on deep
learning.
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implemented by using the open-source crawler framework
WebCollecter, and the crawled microblog text is segmented
by using Natural Language Processing and Information
Retrieval (NLPIR) tool. In the process of word segmentation,
the emotional symbols in the constructed microblog emo-
tional symbol database are used as a word segmentation
dictionary to make them exist as a basic language unit after
word segmentation [20, 21]. In addition, a series of
microblog text preprocessing has been carried out, such as
complex and simple conversion, replacement of Uniform
Resource Locator (URL), elimination of short and mean-
ingless microblogs, etc. Finally, a Word2Vec word vector
training corpus is constructed, including 40302879 micro-
blogs and 1432646813 words. Skip-grammodel is used in the
training process, and other relevant parameters are set by
default. After training, a word vector space containing
850599 words is obtained, in which the word vector di-
mension of each word is 250.

2.1.2. Text Preprocessing. Generally, the obtained text data
has many invalid contents or dirty data that affect the later
classification, so text preprocessing is an essential work, and
good text preprocessing can improve the accuracy of later
classification [22]. Text preprocessing generally includes
three steps: data cleaning, Chinese word segmentation, and
removing stop words.

(1) Data Cleaning. Data cleaning is to clean and remove
characters and data irrelevant to text content. Taking the
microblog text as an example, there are some irrelevant
characters and data in themicroblog text, such as forwarding
symbol //, designated user symbol @, topic symbol #,
microblog expression, HTML tag, URL link, and so on,
which are irrelevant to the content expressed by the
microblog and can affect the result of emotion analysis task.
For these data, the strategy of deletion or replacement can be
adopted. )e regular expression is used to delete the
character data other than the microblog expression, and the
microblog expression is replaced with the corresponding
Chinese text.

(2) Chinese Word Segmentation. Because Chinese text is not
like English text, which is naturally separated by spaces,
word segmentation must be done for Chinese text, and a
Chinese text must be divided into individual words. At
present, Chinese word segmentation can be divided into two
methods: machine learning-based and rule-based (rule re-
fers to word segmentation specification and thesaurus). In
2002, researchers treated Chinese word segmentation as part
of speech tagging. After tagging each word, they used a
supervised machine learning model for word segmentation.
)en, the fusionmodel of BiLSTM and Conditional Random
Field (CRF) was used for Chinese word segmentation. At the
same time, the research showed that the machine learning
method based on statistics was better than the traditional
rule-based method, especially in the recognition of unlisted
words (words not included in the dictionary). With the
development of deep learning, deep learning has begun to be

applied in the field of emotion analysis. Although deep
learning has not shown excellent technical advantages over
the traditional supervised machine learning method, it still
has potential. In the proposedmethod, word segmentation is
only a pre-step in the text emotion analysis task, so it is
decided to use the existing Jieba Chinese word segmentation
tool for word segmentation.

(3) Remove Stop Words. Similar to information retrieval, in
which some words shielded in order to improve query ef-
ficiency and save storage space, in the text emotion analysis
task, some words unrelated to emotional tendency will also
be removed, which are called stopwords. In Chinese text, in
addition to nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, and other
emotional words, there are also some meaningless words,
such as “do, bar, do, also, to, from, then, in addition, then”.
)ese meaningless words generally belong to prepositions,
mood auxiliaries, and conjunctions. Removing these
meaningless stopwords through the stopwords list can re-
duce the dimension of feature vector and reduce data noise
and data volume.

2.1.3. Text Vectorization. )e word sequence obtained
through text preprocessing needs to be transformed into a
vector used as the final input of the model [23]. Word2Vec
launched by Google is a commonly used word vector tool,
which is mainly based on Continuous Bags of Words
(CBOW) model and Skip-gram model. )e structures of the
two models are shown in Figure 2. CBOW model uses the
context of the current word ct to predict the probability of
the current word ct, and Skip-gram model uses ct to predict
the probability of its context. )e proposed model uses Skip-

c (t-2)

c (t-2) c (t-1)

c (t-1) c (t+1) c (t+2)

c (t+1) c (t+2)

SUM

c (t)

c (t)

Input

Projection

Output

SUM

Input

Projection

Output

CBOW

Skip-gram

Figure 2: Structures of CBOW model and Skip-gram model.
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gram model to train word vectors on large-scale unmarked
corpus, and takes the trained word vectors as the input word
vectors of the model.

Skip-gram neural network model can be constructed and
implemented through two frameworks: Hierarchical Soft-
max and Negative Sampling (NEG). )e proposed model
adopts the method of Negative Sampling, including three-
layer structure of input layer, projection layer, and output
layer. )e text samples ct− n, . . . , ct− 1, ct, ct+1, . . . , ct+n in
Corpus are recorded as samples (c, context(c)). )e Neg-
ative Sampling method divides words into positive samples
and negative samples.)e central word c is negative samples,
and the rest are positive samples. In the output layer, the
Negative Sampling technology is adopted. For any
ϖ ∈ u{ }∪NEG(u), NEG(u) represents negative sample set
generated when processing word u, the posterior probability
of which is as follows:

p(ϖ|c) �
σ v(c)

Tθϖ , L
u
(ϖ) � 1,

1 − σ v(c)
Tθϖ , L

u
(ϖ) � 0,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(1)

where σ represents Sigmoid activation function; v(c) rep-
resents the target word; and θ represents the ϖ-th word in
the window except the target word.

)e Skip-gram language model requires to maximize the
probability of words appearing in the context.)e optimized
objective function is in the following form:

G � 
c∈C


u∈Context(c)


ϖ∈ u{ }∪NEG(u)

p(ϖ|c),

L � 
c∈C


u∈C(c)


ϖ∈ u{ }∪NEG(u)

L
u
(ϖ) · log σ v(c)

Tθϖ   +

1 − L
u
(ϖ)  · log σ v(c)

Tθϖ  
.

(2)

2.2. Text Emotion Analysis Based on CNN-BiLSTM

2.2.1. CNN-BiLSTM Model Structure. )e hidden layer
output of the standard LSTM at a certain time only depends
on the output of the previous step, so it is only related to the
pre-context, that is, it can only see the historical information.
However, in the actual situation of text emotion analysis, it
should be related to both the pre-context and the post-
context, that is, it can not only see the historical information,
but also pay attention to the future information [24].
BiLSTM can exactly do this because it can obtain both
positive and reverse semantic information. Its model
structure is shown in Figure 3.

)erefore, the proposed model uses the fusion of
BiLSTM and CNN to construct the CNN-BiLSTM model,
and its structure is shown in Figure 4.)e input of the model
is the word vector matrix integrating part of speech features
trained by Word2Vec tool, and the output is the text
emotion classification result.

2.2.2. Convolution. )e convolution layer uses convolution
kernel to perform convolution abstract operation on text

word vector, so that the original word vector sequence
becomes a convoluted abstract meaning sequence. For a
given text sample x, it can be expressed as
x � (x1, x2, . . . , xn), where xi ∈ Rd represents the d di-
mension word vector of the i-th word in the text sample x. n

represents the number of words in the text, so the text
sample can be expressed as x ∈ Rn×d. )e number of words
contained in the convolution kernel is k, and its vector is
m ∈ Rk×d. Usually in image processing, the convolution
kernel is square, such as 6× 6. )en, the convolution op-
eration is performed by gradually moving the convolution
kernel along the width and height on the picture. However,
since the input in the natural language processing task is a
n × d dimensional word matrix, the convolution kernel
slides only in height, but in width, it is consistent with the
dimension of the word vector [25]. )is ensures that the
position of each window sliding is a complete word vector

x0

x1

xn

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

+
h

hn–1

hn–1

hn

h2

hnh2

h1

h0

h1

h0

Figure 3: Structure of BiLSTM model.
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Figure 4: Structure of CNN-BiLSTM model.
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without convolution of some word vectors of several words,
and ensures the rationality of words as the minimum
granularity in the language. )erefore, for each position i in
the text sample x, there is a window vector si containing a
continuous k word vectors, which is expressed as follows:

si � xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+k+1 . (3)

)e feature map φ ∈ Rn− k+1 is calculated by sliding the
windows one by one through the convolution kernel,
φ � [φ1,φ2, . . . ,φn− k+1]. )e calculation of φi in each sliding
window is as follows:

φi � δ ωi ∗m + b( , (4)

where ∗ represents the multiplication of corresponding
matrix elements, b is the offset vector, function δ is the
activation function, and ω is the weight matrix. )e pro-
posed model selects ReLU function as the activation
function.

)e designed convolution layer generates multiple fea-
ture maps through j convolution kernels, and all convo-
lution kernels have the same size. j feature maps are
obtained from the window vector si at each position i in the
text sample x, and a new feature representation Ψi is ob-
tained by combining the feature vectors φi at the same
position:

Ψi � φi1,φi2, . . . ,φij . (5)

)e final feature representation is Ψ ∈ R(n− k+1)×j. Ψ �

[Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,Ψj] is used as the input of the next Max-pooling
layer.

2.2.3. Pooling Layer. In the convoluted feature maps, the
average pooling or Max pooling is usually used to reduce the
amount of data, so as to reduce the parameters and reduce
the amount of calculation. )e proposed model adopts the
Max-pooling method, and the mathematical expression is as
follows:

φ � max φi( . (6)

It can be seen from equation (6) that for the feature maps
obtained by convolution kernel, only the feature map with
the highest score is retained.

)ere are two reasons for using the Max-pooling
method. First, the calculation of the upper layer is reduced
by eliminating the non-maximum value, and the most
significant information can be retained by extracting the
local dependencies of different convolution kernels.

2.2.4. BiLSTM Layer. )e deep features after Max pooling
will be used as the input of BiLSTM in this layer. Compared
with LSTM, BiLSTM can focus on the future context on the
basis of considering the past context. In addition, when
accepting text vectors, the order is from left to right, which
will lead to the more backward words that are more likely to
affect the emotion of the whole sentence, which is unrea-
sonable. BiLSTM can better alleviate this. )e hidden layer

of BiLSTM includes forward connection and backward
connection, which are used to learn the forward information
and backward information of text, respectively, and are both
connected to the output layer unit. )e backward connec-
tion output vector is obtained through the following
operations:

f
←

t � σ ω
←
1fxt + ω

←
2fht+! + b

←

f ,

ϕ
←

t � σ ω
←
1ixt + ω

←
2iht+! + b

←

i ,

C
←

t � f
←

t ∗C
←

t+1 + ϕ
←

t ∗ tanh ω
←
1cxt + ω

←
2cht+! + b

←

c ,

o
←

t � σ ω
←
1oxt + ω

←
2oht+! + b

←

o ,

h
←

t � o
←

t ∗ tanh C
←

t ,

(7)

where f
←

t1/2, ϕ
←

t, o
←

t are the outputs of backward LSTM
forgetting gate, input gate and output gate at time t, re-
spectively;C

←
t represents the output of the backwardmemory

control unit after time t. ω
←
1 and ω

←
2 are the weight matrices of

backward categories, and its subscript represents the specific
category; xt and ht+1 represent the input and hidden layer
vectors at time t and, t + 1 respectively; b

←
represents the

backward offset vector, and its subscript represents the
specific category.

Finally, the output vector representation h of BiLSTM
hidden layer is the combination of forward connection
output h

→
and backward connection output h

←
, and also

serves as the input of the next layer:

h � [ h
→
⊕h
←

]. (8)

2.2.5. Full Connection Layer and Classifier. )e full con-
nection layer receives the output features of the BiLSTM
layer as the input, and then outputs them to the final output
layer after comprehensive processing. Each neuron in the
full connection layer is connected to all neurons in the
previous layer in order to integrate features.

)e output layer selects Softmax as the classifier, which
outputs the results of text emotion analysis. )e Softmax
classifier is calculated as follows:

pi �
e

ϑT
i x( )


Q
q�1 e

ϑT
q x 

, (9)

where pi represents the probability that the classification
result is category i; Q indicates the number of all categories;
and ϑT

i x represents multiple inputs. Each output is in the
interval [0, 1], the probability sum of all categories is 1, and
the category with the highest probability is taken as the final
result of the text emotion analysis task.

2.3. Optimization Algorithm. As everyone knows, the op-
timization algorithm plays an important role in the success
or failure of the deep neural network model. Because the
main role of the optimization algorithm is to find the global
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optimal solution by gradient descent in the back propagation
of neurons and update the connection weight of neurons, an
excellent optimization algorithm can accurately find the
global optimal solution in the shortest time and accurately
update the weight matrix of connected neurons. Different
optimization algorithms are selected for the same model to
produce different results. Common optimization algorithms
include Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), RMSprop,
Adadelta, Adam, etc. )e proposed model adopts Adamax
optimization algorithm, which is a variant of Adam algo-
rithm. Adam optimization algorithm is a random objective
function optimization algorithm based on adaptive esti-
mation of low-order matrix proposed by Diederik P. Kingma
et al. in 2015. )is method has the advantages of simple
implementation, high calculation efficiency, and less
memory requirements. It is very suitable to solve the
problem of large data and parameter scale.

In Adam, the gradient of each individual weight in the
update rule is inversely proportional to the L2 norm of the
gradient at the current time and the previous time, so the update
rule based on L2 norm can be extended to the update rule based
on LP norm. With the increase of p, it begins to become nu-
merically unstable. In the special case of p⟶∞, the original
algorithm becomes a very simple and stable algorithm, which is
Adamax. Its description is shown in algorithm 1.

3. Experiment and Analysis

)e specific parameters of the microblog data set used in the
experiment, such as sentence length, batch size, andDropout
value, are shown in Table 1. )e server hardware environ-
ment used in this experiment is: graphics card GTX1080Ti
dual card, 22G video memory, CPU2.6GHz, 16 threads,
16Gmemory capacity, and 240G hard disk capacity; and the
operating system is Ubuntu 16.04.

3.1. Evaluation Criteria. )e proposed model uses Precision
and Recall as the indicators to evaluate the results of emotion

classification in positive emotion samples and negative
emotion samples, respectively, and Accuracy is used as the
evaluation index for the overall performance. TP (True
Positive) represents the number of samples with positive
emotion and correctly predicted as positive samples; FP
(False Positive) indicates the number of samples with
negative emotion and incorrectly predicted as positive
samples; TN (True Negative) indicates the number of
samples with negative emotion and correctly predicted as
negative samples; FN (False Negative) indicates the number
of samples with positive emotion and incorrectly predicted
as negative samples.

(1) Precision, representing the proportion of text cor-
rectly classified into this category in text actually
classified into this category, is calculated as follows:

Precisionp �
TP

TP + FP
,

Precisionn �
TN

TN + FN
.

(10)

(2) Recall, representing the proportion of text correctly
classified into this category in all text of this category,
is calculated as follows:

Input
Step length α;
Exponential decay rate β1, β2 ∈ [0, 1);
Random objective function μ(τ);
Initial parameter quantity τ0.
Begin
(1) t� 0
(2) While τ0 does not converge,

t� t+ 1;
Calculate the random target gradient of time step t: gt � ∇τμt(τt+1);
Update estimated deviation: λt � β1 · λt− 1 + (1 − β1);
Update exponentially weighted infinite norm;
Update parameters: τt � τt− 1 − (α/(1 − βt

1)) · λt/ut

(3) Return τt.
(4) Output parameters τt.

End

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudo code of Adamax optimization algorithm.

Table 1: Model parameter setting.

Parameter Value
Sentence length 80
Batch size 128
Word vector dimension 300/330
Convolution window size 3,4,5
Number of convolution kernels 256
Number of BiLSTM hidden units 256
Activation function ReLU
Loss function Cross entropy
Learning rate 0.0001
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Recallp �
TP

TP + FN
,

Recalln �
TN

TN + FP
.

(11)

(3) Accuracy, the proportion of correct prediction, is
calculated as follows:

Accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
. (12)

3.2. Effect of Epoch Parameter on Model Results. In deep
learning, Epoch refers to a complete iteration, including a
forward transfer and a reverse transfer of all the training
samples. )e experiment is based on CNN-BiLSTM model.
Except for Epoch parameters, other parameters remain
unchanged.)e accuracy under different Epochs is shown in
Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, with the increase of Epoch,
the accuracy of the training set in the text emotion analysis
task continues to improve, while the test set first increases
and then decreases. When the 7th Epoch is trained, the
accuracy on the test set reaches the maximum, and then the
accuracy begins to decline, which may be due to over-fitting
at the beginning of training. It can be concluded that too
much or too little Epoch values have an impact on the results
of text emotion analysis. When there is too little Epoch, the
optimal results will not be obtained, but when there are too
many training times, the model will over fit the training data
and perform poorly in the test set. )erefore, the value of
Epoch is very important for the evaluation of model per-
formance. According to the experimental results, Epoch is
set to 7. At this time, the analysis performance of the model
is ideal.

3.3. Dropout Value Comparison Experimental Results. )e
introduction of Dropout can remove some neurons and
update the weight and bias term through the remaining
neurons in the process of forward calculation and back
propagation. )en, the removed neurons are restored. Next,
some neurons are removed again according to a certain
probability, update the weight and bias term, and repeat this
process until the end of neural network training. )is can
improve the generalization ability of the model to a certain
extent and prevent the model from over-fitting. On the
premise that other parameters remain unchanged, change
the Dropout value. )e accuracy results of the proposed
model for the emotion analysis of microblog comment text
are shown in Figure 6.

As can be seen from Figure 6, when the Dropout value is
0.3, the accuracy is the highest, up to 0.93. When the
Dropout value is too low or too high, the accuracy per-
formance is not high. )is is because when the Dropout
value is too low, too many neurons participate in training
and are easy to fall into over-fitting.When the Dropout value
is too high, too few neurons are left and easy to fall into
under-fitting. )erefore, the Dropout value of the model

proposed in the subsequent comparative experiment is set to
0.3.

3.4. Comparison of Training Results of Unidirection and
Bidirection Long-Term and Short-Term Memory Models.
)e CNN-BiLSTM model is based on the combination of
CNN and BiLSTM. On the one hand, because the convo-
lution layer of CNN can effectively extract deeper and more
abstract emotional features. On the other hand, the model
combining the advantages of the two neural networks is
better than the single neural network model. BiLSTM has a
higher accuracy of emotion classification than unidirection
LSTM because it can better take into account the previous
and subsequent information. In order to intuitively show the
advantages of CNN-BiLSTM model, compare it with the
analysis results of CNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM models, and
their accuracies are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: Comparison of training results under different Epochs.
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Figure 6: Comparison results of Dropout values.
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)e experimental results of crawling Microblog data set
show that BiLSTM can better analyze the information before
and after the text, so as to improve the accuracy of emotion
analysis. Compared with LSTM, its accuracy is improved by
2.89%. Similarly, the analysis accuracy of the BiLSTMmodel
combined with CNN is higher than that of CNN-LSTM,
about 0.935, which also demonstrates the feasibility of the
proposed model.

3.5. Comparison with Other Algorithms. In order to dem-
onstrate the performance of the proposed model, compare
and analyze it with themodels in references [13, 14] and [17],
optimize the training parameters of each comparative ex-
periment for many times, and select the experimental data
with the best effect. )e statistics of the experimental results
are shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, compared with other
models, the analysis performance of the proposed model is
the best, and its overall analysis accuracy is 0.94. Taking the
analysis of positive emotion as an example, its analysis
precision and recall are 0.95 and 0.89, respectively. Because
the proposedmodel combines CNN and BiLSTM, it not only
uses CNN to extract the deep features of the text, but also
obtains the context information of the text based on
BiLSTM, which is more conducive to the analysis of text
emotion. Reference [13] implemented text emotion analysis
based on dictionary model. Compared with deep learning
algorithm, its analysis accuracy is low, lower than 0.80.
Similarly, reference [14] used machine learning algorithm

for text classification, which used automatic filtering to
preprocess the text, but lacked comprehensive analysis and
extraction of text features. )erefore, its accuracy is only
0.78. Reference [17] proposed a text emotion analysis
method based on CNN, which can extract higher level se-
quences of text features through convolution layer, and the
analysis accuracy is improved to 0.86. However, due to the
lack of consideration of text context information, the overall
accuracy of emotion analysis is reduced by 8.51% compared
with the proposed model. )erefore, the effectiveness of the
proposed CNN-BiLSTM model can be demonstrated.

4. Conclusion

)e massive growth of data increases the complexity of the
network environment. As a research hotspot of natural
language processing, text emotion analysis has great research
significance in public opinion analysis, user portrait, and
recommendation system. )erefore, at this stage, with the
continuous progress of artificial intelligence, it has impor-
tant research value to realize effective emotion analysis
through emotion calculation. Aiming at the problems of
single word quantization and poor analysis accuracy in most
of the existing deep learning algorithms in text processing,
an emotion analysis model of microblog comment text based
on deep learning is proposed. Because the output of LSTM
hidden layer only depends on the output of the previous
time, resulting in inaccurate analysis results, the proposed
model combines BiLSTM and CNN to construct CNN-
BiLSTM model. BiLSTM can obtain previous and
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Figure 7: Comparison results of unidirectional and bidirectional LSTM models.

Table 2: Experimental results of different models.

Ref. [13] Ref. [14] Ref. [17] Proposed model

Positive emotion Precision 0.71 0.78 0.86 0.95
Recall 0.83 0.84 0.82 0.89

Negative emotion Precision 0.76 0.82 0.91 0.96
Recall 0.69 0.75 0.80 0.88

Accuracy 0.74 0.78 0.86 0.94
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subsequent information, and CNN can deeply mine text
features. )us, the accuracy of text emotion analysis is
improved. Based on the crawled microblog data set, the
experimental analysis of the proposed model shows that its
overall accuracy is 0.94, which is better than other com-
parison models, and has a certain practical application value.

)e proposed CNN-BiLSTM model includes a BiLSTM
layer that can take into account the previous and subsequent
information. Because the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
simplifies the gate structure in the LSTM, in the next re-
search, it will consider using a bidirectional GRU network to
replace the BiLSTM to improve the analysis efficiency of the
model.
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As a result of technology improvements, various features have been collected for heart disease diagnosis. Large data sets have
several drawbacks, including limited storage capacity and long access and processing times. For medical therapy, early diagnosis of
heart problems is crucial. Disease of heart is a devastating human disease that is quickly increasing in developed and also
developing countries, resulting in death. In this type of disease, the heart normally fails to provide enough blood to different body
parts in order to allow them to perform their regular functions. Early, as well as, proper diagnosis of this condition is very critical
for averting further damage and also to save patients’ lives. In this work, machine learning (ML) is utilized to find out whether a
person has cardiac disease or not. Both the types of ensemble classifiers, namely, homogeneous as well as heterogeneous classifiers
(formed by combining two separate classifiers), have been implemented in this work. &e data mining preprocessing using
Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) has been employed to cope with the imbalance problem of the class as well
as noise. &e proposed work has two steps. SMOTE is used in the initial phase to reduce the impact of data imbalance and the
second phase is classifying data using Naive Bayes (NB), decision tree (DT) algorithms, and their ensembles. &e experimental
results demonstrate that the AdaBoost-Random Forest classifier provides 95.47% accuracy in the early detection of heart disease.

1. Introduction

Heart disease is mainly observed as the world’s most dan-
gerous and life-threatening chronic disease. During heart
illness, the heart generally fails to deliver enough blood to
different body regions so as to allow them to operate nor-
mally. &e narrowing and occlusion of coronary arteries can
cause heart failure. Heart disease is one among the leading
reasons for death nowadays across the globe [1].&is leads to
crucial requirement of monitoring the functioning organs in
the human body and a critical aspect in monitoring health
records of cardiovascular system. &e coronary arteries

control the entire circulation of blood to the heart.
According to the latest survey, United States is one of the
severely affected countries with relatively high ratio of heart
disease observed in patients. &e symptoms like breathing
problem, physical body weakness, exhaustion, and swollen
feet among various other symptoms are the most typical
markers of heart disease [2]. Most of the cardiovascular
diseases affecting people across the world are usually fatal.
So, to overcome this problem, development of new tech-
nique may aid in detection of heart diseases in early stages as
there is huge growth in the technology. Also, before causing
substantial damage to avoid advantageous problems in terms
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of time, cost, and saving human lives machine learning
techniques are used to focus on monitoring the heart dis-
eases. Machine learning involves emerging techniques in
manipulating and extracting features or relevant data in-
formation in possible way [3]. Machine learning is one of the
complex fields and also has huge scope in various appli-
cations which is expanding all the time. Machine learning
techniques consist of supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, and also ensemble learning classifiers, which are
mainly used to forecast the heart diseases in early stages with
increase in accuracy results [4].

In the past years, academicians and researchers
attempted to create and implement many intelligent pro-
grams by applying predefined procedures, which are similar
to regular existing program works [2]. But, still there is a lag
in monitoring many observations and instances in timely
manner to overcome many societal challenges. Nowadays,
very challenging tasks include photo tagging, identification
of web-based ranking, identification of spam, or no spam
Emails. To overcome these tasks or objectives, one of the
options includes development of a program generating
relevant rules to evaluate the data samples. It is also called
training set, and one of the common emerging fields used for
this is machine learning methods. Since 2010–2015, many
intelligence software-based machine learning methods are
applied including recognition systems on patient images to
improve the accuracy results from 72% to 95% [5].

Most of the machine learning applications are evolving
in present days and affecting every aspect in our daily lives.
Machine learning is applicable in many emerging areas like
healthcare monitoring systems, pattern recognition and
feature extraction, text and speech recognition, education
systems, military and defense applications, fraud detection,
etc. Artificial intelligence takes the main lead in the devel-
opment of ML technology systems. ML technology also
simulates human learning systems from the input dataset or
information. Many machine learning algorithms from firms
such as Facebook, Amazon, or Flipkart are boosting the
business trends in developing various brands [6]. With the
help of past data or information, machine learning tries to
discover new patterns in applying algorithms to achieve
feasible outcome results. Also adding value to the business
trends or organizations mainly focuses onmonitoring future
situations and outcome [7].

2. Related Work

A lot of research work is carried out using machine learning
methods in achieving more accurate results and predicting
outputs based on input dataset [8]. Machine learning plays a
very important role in view of new trends and new tech-
niques based on customer behavior or various input pat-
terns, in the development of new products and new brands
[9]. Enterprises can understand the customer needs at
deeper level to overcome their needs using machine learning
algorithms depending, for various applications, on their
outcomes [10]. Machine learning also increases the im-
portance in business operations and artificial intelligence is
becoming practically high using today’s ML models.

One of the new strategies for detecting cardiac diseases,
mainly based on Co-Active Neuro-Fuzzy Interference Sys-
tems (CANFIS), is applied in one of the research work [11].
Most of the research study is based on regularity in detection
of heart diseases based on their strategies as well as on their
difficulties. Classifier strategies for the detection of heart
diseases are demonstrated using machine learning algo-
rithm, Naive Bayes classifier model. Most of the survey is
carried out on various applications, in many research papers,
by using data mining algorithms for prediction of heart
diseases [12]. But traditional invasive-based approach is
carried out using machine learning algorithms.&e classifier
models for diagnosing heart diseases are based on medical
history of patients, patient test results, or scan results so that
researchers or doctors can research on connected symptoms
[13].

Alternatively, one more disadvantage is that the dye used
is harmful as it affects kidneys, as it increases creatinine,
including a high cost, a different kind of adverse effects, and
a very good level of technological knowledge [14]. &e
traditional method is comparatively costly and also com-
putationally intensive method for disease diagnosis which
takes time to assess [15]. Researchers have tried to create
various noninvasive smart healthcare systems which are
based on predictive ML techniques, namely, SVM, K-NN,
Naive Bayes (NB), and, also, decision tree (DT), among
others, to overcome the challenges in conventional invasive-
based methods for the identification of heart disease [16].

In the medical field, one of the most used classifiers is the
decision tree. In this work [17] SEER medical datasets were
used to predict the disease survivorship using classification
and regression trees (CART).

In this work [18], use of neural networks was introduced
to diagnose and forecast heart disease as well as blood
pressure. A Deep Neural Network was built using the given
disease attributes to generate an output that was accom-
plished by the output perceptron and almost included 120
hidden layers, which is the most basic and relevant method
for ensuring an accurate result of having heart disease if the
model is using the test dataset [19]. &e use of a supervised
algorithm for cardiac disease diagnostics is being recom-
mended [17]. When the attributes of data are associated, the
random forest approach has a tendency to favor the smaller
group [20]. &is is why, in order to alleviate the challenge of
imbalanced data and limit the probability of bias against
minorities in the dataset, the SMOTE method is being used.
In this study [21], a combination of SMOTE and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) has been used to diagnose ovarian
cancer using a publicly available dataset of ovarian cancer.
&e research demonstrates that, by using the preprocessing
methodology of SMOTE to decrease the impact of data
imbalance, we can improve the performance and efficiency
of neural networks in cancer classification. On large datasets,
most single classifier algorithms have the drawbacks of being
computationally expensive and difficult. For large datasets,
in particular, classification approaches do not give consistent
and reliable results, making some individual classifier sys-
tems wasteful and unreliable [22]. For example, the DT
approach is particularly good at managing intervariable
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interactions, but it struggles with linear relationships be-
tween variables [23].

In recent years, ensemble classifiers have become a
popular strategy in machine learning and pattern recogni-
tion. In a nutshell, it is a method for combining the findings
of many classifiers. &e ensemble method’s main goal is to
improve classification efficiency by weighing multiple in-
dependent classifiers and thereby combining them into a
single or an individual classifier that outperforms each one
individually [22, 24, 25].

3. Exploratory Knowledge

One of the most well-known areas of medical research is the
research for heart disease. Early identification and accurate
projections of heart diseases have a significant impact on
therapy and reduce patient mortality rates. &e sections that
follow provide brief descriptions of the algorithms used to
detect heart disease in this study.

3.1. Decision Tree (DT) Classifier. A decision tree is a su-
pervisedML algorithm that makes decisions based on a set of
rules, very similar to how normally people do. A ML clas-
sification method is designed to make judgments, in one
sense. Classification and regression problems can both be
solved with this classifier [26].

&ere are different notions that define the model. &ey
are given below.

(i) Entropy: Entropy is a measurement of a system’s
unpredictability or disorder. In the year 1850, a
German physicist named Rudolf Clausius proposed
this hypothesis. It is computed as shown in

Entropy � −  p(X)log p(X), (1)

where p(X) is a fraction of examples in a given class.
(ii) Gini Index: It is also called the Gini coefficient,

which is a measure of income distribution in a
population. Corrado Gini, an Italian statistician,
created it in 1912. &e Gini impurity is computed
using

Gini Inpurity � 1 − 
C

i�1
pi( 

2
. (2)

(iii) Information Gain: &e reduction in entropy
achieved by changing a dataset is known as infor-
mation gain, and it is frequently utilized in the
training of decision trees. &e entropy of a dataset
before and after a transformation is used to calculate
information gain. It is computed using

IG Dp, f  � I Dp  −
Nleft

N
I Dleft( 

Nright

N
I Dright , (3)

where f is feature split on Dpwhich is parent dataset;
Dleft is left child node dataset;Dright is right child

node dataset; I is impurity criterion; N is total
number of samples; Nleft is samples number of left
child node; Nright is samples number of right child
node.

3.2. 9e CART Algorithm. &e CART algorithm was first
introduced by Breiman et al. [27]. Hunt’s algorithm is used
to create the CART. To build a DT, it can process categorical
as well as continuous attributes. It also accounts for missing
data and constructs the DT by making use of Gini Index as
an attribute selection criterion. CART divides the given
datasets (training set) into binary segments and builds bi-
nary trees as a result. &e Gini Index is not employed in the
ID3 and C4.5 probabilistic assumptions. In order to increase
accuracy of classification, CART algorithm increases the
accuracy by making use of cost-complexity pruning for
removing unpredictable branches from the DT.

3.3. Alternating Decision Tree (AltDTree). AltDTree is a
classification ML method. It is related to boosting and
generalizes decision trees. An AltDTree is made up of a series
of decision nodes that indicates a predicate condition and
prediction nodes that hold a single number [28]. Classic DTs,
Voted DTs, and Voted Decision Stumps are all generalized
into AltDTree. It allows any boosting implementation to
extract the AltDTree model from the data as a learning
method. In the context of the decision tree, AltDTree is an
appealing extension of boosting. It enables the use of various
boosting strategies to create an AltDTree model with unique
properties that can handle a wide range of applications.

3.4. Random Forest (RF) Classifier. RF works by using the
training data to create several decision trees. In the case of
classification, every tree suggests output as a class; also the
class with greatest number of outputs is selected as the final
outcome [29]. In order to build, number of trees must be
specified. RF is such a technique for aggregating or even
bagging bootstrap data. &is method is used to reduce an
important parameter called variance in the outcomes.

3.5. Reduced Error Pruning Tree (RedEPTree). Top-down
induction of decision trees has been observed to be ham-
pered by the pruning phase’s poor performance. It is known,
for example, that the size of the resulting tree rises linearly
with the sample size, despite the fact that the tree’s accuracy
does not improve. Errors are reduced. &e RedEPTree
technique is based on the notion of calculating information
gain using entropy and backfitting to minimize variance-
induced error [30].

3.6. Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier. &ere are two steps of
classified data in the Naive Bayesian approach [31]. &e first
stage involves evaluating the parameters of a probability
distribution using the training input data. In the second
stage, the test dataset is categorized based on the greatest
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posterior probability. &e NB classifier’s pseudocode is
shown below.

3.7. AdaBoost. AdaBoost makes it possible to merge various
“weak classifiers” into a single classifier which is called
“strong classifier.” Decision trees with one level, or decision
trees with only one split, are the most popular algorithm
used with AdaBoost. Decision Stump is another name for
these trees [32]. &is approach creates a model by assigning
equal weights to all of the data points. It then gives points
that are incorrectly categorized with a higher weight. In the
next model, all points with greater weights are given more
importance. It will continue to train models till a lower error
is received [33].

&e weight of the training set is used to start the Ada-
Boost algorithm. Let us consider training set (x1, y), . . . (xn,
yn), in which each xi is in instance space X and each label yi

is in collection of labels Y, that is very much similar to the
collection of {−1, +1}. Weight on training instance I on the
round t is assigned as DIt(i). At the start, the same weight is
used (DIt(i))� 1/M, i� 1, . . ., M), where It is the iteration
number. &en, weight of the misclassified case from the base
learning algorithm is then increased in each round. &e
AdaBoost algorithm’s pseudocode is shown below.

And

αIt �
1
2
In

P+1 − P−1

P−1 + P−1
 . (4)

CIt is the normalization constant, αIt is used to allow the
outcome to be generalized and to solve the problem of
overfitting and noise sensitive situations [33]. &e real value
of αIthIt (x) is built using a class probability estimate (P).

4. Proposed Methodology

&e proposed approach contains two phases in this section.
SMOTE is used in the initial phase to lessen the impact of
data imbalance. &en, the second phase entails classification
using Naive Bayes and DT methods (AltDTree, CART,
RedEPTree, and RF) [33]. After that, AdaBoost Ensembles of
the aforementioned algorithms are constructed and their
performance is evaluated. &en, heterogeneous classifiers
that are formed by combining two different individual
classifiers are evaluated against different performance
metrics to figure out the best model. Figure 1 depicts the flow
of the suggested technique.

4.1.Dataset. &eUCI repository provided the Heart Disease
dataset. &is dataset comprises 13 medical variables for 304
patients, which helps to determine whether the patient is in
the danger of developing heart disease or not, as well as
categorize patients who are at risk and those who are not.
&e pattern that leads to the discovery of patients at risk for
heart disease is retrieved from this dataset. &ere are two
aspects to these records: training and testing. Each row
corresponds to a single record in this dataset, which has 303

rows and 14 columns. Table 1 lists all of the qualities and the
heatmap is depicted in Figure 2.

4.2. Data Preprocessing. Most classification algorithms aim
to gather pure samples to learn and make the borderline of
each class as definitive as possible in order to perform better
prediction. Synthetic instances that are far from the bor-
derline are easier to categorize than those that are near to the
borderline, which present a significant learning difficulty for
the majority of classifiers. &e authors in [32] describe an
advanced strategy (A-SMOTE) for preprocessing imbal-
anced training sets based on these findings. It aims to clearly
characterize the borderline and create pure synthetic sam-
ples from SMOTE generalization. &is approach is divided
into two parts, as follows.

Step 1. &e SMOTE technique is used to create a synthetic
instance using

N � 2∗ (r − z) + z, (5)

where r denotes majority class samples, z denotes minority
class samples number, and N is the initial synthetic instance
number (which is newly generated).

&e synthetic instances generated by SMOTE can be
approved or rejected based on two criteria, which corre-
spond to the first stage: For example, consider x � {x1, x2, x3,
. . .. xN} which is the collection of new synthetic instances,
and xi

(j) is the jth attribute value of xi, j
∈∈[1, M].LetSm � {Sm1, Sm2,. . . Smz} and Sα � {Sα1, Sα1, Sα1,
. . .Sαr} be the set of the minority samples as well as majority
samples [32]. In order to make the rejection or acceptance
decision, distance is computed between xi and Smk, D
Dminority (xi, Smk) and the distance between xi and Sαl, D
Dmajority (xi, Sαl). For I from N steps, we calculate the dis-
tances as stated below, using equations (6) and (7).

DDminority xi, Smk(  � 
M

j�1

�������������

xi
(j)

− Smk
(j)

 
2



, k ∈ [1, z], (6)

DDminority xi, Sal(  � 

M

j�1

�������������

xi
(j)

− Sal
(j)

 
2



, l ∈ [1, r]. (7)

As per (6) and (7), we compute arrays Aminority
andAmajority using (8) and (9).

Aminority � DDmin ority xi, Sm1( , . . . DDmin ority xi, Smz(  , (8)

Amajority � DDmajority xi, Sa1( , . . . DDmajority xi, Sar(  . (9)

&en we choose the minimum value out of
Aminority, min(Aminority)and theminimumvalue out of
Amajority, min(Amajority). If min (Aminority) is lesser than
min(Amajority), the new samples are accepted else, rejected.

min(Amajority)<min(Amajority) (Accepted).
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Input required: TDS: Training Dataset TDS� ui(1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . . . n) Output expected: Class Labels YES and NO
Step_1: &e Given Dataset TDS, consists of symptoms pertaining to different classes, say YES and NO
Step_2: Calculate prior-probability of “YES” class�No of attributes of class YES/Total no of attributes Compute prior-probability of

“NO” class�No of attributes of class NO/Total no of attributes
Step_3: Compute enumi, total no. of attributes that are frequent for each class

numyes � Sum of frequent attributes of class YES
numno � Sum of frequent attributes of class NO

Step_4: Compute the conditional probability
P(attribute1/class YES) � attributeCount/ni(YES)

P(attribute1/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(NO)

P(attribute2/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(YES)

P(attribute2/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(NO)

. . .

P(attribute2/classNO) � attributeCount/ni(NO)

Step_5: Classify a new record of attributes of a patient based on the probability P (NEW/feature).
Compute P(YES/attribute) � P(YES) ∗P(attribute1/class YES) ∗P(attribute1/class YES) . . . P(attributen/class YES)

Compute PNO/attribute � P(NO) ∗P(attribute1/classNO) ∗P(attribute1/classNO) . . . P(attributen/class NO)

Step_6: Assign the new record of patient to either class YES or NO which has higher probability.

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode of NB classifier.

Input required: TDS: Training Dataset TDS� xi(1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . . . n) labels yi ∈ Y
It: Iteration Number
Steps a to h

(a) Assign TDS sample (x1, y1), . . . (xn, yn); xi ∈ X, yi ∈ {−1, +1}
(b) Initialize weights of DIt(i) � 1/M, i� 1, . . ., M
(c) for It� 1, ... , T
(d) Train the learner that is weak using distribution DIt
(e) Get hypothesis of weak hIt: X⟶ {−1, +1} along with its error� εIt � 

n
hIt(x)≠yi

DIt(i)

(f ) Update distribution DIt: DIt+1(i) � DIt(i)exp(−αItyItTIt(xIt))/CIt

(g) Next It that, It + 1
(h) Final hypothesis Outputs: H(x) � sign[

T
It�1 αIthIt] (x)]

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudocode of AdaBoost classifier.

Load Dataset

SMOTE –Data-preprocessing

Single Classifier Homogeneous 
Classifier (Adaboost)

Heterogeneous 
Classifier

K-Fold Cross 
Validation

Model Evaluation

Model Deployment

Figure 1: Proposed flow diagram.
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min(Aminority) ≥ min(Amajority) (Rejected).

Step 2. &en, using the accepted synthetic instances, the
following steps are taken to remove the noise.

Suppose S � {S1, S2, S3,. . .. Sn} is a new synthetic minority
received by Step 1. We then compute the distance between Si

with each original minority Sm,MinRap(Si,
Sm), defined

using

Sm,MinRap Si
Sm  � 

z

k�1


M

j�1

��������������
Si

(j)
− Smk

(j)
 

2


, (10)

where
Sm,MinRap(Si.

Sm) samples rapprochement including all
minority and as per (10), L is obtained as follows:

L � 
n

i�1
MinRap Si, Sm  . (11)

Step 3. Compute the distance between Si, and each original
majority Sa, MajRap(SiSa), described using

MajRap
SiSa  � 

r

i�1


M

j�1

������������
Si

(j)
− Sal

(j)
 

2


. (12)

MajRap(Si, Sa)⟶ samples rapprochement including all
majority and as per equation (13) H is obtained as follows:

H � 
n

i�1
MajRap

Si, Sa  . (13)

&en, we remove half of synthetic samples which have
most likely less distance between Siand Sa to obtain the data,
that is, of high purity.

5. Performance Evaluations

&e different ML algorithms, namely, Naive Bayes, AltD-
Tree, RedEPTree, CART, and RF, are applied on the dataset

Table 1: Attributes of the dataset.

Sl. No. Features Description Values
1 Age Age in years Continuous
2 Sex Gender of patient Male/female
3 CP Chest pain Four types
4 Trestbps Resting blood pressure Continuous
5 Chol Serum cholesterol Continuous
6 FBS Fasting blood sugar <, or >120mg/dl
7 Restecg Resting electrocardiograph Five values
8 &alach Maximum heart rate achieved Continuous
9 Exang Exercise induced angina Yes/no
10 Oldpeak ST depression when working out compared to the amount of rest taken Continuous
11 Slope Slope of peak exercise ST segment Up/flat/down
12 Ca Gives number of major vessels colored by fluoroscopy 0–3
13 &al Defect type Reversible/fixed/normal

14 Num (disorder) Heart disease Not present (“NO”)/present in the
four major types (“YES”)
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Figure 2: Heatmap depiction of the dataset.
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as individual classifiers. &eir performance is compared in
terms of several metrics as described in the next section.

5.1. Performance Metrics. If the dataset is not balanced,
accuracy may not be a good measure [34]. &e number of
accurately classified examples divided by total number of
data instances is referred to as accuracy. &e accuracy is
computed using

Accuracy �
TNs + TPs

TNs + TPs + FPs + FNs
. (14)

Precision is one of the performance metrics that is going
to measure how many correct positive forecasts have been
done. So, precision estimates the accuracy of the minority
class; then, the ratio of accurately predicted positive in-
stances divided by the total number of positive examples
predicted, is used to compute it using

Precision �
TPs

TPs + FPs
. (15)

A good classifier should have a precision of 100% (high);
only when both numerator and denominator are identical,
i.e., TP�TP+FP, can precision become 100% [33].

Recall is a metric that measures how many correct
positive predictions were produced out of all possible
positive predictions. Unlike precision, which only considers
the right positive predictions out of all positive predictions,
recall considers the positive predictions that were missed. In
this approach, recall provides some indication of the positive
class’ coverage. &e recall is computed using

recall �
TPs

TPs + FNs
. (16)

We want both accuracy and recall to be of the value one
in a good classifier, which also means FP and FN should be
zero. As a result, we require a statistic that considers both
precision and recall. &e F1-score is a measure that takes
precision and recall into account and is defined as follows:

F1 Score � 2∗
precision∗ recall
precision + recall

. (17)

To compute error rates in forecasted value, let PN denote
a collection of data having the form (t1, r1) , (t2, r2),. . .

(tp, rp)such that ti denotes n-dimensional tuples of test with
respective values of ri for a given response r and denotes
count of tuples in PN.

In all test instances, the mean-absolute-error (MAE) is
the mean of the difference among the projected and guanine
value. It is the standard deviation of the prediction error
calculated using

MAE � 

p

i�1
ri − ri

T


. (18)

&e root mean squared error (RMSE) is a well-known
approach for calculating numeric prediction success. &e
mean of the squared discrepancies among every value is

computed and its matching true value is used to calculate
this value using

RMSE �

�������������


p
r�1 ri − r

T
i 
2

p




. (19)

&e total absolute mistake is made relative to what the
error would have been if the prediction had just been the
average of the actual numbers known as Relative Absolute
Error (RAE). It is computed using

RAE �


p
r�1 ri − r

T
i 
2


p
r�1 ri − ri( 

2 . (20)

&e total squared error made is compared to what the
error would have been if the prediction had been the average
of the absolute value, known as relative squared error
(RRSE). It is computed using
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Table 2 depicts that Random Forest is the best model as it
takes only 2.27 seconds for model building (TTBM: Time to
Build Model), while the AltDTree has taken 60.18 seconds
for model building.

Figure 3 shows the accuracy forecast for individual
classifiers. Among all the aforementioned classifiers being
used in the current research work, AltDTree provides the
best accuracy of 93.56%. Random Forest provides 92.45%
accuracy and NB classifier prediction is the lowest with
78.67% accuracy.

Figure 4 depicts the rates of errors obtained from the
individual classifiers. AltDTree MAE rate is 0.28 and RMSE
rate value is 0.41. &is demonstrates that there is low error
recorded during the prediction procedures. However, NB
has a higher error rate, i.e., 0.60 MAE and 0.83 RMSE,
respectively.

Table 3 demonstrates that AdaBoost-RF is the best
model, as it has taken only 10.34 seconds to build the model.
But the AdaBoost-CARTis the worst model as it takes 295.45
seconds to build the model. Also, AdaBoost-RF has highest
F1-value of 0.98 and AdaBoost-NB has the lowest F1-value
of 0.81.

From Figure 5, AdaBoost-RF predictions are better than
any other mentioned classification algorithm with an ac-
curacy of 95.47%. However, AdaBoost-AltDTree provides
93.56% prediction accuracy and stands second. &e Ada-
Boost-NB provides the least prediction rate of 80.6%.

Figure 6 depicts the different error rates that were
recorded. AdaBoost Ensemble classifiers provide the lowest
error rate of 0.14 for MAE and 0.38 for RMSE. However,
AdaBoost-NB has a higher error rate, i.e., 0.54 and 0.76 for
MAE and RMSE, respectively, whose values are almost the
same as that of NB individual classifier.

Table 4 depicts the results of ensemble classifiers which
are heterogeneous in nature. RF-CART and RF-RedEPTree
take 7.34 seconds and 7.89 seconds for building the model,
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Table 2: Single classifier evaluation comparison.

Performance metrics Naive Bayes AltDTree RF RedEPTree CART
TTBM (sec) 4.56 60.18 2.11 10.25 52.24
Accuracy (%) 78.6 93.56 92.45 79.23 78.67
MAE 0.60 0.28 0.27 026 0.27
RMSE 0.83 0.41 0.42 0.42 0.56
RAE 120 67.71 77.87 79.12 68.91
RRSE 127.41 95.33 82.92 97.89 98.34
F1-score 0.3 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.81
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Figure 3: Accuracy prediction for single classifiers.
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Figure 4: Error rates of individual classifier.

Table 3: AdaBoost classifier.

Performance metrics AB-NB AB-AltDTree AB-RF AB-RedEPTree AB-CART
TTBM (sec) 18.32 30.01 10.34 64.35 295.45
Accuracy (%) 80.6 93.56 95.47 82.23 81.67
MAE 0.54 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.20
RMSE 0.76 0.43 0.38 0.41 0.41
RAE 129.79 57.78 35.87 45.19 41.61
RRSE 155.62 96.23 65.47 91.03 91.08
F1-score 0.81 0.94 0.98 0.83 0.87
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respectively, which are very low. However, AltDTree-CART
has taken 598.02 seconds being the worst time for building
the model. So, it can be said that RF-CART has a higher F1-
score of 0.85, and RF-RedEPTree is second with F1-score of
0.84. AltDTree-RF and AltDTree-CART have the worst F1-
scores of 0.68 and 0.69, respectively.

From Figure 7, RF-CART provides the best accuracy of
86.29% in comparison to others, followed by RF-RedEPTree
with 85.45% prediction accuracy. AltDTree-RF has the
lowest accuracy value of 70.12%.

Figure 8 depicts error rates obtained by ensemble
classifiers are heterogeneous in nature. RF-CART exhibits

Accuracy of AdaBoost Ensemble Classifier
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Figure 5: Accuracy of AdaBoost classifier.
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Figure 6: AdaBoost classifier error rate.

Table 4: Ensemble classifiers, heterogeneous.

Performance
metrics NB+AltDTree NB+RF AltDTree +RF RF+RedEPTree RF+CART AltDTree +RedEPTree AltDTree +CART

TTBM (sec) 30.03 32.05 398.12 7.89 7.34 357.77 598.02
Accuracy (%) 76.45 76.05 70.12 85.45 86.29 74.49 71.29
MAE 0.42 0.43 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.37 0.41
RMSE 0.42 0.39 0.49 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.42
RAE 99.23 92.23 80.12 71.01 70.89 73.23 89.23
RRSE 98.23 97.49 101.22 91.29 90.12 93.37 99.34
F1-score 0.74 0.75 0.68 0.84 0.85 0.73 0.69
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the lowest error rate of 0.34 (MAE) and RMSE of 0.36.
However, NB-RF has the highest MAE rate of 0.43 and
AltDTree-RF has the highest RMSE rate of 0.49.

6. Conclusion

&e AdaBoost Ensemble model for heart disease prediction
has been proposed in this work, which is based on rec-
ognized feature patterns. In the diagnosis of cardiac dis-
ease, it can be compared with classic data mining methods.
Ensemble classification approaches replace traditional
methods of extracting meaningful information during the
feature extraction step. &e homogeneous classifiers and
ensemble classifiers which are formed by combining
multiple methods called heterogeneous classifiers were
employed in this study. &e data mining preprocessing
technique using Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE) is used to cope with the problem of class
imbalance as well as noise present in the heart disease
dataset. &e best time to build the model for heterogeneous
ensemble classifiers is 7.34 seconds for RF-CART and

7.89 seconds for RF-RedEPTree ensemble, according to the
experimental results. NB-AltDTree has been observed to
have taken the worst time of 598.02 seconds to build the
model. With 86.29% prediction accuracy, RF-CART out-
performs other classification algorithms, followed by RF-
RedEPTree with 85.45% prediction accuracy. As per the
results, AdaBoost-RF classifier exhibits 0.14 error rate for
MAE which is the lowest and 0.38 for RMSE among the
other AdaBoost Ensemble classifiers. In all the overall
experiments, the performances of classifiers were com-
pared, and the findings revealed that AdaBoost-RF is the
best among other classifiers with 95.47% accuracy.
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In this modern world, we are accustomed to a constant stream of data. Major social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, or Quora
face a huge dilemma as a lot of these sites fall victim to spam accounts.%ese accounts are made to trap unsuspecting genuine users
by making them click on malicious links or keep posting redundant posts by using bots. %is can greatly impact the experiences
that users have on these sites. A lot of time and research has gone into effective ways to detect these forms of spam. Performing
sentiment analysis on these posts can help us in solving this problem effectively. %e main purpose of this proposed work is to
develop a system that can determine whether a tweet is “spam” or “ham” and evaluate the emotion of the tweet. %e extracted
features after preprocessing the tweets are classified using various classifiers, namely, decision tree, logistic regression, multi-
nomial näıve Bayes, support vector machine, random forest, and Bernoulli näıve Bayes for spam detection.%e stochastic gradient
descent, support vector machine, logistic regression, random forest, naı̈ve Bayes, and deep learning methods, namely, simple
recurrent neural network (RNN) model, long short-term memory (LSTM) model, bidirectional long short-term memory
(BiLSTM) model, and 1D convolutional neural network (CNN) model are used for sentiment analysis. %e performance of each
classifier is analyzed. %e classification results showed that the features extracted from the tweets can be satisfactorily used to
identify if a certain tweet is spam or not and create a learning model that will associate tweets with a particular sentiment.

1. Introduction

In recent times, the use of microblogging platforms has seen
huge growth, one of them being Twitter. As a result of this
growth, businesses and media outlets are increasingly
looking for methods to use Twitter to gather information on
how people perceive their products and services. Although
there has been research on how sentiments are communi-
cated in genres such as news articles and online reviews,
there has been far less research on how sentiments are
expressed in microblogging and informal language due to
message length limits. In recent years, many businesses have
used Twitter data and have obtained upside potential for

businesses venturing into various fields. On the other hand,
scammers and spambots have been actively spamming
Twitter with malicious links and false information, causing
real users to be misled. Our goal is to gather an arbitrary
amount of data from a prominent social media site, namely,
Twitter, and perform spam detection and sentiment analysis.
%is research work aims to create a model that can extract
information from tweets, identify them as spam or not, and
link the collected tweets to a specific sentiment. %e features
required are extracted using vectorizers like TF-IDF and the
Bag of Words model. %e extracted features are passed into
classifiers. For spam detection, decision tree, logistic re-
gression, multinomial naı̈ve Bayes, support vector machine,
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random forest, and Bernoulli naı̈ve Bayes are used, whereas,
for sentiment analysis, stochastic gradient descent, support
vector machine, logistic regression, random forest, näıve
Bayes, and deep learning methods such as simple recurrent
neural network (RNN) model, long short-term memory
(LSTM) model, bidirectional long short-term memory
(BiLSTM) model, and convolutional neural network (CNN)
1D model are used. Classification results and performance
are evaluated and contrasted in terms of overall accuracy
rate, recall, precision, and F1-score. To assess the efficiency
of our model, we put it to the test using real-time tweets.

1.1. Contributions of the Proposed Work. %e main contri-
butions of the proposed work are given as follows:

(i) Most of the existing work showed the use of manual
labeling on the dataset used, although very accurate,
there was a limit on the size of the dataset. In the
proposed spam detection, we took a large SMS
dataset for training and testing our models with live
tweets.

(ii) In the existing works, nomajor distinctions between
various topics and keywords of tweets while ana-
lyzing the sentiment are seen. In the proposed
sentiment analysis, we wish to observe the differ-
ences in prediction when taking numerous general
and topical subjects.

(iii) %e proposed work has experimented on real-time
data directly from Twitter.

(iv) %e proposed work analyzed the performance
measures of many of the classification models by
using different stemmers and lemmatizes on real-
time data and compared the results based on
evaluation parameters.

(v) %e multinomial Näıve Bayes classifier achieved a
classification accuracy of 97.78% and the deep
learning model, namely, LSTM, achieved a valida-
tion accuracy of 98.74% for the Twitter spam
classification. %e support vector machine classifier
achieved a classification accuracy of 70.56% and the
deep learning model, namely, LSTM, achieved a
validation accuracy of 73.81% for the Twitter sen-
timent analysis for the randomly chosen tweets.

%e rest of the content is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work, Section 3 gives the detailed
methodology used in the proposed work, Section 4 discusses
the results, and the concluding observations on the proposed
work and the future work are discussed in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Spam classification is performed using real-time Twitter
data. Text mining techniques are used for preprocessing, and
machine learning techniques such as backpropagation
neural network and näıve Bayes are used as classifiers.
Twitter API is used to collect real-time datasets from
publicly available Twitter data. It is found that näıve Bayes

performs better than backpropagation neural network [1]. A
system is proposed that uses tweet-based features and the
user to classify tweets. %e benefits of these tweet text fea-
tures include the ability to detect spam tweets even if the
spammer attempts to create a new account. For the evalu-
ation, it was run through four different machine learning
algorithms and their accuracy was determined [2].%e spam
detection system is developed for real-time or near-real-time
Twitter environments. %e method used is to capture the
bare minimum of features available in a tweet. %e two
datasets used are the Social Honeypot Dataset and 1KS-
10KN. %e usage of several feature sets has the advantage of
increasing the possibilities of capturing diverse types of
spam and making it harder for spammers to exploit all of the
spam detection system’s feature sets [3]. %e support vector
machine method is used to classify the tweets as spam. %e
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis and the
Sequence Minimal Optimization Algorithm were utilized.
To train the model, a dataset of tweets from Twitter was
taken. When compared to other spam models, this model
has a high level of reliability based on the correctness of the
system [4]. %e decision tree induction algorithm, the naı̈ve
Bayes algorithm, and the KNN algorithm are used to detect
spam on Twitter. %e research work compiled a dataset by
picking 25 regular Twitter users at random and crawling
tweets from publishers they follow. %e proposed solution
has the advantage of being practical and delivering much
better classification results than other methodologies now in
use. One problem with the proposed strategy is that it takes
longer to train models, and the feature extraction procedure
may be inefficient and expensive [5]. %e naı̈ve Bayes and
logistic regression are used for Twitter spam detection. %e
dataset was obtained by utilizing spam words, and some
labeling was performed on it. %e advantage of using both
the tweet and account-based features is that it boosts the
accuracy rate even more [6].

%e features of spam profiles on Twitter are investigated
to improve social spam detection. Relief and information
gain are the two approaches used for feature selection. Four
classification methods are used and compared in this study:
multilayer perceptrons, decision trees, naı̈ve Bayes, and
k-nearest neighbors. A total of 82 Twitter profiles have been
gathered in this dataset. %e benefit of this strategy is that
promising detection rates can be attained independent of the
language of the tweets. %e disadvantage of this strategy is
that they employed a small dataset for training, which results
in poor accuracy [7]. %e support vector machine, K-nearest
neighbor (KNN), näıve Bayes, and bagging algorithms are
used for spam detection on Twitter. %e UCI machine
learning data repository was utilized as the dataset. %e
benefit is that the performance of different cutting-edge text
classification algorithms, including näıve Bayes, was com-
pared against bagging (an ensemble classifier) to filter out
spam comments. Ensemble classifiers have been discovered
to generate better outcomes in the vast majority of cases [8].
Various strategies are discussed to acquire the best accuracy
achievable utilizing the dataset. %e classifiers employed
were naı̈ve Bayes classifier (NB), support vector machine
(SVM), KNN, artificial neural network (ANN), and random
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forest (RF). %e datasets utilized were SMS Spam Corpora
(UCI repository) and Twitter Corpora (public live tweets).
%e benefit is that these classical classifiers performed well in
terms of accuracy in spam classification in both datasets [9].
%e RF, Maximum-Entropy (MaxEnt), C-Support Vector
Classification (SVC5), Extremely Randomized Trees
(ExtraTrees), gradient boosting, spam post detection (SPD),
and multilayer perceptron (MLP) algorithms are used to
classify the spam tweets. %e automatically annotated spam
posts detection dataset (SPD automated) named Honeypot
and manually annotated spam posts detection dataset were
used (SPD manual). Automated spam accounts, according
to the study, follow a well-defined pattern with periodic
activity spikes. Any real-time filtering application can benefit
from this strategy. %e performance of the various models is
consistent, and there is a considerable improvement over the
baseline. %e problem is that distinguishing between gen-
uine human users and legitimate social bots, as well as
human spammers and social bot spammers, is difficult [10].

Spam detection methods include supervised, unsuper-
vised, and semisupervised. %e product dataset reviews are
used as the dataset and it has been discovered that com-
bining unlabeled data with a small amount of labeled data
(which will be challenging to produce effectively) can en-
hance accuracy [11]. A survey of sentiment classification,
opinions, opinion mining process, opinion spam detection,
and rules to identify the spam is performed. %e techniques
used are Sentiment Classification and Opinion mining. To
classify social media networks and website review dataset
opinions, machine learning algorithms such as Näıve Bayes
and SVM are utilized. %e benefit is that the usefulness of a
review may be established using a regression model and
providing a utility value to each review, allowing review
ranking to be further trained and tested [12]. A model for
sentiment analysis is built, which predicts the box office
performance of films in India on their opening weekend.%e
technique used is lexicon-based filtering and trend analysis
using agglomerative hierarchical clustering for the movie
review dataset. %e advantage is that the lexicon method is
simpler than the methods available in machine learning.%e
disadvantages include limitations of Twitter API, sampling
bias, noise, promotion and spam, and infringement of
privacy [13]. A method for making opinion mining easier is
performed by combining linguistic analysis and opinion
classifiers to predict positive, negative, and neutral senti-
ments for political parties using Näıve Bayes and SVM. It
was observed that SVM performed better for the given
contextual data [14]. Sentiword was utilized to recognize
nouns, adjectives, and verbs, while bespoke software was
built to determine other parts of speech using POS tags to
analyze iPhone 6 reviews.%e filtered tweets were scored and
inserted into a MySQL database, which was then exported to
Rapid Miner and the NamSor add-on was installed. For each
matched tweet, NamSor’s list of genders was then put into
the database. %e implementation of these methods was
relatively easy as many software tools were used. However,
NamSor used for gender identification is not very accurate
[15, 16].To deal volatility of spam contents and spam drift, a
framework is introduced. %e framework uses the strength

of the unsupervised machine learning approach that learns
from unlabeled tweets. Experimental results show that the
proposed unsupervised learning method achieves a recall
value of 95% to learn the pattern of new spam activities [17].

%e major challenge in the supervised learning approach
for sentiment analysis is domain-dependent feature set
generation, which is addressed in the study and a novel
approach is proposed to identify unique lexicon set in
Twitter sentiment analysis.%e study shows that the Twitter-
specific lexicon set is small in size and domain-dependent.
%e vectorization used in traditional approaches generates a
highly sparse matrix, which produces low accuracy mea-
sures. %e study feature set is hierarchically reduced and to
reduce sparsity, a small set of seven metafeatures is used.
Twitter domain refunded feature set produces excellent
sentiment classification results [18]. To identify the review’s
semantic orientation Bayesian classifier (NB), SVM, part-of-
speech tagging, and SVM and scoring-based hybrid ap-
proach (called HS-SVM) are used in scientific article re-
views.%eHS-SVM classifier produces the best results, while
the scoring system performs marginally better than the
supervised approaches in the 5-point scale classification.
Handling multilingual reviews is a drawback [19]. A study
and comparison analysis of existing sentiment analysis
techniques such as lexicon-based approaches and machine
learning and evaluation metrics are performed on Twitter
data.%e techniques used are Max Entropy, näıve Bayes, and
SVM. It supports various domains such as medical, social
media, and sports. %e drawbacks include identification of
the subjective part of the text, domain dependency, detection
of sarcasm, explicit negation of sentiments, recognition of
entity, and handling comparisons [20, 21, 22]. %e dragonfly
algorithm is used for a swarm-based improvement system to
examine high-recommendation websites for the online
E-shopping sites and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) datasets. %e
advantage is that it helps expand consumer loyalty by
identifying highlights of specific items and better feature
identification. %e disadvantage is that it does not support
characterization procedures for positive and negative groups
[23]. %e Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) was utilized to construct data mining methods for
preprocessing, classification, clustering, and outcome
analysis of the Twitter Sentiment System for SemEval 2016
and Sanders Analytics Twitter sentiment corpus. %e ad-
vantage is that it uses WEKA to classify sentiments from
Twitter data and provides improved accuracy. %e downside
is that the result could be impacted by the training features
and sentiment classification method [24]. %e people’s
opinions and sentiments concerning Syrian refugees are
analyzed. WordCloud is used to visualize a massive amount
of data with the use of a sentiment analysis lexicon [25].
Machine learning techniques can be extended to classify fake
reviews, fake news, aspect analysis, and DNA sequence
mining [16, 26, 27, 28]. %e text classification is improved
using the two-stage text feature selection algorithm [29, 30].
%e multiobjective genetic algorithm and CNN-based al-
gorithms are used to detect spam messages on Twitter [31].
According to the detailed survey made on Twitter spam
detection, there are limited labeled datasets available to train
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the spam detection algorithm. %is survey has given an
insight into various vectorization techniques used in rep-
resenting the text [32]. Researchers have used the metadata
along with the dataset to increase the accuracy of sentiment
analysis [33]. Machine learning algorithms have been ap-
plied for spam detection in e-mail and IoT platforms too
[34]. %e summary of Twitter spam detection and sentiment
analysis is given in Table 1.

To conclude, from the literature survey, we observe that
many of the researchers have contributed to the Twitter
sentiment analysis. %e researchers have used different
datasets and applied different machine learning and deep
learning algorithms. %e main research gap observed is the
lack of dataset used for Twitter spam detection and com-
paring various machine learning and deep learning models
on spam classification. Also, the proposed work has con-
tributed to analyzing the real-time tweets for spam detection
and sentiment analysis. Hence, we believe that the proposed
methodology makes a unique contribution to Twitter spam
detection and sentiment analysis in terms of the type of
dataset used, algorithms applied for classification, and
various analyses used on the results.

3. Methodology

%e proposed system architecture shown in Figure 1 follows
the principles used in natural language processing tasks and
these include all the steps of preprocessing, training the
model, and testing it on live tweets. Tweets are pulled from
the Twitter database via the tweepy API. Using vectorizers,
we build a feature vector which is then used for testing the
models. We use the classification models that have already
been trained by our text datasets and then we select the
model with the highest accuracy and predict the live tweets
with the given model.

%e initial step in the proposed methodology is to collect
the dataset.%e dataset used for the spam detection has a size
of 5572, in which 4825 ham and 747 spam contents are
present. %e dataset used for the sentiment analysis has
31015 tweets, in which 12548 are labeled neutral, 9685 are
labeled positive, and 8782 are labeled negative class. Further,
the proposed methodology has analyzed the live tweets for
classifying the tweets as positive, negative, and neutral. %is
dataset must be preprocessed for further analysis. %e main
stages included in the preprocessing include filtering,
tokenization, stop word removal, and stemming/lemmati-
zation. %en, the dataset has to be represented in vector
form, namely, TF-IDF or Bag ofWords.%is step is followed
by training the classification models on the given features.
Choose models suited for multiclassification for sentiment
analysis and binary classification for spam detection. %e
results will be evaluated and compared using the various
evaluation parameters.%e analysis will be performed on the
live Twitter data too.

3.1. Cleaning and Visualizing Data. One of the more rudi-
mentary ways to find the sentiment of a given tweet is by
analyzing the emojis present in a tweet. Popular websites like

Twitter and Quora have so much data that a great deal of
effort is spent automating the spam removal process. Also, it
is important to filter out fake news or reviews on these sites.
Organizations will be particularly interested in the opinion
of various users of their products. To perform these tasks, it
is first imperative that we perform some form of text pre-
processing. Four steps need to be taken for preprocessing:

(1) Filtering: this entails the removal of URL links, e.g.,
http:Google.com, also removing tags to other user-
names, which in Twitter often begin with an @
symbol.

(2) Tokenization: the next step involves building a Bag of
Words, by removing any punctuation or question
marks. %is allows large amounts of data to be
represented in a proper format.

(3) Removing stop words:remove articles and preposi-
tions such as a, an, and the.

(4) Constructing n-grams: this is one of the most crucial
steps. An n-gram is defined as follows: it is an n-item
contiguous sequence from a particular text or speech
sample. Depending on the application, the elements
can be letters, phonemes, words, syllables, or base
pairs.

It is observed that the decision on whether a unigram or
a bigram needs to be constructed is taken on the result we
wish to accomplish. Unigrams by themselves provide good
coverage of data, but bigrams and trigrams lend themselves
to sentiment analysis and product reviews; for example,
bigrams like “not good” convey sentimentality quite suc-
cinctly. For the proposed model, we have only used unigram
tokens for tweet preprocessing and instead have focused on
comparing various stemmers and lemmatizers mostly
reviewing their accuracy. Even though lemmatizers are
guaranteed to derive the base word of a composite word
found in our text document, such a task does not create a
massive push in accuracy and the classification models used
were more important. After cleaning up the text documents,
we can proceed with further analysis by splitting our texts
into tokens. %ese tokens must be converted into feature
vectors. Feature vectors are a method of representation that
is to be used while training the various classification models.

In the proposed work, we have mainly compared two
techniques, namely, Bag ofWords and TF-IDFmethods.%e
Bag ofWords is a very simple method of conversion wherein
all the different words in the corpus are considered as
features. Each column represents the number of times a
particular term appears in the text. Although it is inex-
pensive to compute, it does not provide much information
other than the number of occurrences of the given word.
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
method assigns a score for each word in the text-based not
only on the number of times its occurrence but also on how
likely it can be found in texts of other classifications. %is
means that words that are common in almost all texts,
irrespective of their classifications, are assigned a lower
score. %ese feature vectors can now be used by the different
classification models for training.
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3.2. Machine Learning Algorithms Used for Twitter Spam
DetectionandSentimentAnalysis. Various machine learning
algorithms used for Twitter spam detection and sentiment
analysis are discussed in this section.

3.2.1. Decision Tree. Decision tree is a supervised classifier
that can be employed to tackle classification and regression
issues; however, it is most commonly used for classification.
In this tree-structured classifier, internal nodes provide
dataset features, branches reflect decision rules, and each leaf
node delivers the result. %e decision node and the leaf node
are the two nodes in the Decision Tree. Decision Nodes are
used to make a decision and have numerous branches,
whereas Leaf Nodes are the outcome of such decisions and
have no more branches. Entropy controls how a Decision
Tree decides how to partition data. It influences the way a
Decision Tree constructs its boundaries. Its formula is given
as follows:

H(s) � − probability of log2(p+) − − probability of log2(p− ),

(1)

where (p+) represents the percentage of the positive class
and (p-) represents the percentage of the negative class.

3.2.2. Logistic Regression. In logistic regression, the sigmoid
function is a binary classification function that is used for
binary classifications. Given an initial feature vector x, it
gives an output probability of the classification of the given
text. Its formula is given as follows:

P �
e

a+bX

1 + e
a+bX

, (2)

where P is the probability of a 1 (the proportion of 1s), e is
the natural logarithm base, and a and b are model param-
eters. When X is 0, the value of a yields P and b controls how

Table 1: Summary of Twitter spam detection and sentiment analysis.

Techniques used Key findings
Backpropagation neural network and näıve Bayes are used as
classifiers [1] for spam detection.

Spam classification is performed on real-time Twitter data. Naı̈ve
Bayes performs better than backpropagation neural network.

Support vector machine method and sequence minimal
optimization algorithm [4] are used for spam detection.

When compared to other spam detection models, this model has a
high level of reliability based on the correctness of the system.

%e decision tree induction algorithm, the naı̈ve Bayes algorithm,
and the KNN algorithm are used for spam detection [6].

%e proposed solution has the advantage of being practical and
delivering much better classification results than other

methodologies now in use.
Relief and information gain are the two approaches used for feature
selection. Classifiers used for spam detection are multilayer
perceptrons, decision trees, näıve Bayes, and k-nearest neighbors [7].

A total of 82 Twitter profiles have been gathered in this dataset. %e
proposed work uses different language tweets but fails to give better

accuracy as the dataset size is small.

%e support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor (KNN), näıve
Bayes, and bagging algorithms are used for spam detection [8].

Näıve Bayes was compared against bagging (an ensemble classifier)
to filter out spam comments. Ensemble classifiers have been

discovered to generate better outcomes in the vast majority of cases.

Naı̈ve Bayes classifier (NB), support vector machine (SVM), K-
nearest neighbor (KNN), artificial neural network (ANN), and
random forest (RF) are used for spam detection [9].

SMS spam corpora (UCI repository) and Twitter corpora (public live
tweets) datasets are used for analysis. %e benefit is that these
classical classifiers performed well in terms of accuracy in spam

classification in both datasets.
%e random forest, maximum-entropy (MaxEnt), C-Support vector
classification (SVC5), extremely randomized trees (ExtraTrees),
gradient boosting, spam post detection (SPD), and multilayer
perceptron (MLP) algorithms are used for spam detection [10].

%e automatically annotated spam posts detection dataset
(SPDautomated) named Honeypot and manually annotated spam
posts detection dataset was used (SPDmanual) and the different

algorithms are evaluated and compared.

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used for spam detection
[13].

%e movie review dataset is used for the analysis. %e lexicon
method used is simpler than the methods available in machine

learning.

Naı̈ve Bayes and SVM are used for spam detection [14]. %e political dataset is used for analysis. It was observed that SVM
performed better for the given contextual data.

Rapid miner and the NamSor are used for tweet classification [15]. NamSor, which was used for gender identification, is not very
accurate.

An unsupervised machine learning approach is used for tweet spam
classification and sentiment analysis [17].

%e proposed unsupervised learning method achieved a recall value
of 95% to learn the pattern of new spam activities.

Lexicon-based sentiment analysis [18]. A small Twitter-specific lexicon set is used, which gives good
accuracy. For general tweet analysis, the accuracy is reduced.

Bayesian classifier (NB), support vector machines (SVM), part-of-
speech tagging, and SVM and scoring-based hybrid approach (called
HS-SVM) are used in scientific article reviews classification [19].

%e HS-SVM classifier produces the best results.

Max entropy, naı̈ve Bayes, and support vector machine are used for
sentiment classification [20].

%e tweets are analyzed on domains such as medical, social media,
and sports.
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rapidly the probability changes when X is changed by a
single unit.

3.2.3. Multinomial Naı̈ve Bayes. Multinomial Näıve Bayes is
used for features that reflect counts or count rates since the
multinomial distribution describes the chance of detecting
counts among a number of categories. Text classification,
where the features are connected to word counts or fre-
quencies inside the documents to be categorized, is one area
where multinomial Näıve Bayes is frequently utilized.

Samples (feature vectors) in a multinomial event model
describe the frequencies with which specific events have
been created by a multinomial (p1 . . . . . . pn), where {\dis-
playstyle p_{i}} pi is the chance that event i happens. A
feature vector {\displaystyle \mathbf {x} �(x_{1},\dots,x_
{n})}X� (x1 . . . . . . xn) is then a histogram, with xi repre-
senting the number of times event i was seen in a given
instance. %is is the most common event model for docu-
ment classification. %e likelihood of observing a histogram
x is given as follows:

p X|Ck(  �


n
i�1 xi( !


n
i�1 xi!



n

i�1
Pk

xi

i . (3)

3.2.4. Support Vector Machine. Each data is represented as a
point in n-dimensional space (with n being the number of
features), with each feature’s value becoming the SVM

algorithm’s value for a specific coordinate. SVMs have su-
pervised machine learning models that address two-group
classification problems using classification techniques. By
providing labeled training data for each category, SVM
models are capable of categorizing new texts. %ey have two
major advantages over modern methods, such as neural
networks: they are faster and perform better with fewer data
(in the thousands). %is makes the method particularly well
suited to text classification problems, where just a few
thousand tagged examples are often available. A technique
called kernel trick is used by the SVM algorithm, by which it
converts low input dimensions to higher input dimensions
using complex data transformations. %is is how the SVM
converts a nonseparable problem into a separable one.

3.2.5. Random Forest. Random Forest is a supervised
learning approach that can be employed for regression and
classification purposes, with the algorithm being highly
adjustable and user-friendly. Random Forests create deci-
sion trees from data samples picked at random, get pre-
dictions from each tree, and then vote on the best option.
%e feature’s worth can also be evaluated reliably. It is given
by the following formula:

nij � wjCj − Wleft(j)Cleft(j) − Wright(j)Cright(j), (4)

where nij is the importance of node j, wj is the weighted
number of samples reaching node j, Cj is the impurity value
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Figure 1: %e architecture of Live Tweet analysis.
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of node j, left(j) is the child node from left split on node j,
and right(j) is the child node from right split on node j.

3.2.6. Bernoulli Naı̈ve Bayes. %e Boolean variables are
similar to multinomial Näıve Bayes variables and act as
predictors. %e parameters used to forecast the class vari-
ables only accept binary replies, for instance, if a word occurs
in the text or not. If xi is a Boolean expressing the presence
or absence of the ith phrase from the lexicon, then the
likelihood of a document given a class {\displaystyle C_{k}}
Ck is given by the following:

p X|Ck(  � 
n

i�1
p

xi

ki
1 − pki( 

1− xi( ). (5)

3.2.7. Stochastic Gradient Descent. Stochastic Gradient
Descent is a machine learning optimization technique for
identifying model parameters that best match expected and
actual outcomes. It is a clumsy but efficient technique. It is
efficient because rather than calculating the cost of multiple
data points, we just consider one data point and the ac-
companying gradient descent, after which the weights are
updated. %e update step is shown in the following:

wj :� wj − α
zJi

zwj

, (6)

where Ji is the cost of ith training example.

3.2.8. Deep Learning Methods Used for Twitter Spam De-
tection Sentiment Analysis. Deep learning is a branch of
machine learning whose methods are based on the form and
composition of ANNs. %e proposed work used four deep
learning models for Twitter sentiment analysis, namely,
Simple RNN, LSTM, BiLSTM, and 1D CNN model.

3.2.9. Simple RNN Model. A RNN is an ANN in which
nodes are connected in a directed graph in a temporal order.
%is allows it to respond in a time-dependent manner.
RNNs, which are created from feedforward neural networks,
can process variable-length sequences of inputs by using
their internal state. To add new information, themodel alters
the existing data by applying a function. As a result, the
entire information is altered; i.e., there is no distinction
between ‘important’ and ‘not so important information.

3.2.10. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Model. Long
short-term memory is a prominent RNN architecture that
was developed to deal with the issue of long-term depen-
dence and solve the vanishing gradient problem. %e RNN
model may be unable to forecast the present state well if the
previous state influencing the current prediction is not re-
cent. LSTMs have three gates in the deep levels of the neural
network: an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate.
%ese gates control the flow of data needed to forecast the
network’s output.

3.2.11. Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM)
Model. A bidirectional LSTM is a sequence processing
model that comprises two LSTMs: one that forwards the
input and the other that reverses it. BiLSTM effectively
improves the amount of data available to the network,
providing a richer context for the algorithm.

3.2.12. 1D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Model.
A CNN is effective in detecting simple patterns in data,
which are subsequently utilized to create more sophisticated
patterns in the upper layers. When we want to extract
valuable features from small (fixed-length) chunks of the
whole dataset and the location of the feature inside the
segment is not important, a 1D CNN is quite useful. %is
holds good for analysis and retrospection of time sequences
of sensor data (such as proximity or barometer data) and the
study of any type of signal data over a set time frame (like
audio signals). A convolution neural network comprises 3
layers: input, output, and hidden layer. %e middle layers act
as a feedforward neural network.%ese layers are considered
hidden as both the activation function and the final con-
volution are concealed from their inputs and outputs. %e
hidden layers also include convolutional layers. %e dot
product of the convolution kernel with the input matrix of
the layer is performed here. ReLU and the Frobenius inner
product act as the activation functions. A feature map is
generated by the convolution operation as the convolution
kernel slides along the input matrix for the layer, later
contributing to the input of the following layer. Pooling
layers, fully connected layers, and normalization layers are
added soon after to improve functionality.

After having trained various models, we tested these
classifiers with live tweets from Twitter and this task is
accomplished through the TweepyAPI. Tweepy is a python
module that makes it possible to use the Twitter API. %e
TweepyAPI has many ways inbuilt through which it can
relay the necessary information in JSON format. We used
the oath method to communicate with the API. %is in-
volved using the existing Twitter account to create a de-
veloper account. After the developer account is created,
Twitter provides us with four keys of which two are private
keys. We have to use these keys to access the JSON data.
%ese JSON data contain a lot of information about every
tweet we wish to analyze, including its timestamp, the text,
user, and device used.

We analyze these tweets for both spam detection and
sentiment analysis separately. For spam detection, we found
that due to Twitter’s strict policies on account creation, there
are not a lot of accounts that run bots that constantly tweet
spam content. %us, analyzing live spam tweets was a dif-
ficult proposition. Hence, we used an SMS dataset that had
spam and nonspam classification for our training purposes.
%e SMS and tweet formats are very similar in format and
thus could be used for our training purposes. After the
preprocessing steps are applied, we turn the texts in the
dataset to feature vectors, and then they are used for training
our models. After the classificationmodels have been trained
with sufficient accuracy, we use the classifiers on actual live
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tweets that appear on our account’s feed. Finally, we classify
these tweets as whether they are spam or not.

For sentiment analysis, we performed multi-
classification on whether a given tweet’s sentiment is
positive, negative, or neutral. We obtained a large dataset
from Kaggle that was used for our training purposes. After
performing the preprocessing steps, we created the feature
vectors to be used for training our models. After obtaining
sufficient accuracy, we used these classifiers to detect
various real-world trends. For us to do that, we created a
program in the Jupyter Notebook that can take in a key-
word or hashtag that we need to analyze along with the
number of tweets that we would like to take into consid-
eration. Since obtaining tweets in this manner also means
that we might be able to get a significant number of tweets
in various languages, we used the Text Blob package to
change tweets from other languages into English. TextBlob
library is a very useful library to work on various languages;
we can use it to detect various languages and also translate
from one language to another. We gather several tweets on
relevant topics in JSON format and we need to convert
them into a pandas.DataFrame. We used various classifiers
to determine the sentiment of these tweets and observed
how accurate our classifiers are for real-world texts.

%e various evaluation metrics used in the proposed
work include accuracy, recall, negative recall, precision, and
F1-score.

Accuracy is computed as follows:

Accuracy �
Number of Correct Predictions
Total Number of Predictions

. (7)

%e accuracy measure gives how many data values are
correctly predicted.

Sensitivity (or Recall) computes how many test case
samples are predicted correctly among all the positive
classes. It is computed as follows:

Sensitivity �
Number of True Positives

Number of true Positives + Number of False negatives
.

(8)

Specificity (or Negative Recall) computes how many test
case samples are predicted correctly among all the negative
classes. It is computed as follows:

Specificity �
Number of TrueNegatives

Number of TrueNegatives + Number of False Positives
.

(9)

Precision measure computes the number of actually
positive samples among all the predicted positive class
samples as follows:

Precision �
Number of True Positives

Number of True Positives + Number of False Positives
.

(10)

F1-score is the harmonic mean of Precision and Sen-
sitivity. It is also known as the Sorensen–Dice Coefficient or
Dice Similarity Coefficient. %e perfect value is 1. F1-score is
computed as shown in the following:

F1 − score � 2∗
Precision ∗ Sensitivity
Precision + Sensitivity

. (11)

4. Results and Discussion

%e results section is divided into two sections, Twitter spam
detection and sentiment analysis using machine learning
and deep learning techniques.

4.1. Machine Learning Techniques for Twitter Spam
Detection. %edataset used for the spam detection has a size
of 5572, in which 4825 ham and 747 spam contents are
present. %e training data and testing data are split up at 70 :
30. UsingWordCloud, we examined the word frequencies in
Spam tweets. %e WordCloud results for spam tweets are
shown in Figure 2. According to the analysis, the English
word “Free” was the most frequently occurring of all the
words in the spam tweet data. As a result, the word takes up a
large portion of the WordCloud image. In terms of fre-
quency of occurrence, this word is closely followed by “Call”
and thus occupies a similarly large portion of the Word-
Cloud. Simply put, more frequent words take up a larger
portion of the WordCloudthan less frequent words.

%e proposed work used multinomial NB (MNB),
Bernoulli NB (BNB), support vector machine (SVM), de-
cision tree (DT), RF, and logistic regression (LG) classifiers
to detect whether the Twitter data is spam or not. %e
proposed work used both TF-IDF and Bag of Words vec-
torizer before applying machine learning and deep learning.
Table 2 gives various performance measures (in percentage)
obtained for spam detection after applying the TF-IDF
vectorizer.

Table 3 gives various performance measures (in per-
centage) obtained for spam detection after applying the Bag
of Words vectorizer.

%e analysis is further continued after selecting the
Bag of Words and TF-IDF model to perform the vecto-
rization of the tweet dataset, with the help of different
stemming algorithms, which help reduce the features in its
word stem. Before applying the various stemming algo-
rithms, normalization is applied to the tweets along with
preprocessing. %e main steps implemented in the nor-
malization process include the following: cleaning URLs,
emojis, and hashtags; making tweets into lowercase; re-
moving whitespaces; removing punctuations; autocorrect;
tokenizing the tweet; removing stopwords. Table 4 gives
the comparison of accuracy between normal analysis
(without using any stemmers and lemmatizer), different
stemmers, and lemmatizer with Bag of Words using
different machine learning classifiers.

Table 5 gives the comparison of accuracy be-
tween normal analysis (without using any stemmers and
lemmatizer), different stemmers, and lemmatizer with
TF-IDF model using different machine learning
classifiers.

%e average of the evaluation parameter values was
obtained using normal analysis, different stemmers, and a
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lemmatizer. %e average values of the evaluation parameters
observed for each classifier are shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Deep Learning Techniques for Twitter Spam Detection.
%e proposed work used four deep learning models for
Twitter spam detection, namely, Simple RNN, LSTM,
BiLSTM, and 1D CNN model. Table 6 gives the validation
accuracy, validation loss, test accuracy, and test loss obtained
for Twitter spam detection using various deep learning
models.

Figure 4 shows the validation accuracy graph for the
above-mentioned deep learning techniques over 70 epochs.
Figure 5 shows the validation loss for the above-mentioned
deep learning techniques over 70 epochs.

We have selected logistic regression (LR) for further real-
time tweet spam detection. Table 7 gives the confusion
matrix for predicting the real-time Twitter as spam or ham.

%e sample live tweet fetched from Twitter is classified as
spam and not spam (ham) according to the logistic re-
gression classifier, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

4.3. Machine Learning Techniques for Twitter Sentiment
Analysis. %e experiment used a dataset of tweets that were
categorized as positive, negative, or neutral. %e number of
tweets used for the experiment is 31015, of which 12548 are
labeled neutral, 9685 are labeled positive, and 8782 are
labeled negative. %ese tweets are preprocessed by re-
moving @user, removing HTTP and URLs, and removing

Figure 2: Spam WordCloud.

Table 2: Performance Measures (in percentage) for spam detection after applying TF-IDF vectorizer.

Performance measures Multinomial NB Bernoulli NB SVM Decision tree classifier Random forest classifier Logistic regression
Classification accuracy 98.21 96.77 96.59 95.75 97.19 94.92
Precision 96.89 96.38 97.13 90.94 98.42 96.61
Recall 95.52 89.81 88.44 91.39 89.87 82.04
F1-score 96.19 92.74 92.16 91.16 93.56 87.47
Negative recall 99.24 99.44 99.72 97.43 100 99.86

Table 3: Performance measures (in percentage) for spam detection after applying the Bag of Words vectorizer.

Performance measures Multinomial NB Bernoulli NB SVM Decision tree classifier Random forest classifier Logistic regression
Classification accuracy 97.37 96.77 96.95 95.39 97.19 97.85
Precision 92.89 96.38 97.81 91.98 97.95 98.78
Recall 96.85 89.81 89.37 88.11 90.23 92.24
F1-score 94.74 92.74 93.01 89.90 93.61 95.18
Negative recall 97.57 99.44 99.86 98.19 99.86 100

Table 4: Accuracy measure (in percentage) for different stemmers and lemmatizer using BoW model.

Classifier Normal analysis (BoW) Porter stemmer Snowball stemmer Lancaster stemmer Lemmatizer
Multinomial NB 97.37 97.07 97.19 97.49 97.19
Bernoulli NB 96.77 96.83 96.77 97.13 96.83
SVM 96.95 97.13 97.13 97.67 97.13
Decision tree 95.39 96.65 96.47 96.23 96.59
Random forest 97.19 97.43 97.37 97.43 97.25
Logistic regression 97.85 97.91 97.91 98.15 97.85

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 9
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special characters, numbers, and punctuation. %e pre-
processing step is followed by a tokenizer and Porter
stemmer has been applied to these tokens. %en the tweets
are reframed by combining the tokens. %e count vec-
torizer (Bag of Words) technique is used to extract the
features. %e dataset is divided into 75% for training and
25% for testing.

WordCloud is used to analyze the word frequencies in
the sentiment tweets. Figures 8–10 show the WordCloud
results for positive, neutral, and negative tweets, respectively.

Table 8 gives the results for tweet sentiment classification
giving evaluation parameters for SVM, Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD), RF, LR, and multinomial naı̈ve Bayes
(MNB) classifier. Among the classifiers, the SVM has the
highest accuracy of 70.56 percent for the Twitter dataset used
in the experiment.

Figure 11 is a graphical representation of the data in
Table 8. %e Y-axis represents the values of the performance
measures discovered during the tests, while the X-axis
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Figure 3: Comparison of average performance measures.

Table 5: Accuracy measure (In percentage) for different stemmers and lemmatizer using TF-IDF model.

Classifier Normal Analysis (TF-IDF) Porter stemmer Snowball stemmer Lancaster stemmer Lemmatizer
Multinomial NB 98.21 97.85 97.85 97.85 97.97
Bernoulli NB 96.77 96.83 96.77 97.13 96.83
SVM 96.59 96.77 96.77 97.19 96.71
Decision tree 95.75 96.65 96.29 94.68 96.83
Random forest 97.19 97.31 97.55 97.07 97.31
Logistic regression 94.92 94.68 94.68 95.22 94.92

Table 6: Evaluation parameter values obtained for Twitter spam detection using deep learning models.

Deep learning models Validation accuracy Validation loss Test accuracy Test loss
Simple RNN 0.98684 0.0537 0.973 0.309
LSTM 0.98744 0.0524 0.974 0.200
Bidirectional LSTM 0.98445 0.0736 0.975 0.205
1D CNN 0.9797 0.1041 0.9743 0.110
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Figure 4: Validation accuracy for deep learning models.
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represents the Classifier names. To differentiate between the
various performance measures, the lines plotted depicting
the comparison are color-coded.

4.4. Deep Learning Techniques for Twitter Sentiment
Analysis. %e proposed work used four deep learning
models for Twitter sentiment analysis, namely, Simple RNN,
LSTM, BiLSTM, and 1D CNN model. Table 9 gives the
validation accuracy, validation loss, test accuracy, and test
loss obtained for Twitter sentiment analysis using various
deep learning models.

Figure 12 shows the validation accuracy graph for the
above-mentioned deep learning techniques for Twitter
sentiment analysis over 70 epochs. Figure 13 shows the

validation loss for the above-mentioned deep learning
techniques for Twitter sentiment analysis over 70 epochs.

To demonstrate the live tweet sentiment analysis, the
proposed system extracted 39 tweets for a request of a
maximum of 50 tweets on the topic of India for analysis, as
shown in Figure 14.

%e extracted tweets were subjected to preprocessing
steps and then each tweet was analyzed for sentiment using
SVM as our classifier and then the sentiment generated was
saved in a new data frame. %e sample sentiment values for
five live tweets are displayed and shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 5: Validation loss for deep learning models.

Table 7: Confusion matrix obtained for predicting real-time tweets
as spam or ham.

Actual
Predicted

Ham Spam
Ham 1918 4
Spam 44 263

************ TEST PHASE WITH LIVE TWEET ***********

Analysed live-tweet: [ 'You have won a free mobile. call back. ']

According to LR Classificaion this tweet is SPAM

Figure 6: Live tweet spam prediction test.

************ TEST PHASE WITH LIVE TWEET ***********

Analyzed live-tweet : [' It won over the pickiest cat ever!\nhhtps://t.co/V×J
0Vc2W49']

According to LR Classificaion this tweet is NOT SPAM

Figure 7: Live tweet not spam (ham) prediction test.

Figure 8: Positive sentiment WordCloud.

Figure 9: Neutral sentiment WordCloud.

Figure 10: Negative sentiment WordCloud.

Table 8: Performance measures (in percentage) for different tweet
sentiment classification models.

Performance measures SVM SGD RF LR MNB
Classification accuracy 70.56 69.91 69.76 69.16 65.39
Sensitivity (recall) 69.23 69.38 69.32 68.61 64.91
F1-score 70.23 69.87 69.62 69.17 65.48
Precision 72.99 70.78 70.28 70.16 66.55
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Figure 11: Comparison of performance measures for different tweet sentiment classification models.

Table 9: Evaluation parameter values obtained for Twitter sentiment analysis using deep learning models.

Deep learning models Validation accuracy Validation loss Test accuracy Test loss
Simple RNN 0.5761 1.77 0.576 1.771
LSTM 0.7381 0.6974 0.728 0.696
Bidirectional LSTM 0.7374 0.6845 0.73 0.718
1D CNN 0.3968 1.01 0.397 1.01
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Figure 12: Validation accuracy for deep learning models.
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Figure 13: Validation loss for deep learning models.
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%e number of positive, neutral, and negative tweets
found in our extracted tweets are presented in Table 10.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

%is research article focuses on detecting real-time Twitter
spam tweets and performing sentiment analysis on stored
tweets and real-time live tweets. %e proposed methodology
has used two different datasets, one for spam detection and
the other for sentiment analysis. We have applied different
vectorization techniques and compared the results. %is will
enable the researchers to choose the best vectorization
technique based on the dataset available.%e spam detection
and sentiment analysis on the static dataset and real-time
live tweets is performed by applying various machine
learning and deep learning algorithms. %e multinomial
naı̈ve Bayes classifier achieved a classification accuracy of
97.78% and the deep learning model, namely, LSTM,
achieved a validation accuracy of 98.74% for the Twitter
spam classification. %e classification process demonstrated
that the features retrieved from tweets can be utilized to
reliably determine whether a tweet is spam or not. %e
classification results revealed that the features retrieved from
tweets can be used to accurately determine the Sentiment
Value of tweets. %e SVM classifier achieved a classification
accuracy of 70.56% and the deep learning model, namely,

LSTM, achieved a validation accuracy of 73.81% for the
Twitter sentiment analysis.

Our future work will mainly dwell on the connection
between accounts and their tendency to give out spam tweets.
When we classify a tweet as spam, we can also analyze the
tweets from the same account and find out how likely the given
account writes out spam tweets. Another clue on whether a
given account is spam can be found by analyzing the followers
to following ratio. If they have a low number of followers to
their following numbers, they can also reasonably be classified
as spam accounts. Since spam tweets are mostly neutral and
have no relevance to any of the key topics. We also would find
insight into determining the sentiments of spam tweets.
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Figure 14: Sample output obtained for extraction of live tweets for sentiment analysis.

Figure 15: Sentiment values for a sample of five live tweets.

Table 10: Live tweet sentiment classification details.

Sentiment class Total live tweets Percentage
Neutral 27 69.23
Negative 9 23.08
Positive 3 7.69
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